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PEEFATOEY NOTICE.

In the second part of this Volume the Translator has so far departed

from the plan of his predecessor as to refrain from translating the Greek
terms, except in those cases where it had been done by Olshausen. His
object has been to present the work to the English reader as nearly as

possible in the, same form in which the Author published it to his coun-
trymen.

lie is responsible for the contents of the volume only from p. 146.

T. B.
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COMMENTARY

ON

THE GOSPELS.

§ 12. THE CALLING OF ST MATTHEW. OF FASTING.

(St Matth. ix. 9—17; Mark ii. 13—22; Luke v. 27—39.)

St Matthew touches by the way upon the occasion of his

being called to the office of an apostle, but without enlarging on

his own personality (Subjectivitat
1

); sacred as might be to him

the moment that called him to the immediate presence or proxi-

mity of our Redeemer, yet he remains with his spiritual eye

steadily and immoveably fixed in pure contemplation of the sub-

lime phenomenon which he wishes to represent to his readers.

He only mentions his calling on account of the events that were

connected with it. Both St Mark and St Luke give to him who

was called on this occasion the name of Levi; yet, the affinity of

the narrative itself, together with the identity of the discourses

1 This keeping in the background of their own persons on the part of

the Evangelists, so apparent in the Gospels, is a highly important fea-

ture in their distinctive character; it manifests them as chaste historians,

that were purelyabsorbed by their noble and sublime subject. Against the

inauthenticity of St Matthew, as little can be inferred from his not here

making himself known, as against that of St John, for the same reason.

The position of this event appears, no doubt, unchronological ; but St

Matthew, in the first place, does not pretend to observe any chronolo-

gical order, and in the second, this calling certainly already presupposes

an earlier invitation of St Matthew by Christ.

VOL. II. B



2 QOSPEL OF ST MATTHEW IX. 9— 13.

thai are connected with it, compel us to regard the names,

though different, as intended to denote one and the same person.

The experiments made to represent them as denoting different

persons, have turned out to be very weak. 1

Ver. 9. Maf&aft= pr>nD« "Matthew," QeCBups," Theodore."—

The rsXeSwo*, " place where toll or custom is taken" = D3ttn iTQ>
'' house of tribute, custom house," which properly signifies, accord-

ing to Buatorf (Lex. Talm. p. 1065), an exchange.—The call,

uy.fj/.r,j.)-i 1J.01,
" follow me," as well as the Bevre otiuoj (aov (iv. 19

comp. with ver. 22), " follow after me," implies not only the

corporeal following to which our Lord here invites him, but the

internal spiritual following, which is the real ground for the

former. A previous acquaintance with St Matthew is presup-

posed, for otherwise our Redeemer would not have invited Mat-

thew to leave his official duties; the latter had, no doubt, al-

ready taken the necessary steps to relieve himself from those

duties.

Ver. 10. St Matthew received joyfully the Saviour, who had

called him to a nobler office; he prepared for him a hoyj, ptyd'/.r},

" a great banquet," = nrHT£> " feasV Gen. xxvi. 30. This

word is met with, also, in St Luke xiv. 13. (Concerning reXuvrig,

"a publican, i.e., tax-collector," and a/xaoTuy.oc, "a sinner," see on

Matth. v. 46.) The Evangelist contrasts our Saviour, who had

chosen a publican or tax-gatherer for his apostle, with the Pha-

risees, who would not even permit that intercourse should take

place with these unfortunate beings, devoted to the world, in

whose hearts, however, frequently the noblest longing after the

truth was excited. Yet do these Pharisees not appear exactly

as though they had been wicked and malicious; they must be

regarded rather as being incapable of comprehending, in con-

sequence of their confined position, the free action of the love

of Christ. Our Lord, therefore, affords them an insight into a

much purer life than they wen- aware 1 of, or could comprehend.

Ver. 12, L3. Jesus describes, in a Few words, his sacred office

as the Physician of mankind. The man exposed to contagion

may do well in shunning the diseased person; but the physician

1 St Mark ii. 11, calls Levi rhv rou 'AXpaiou, "the son of Alpheus."
This Aipheue Lb in every respect another person than the father of James
(Matth. \. :'.), for the existence of any relationship between St James
and St Matthew, or Levi, is n«.t rendered probable by any circumstance
whatever.
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hastens to him to remove his suffering. As a largos, " physi-

cian/
5

the physician of souls, Jesus represents himself, according

to Exod. xv. 26, where Jehovah himself says to the wretched

(people of) Israel: TjNQh HiiT1 "CN ^ " f°r ^ am *ne Lord that

healeth thee." In the passage forming a parallel to this, in

which Jesus speaks of his destination (s^se^ai, " to have come,"

= to the more usual 'igyja^ai stg rh xStr/tov, " to have come into the

world," the appearance on earth of one belonging to a higher order

of things), Bixawi, " righteous men," stands as an exposition by

the side of Uyygoi, " sound, whole," as a/tagr«Xo/, " sinners," by
the side of -/.axuc, syjvrsg, " those that are sick." Without prejudice

to the doctrine of the universal sinfulness of mankind, we yet see

that the sacred writers frequently draw a line of distinction be-

tween men (comp. on Luke xv. 7) ; sin, as it were, concentrates

itself in some individuals. But these are often the very men on

whom, in his free grace, the Redeemer first has compassion. The

righteous (those that are, according to the law, less liable to

punishment) frequently perform the character of the jealous bro-

ther on the calling home of the lost son (comp. on Luke xv. 11

seq.) The word xaXuv, " to call," expresses the ministry of our Re-

deemer with reference to the apaorwhoi, "sinners;" it signifies

the gracious calling of our Lord to partake of his feast of joy

(Comp. on this word, and its relation to JjtXgyg/v, " to choose,

select," on Matthew xxii. 14.) St Luke adds: e!g ftzrdvoiav, " to re-

pentance," which is a spurious interpolation both in St Matthew

and St Mark, the [isrdvoia, " repentance" (see on M. iii. 2) being

viewed as the first step towards the kingdom of Grod. St Matthew

adds, moreover, to the idea a reference to Hos. vi. 6. (The word

vopvM&at, "to go forth, to proceed," is used as redundant in a sense

analogous to Tt^Ji, "to walk, to go forward.") The dazzling

brightness of the coming sun clearly shines forth in the words

of the Old Testament seer; the life manifested in self-denying

love appears as outshining all other sacrifices: ^7*1 Ti^QH IDPT

j-qj,
" mercy have I desired, and not sacrifice." Hence, the

sacrifices do not seem abrogated in these words; but, on the

contrary, consummated in the veritable Sacrifice, of which all

the others are but types. The expression -y£n>
" grace, favour,

mercy," = sXzog, " pity, compassion, mercy," signifies love, in so

far as it manifests itself, i.e. as it is displayed, towards those

that are unhappy, and where it affords no enjoyment to the be-
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stower, but only a pure self-sacrifice. Sucli an explanation of

the yoawiara isgd, " sacred words," to the yg&pfAarsTg, " scribes,

expounders of the Scriptures (see note 1, p. 327), was for them-

selves a powerful exhortation to the psrdvoiu, " repentance."

Ver. 14. Afterthis, these same Pharisees (according to St Luke),

or rather certain disciples of St John who happened to be pre-

sent (according to St Matthew), or both in common (as St Mark,

sinking all distinction between the two, says), bring forward

another peculiarity of the circle of the disciples of Jesus—the

abandonment of fasting and standing prayer (Luke v. 33), on

which things even the Baptist himself, according to his Old Tes-

tament point of view, laid great stress.

Ver. 15. The Redeemer immediately goes to the root of these

outward and peculiar formalities, as one who always penetrated

into the depths of the spirit, i.e. who always viewed things in

their spiritual bearing, and sets at once before them the diffe-

rence of the economies of the Old and New Testament. In the

first place, says Jesus, the peculiar nature of the kingdom of

God does not rest on such external matters—the life thereof

will hereafter exhibit itself in the church in a far different ana-

logy with the Old Testament. He concludes by comparing him-

self to a bridegroom, and his disciples to the friends of the

bridegroom, and leaves them to draw from this comparison the

inference necessarily required to illustrate the point at issue or

before them. As marriage is the season for the most indwelling

sentiments of joy, so must also be our Lord's appearance in

the world; streams of light and of life overflow all hearts, eat-

ing and drinking, gay enjoyment, appear as the sensible out-

ward manifestation of the inward joy and happiness of the

spirit. Suffering, as exemplified by fasting, could only super-

vene by the death of the bridegroom; but then, indeed, it would

be a suffering the more bitter and the more acute. The re-

markable parts of this parable are, in the first place: that the

disciples are designated wo) roZ vv,u£u>voc, " sons of the bridal-

chamber" (= vagaw/Afioi, companions of the bridegroom in the

bridal-chamber, w/Mtpwv = nsn/ " * nc ve^> or veiled chamber"),
T '•.

N2IT This is the name which the Jews of old gave to the veil, or

covering, which was supported by four posts, beneath or within which
the marriage ceremony was always performed. It resembles very much
the canopy used in the Church of Rome on high festivals, which is ge-

nerally borne over the individual who i< to perform high mass, and who,
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they express metaphorically, indeed, together with all believers,

the bride herself. (Comp. Ephes. v. 23 sqq.) There is, how-

ever, also admissible another legitimate view taken of the dis-

ciples, according to which they appear as the first rays of the

rising sun of the spiritual world sent forth among mankind ; hence

they are exhibited as introducing the heavenly bridegroom, as it

were, to his earthly bride. In the second place, it is obscure how
the orav a^ra^, " when he shall be taken away," is to be brought

into connection with the expression vnarsvaovav, " they shall fast,"

by which it is followed. If we assume it to signify the death of

the Redeemer on the cross, it then would appear as though its

meaning were: that the church would fast during the whole time

of his absence and until the period of his return in glory. This

idea, however, cannot well be received as truly conformable to

our purpose, because the resurrection of our Redeemer at once

dispelled again the sorrow for his death, and yet our Saviour

could hardly have intended to say that his disciples would only

fast the one day during which he remained in the grave. We
must look, therefore, for a spiritual conception, or mode of view-

ing of the question at issue, which, dispelling the difficulties,

grasps the eternal bearing which the words of our Lord display.

For his words are spirit and life (John vi. 63), and as such,

therefore, they must possess for the church in all ages their spi-

ritual signification. What Christ here says is applicable to his

disciples of all times; sometimes they do rejoice, and sometimes

they fast. It is manifest that the question at issue is not so

much respecting the bodily presence of our Redeemer {litihr^'ia ala-

Sjjrr; , "the visible sojourning"), which, for example, was certainly

no bridal joy to Judas, as his internal spiritual presence in the

souls of men (sTidri/zla vorirrj, " perceptible sojourning"). But this

presence of our Redeemer is more glorious and efficacious after

his resurrection than it was before. The words of Jesus, under-

stood in this sense, afford as their result the profound idea that

an internal vicissitude takes place even in believers, which is a

vicissitude of light and darkness (Jam. i. 17), inasmuch as there

reigns within them at one time a nuptial joy, and, at another,

grief for the departed bridegroom has the ascendancy, and that,

on such occasions, invariably carries the tabernacle, i.e. the sacred vessel

containing the host. It is not unlike a four-post bedstead, the lower por-

tion of it, of course, being removed, and is in use among the Jews at the

present day, to whom it is known under the above name.—T.
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according to these alternations, their outward life also assumes

varied hues depending more or less thereon. Yet the joyous

disposition is viewed as predominating under the New Testa-

ment, whereas it is the grave and serious frame of mind which

reigns under the Old Testament.

Vcr. 16, 17. But since the remark of the Pharisees and of

the disciples of St John contained something which seemed to

require a reply (ver. 14), our Lord demonstrates to them in

conversation, by means of two parables or similes (St Luke
v. 36 uses, on this occasion, the expression cra^a/3oX^, " a para-

ble/' which may here be applied in the more extended sense

of the word; see on this head Matth. xiii.), that the two dispen-

sations do not admit of being confounded together. The new
spirit demands the new form, and even though we may meet in

the New Testament life with forms which are nearly related to

the Old Testament state of things, yet are they different from
those phenomena of life which existed purely under the law.

Both similes certainly express the same meaning; but they
differ in regard to point of view from which they are conceived,

and the difference between these two points of view explains the

difference which exists between the similes themselves. 1 In
the former, that which is new is viewed as something merely

1 Neander in his Kl. Gelegenheitsschr. (smaller occasional works) p.
144, explains these similes in such a manner, that he does not admit
them to have reference to the Old and the New Testament, but as bearing
upon the disciples of John, who here appear as the interrogators, so that
Christ laid open or explained to them that which caused their surprise at
the difference of their own way of life and that of his disciples. For, this

surprise was founded on the circumstance that they, the disciples of John,
were as yet moving in the sphere of obsolete or antiquated Judaism,
and were not able to conceive or comprehend the spirit of his new doc-
trine. Hence, it would avail them little even were he to invite them to
adopt the new way of life of his disciples. The old garment of the old
nature cannot well be men. led with a single patch of now doth ; where-
ever regeneration has not as yet taken place, there the mending in
detail will not be durable. Although this view contains much that
is commendable, yet do I decide in favour of that exposition according
to which the contrast existing between the Old and the New Testament
forms the main point of both similes; the whol eon IK cti&n imperatively
demands this. The difference of the similes is sufficiently explained by
the remarks made concerning the different points of view from which
they are taken, which is equally well suited to assist in the solution of
other difficulties to be met with in the parables of the Gospel history
(Comp. on Luke xviii. I Bqq.)
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incidental, as a means to remedy antiquated evils and necessi-

ties, for in this light the Gospel must have appeared to the

Pharisees, looking down from their own confined point of view

;

and in the second simile, on the contrary, that which is new is

regarded as that which is essential, that which is old is regarded

as the mere form—thus, according to the truth, did they stand

in relation to one another. Thus, by the combination of both

similes, our merciful Lord, ever ready lovingly to aid and have

compassion on human weakness, ministered fully to the wants

of the whole human species. The Pharisees themselves could not

but see that they were unable to screen the imperfections of their

dispensation, i.e. that of the Old Testament, by the superinduc-

tion of the Grospel element, which could produce as little bene-

ficial effect as a piece of new cloth would, if put on an old cloak

or garment. (' En/fiXy/ia, "a patch/' is only used in this place;

-according to Suidas, it is rb r& Kguregy smfiuXXoftsvov, "that which

is laid upon what was there before." A patch or piece of cloth,

in as far as it is viewed as filling up a rent, is called: crX^w/xa,

"a filling up." 'Pd-/.os from ^<r<rw, "to rend, to tear," signifies a

piece torn off, a rag; ayvapog, " not yet fulled, or dressed.") St

Luke v. 36 views the simile in a different light. He conceives

a piece torn off a new garment, and applied to the mending of

an old one. This involves a double disadvantage. For, in the

first place, damage is done to the new garment, and, in the

second, the new piece agrees not with the old garment. This

mode of viewing the simile is evidently based on the endeavour

to render these two similes more homogeneous in themselves,

for, according to the view of St Luke, the New Testament would

be the new cloak, as compared with, or in contrast to, the Old

Testament ; but it is for this very reason that we prefer the re-

presentation of St Matthew and St Mark; the narrative of St

Luke appears somewhat modfiied. (The reading: aieh '/pariou xai-

vo\j <tx,m $>
" rent from a new garment," as contained in the text

of St Luke, is no doubt authentic, it has perhaps been omitted,

merely in order to assimilate the narrative of St Luke to the

description given by both the other Evangelists.) In the second

simile is brought forward, in a prominent manner, the relation

existing between form and substance, as seen from the New
Testament point of view ; the substance must produce, by means
of its innate creative power, a form analogous to its own cha-

racter; whenever human self-will forces the spirit into obsolete
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forms, the immediate result is a rending of the form, and at the

same time an unsuccessful and irregular operation of the sub-

stance; its innate power reveals itself, no doubt, but only in ir-

regular phenomena, which are, on the whole, anything but

salutary. The simile is as simple and comprehensible as it is

wonderfully profound and full of fine meaning. As, for instance,

the comparison of the life-principle of the Gospel with the most
spiritual-physical production leads to various ideas. (The asxoi,

litres, "bottles sc. of skin;" according to the eastern custom,

skins, inwardly smeared or lined with pitch, were used for the

preservation of wines; these vessels were convenient for trans-

port on asses and camels.) St Luke adds, moreover, another
trait (v. 39) which is highly characteristic, and which is pointed

at the Pharisees. The loving Saviour finds an excuse for those

hearts that have grown up in the habitual practice of the old

statutes and habits, and does not think it unfounded or unrea-
sonable that they should find it difficult to step beyond the

magic circle of old spiritual habits, and venture themselves on a
new and tempestuous (sprudclndes) element of life. The old,

although in itself more austere (as is the Old Testament, when
comj>ared with the New), becomes mitigated and rendered pleas-

ing through habit; we cannot reconcile it to the taste at first

(euS'sag, " immediately"). But this very expression, at the same
time, gently invites us to enter the new life of the spirit which
was brought by our Redeemer to mankind.

§ 13. HEALING OF THE WOMAN WITH THE BLOODY ISSUE.

RAISING FROM DEATH THE DAUGHTER OF JAIRUS.

(St Matthew ix. 18—26; St Mark v. 22—43; St Luke viii.

40—55.

After recording these conversations, which took place at

the feast given at his own house, St Matthew proceeds to
present Jesus before us as a worker of miracles. Sto7T (Evang.
Gesch. des Joh. p. 303,) is no doubt right in saying, that
St Matthew (up to ix. 35,) lias brought together all that
which occurred in his dwelling, and before his own eyes; hence,
with regard to the chronology, we must here unhesitatingly
n.llow St Matthew, inasmuch as the other two Evangelists im-
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mediately pass over with vague formulas from the two parables

to other narratives. (Comp. St Mark ii. 23; St Luke vi. 1.)

But it must appear the more striking, that St Matthew de-

scribes the very events which occurred immediately after his

calling, in his own immediate presence, in a manner so little

graphic, whereas both St Mark and St Luke present the occur-

rence in so minute and picturesque a form. The features which

they add to the narrative before us, are, as usual, it is true, partly

unessential, as for example, when they give the name of the

Archon, the age of the damsel, the circumstance of the woman
suffering from the issue of blood having sought the aid of phy-

sicians; yet, other traits there are which enter deeply into

the general character of the narrative, as the sending of

messengers to inform Jairus that the death of his child had

taken place, the notice that Jesus perceived within himself

that virtue had gone out of him. Here, then, in a way not to

be mistaken, do we find the fact itself once more proved that

St Matthew, in his narratives, writes without precision, and
apparently not as an eye-witness; the only question is, whe-

ther the inferences drawn from this fact are correct, if we for

this reason deny to St Matthew the authorship of his Gospel.

A want of clearness and precision in his narration, a limited

power of comprehension in matters connected with external cir-

cumstances, is all that can be concluded with safety therefrom.

But all this may consist very well with the character of an
Apostle with whom spirituality, in the sense of mental superior-

ity, (Greistreichheit) is no requisite, but spirituality of thought.

Besides, St Matthew did not lay himself out to notice, in a more
special manner, the outward form of events, as is the case with

St Mark. Besides, in both narratives related in this section, our

Redeemer presents himself to our view once more as a heavenly

manifestation, such, indeed, as the most inward longing of hu-

manity sighs for, as the ideal perfection of itself. With the most
holy and most pure will of God, he combines a fulness of divine

life-bestowing power, which was poured out in a life-giving

stream over the fields of this poor world of man, through which
he passed. Raised far above the miseries and necessities of

earthly life, he does not withdraw his blessed presence there-

from, but on the contrary, he lovingly descends into the lowest

regions of misery, causes death and sin to be swallowed up for

ever, and wipes away the tears from off all faces (Isa. xxv. 8).
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Such a Redeemer the prophets had prayed for, with a glowing

and heartfelt desire, and in the hope which springs from faith,

had promised him, at the command of the Spirit,—we see him

rule and act in the New Testament, both in his Divine and

human character, as an incomparable phenomenon, which at-

tracts towards itself, with an irresistible and enchanting power,

all those hearts that are susceptible of noble impressions. He
is truly the Saviour of his own body! (the church) Ephes. v. 23.

St Matthew ix. 18, connects that which follows through the

passage raZra avro\j Aa/.oDvro; avroT;, literally, " while he was speak-

ing these things to them," in a direct manner with that which

preceded it. ("A.gxut>

"
a ruler

J
chief person," is here = %/wi/

rr,; suvayoj-yn;, " a ruler of the synagogue/' (Luke viii. 41,) deyjgw-

dyjiyo;, (Mark v. 32,) chief or moderator of the synagogue,

who directed the convocations, j-\D23n ttJN"!-
1 Instead of iiaf/Juv,

" coming in or to," must be read, no doubt, si; l\6w, " one com-

ing," since St Matthew frequently uses eTg, " one," for rig, " a

certain one," (viii. 10; xvi. 14; xviii. 28; xix. 16,) according

to the analogy of the Hebrew term -jnN>
" one," which is in

the Aram. lang. -fj-p
—The name 'louigog is ="Vfr^, "Jair,"

Numb, xxxii. 41 ; Deut. iii. 14). Jairus, according to or in St

Matthew, at once declares the damsel already dead, whereas,

according to St Mark and St Luke, this announcement is made

only at a later period by messengers; but, because St Matthew

wished to omit this particular circumstance, he was therefore

necessitated, in order to bring forward the occurrence in a com-

plete manner, to represent the child as dying, when her father

hastened to Jesus to pray him for aid. There are some persons

who on this occasion, or on reading this narrative, imagine ex-

periments to have been made on the dead child; in that case the

message of the servants would refer to their insufficiency for

1 Each synagogue, according to Jahn, (Archaeologia Bibliea, § 372,)

had several elders, who were presided over by a person selected from

among themselves, and who was called r"|p23!"T \TfcO> usyjewayuyog,

or as the text lias it, " ruler or moderator of the synagogue, (house of

prayer)" a title which was not seldom applied likewise to all of them.

The office or duty of the elders was to convene assemblies, to select as

well as to invite all such persons that woidd have to read in the assem-

bly, and to address it, and to preserve order throughout the proceeding,

and in the synagogue itself.—See also Vitringa do Synag. Vet lib. ii.

c, II. 'I
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awakening once more the dead body. St Luke viii. 42 observes,

by way of digression, that the child was 12 years old, and that

it was the only daughter of the Archon. (The expression

ftovoyevfjs, must be viewed as St Luke vii. 12, i.e. as " only born.")

Ver. 1 9. The disciples went with our Lord, who followed the

call of the agonised father, and both St Mark and St Luke de-

pict the scene, showing what a crowd of people followed, and

how they thronged Jesus. (St Mark v. 24, auvedXifiov, " they

thronged;" St Luke viii. 42, tfuvsmiyov, "they pressed hard

upon.") Rudeness, curiosity, and good-will, were mingled to-

gether in the motley crowd, Jesus bore with them all.

Ver. 20. And now there pressed forward a woman that was

diseased with an issue of blood; she had suffered for 12 years,

—

had employed physicians and human aid, but all in vain; nay,

her disease had even rendered her poor. (The expression bavavdoj,

" to spend," of Mark, == ^oeamXicxu, " to spend entirely," of St

Luke, signifies to expend, to lavish, but with the accessory

notion of lavishing in vain. St Luke viii. 43, (3iog, " life, living,"

opes facilitates, "riches," Luke xv. 12, SO; xxi. 4.) She appears

as a picture of one despairing of human aid in the greatest dis-

tress. The faith of the woman was great, but still she imagined

that she required by all means a bodily touch in order to be

cured; she went behind Jesus to touch the hem of his garment.

Unlike that strong believer the centurion (Matth. viii. 8), she

knew not that the power of Jesus was efficacious even from

afar off. A mistaken shame, no doubt, might have prevented the

sufferer from discovering her situation to Christ; she trusted to

obtain aid, even though she were only to touch his garment. It

is evident that she was struck with the idea of a sacred atmo-

sphere, which enveloped the heavenly visitant, into the middle

of which she must strive to enter. She conceived the gar-

ment as the conductor of the powers. (Comp. Matth. xiv. 26.)

The woman's ideas could hardly have been free from ma-

terial notions concerning the wondrous powers of Jesus; but

happily it was not the imaginations of her head that were to

cure her, but the faith she harboured in her heart, and this was

ardent, and pleasing to our Lord. (K^de-itibov = ji2T& "fringe,

tassels," Numb. xv. 38; Deut. xxii. 12. Comp. on Matth. xxiii.

5.) But only St Mark and St Luke describe more explicitly

the effect produced by this touch of the believing woman, and

that which was consequent upon it. St Mark v. 29 uses the
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significant expression: ifygAvlhi jj nnyh rou a'ij&aro:, "the fountain

of the blood was dried up/' to signify a radical cure of the deep-

rooted disease; and adds: eyvw tGj cu^an, " she perceived in her

body/' i.e. she experienced a peculiar bodily feeling, which af-

forded her the conviction of the malady being removed. Maov/g,

"a scourge," sc. &sou, "of God," comp. 2 Mace. ix. 11, every

disease, rightly understood, is the consequence of sin; hence,

the punishment of God, which is intended to lead to a know-

ledge of these. Comp. the comment, to Matth. ix. 2.) But

with this, both narratives combine a description of the conduct

of Jesus towards the healed woman, which is altogether peculiar

to this narrative. St Mark observes, v. SO, that Jesus perceived

that a virtue had gone out of him; St Luke, in explanation,

adds, that Jesus himself uttered the words: eyvw Bbva/uv e&TJou-

eav ax i/xoD, literally, " I perceive that power has gone forth from

me." The disciples, in their spiritual non-age, seek for the

cause of the question of Jesus in the pressure produced by the

people, and wonder at the conduct of Christ; but he, looking

round with a searching eye, (^Eg/ejSXgfl-ero, "he looked round,"

Mark v. 32,) and the woman, feeling herself discovered, comes
and confesses, 61 %v ahiav r,^aro avrov, "for what cause she

touched him," and indeed huviov rravrhg roZ >jxoCI, " in the presence

of all the people," as St Luke, ver. 47, adds, not without reason.

What strikes us first in this description is, that Jesus makes use

of the expression dvva/jug i^OJovea air J/xoD, "power has gone forth

from me. In consequence of this, the imagination begins to

reason, i.e. to draw conclusions, that the power has operated by
an involuntary process, whereby the action would become incon-

sistent. The words in themselves, however, evidently do not

imply that the power emanated from Christ involuntarily; but

we should as little take offence at the idea of the actual emana-
tion of the power, as when the church teaches that the Spirit

procccdeth from the Father and the Son, and that it is poured

out into the hearts of the faithful. The fulness of spiritual life,

which our Redeemer bore in himself, revealed itself as is the

nature of the spirit, in its creative and curative character, and
that is what is expressed in the Avoids bvva/xi: s^zyjrai, "power
went forth," as the radiance beams forth from the lire when it

shines and warms. 1 This rentable mode of expression, on the

1 Hence it is, indeed, that all those passages, as for example St
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other hand, forms a powerful contrast to that empty view

according to which Jesus is said to have ministered and cured

without the pouring forth of power from within him. But the

view that the efficacy of Christ took place in this case involun-

tarily, seems to be favoured, because of the question, Who has

touched me? in connection with the passage, I felt a virtue go

out of me; if Christ indeed knew not that he had performed a

cure, and whom he had cured, the whole transaction appears as

magical, and is quite unworthy of the Lord. Every one of his

cures must be viewed as an act well known to Christ, and which

stands in a perfect connection with the person to be healed, and

with his moral condition. Meanwhile, in the reflections which fol-

low, this feature becomes apparent likewise in this case. It was

the moral cure, indeed, that had induced our Lord, who had

well perceived her bashful faith, and who did not desire to bring

upon her shame and confusion, to draw her from her conceal-

ment, and to bring her forward to the light. Without address-

ing her, he compels her of herself to come forward, and to over-

come the false shame which had prevented her from coming

freely and openly before our Lord, and laying before him her

necessitous case. In her secret approach to our Lord, in order to

touch his garment, was, no doubt, contained faith; yet therein

her mode of proceeding was not pure and single-minded; the

fear of man and a false bashfulness were at the bottom of all

this, and these had as yet to be overcome. It would have been,

nevertheless, too hard upon her to have required from her soli-

citation previous to the cure being effected, and that she should

have spoken out openly before the people; hence, our amiable

Lord mitigated the hardship by permitting her to do so after

the cure had been performed, and thus he assisted her in her

course through the narrow pathway. But he could not disbur-

den her entirely from this affair, for it was subservient to her

birth into the new life. Thus we attain the moral point of view

of this event, and in Christ we shall perceive everything contri-

buting to man's temporal and everlasting welfare, planned and

arranged in due order, according to the measure of his boundless

love. Only we might ask, whether it was not untruth to inquire,

Matth. xiv. 36; Mark iii. 10; vi. 56; Luke vi. 19, in which it is nar-

rated, that many people supplicated our Lord to permit them to touch

his cloak, and that they were cured, afford no difficulties, because the

cures here appear clearly as the actions of his will.
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rig b a^>&/Asv6g pou; literally, " who is he that toucheth me," when
he knew of her ? But if we only consider that Christ wished to

bring her to a confession, and that the concealing of the convic-

tion cannot possibly here be in question, no one can find herein
a stumbling-block and offence, as little as if a father were to put
the question to the mass of his children, who has done that ?

well knowing the guilty one, and yet being desirous to obtain

his free confession of his guilt.
1

Ver. 22. After this conquest of the woman obtained over her
old nature, it was time to comfort her, and to cause to grow up
freely and healthily the faith which at first had revealed itself

but timidly. During the process or course of the cure, the

dvvapig, " power," of Christ appears as the causa efficiens, " effi-

cient cause," and the vriarte, " faith," of the woman, as the con-

ditio sine qua non, "the necessary condition;" both in their

combined effects achieved the work. Our Lord gave her peace,

not only in mere words, but in the essential efficacy of the

Spirit.

St Mark and St Luke proceed to record what form circum-

stances assumed in the course of Christ's progress to the house of

Jairus. There came messengers {awrb rou doyjauvayuyov, " from

those of the ruler of the synagogue," sc. dovXoi, "servants,") and
announced the death of the child, (see above on Matth. ix. 18,)

beseeching him not to trouble Jesus. The Redeemer comforts

the trembling father, who was wavering in his faith, and arrives

at last at the house. Both narrators anticipate, i.e. observe here,

as if by way of digression, that Christ took with him into the
house only certain persons named by them; the careful St Mark
mentions it once more in its right place, in ver. 40.

Ver. 23. According to the custom of the Jews, who hastened
their funerals in an unusual manner, Jesus found funeral music
already there (auXjjro/, "minstrels"), and crying (St Markkas
aAu\a(uv), wailing (x&m«$a/, pectus plangere, "to beat the
breast," = lugere, " to mourn"), mourners assembled before the
dwelling. The Redeemer interrupted their noise with the
words: oux axi&avt rh xogumov, "the damsel is not dead," without

1 According to Euseb. Hist. Eccl. viii. 10, there was set up in Caesa-
rea Paneas the statue of Christ cast in bronze, representing the woman
suffering from the issue of blood in the act of touching his garment.
We have no reason to doubt the veracity of this narrative, inasmuch as
the fact is in itself anything but improbable.
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minding their derision. This declaration of Christ is so plain

and natural, that persons ought never to have ventured to tam-

per with it.
1 The miracles of our Lord require no hand to help

them forward; their very want of ostentation adds to their

grand and stupendous character. The addition dXXd /.c&svBa,

" but she is sleeping," does not permit us to view or comprehend

the first expression as though it meant " she is not dead, inas-

much as it is my intention to resuscitate her/' or " inasmuch as

what I intend doing must be regarded as being already accom-

plished." The contrast: oiix utfe^avs, dXkd xotisvdsi, "she is not

dead but sleepeth," which is repeated verbatim by all the three

Evangelists, permits of no prevarication. We have here, conse-

quently, no raising from death in the true sense of the word, in-

asmuch as it is probable that the child was in a state of deep

fainting or trance; 2 but even if viewed in this light, is the act

1 Strauss and De Wette are of opinion, that the Gospel writers see in

this narrative a raising from the dead ; this they only do, no doubt, in

order to be able the more easily to declare it mythical. I cannot

agree with Schleiermacher, who sees herein a raising from death, because

Christ declares openly, she is not dead. Assuming it to be a raising

from the dead, the words ovx d-rrsdan, " she is not dead," will then con-

tain an untruth, for even if Christ did raise her, she must have first

been dead. In John xi. 11 we read of Lazarus, xsxo/'/o^ra/, " he sleepeth

the sleep," which might well be used, considering the ambiguity of the

word ; but Christ could not have said of him, oujc a<are6avs, " he is not

dead." It is, therefore, only the passage in St Matth. xi. 5, that affords

some semblance, where it is mentioned along with many other mira-

cles of Christ; vi%gol syxigovrai, "the dead were raised up." That seems

to presuppose or imply, that St Matthew had been relating some instances

of raising the dead; but, this passage excepted, his Gospel contains no

narrative of the kind. But a reflection such as this must not be assumed

in any way in St Matthew ; the passage xi. 5 betrays a very general

character, and in it may quite well stand -^Xol vrsgitfccrouffi,
u the lame

walk," even though no history of the kind has been related, just as

all notice of the cures of demoniacs is wanting, although St Mat-

thew had already related such. Finally, we might conclude, from

the plural vexgoi syiigovrai, " the dead are raised up," that St Matthew
must have related many raisings from the dead. In passages such as

these, the Evangelists added for their readers, from tradition, those por-

tions necessary for their completion. But, even if this occurrence is no

raising from death, it still remains a miraculous act. For, the miracle is

contained in the cure of the child of her deadly disease, which had
plunged her into the sleep of death.

2 Physicians distinguish syncope (fainting) from asphyxia (suspended

animation, apparent death); by the latter they understand the state of

suspension of all vital functions, i.e. that state of the body (during

life) in which the pulsation of the heart and arteries cannot be per-
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performed by our Lord of less importance f Does he not present

himself through such open declarations in the light of the purest

moral grandeur? The moment of actual death, which cannot

be fathomed by human knowledge, Jesus could seize upon at its

individual instant, and hence he declares that it has not yet

taken place here ; but the circumstance of his knowing it, that

he knew it long before he arrived, that he understood how to fix

the time and circumstances thereof; herein, indeed, is contained

the miracle of this act. What was unknown to all of them (St

Luke viii. 53, sldong In anQanv, "knowing that she was dead,"

because they had tried every means to raise the dead) was

known to him, without having seen the child; and he expressed

openly what he knew, and produced thereby life and faith.

This open declaration contributed in no way whatever to dimi-

nish his miracle in the eye of those that were present ; but, on

the contrary, it was thereby elevated, raised more glorious (St

Mark v. 42, St Luke viii. 56). Having here likewise in view

the moral impression, Jesus collects from among the rude mass

(in whom derision is as easily excited as stupid astonishment) a

small flock of sensitive souls; to them he permitted the undis-

turbed enjoyment of beholding the return to life of the damsel

in all its touching expression, in order that they might thereby

be excited, sacredly and solemnly, to express their thanks to

God. But our Lord commanded them to conceal this impres-

sion in the deepest recesses of their hearts, in order not to lose

again, through their busy talkativeness, the little spark of life

but just ignited (Mark v. 43, Luke viii. 56. Concerning this,

comp. the Comment, on Matth. viii. 4.) The careful St. Mark

records, moreover, what happened in the presence of the parents,

and of St Peter, St John, and St James. (Respecting the pre-

sence of these three apostles only on many occasions, comp. on

Matth. x. 2.) Jesus took her by the hand and called, NrV^tt
T T

^ttO (Talitha cumi), " child, or damsel, arise." (The noun sub-

stantive is the Syriac form of n*?t2> which signifies lamb, and

which was frequently used when speaking of children.) It were

ceived, in fact, it is a total suspension of the powers of the mind and

body. It is this which must here be supposed. The history of

Eutychus (Acts of the Apostles xx. 7 sqq.) is very similar to it. Of
the youth mentioned, St Paul says: y -^uyji avrou it avrw strriv, " his life

is in him," wonts which explain tin passage occurring in our narrative

(Luke viii. 55,) srr'esr^i-^i rb mZjia, " the spirit returned."
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best here to look upon the calling- of Christ to the damsel, his

life-bestowing word, as the medium of resuscitation. Of the

application of any other means not the slightest mention is

made, and there is no reason for supposing that such was the

case; it is not absolutely impossible but that they might have

been used, inasmuch as Jesus makes use, in other cases, of cer-

tain means or remedies {see on Mark vii. 33). But, because all

is recorded in a plain straightforward manner, where it did

happen, hence it is natural to suppose, that where no such

thing is spoken of, even there also it did not take place. Christ

and his apostles, free from every charlatanism, represent the

most wonderful occurrences in the most plain and simple manner,

and as our Lord, when feeding thousands with a few loaves, true

to his human nature, nevertheless commanded them to collect

faithfully and minutely the crumbs which remained, so in like

manner also does he who is himself the life, and who shall here-

after awaken all the dead with his voice (John v. 25), command
that the little child whom he has raised from its trance, and

whom he confesses not to have been dead, should be supplied

with food (St Mark v. 43, Luke viii. 55). He thus permits

everything to proceed in a simple human wray, and manifests,

indeed, thereby a truth of the internal life, which forms, in a

peculiar manner, the true foil to his great actions.

§ 14. HEALING OF TWO BLIND MEN, AND OF A DUMB MAN.

(Matthew ix. 27—34.)

St Matthew alone relates that, during the time which Jesus

spent in his house, he cured therein two blind men and a

dumb man. The words: avruv Bs s^sgyj/Asvuv Idou ». r. X. (v. 32),

"as they went out, behold/' &c, immediately connect the cure

of the dumb man with that of the blind men. The nearly simi-

lar narrative recorded by St Matth. xii. 22 sqq. must be re-

garded, therefore, as a different event. The accusation of the

Pharisees: ev r& u%yj\rt ruv bou^o/im sxf3dXXsi to daiftovia, literally,

" he casts forth the demons through the prince of the demons"

(ver. 34), will be inquired into more fully in that place. Since

these two narratives of the cures here effected offer no dif-

ficulties that may not be solved by means of the remarks
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previously made; hence, the only circumstance deserving of

notice is, that the xu$b$ daipovify/ievos, "dumb man possessed

with a devil" (ver. 32), must be considered as perfectly distinct

from a dumb man, Buffering from organic imperfection. The

former is dumb in consequence of psychical influences which his

bodv is in subjection to. This, no doubt, must have assumed the

form of a species of mania; but this mania must not be viewed

a> an imagination, but as the consequence of real effects pro-

duced by the powers of the enemy. Their being vanquished by

the light-giving power of the Redeemer, restores in the sufferer

the just balance of the psychical and physical relations. This

mode of viewing the Scriptures which ascribes real effects to real

causes, but which more especially does not acknowledge the ex-

istence of psychical phenomena without their adequate spiritual

causes, certainly appears as simple as it is profound.

§ 15. SENDING FORTH OF THE APOSTLES.

(St Matth. ix. 35—x. 42; St Mark vi. 7—11 ; St Lukcix. 1—5.)

After having represented Jesus in chaps, viii. and ix. as a

worker of miracles, St Matthew gives in chap. x. a collection of

the Redeemer's laconic sayings similar to that given in the Ser-

mon on the Mount. A transition expressed in general terms,

such as we have seen already in St Matthew iv. 23 sqq., here

leads him thereto. He remarks how Jesus wandered about, how

he taught, and how he healed the sick. A continement of his

benefits to Galilee alone is not herein to be traced; on the con-

trary, the words of St Matthew arc so generalised that it is evi-

dent that a fixed designation of the localities of the various oc-

currences never entered into, or formed part of, his design.

But then the Evangelist Bets forth how flic minute perception

which our Redeemer obtained in his wanderings into the state

of the people excited in him the most heartfelt compassion for

the calamitous situation of the people of God— and it was in-

deed this which formed the motive of his Bending forth the dis-

ciples. (Concerning <«rXay;£w£s<jSa/, " for the bowels to have

yearned, i.e. t<> have fell greal compassion," sec on Luke i. 7m,

it signifies or expresses very properly the maternal compassion

for her helpless child. Instead of the usual ixXiXv/iivoi, "faint-
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ing"

—

ixXve&cu, "to become faint, exhausted," used when speak-

ing- of the failing or exhaustion of powers of any kind, Gal. vi.

9; Heb. xii. 3—the more rare mode of expression Isx-oX^oi

should no doubt, as by Griesbach, be adopted in the text, "worn
out by the cares of life, and scattered [sgeif&f&svoi] by wolves, like

sheep without a shepherd." Respecting this ligure, comp.

John x. 3 sqq.) The general idea with which this is connected:

6 [liv ^igHSfhbc, toXuj %. t. X., " for the harvest truly is plenteous,"

&c, stands, St Luke x. 2, in a closer, more definite connection

on the sending forth of the seventy disciples, whence we refer to

our comment on that passage. St Matthew only introduces it

here as betokening the fundamental disposition of the soul of

Jesus, from which emanated the idea of sending out the twelve

apostles, which is given in immediate connection therewith.

The idea thus expressed marks likewise the development of the

time and of the people for the reception of the divine doctrine,

as well as the need of such teachers as were able to remedy

their true necessity in an effectual manner.

The body of the twelve apostles, it is evident, is here assumed

as already existing; of its formation the Evangelist speaks as

little as of the calling of the single members, if wre except the

fragmentary notice (iv. 18 sqq.) Both St Mark and St Luke
prove themselves here likewise more accurate in their relations;

they combine their catalogues^ of the apostles with the remark

that Christ has expressly chosen and installed them as a body.

(St Mark iii. 14, xai kvoi^a ddJdsxa, ha wcv /ast avrov, literally " and

he ordained twelve that they should be with him." More precise

vet is Luke vi. 13, Kgoazpuvrio'c roug ,»aS))ra5 au-roD, %a\ ExXs^d'Azvog aii

avrojv du)8i-/.a, oug zai a-TroffToXovg divagate, literally " he called to

[unto him, as the English version has it] his disciples, and of

them he chose twelve, whom also he named apostles.") Accord-

ing to the narration of St Luke alone, is the significancy of the

installation of the apostles rendered very prominent. He re-

marks at vi. 12, s^jiX^iv (o 'lyjdoiig) ug to ogog vooffs\j£a&ai, xal qv hia-

w/.Tige-jojv h rjj v^oezvyji ro-j Qsoii, which signifies: "he went out

into the mountain to pray, and was passing the night in prayer

to God." Thus then it would appear that our Redeemer pre-

1 The expression dmcToXog, " apostle," stands here as the proper offi-

cial title for the twelve. (With regard to the relation of this term with

similar expressions, see the Comment, on 1 Cor. xii. 28.)
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pared himself by nocturnal prayer, and then in the morning in-

stalled the twelve apostles. If we consider that the election of

this body of men, in whose hearts the first germs of truth were

to be deposited, depended upon a careful selection of persons, we
shall then be able to form an idea of the importance of that

momentous act; it was the moment in which was laid the foun-

dation-stone of the church. The twelve who formed the repre-

sentatives of the spiritual Israel 1 were to constitute within

themselves a complete unity; hence they had to perfect one an-

other mutually in their requirements and dispositions, and to

bear within themselves the germs of all the various acts and de-

cisions that manifested themselves in the church at a subsequent

period in grand phenomena. Only as the discerner of all hearts

(John ii. 25) was it possible for our Lord to lay the foundation

of such a body of closely united minds, which might exist, and

represent the whole spiritual creation, that was as yet to be

called into existence. In his own person all was concentrated

in one holy unity; but as the ray divides itself into its various

colours, so in like manner went forth the one light which ema-

nated from Christ into the hearts of the twelve in various modi-

tied degrees of brightness. Thus only and through this mediation

could not only a few individual men, but all might be equally

satisfied with the Gospel food according to their several necessi-

ties and dispositions. A striking feature in the election of the

twelve is, that Judas Iscariot, 2 the betrayer of our Lord, was

admitted as a member of this most narrow circle. Faith, however,

perceives herein the wondrous leadings of the grace (Gnadenfiih-

rung) of our Lord. Evil becomes everywhere intertwined and

mixed up with the good, in order that it maybe overcome by the

redeeming power of Christ. As the serpent was not wanting in

Paradise, nor Ham in the ark of Noah, so it was necessary, in

like manner, that there should be a Judas among the twelve, if

the circle they tunned was to represent an exact type of Israel.

Not, as though he had been predestined to evil—the Scripture

knows nothing of the reprobati<> impiorwm, "Divine reprobation

1 This is represented figuratively in Rev. xxi. 14. The twelve, as

distinct from St Paul, serin to have had likewise a special reference to

the bodily Israel. (Comp. on Matth. x. 5, 0, and the Introduction to

the Epistlea of SI Paul.)
2 Concerning what has been said of Judas Iscariot, comp. on .Matth.

\w i. 24 ; John xiii. 27.
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of the wicked" (comp. on Rom. ix.)—but in order to afford him

the opportunity to overcome the evil that dwelt in him by the

aid of our Lord. The luckless man, no doubt, because he did

not avail himself of his opportunities, became the instrument of

the betrayal of our Lord ; but his destination was by no means

such. The God of mercy only ordains everywhere in this tem-

poral system of the world the intermixture of good and evil, in

order that the latter may be overcome by the former, or when it

does not permit itself to be overcome, in order to consummate

or perfect the good by the contrast with the evil ; for although

Judas did bring our Lord to the cross, yet must he himself,

through the very act, assist in laying the foundation of everlast-

ing redemption.

With regard to the first sending forth of the twelve, which

took place under the eyes of our Lord, this is also narrated by

St Mark vi. 7—11 and St Luke ix. 1— 6, but without the im-

parting of the instruction given, so explicitly as is done by St

Matthew in chap, x.
1 But it is evident that various elements

are again brought together in this discourse of St Matthew (ch. x.)

St Luke ch. x. relates the sending forth of the seventy disciples,

a subject on which St Matthew observes a; silence, and gives on

this occasion a discourse addressed to them by Jesus; this, as

also Luke xii., wherein Christ administers admonitions separately

addressed to his disciples, contains many elements of the instruc-

tion given to the apostles, as contained in the tenth chapter of

St Matthew. It contains nothing, it is true, which would be

unsuitable for this occasion, so that we might unhesitatingly as-

sume, in this respect, that the words were so spoken by Jesus;

yet it is improbable, for this reason that St Luke gives the same

passages in a more suitable combination, whereas the connection

existing between the isolated ideas throughout the discourse of

St Matthew is frequently only loose or vague. The simplest

way would be to assume that St Matthew intended to bring to-

gether, in this chapter, those principles of action which Jesus

gave to his apostles at various periods of time for their guidance

1 The hypothesis raised by Dr Paullto, (in his Comm. vol. ii. p. 34,)

that St Luke and St Mark are narrating a subsequent sending forth

of the twelve, has originated from the endeavour to connect the

isolated Gospel-narratives into one compact whole, in accordance with

the respective periods in which the events took place. But this hypo-
thesis is altogether void of internal probability.
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in their position with regard to the world in general. This be-

comes, indeed, the mure probable, because many expressions oc-

curring in the instruction (comp. particularly on Mattli. x. 23)

reach beyond the then horizon of the disciples who were to

be sent forth. The special reference of the instruction to the

impending mission of the twelve has become in the hands

of the Evangelist altogether of a general character, so that we

have received, in this discourse or address of Jesus to his dis-

ciples, an universal code of instruction as regards themselves and

their united apostolical ministry, yea, as regards all missionaries

lor all future times. How far this may have been the design

of St Matthew I leave undecided, 1 but the Spirit that spoke

through him has given to his representation this rich and boun-

teous fulness.

Ver. 1. Jesus, sending out the twelve by two and two, in order

to afford them mutual support (Mark vi. 7), gives them firstly,

an authority to legitimate to themselves the power of healing

(i£outf/a, " full power.") It is obvious that the communication of

such healing powers could only take place through the communi-

cation of the Spirit. Hence we find here the first trace of a com-

munication of the Spirit by Jesus to his disciples, which is

strengthened in John xx. 22, and which is represented as being

consummated at the feast of Pentecost. From this results also

the relation which their wonderful cures hold to the other

ministrations of the apostles. The external ministry of healing

was the first and most subordinate, their purely spiritual minis-

try through the word they could only commence after the feast

of Pentecost. In like manner did our Redeemer, in the first

place, cure the bodies only, but he afterwards exercised his re-

deeming power in the cure of souls. The loss which the church

sustained, indeed, was therefore not so great, when at a subse-

quent period the spiritual gift of healing left her; that which is

of far more importance remained behind, the word for the re-

demption of souls. Besides, we find, moreover, a remarkable

analogous case of such a communication of the Spirit to others

in Numb. xi. Hi sqq., wherein it is related how Moses impart-

ed the Spirit that was upon him unto the seventy elders of

the people. This mode of viewing the Spirit does not in the

1

( )n this point comp. my " Festprogramm iiber die AechtheM des

Matth." • Programme of the authenticity of the Gospel of St .Matt hew."

Pari ii. p. 1 7.
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slightest degree border on materialism, but is only a representa-

tion thereof in its most peculiar nature. As Grod is love, and as

love is itself the self-imparting being, so it is, in like manner,

the nature of the Spirit, as being of the divine substance, to com-

municate itself everlastingly, pouring itself in a life-bestowing

and strengthening current into the hearts of men. A Spirit

that would not or could not communicate itself would be un-

spiritual, or an anti-divine Spirit. Now, Christ, as the express

image of the invisible Father, pours out everlastingly a full

stream of the living Spirit, but communicates thereof to every

one according to his necessity and receptive power. Inasmuch

as Jesus chose designedly neither distinguished nor learned dis-

ciples, but, on the contrary, such as were poor and despised in

the eyes of the world (1 Cor. i. 27), hence they required the

more a Divine power from above to enable them to fulfil those

duties which their office imposed upon them. This power would

act through them, pure and undisturbed in its operations, as by

pure instruments, and the less their minds had been formed and

impressed by human influence, the more were they fitted thereby

to become such instruments in the hands of the Spirit.

Ver. 2. Here follows the catalogue of the apostles, which we
here present for the convenience of the reader, together with

the other lists of the same (as given in St Mark iii. 13 sqq.; St

Luke iv. 12 sqq.; Acts of the Apostles i. 13 sqq.), in the form

of a comparative table :

—

St Matthew. St Mark. St Luke. Acts of the Apostles.

1. FTKST CLASS.

1. 2//AWV, "Simon." 1. TLsrgog, 1. I't^m. 1. Ilsr^og.

" Peter."

2. 'Avdo'iag, "An- 2. 'lax«/3oj. 2. ' Avdesag. 2. 'ldjcw/3oj.

drew."

3. 'Iaxw/Sog, 3. 'ludwrig. 3. 'Idxwfiog. 3. 'Iwan/?jg.

"James."

4. 'lwdvvrjg, " John." 4. 'Avdgeag. 4. 'ludvvrjg. 4. 'Ai^osag.

5. cfc/'X/tf-Toc, " Phi- 5. ^/X/TTroj

lip."

6. Bag^oAo/xa/b;, 6. BagSoA.

" Bartholomew."

2. SECOND CLASS.

5. <£>i'hi<7r-7rog.

6. Bag^oX.

5. <J>/X/TTog.

6. ®w,aaj.
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St Matthew.

7. &uj>jlu.:, " Thu-

mas."

8. Mar$a?bs, " Mat-

thias."

St Mark.

7. Ma-'law.'.

8. Quifxag.

St Luke,

r. Mar^a/oc,

8. (d'jjfzu:.

Acts of the Apostles.

7. BapaoX.

.3. THIRD CLASS.

9. 'lu?.u(3og 'A. 9. 'laxuftog 'A.

>
s

. Mar3a/bg.

9. 'laxwjSoc 'A.

Leb- 10. ®c/.boa?o: 10. SifltoV o Z?;/.. 10. 2i/AUV o Z?;>.

Thad-

11. 2iu>M i> K. 11. 'ioi/dar 'la*. 11. 'ir/jda; 'la/..

12. 'I&65a: 'I<rx.

9. 'laxufios 'AX©.,

" James the son of

Alpheus."

10. As/3j8a?oj

beus."

0ao6a/o;,

<leus."

I 1. 2/jUftiv 6 Kac, "Si-

mon the ( Janaan-

ite."

12. 'Iou3as'l(0c.,"ju- 12. 'lou3as 'I.

das Iscariot."

The order observed in these four catalogues, according to

three classes,
1

is so similar, that they cannot be supposed to

have originated by mere accident, and yet the individual

statements somewhat vary, which throws an obstacle in the

way of referring them back to a written source or foundation.

Hence, it is most natural to suppose, that each of the writers

above referred to arranged them, according to their importance,

as it had then been acknowledged by the universal consent of

the church. Those that were less known and less active were

placed the last, and those that were best known the first.

Meanwhile, modifications of a trifling nature took place therein,

fur example, St Matthew and St Luke both place the pairs of

brothers together, whereby Andrew is placed before James and

John; St Mark and the Acts of the Apostles, on the contrary,

place the three chief apostles foremost, St Peter being at the

head. Among those that were pretty equal in point of impor-

tance, as Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, and St Matthew, arbi-

trary transpositions take place. But the notion that some of

1 All agree together as I" the placing of Peter, Philip, James A., and

Judas [scarioi
;
Inn they disagree as t" the position of those that stand

between the above named apostles. Y<'t. the classes themselves remain

unchanged.
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the apostles filled a more important station than others, is

forced upon the reader's mind, by the Gospel-history, in a man-
ner not to be repelled. This is especially the case with St

Peter, St James, and St John, who appear as the flower of the

twelve. On several important occasions, Jesus took them only

with him as his most intimate companions. (Besides St Mark
v. 37; St Luke viii. 51, comp. likewise St Matth. xvii. 1; [St

Mark ix. 2; St Luke ix. 28;] St Matth. xxvi. 37; [St Mark
xiv. 33;] also St Peter and St John only, John xxi. 19, 20).

The disciples thus surrounded our Lord in wider and still

wider expanding circles; nearest to him were the three, then

came the other nine, after them the seventy, and finally, the

multitude of his other disciples. Undeniable, then, as is the

difference which existed between the disciples of Christ, yet

does not this imply that there existed any more intimate initia-

tion (esoterische Gnosis) for those standing nearest to him. The
secret, or mystery of Christ, at once the highest and the sim-

plest truth, was to be preached from the house tops. It is not

to be doubted, however, that some penetrated infinitely deeper

into this same mystery than the others, and hence, became
far more fitted to move in more immediate proximity to our

Lord. With regard to the apostles individually, St Peter stands

at the head of them all. St Matthew calls him t^ojto;, " the

first," which, is, no doubt, not altogether accidental. (For par-

ticulars, see on Matth. xvi. 18.) Concerning the cognomen
n'ergog, " Peter," given to Simon, see on John i. 42. Andrew
stands very much in the background throughout the Gospel-his-

tory; James, the son of Zebedee, appears only in connection

with the two coryphaei of the company of the apostles, St John
and St Peter. 1 According to xii. 2 of the Acts of the Apostles,

he died early the death of a mart}rr ('Avdosag, " Andrew," =
itmDN' " Andrij ah," which is derived perhaps from ^-r^, "to

vow, to consecrate.")—With regard to Philip, see on John i. 45;

he, too, was from Bethsaida. Bartholomew (iftSn -Q, " Bar-

tolmai," = son of Ptolemy,) however, seems, according to John
i. 46, to be identical with Nathaniel of Cana (John xxi. 2). The
Gospel-history observes a silence with regard to the latter;

1 As concerning the cognomen Boavsgy'eg, "sons of thunder," attri-

buted to John and James by St Mark iii. 17. compare the explanation
on Luke ix. .34.
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Philip appears in the act of speaking in John xiv. 9.

—

0^/xk;,

Nn> " Teom," Ai&vftog, " the twin." (Concerning whom comp.

the comment, on John xx. 24.)

—

MardaJbg, "Matthew/" with the

addition, or adjunct, 6 nXuv'ris, "the publican;" this points to

Matthew as the author of the Gospel, inasmuch as it is wanting

in all the other catalogues of the apostles, and inasmuch as an

adjunct of this kind is found to no other name. 1 Only the

author himself could have added it with propriety; in his mouth

it became a memorial of the undeserved mercy that had been

shown to him. Concerning the different persons called James,

comp. on Matth. xiii. 55, and the introduction to the Epistle of St

James. I must here briefly remark, that I consider James the son

of Alpheus, as being a different person from James the brother

(cousin) of our Lord, more especially on account of the passage

John vii. 5: ouds yao o't adsXpoi avrov s<ri<57rjov tig av-ov, literally: " for

not even his brethren believed on him." For it is only after the

ascension of Jesus that we find the ahXcpoi rou xvgiou, " the bre-

thren of the Lord," among the assembled believers (Acts of the

Apostles i. 14); it is, therefore, not likely that any one of

them should have been among the twelve. The person of Simon

with the cognomen 6 Kamvir^g, " the Canaanite," is described in a

manner not to be mistaken, by the explanatory cognomen

:

6 fyXwryg, " the zealot," which St Luke gives of him in his Gos-

pel, as well as in the Acts of the Apostles. Kavavirqg, from fr^p,

" to be zealous." He belonged, no doubt, to the sect of those

Jewish zealots of whom mention is made by Josephus (Bell.

Jud. iv. 3, 9). His demagogical zeal, which had hitherto taken

an external form, was subsequently directed towards the attain-

ment of internal freedom. More difficult, however, is it to iden-

tify the person of the AsfiidaTog, " Lebbeus," whom St Matthew

calls OabdaTog, " Thaddaeus." In the first place, in so far as

concerns the matter of the text of St Matthew, it must be ob-

1 Da Wette (on this passage) brands this observation as one having* no

weight; hut is any other apostle besides named after bis worldly call-

in- i Is St Peter designated the fisherman, or anything of the kind?

Besides, in addition to this, the word publican has an opprobrious signi-

fication, as may be seen in the phrase, publicans and sinners Such a

cognomen none bul Si Matthew alone could bestovi on himself beast

of all would an author of the Gospel, living at a later period, have made
use of it, as such an one could only have an interest thereby to extol

St Matthew.
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served that the reading is various. The addition 6 lirixXtihls

(daodaTog, " who is surnamed Thaddaeus/' is omitted in many
Codices. It appears to me, indeed, also, as though it does not

properly belong to St Matthew, who makes no use of this form

of speech in any other passage, when referring to a name. It is

probable that it may have crept into the text from some gloss

which, being made on its margin, might have expressed the

very probable supposition that the Thaddaeus of St Mark was

the same person with the Lebbeus of St Matthew. Mill pre-

ferred to regard this addition as a reference to the name of St

Matthew. He looks upon Atl3f3u7og as being analogous with

Aiui, and hence, derived the addition from some one, who wished

to direct the attention to the circumstance, that both St Mark
and St Luke call St Matthew Levi. The identity of the names,

however, cannot be proved. As(3j3a?og is probably derived from

^?, " heart," so that it signifies cordatus, " brave, courageous."

GadBahg is perhaps synonymous with Qsudag (see Buxlorf. Lex.

Talm. p. 2565, sub verbo -jj^, mamma, " the breast or pap," in

the Hebrew language -f^)- But both names are wanting in St

Luke (in the Gospel as well as in the Acts), instead of it he has

:

'lovdag 'laxoifiov, " Judas, the son of James," who, on the con-

trary, is mentioned neither in St Matthew nor in St Mark.

That there was a Judas among the twelve (not Iscariot) is

clearly pointed out by St John xiv. 22, and may easily be the

same person with this Lebbeus or Thaddaeus. The ancient church

had adopted this view at an early period. {Hieron. ad. h. 1.

calls him roiuvopog, " triple-named.") Altogether without foun-

dation is the view adopted by many modern commentators,

that the name 'laxuifiou, " of James," ought to have been com-

pleted, not by v'i6g, " son," as is done in other cases, and usually

also in this, but by adiXpog, " brother." This Judas, then,

would appear to have been the author of the Epistle of Jude,

which forms a part of the canon of the New Testament, and a

brother of James the son of Alpheus and Simon Zelotes; all,

however, are supposed to have been the ddsXtpot rou Kvgiou, " bre-

thren of the Lord," a view which we shall endeavour to refute

when we come to treat on St Matth. xiii. 55, and St John vii.

5, and in our introduction to the Epistle of St James and St

Jude. There exists throughout no real ground for departing

from the customary mode of supplying the ellipsis, and on this
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account we cannot help looking- upon this Judas, who is also

named Lebbeus or Thaddaeus, as a different person from Judas

the brother of our Lord. The passage St John vii. 5, must here

serve as a clue to lead us to the truth; from which we learn

that the brethren of Jesus believed not on him, and conse-

quently that it was impossible that they, or any one of them,

should have been admitted into the band of the apostles. Fi-

nally, 'lo-jbas
y

I<r/.a£iwrr,c, = Hi^f? tiFN>
" a man °*" Karioth,"

(Josh. xv. 25.)
1 This explanation is given in more than one

manuscript on St John vi. 71 ; xii. 4, in the words aero Kag/wrou,

" of Kariotos." Other derivations, as for example, from *ptf,

"falsehood/' are obviously intended to convey a prophetic

allusion to his treacherous act; but even this of itself shows

the pure character of our Gospels, that they, while they ab-

stain from every kind of laudatory expressions concerning

Christ, and his acts, as well as his discourses, avoid, in like

manner, every kind of reproachful allusions to Judas. The

single remark which they make, referring historically to the

name of Judas, is, 6 tragabo-j; aw6v, " who betrayed him."2 This

only excepted, they allow the stupendous facts contained in the

history of Jesus to speak for themselves, and this simple, truth-

ful portraiture of them places light and shadow in their most

striking contrast at once before us. And thus viewing every-

thing in the sense or light of pure objectivity, they disdain

every kind of mean or paltry subjective censures.

Ver. 5. To this band of the twelve St Matthew now makes

Jesus direct his discourses. It must appear remarkable that

this discourse should proceed on the ground of Jewish exclu-

siveness, inasmuch as the disciples are forbidden to go to the

1 De Write, a^reein^- with Lightfoot, has declared in favour of the de-

rivation of this appellative from the word fr^t3"TlpDN>
" a leather

apron," or N^DN' "strangling." The parallel passages in St John,

however, arc entirely opposed to this explanation; (lie assertion, that

ryi>Hp U?"
1^' " a man of Karioth," or TVi'Hp, "the Kariothite," could

not have been added as a surname bo bis proper name stands altogether

without proof.

- The passage containing the words here alluded to, is given in \ l

of the Gospel according to St Matthew, and runs thus: 'lov&ae 'itfxag/-

wnjc, i v.c -I'.r/mr. avTovy literally, " Judas [scariot, who also betrayed

him."—T.
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Samaritans and the Gentiles. (St Luke x. 1, in his discourse to

the seventy, as the representatives of the collective Gentile

world, of whom alone St Luke gives this relation, seeing that he

wrote for the information of Gentiles, does not contain this re-

striction.) Jesus, however, never appears as the disturber of

the exclusive privileges vouchsafed by God to the Jewish people

(see on Matth. xxi. 33); on the contrary, he acknowledges these

(Matth. xv. 24), and confines his own ministry, on the whole, to

Palestine. He indicates, indeed, that is, he points in a signifi-

cant manner to that time when this exclusiveness will be done

away with (John x. 16), and ministers in the mean time, alto-

gether incidentally, to the necessities of Gentiles and Samari-

tans, whenever their faith constrained him to do so. (Comp.

Matth. xv. 21 sqq.; John iv.) A mere accommodation to the

weaknesses of the disciples is herein out of the question ; it is

the veritable necessity of the circumstances of the time and the

immediate destination of the twelve that are to be considered.

It was only at a subsequent period that St Paul received the

express command to labour for the Gentile world (Acts of the

Apostles ix. 15). The Redeemer also, on his final departure

from this earth, extended the sphere of action of the twelve

likewise over all nations (St Matth. xxviii. 19). But it was

necessary first of all to prepare, in the nation of Israel, a hearth

to receive the sacred fire, and to keep its glowing heat in a

state of concentration even unto the end. After the sure es-

tablishment of the church in the bosom of the people of God,

and after the infidelity of the mass thereof had been fully ascer-

tained, the stream of life was then first shed abroad over the

whole Gentile world.

Ver. 6. TigofSara airo\wX6ra, "lost sheep," must here be taken

in the sense of sheep who have gone astray and been separated

h$m their shepherd (comp. St Luke xv. 4), with reference to

Jerem. 1. 6, i^^ jfij-j nn^N f^J,
" m7 people has been lost

sheep."

Ver. 7. The main substance of the announcement is the king-

dom of God, as then present or at hand (comp. Matth. iii. 2;

iv. 17), but in the form announced by St John. (See St Mark
vi. 12, sxyguffffov, ha fisravoridMSi, literally "they preached that they

should repent.") The directions given to the disciples, together

with their destination on occasion of this first sending forth

(mission), was quite a different one from that which followed the
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pouring out of the Holy Ghost. The apostles themselves as vet

took their stand on the point of view (ground) of the Old Tes-

tament, and preached repentance, as did the Baptist before

them, and baptised with water as he did (John iv. 2); at a

subsequent period, however, they preached the forgiveness of

sins, the soil having been prepared beforehand by the preaching

of repentance.

Ver. 8. With this is connected the promise of miraculous

cures, as the first outward and visible sign or manifestation of

the future redemption (comp. Matth. xi. 5). The exhortation

du!sav bore, "give as a gift" (freely ye have received, freely give),

was the natural result of the circumstances in which they were

placed; the disciples might easily have permitted themselves to

be led away to receive presents, and thus imperceptibly not to

regard the faith, but the splendour and greatness of the sick

persons, and thus to inflict an injury on their own souls; their

portion was only that which would supply the necessaries of life.

(Very important critical authorities omit the passage: rexgoog

iyshere, " raise dead men;" others place this passage after Xswgoug

Au.)asi
r

(irs, "cleanse lepers," which, it is not unlikely, points to a

marginal gloss (Randglosse). Mill and J. I). Michaelis there-

fore consider the former as being an addition of a later period.

We might suppose, indeed, that they had been added for the pur-

pose of increasing the glory of the apostles; only no instance of

such a miracle is related, and this of itself makes it more proba-

ble that the omission resulted from the circumstance of there

being recorded no raisings from the dead performed by the

apostles. But it does not follow, that, because no instance there-

of is given, no case of the kind should have therefore oc-

curred.)

Ver. 1), 10. This endowment with spiritual riches our Lord

combines with the exhortation to go forth in the external garb

of poverty. This remark, however, that there was no necessity

for outward preparations for the journey, is, in reality, only

another view el' their riches. By going forth without being

possessed of any human means, they but lived upon the

rieli treasure of their heavenly Father. The correct exposition

of die passage ia obtained best from a comparison with St Luke

xx jj 35— ;{7. There Jesus reminds his disciples, ;1 short time

before his Sufferings, of that rich and glorious time when he was

able to semi them forth without any earthly preparations being
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made for their journey, and remarks that the times now were

different (inasmuch as these were the days in which the bride-

groom would be taken from them), and that now it was neces-

sary for every one of them to prepare and arm himself as well

as he could to the utmost of his powers. The general idea,

therefore, is to be rendered thus: We live at a time of rich bless-

ings (it is the hour in which the light is in the ascendant, and

which forms the contrast to St Luke xxii. 53, avrri sgTiv y uga,

xa; jj Ifoutf/a rou ffxorog, " this is the hour and the power of dark-

ness;" to which passage comp. the Comment.), when it requires

no human preparations, " love will guide you, and love will pro-

vide you!" The separate points brought forward must not be

anatomised, but must be taken in all the grandeur of freedom,

in which they were viewed by the apostles themselves. St Mark
vi. 8 permits them to take a gufidog, " staff," but the two other

prohibit even that
;

x St Matthew prohibits even the lirobri-

/aara, " sandals," St Mark permits them. It is a paltering with

words (Mikrologie) to insist here on a difference between utocSjj-

pMra and aavddXia. The words: d^iog 6 sgydrqg rr\g rgoffig avrov,

literally " the workman is worthy of his meat," of St Matth. x.

10, affords the best point of view. The Redeemer, who had

himself no place wherein to lay down his head, places his dis-

ciples likewise in the position of a reliance upon pure faith; as

the labourers of God, 2 they were to rely upon him therefore

that which was necessary for their bodily wants; for the exer-

cise and proof of their faith they went forth without any careful

preparations, such as are and must be invariably made by the

man that has not faith. It is likely that some of the disciples

had indeed some money with them; therein they would have

acted by no means against the commandment of our Lord, ex-

cept that they had taken it with them from unbelief. Hence,

this commandment, too, must be viewed, in spirit and life, in its

relation to the disposition and faith, and bears in itself its eter-

1 Gratz in his Commentary on St Matth. vol. i. p. 519, is of opinion

that Jesus only forbade them to take with them a supply, not that he
prohibited their taking the staff which was in their hands, or the shoes

that were actually on their feet. Strange! who ever carries with him
a supply of walking-sticks on a journey?

2 The expression sgydrqg, " labourers," points to a figure of speech

herein contained, according to which mankind is compared to a vine-

yard, or to an arable field, wherein spiritual work is to be performed.

(Concerning this, see on St Matth. xiii. 1 sqq.)
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nal truth, applicable to all the labourers in the kingdom of God
at all times and in all places; this word of our Lord, however,

must never be viewed without the reference to St Luke xxii.

35 sqq., which is necessary for the complete comprehension

thereof.

Ver. 11. There follow now more special precepts with regard

to their spiritual ministry. The passage i'-irdaan ri; d'^iog, lite-

rally " inquire who is worthy," does not refer to honourable or

noble persons, but to the poor (Matth. v. 3), longing, needy in

spirit (Matth. ix. 12); to them only could the annunciation of a

Redeemer be an evayy'sXw, " Gospel, i.e. glad tidings/' In this

same city they were not to change their residence, but abide in

the same place; he exhorts them to peace and quietness during

the unquiet course of their journey. (This very idea is expressed

in St Luke x. 7, with an additional remark, concerning which

sec the commentary on the passage referred to.)

Ver. 12. The apostles, as those in whom dwelt the spiritual

powers which our Redeemer possessed without measure (John

iii. 34), and which he had apportioned to them according to

their capabilities of receiving them, are enjoined to communicate

their gifts. As the sun sheds abroad his rays both upon the

good and the evil, so must they, too, bless the house into which

they enter; their blessing, if given to the impure, will return

hack upon them. This mode of expression flowed from an essen-

tial conception of that which is spiritual, and its effectual work-

ing
;
justly compared to the (rays of) light it pours itself forth,

and returns again to its source; 1 blessing and intercession is, ac-

cording to this viewr

, an exhalation and an inhalation, of the

Spirit. These arc figures of speech, but such as contain a sub-

stantial and profound meaning. Led by the Spirit, the apostles

• liter a house, and say: e/fjjwj r& o"%u> rovru, " peace to this house"

(Luke x. 5), not as a mere empty phrase, as the jvj^ Di^tlS
V T T

" peace unto you" of the Jews, but as the innermost expression

of their nature and of their office. The blessing will cling to

the place where it meets with welcome, (ri'^io;, "worthy," must

be applied again, in the Gospel sense, to all those that are in

need, and long for salvation and mercy;) wherever blessing

meets with no resting-place, there it returns to those that pro-

1 This mode of dewing is rendered more especially prominent in the

representation of yj'"j-- "grace," and msv/ia, "spirit," given by St

John. ( tamp. St John \ ii. 38, 39.
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nounced it, as to its source of life. Hence, the Spirit here ap-

pears as that which itself has life, forming for itself fountains in

those from whom it emanates, and to whom it returns, when-
ever it finds no resting-place wherein to settle, in order to create

a new source (John iv. 14; vii. 38).

Ver. 14. Wherever the feeling of need, and mark of a long-

ing to appropriate that which is divine, is wanting, the mes-

senger of Christ departs thence; he only comes in order to

bring to the sick the message of healing. The ixrivd<s<rsiv

xoviogrlv, " shaking off the dust/' is a mere symbolical repre-

sentation of total and utter separation and renunciation (Acts

of the Apostles xiii. 51 ; xviii. 6). To express an idea by means
of an act is in the Old as well as in the New Testament, as, in-

deed, throughout the whole of the east, a very common proeess

;

this kind of language or speech is to the sensual man more im-

pressive than mere words (comp. on Matth. xxvii. 24).

Ver. 15. Sodom and Gomorrha stand here as the symbols of

justice, as the chastiser of alienation from God. But the vast-

ness of the guilt is in proportion to the degree of purity and
clearness in which that which is Divine has presented itself

to him who has hardened himself against its impressions. Who-
ever turns away the messengers of Christ, shows himself more
callous than the ancient sinners of Sodom, because they express

and represent that which is Divine with more purity than Lot

and his better contemporaries (as regards the whole idea here

hinted at, comp. what is further adduced on St Matth. xi. 22,

24).

Ver. 16. After thus portraying the favourable side of the

apostolical ministry, its dark side is not withheld from their

view in their relative position with regard to the enemies of the

kingdom of Christ. The Xvzog, " wolf," is as truly the emblem
of cunning malice as the <rg6(3arov, " sheep," is the figure of

simple purity; harmless and defenceless, it stands opposed to

the wild and ferocious power that knows no restraint. This is a

significant picture, unfolding the position of every follower of

the Lamb (Rev. xiv. 4) among the perverse race of the children

of this world. The language of our Lord is confined to very

significant animal symbols, in order to exhort to prudence,

which is a virtue that can be acquired by the faithful only after

a hard struggle; he fears the character of the old serpent, and
prefers to suffer rather than to deceive. In the Tsgiaregd, " dove,"
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the emblem of the Holy Spirit (Matth. iii. 1 6), is reflected the

purity of the soul (axegaios = unmixed, pure, without guile) ; in

the term opg, "serpent," (Gen. iii. 1) is expressed cunning, pru-

dence. (9gJw/60£, " prudent, practically wise," pfdwj<r/j, " practi-

cal wisdom," derived from fgevss, signifies, in Biblical anthropo-

logy, the power of thought, understanding, which manifests

itself in reflecting on the circumstances of life, comp. on Luke

i. 17.) It is difficult to amalgamate this wisdom of the serpent

with the purity of the dove, but it is not impossible, as is testi-

fied by the commandment of Jesus. Yet, in the course of the

Christian development, let cunning suffer rather than simplicity

of heart, if their union cannot as yet be consummated.

Ver. 17, 18. Here the glance just cast at their impending suf-

ferings, on account of their confession of Jesus, is laid open in a

fuller view. Their life, which has moved hitherto in a narrow

sphere, will be brought forward into the publicity of the great

world, according to the hint of our Lord, and earthly tribulations

of all kinds await the preachers of heavenly peace (comp. on Matth.

xxiv. 9); the ewe&gia, "councils," signify the high court of justice

in the provincial cities (see on Matth. v. 21, thus also in Mark xiii.

9). The discourse ascends from things of trifling importance to

those of greater moment. The rr/wovzg, "governors," here spoken

of (comp. on St Matth. xxvii. 11), are the Roman pro-consuls;

the fiaaXsTg, " kings," were the tetrarchs (Acts of the Apostles

xii. 1; xxvi. 2). Concerning slg /Aagrigiov, "for a testimony,"

see on Matth. viii. 4. In the sufferings which the children of

God have to experience from the world, on account of the name
of Jesus, is developed their true character, that of suffering and

self-sacrificing love.

Ver. 19, 20. As a consolation for the prospect of such suffer-

ings, our Lord promises them special- help from above. The dis-

ciples, inexperienced and unskilled in language, are referred to

the Spirit of all wisdom. The /^ /xsgi/Avforirt, <*£>$ n ri XaX^T-e,
" take no thought how or what ye shall speak," excludes all

human calculation, and refers the disciples to a principle of a

higher nature, to the Spirit from on high. We find the idea ex-

pressed already in Is. 1. 4, that it is a gift given by God to know
how to speak a word in season (comp. Luke xxi. 15). Of course,

this does not exclude the application of the natural powers, they

are rather to be looked upon as sanctified by this Spirit. Hence,

the term fiigipvav, "to consider, take thought," is to be viewed
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as the anxious collecting of one's own strength, as is seen in the

unbelieving, natural man, who is unaware of a higher source

both of power and life. But such a reiving on the powers from

above would become enthusiasm, firstly, where the conditions of

aid from above are wanting, i.e. repentance and true faith; and

in the second place, where internal impurity designs to apply

them for wicked purposes. In order to confirm more and more

the conviction of such an aid from above, Jesus adds : oh yag bfisTg

ears o) XaXovvrsg, %. r. X., " for it is not ye that are speaking," &c.

Thus, then, the isolated individuals disappear wholly in the

great struggle of light and darkness; the question here is the

cause of God; this is pleaded by his Spirit dwelling in those in-

struments which he consecrates for himself. Through this mode
of viewing the matter, the individual person gains an invincible

power, inasmuch as, having departed from his isolated state, he

becomes aware of his nature, as a member of a great invincible

community. The irvsZpa irargog, " the Spirit of the Father," forms

next a contrast with the spirit of the disciples themselves ; hence

the heavenly principle appears as already operating within them,

although it has not as yet developed itself in its full power (comp.

on John vii. 39).

Ver. 21. Thus far the discourse has contained nothing that

was not in accordance with existing circumstances; but the

verses which follow seem all at once to take a different view, that

is, they seem to refer to circumstances such as are treated of in

chap. xxiv. They point to a field or sphere of action of a more

vast extent than that which would present itself to the disciples

on this their first mission. Our Redeemer would speak to them,

no doubt, of persecutions even unto death, but only in the last

days of his earthly ministry 1 (comp. on St Matth. xxiv. 10,

12). Analogous, however, to this were the relations of the dis-

ciples throughout the whole of their ministry; and in so far

these verses are applicable even here. The Gospel is now

represented as overstepping the natural conditions of earthly

life. The new element of life, which it has brought into the

world, is stopped in its course neither by family ties, nor by the

barriers of friendship or relationship; it appropriates to itself

everywhere susceptible minds. But in consequence of this, it

V-ZVery decisive in this respect is the passage of the Gospel of St John

xvi. 4, to which see the exposition.
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calls forth also its contrast in the minds of all those that are

callous to its influences, and the Gospel of peace brings the

sword into the bosom of families; for, being the word of God, it

divides asunder the joints and marrow (Heb. iv. 12). The his-

tory of the spreading of Christianity proves the literal truth of

these prophetic words of our Redeemer. (Compare the Acta

Martyrii Perpetuae et Felicitatis, printed in my Monum. hist.

eccl., vol. i. p. 96 sqq.) But inasmuch as phenomena of this

kind could not have made their appearance at the time when

our Redeemer spoke these words, hence these remarkable words

of Christ display a prophetic character.

Ver. 22. The hatred of all men that are taken with the prin-

ciples of this world is directed more especially towards the name

of Jesus. Natural virtue the world may find lovely or amiable,

for the world perceives it to be a blossom of its own life. But

it hates what is especially and specifically Christian, for it feels

that in it is its death (Jam. iv. 4). The reference made to the

impending persecutions required a hint concerning the necessary

earnestness of purpose that would be requisite in this struggle

and endurance. The Gw-r&a, " salvation," here is connected with

Wofiovri, "patience, patient endurance." The words ug ri/.o;,

"unto the end," contain a reference more especially to the in-

dividuals, not to the tribulation of the whole, for death itself

I trings at once to every single member of the company of the

faithful the end of trouble and the beginning of everlasting-

safety. Yet does the passage sound (and ver. 23 confirms this

feeling, that the meaning of these words extends further) as

though it belonged to some prophetic discourse concerning his

second coming. That the mention thereof, on the first sending

forth of the disciples, appears not to be in accordance with the

existing circumstances, will be presently more fully developed.

Ver. 23. With a view to the impending persecutions, Jesus

once more recommends prudence; he advises them to avoid them

as much as possible, in order not to endanger their souls by a

wilful entering into, and abiding in, peril. The church has ever

acted according to this precept, and it was only Moutauistic

rigour which sought, at a subsequent period, to prohibit the

avoidance of persecutions. (The passage: x& h. rauTqs x. r. x.,

"and if from this," &c, is no doubt genuine; its omission in

some Codices has originated most likely from the simi-

lar terminations of the clauses [homoioteleuton]. The refc-
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rence to the return of Christ and the end (which was already

perceptible in ver. 22) is brought forward very clearly in the

concluding words. • The Son of Man is to return before the dis-

ciples who are to be sent out shall have wandered through all

the cities of Israel (rsXsTv, "to finish," soil. 686v, "the journey".)

What here forms a difficulty is, that it appears not to have been

the design of the mission that the disciples should travel through

the whole land; the mission took place, for the most part, for

the perfecting of the disciples themselves. From the feeling,

therefore, that the connection of the passage demanded a refer-

ence to something about to happen immediately, emanated the

declaration: "you will not require to hasten over all the

Jewish towns under the persecutions that you will meet with;

I shall be with you again ere that." Yet to this view of the

words, which, grammatically speaking, is possible, does not suit,

in the first place, the grave &mv, "verily;" and in the second, it

is not Jesus that comes back to them, but it is they that came

back to Jesus (Luke ix. 10). Finally, the phrase eg%erai 6 v'/bg

rov di&fwweu, " the Son of man cometh," has a determinate dog-

matical acceptation ; it always refers to the TagouGia, " advent,

second coming of the Messiah." But of this Jesus cannot well

have spoken, if we consider the whole connection of the passage.

And nothing is gained, indeed, by referring the coming of our

Lord to the resurrection, the outpouring of the Spirit, or indeed

to the destruction of Jerusalem, for all these things were as yet

too remote from the disciples during the first period of their

sojourning with Christ. It is according to the nature of things

that the notice of the second coming should be conditioned by

that of his departurefrom them ; but of the latter our Saviour

had not as yet spoken. It was only at a later period that he

permitted his disciples to obtain an insight into both events,

shortly before, and at his transfiguration (St Matth. xii. 40;

xvi. 21, 27; xvii. 1 sqq.; St Luke ix. 22, 31), on which solemn

occasion it was that Divine messengers first revealed to the

human comprehension of our Lord himself the Divine resolution

in its whole extent, as concerned the redemption of mankind

through his sufferings. Hence, if we can say with the greatest

probability that the passage is not here given in its original con-

nection, so it is equally true that St Matthew has interwoven it

here in the discourse of Jesus in no unsuitable manner. For,

the words, which make mention of the second coming of Jesus,
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extend by anticipation the horizon of the reader beyond the im-

mediate subject in question. They amalgamate the first sending

forth of the disciples with that of a subsequent period, and form

thus a general instruction for preaching disciples. This freedom,

which the Evangelists, especially St Matthew, have permitted

themselves to assume in the treatment of the elements of the

Saviour's discourses, specially with a view to the more perfect

treatment thereof, must always have something striking in it.

(Concerning this comp. § 8 of the Introduction.) But that

which would have destroyed the character of the Gospel, if ap-

plied thereto by an uncongenial spirit, only tends to add to its

splendour, thus put in practice by the congenial Divine Spirit.

The individual decisions of Christ resemble pearls and jewels,

which the Evangelists work into, and freely apply to, the most

varied and beautiful wholes. (Compare on this passage the

comment, on St Matth. xxiv. 1 sqq.)

Ver. 24. Jesus, in continuation, proceeds to intimate to the

disciples their future fate, by comparing them with his own per-

son. This passage is given in St Luke (vi. 40) in a different

connection, and with the addition: y.arr^nij>j,svog ds rrag 'ian wg 6

bibdaxaXog, signifying literally: "but every one made perfect

shall be as the (in the text auroj, " his") teacher," in which the

expression zarrjorig^svog must be viewed as signifying " perfectly

educated, accomplished," so that the meaning of the words

would be: "the accomplished scholar resembles his master in

all things." (Comp. concerning these words what has been said

on Matth. v. 1, with reference to the connection of the discourse

in St Luke [vi. 20 sqq.]) But thereby the idea becomes in-

volved in difficulties, inasmuch as the remark forces upon the

reader's mind the idea that many scholars surpass their teachers.

The reference to the proverbial mode of speech, which is con-

tained in these words, is evidently of no value, for another pro-

verb says: iroXko! pa^/irui x^uaaong didaffxdXuv, "many disciples

surpass their masters." The first condition of a good proverb

(and any other than good ones our Lord cannot possibly have

made use of) is, that it be the expression of truth. However,

this difficulty is removed, if we consider that the scholar who sur-

passes his teacher at the same time ceases to be, in the spiritual

sense of the word, his pupil; as a scholar, he can go no farther

than lii> muster; lienee, if he goes farther than the one master,

bo must then have had another, ami if no human one, he must
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have had the Spirit, who has developed that which was dormant
within him. These words, which, viewed in this manner, pos-

sess in every case their relative truth, are admirably fitted, in

their absolute sense, to the relative position of the disciples with

Christ. He, the image of the Father, could be surpassed neither

by his disciples, nor by any person whatever at any time ; he is

Lord and teacher in the absolute sense, and, compared with him,

no man existing gets beyond the sphere of his dependence and
state of instruction. In this relation, then, it is likewise ab-

solutely true, that whatever happened to the master, must also

happen to the disciple.

Ver. 25. As the point or aj>ex of the inimical disposition is

rendered prominent, the circumstance of the world's regarding

that which was Divine, in its purest manifestation, as that which

was diabolical, i.e. as being in connection with the prince of

darkness, which implies, at the same time, its contrast, and
hence that the world also sees that which is Divine in that

which is diabolical, and thus that it will establish a total confu-

sion of the elements of good and evil. If such be the case with

the sun, what must happen to his rays; if the master is treated

thus, what will not be done to his servants, in whom is but re-

flected the glory of the Lord, {olxiaxos, " household servant,"

comp. ver. 36, domesticus, with reference to the o/xodsccroV^, " the

master of the house." The passage refers back to St Matth. ix.

34, zv rui a^yovrt ruv ban/Moviuiv lx/3aX>.s/ ru dou/J,6via, literally: "he
casts forth the demons through the prince of the demons"

[comp. xii. 24].) This expression is not different from sTixaXsTv

BzsXfyfiov'k, " to call Beelzebub," for, in order to be able to drive

out devils through him, he must be in the subject casting them

out. Besides, as regards the name, BssX£s/3ou/3 = ^'JQ'j 7^2,
" Beelzebub," German Fliegen-Baal, 2 Kings i. 2, was an Ekron-

itish deity, so called because a power was ascribed to him of re-

moving troublesome flies. (As Zeus, " Jupiter," had the cogno-

men or epithet ampuiog, " the driver away of flies," pviaygog, " fly

catcher.") In the New Testament, on the contrary, the reading

fiii'klzfiQvX is to be preferred, inasmuch as the Jews changed the

name of the idol here referred to out of derision into a contemp-

tuous form. This form of name (derived from 7^, " Lord," and

Sl2t>
" mire"), signifies, namely, the Lord of mire or filth. (Comp.

Lightfoot on St Matth. xii. 24.) Ingenious is the interpretation
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given of this name by Dr Paulus, according to which the form

would be solved into the words ^y; "?$%> Lord °f tne dwelling,

that is, of the subterranean one; to this would answer the o/V.o-

biG^orr^, " master of the house," of Christ. But that the prince

of darkness is named after a national deity is accounted for, be-

cause, according to the decisive Scriptural view [see on 1 Cor.

viii. 5], the Gentile life, which is connected with idolatry, ap-

pears as the element of darkness.

Ver. 26, 27. Christ preserves the state of mind of the disci-

ples in a state between fear and implicit faith ; by means of the

former he urges them on to earnestness, and by means of the

latter he preserves them from faint-heartedness. Very striking

is it, that the trust or confidence is based upon the certainty of

a future disclosure of all existing mysteries, which is the funda-

mental idea of all the four members of the discourse comprised

in these two verses. The unveiling in itself of what is hidden,

could, it is true, never be the foundation of confidence; were

the secret or mystery something evil, it then would cause fear

and consternation; for the bosom, however, which harbours that

which is holy, as yet unexposed to view, and not understood by
surrounding beings, there is nothing certainly more consolatory

than that the time of revelation is approaching, for it is indeed

also the time of the victory of the good. Ver. 27 contains the

explanation of the preceding verse; the two members contained

in each must be viewed according to the parallelismus membro-

rum, " parallelism of the members." The lv rff axoriu, " in dark-

ness," stands opposed to xexoikvfifAevov, literally, " that which has

been covered," and denotes the unintentional darkness or obscu-

rity that rests upon anything, as, for example, in this case the

advent of the new life into the hitherto unrecognised land of

Galileo; but the passage e/g rb oZg axovuv, "to hear in the ear,"

on the contrary, is contrasted with xpnrr6v, "that which is hid-

den," and denotes here the intentional hiding: or secretins: of that

which is to be communicated, in this case the disclosure of the

mysteries of the kingdom of God in the closed or exclusive

circle of the disciples. In these words the future free announce-

ment of the Divine decrees, in all their bearings, and the unfold-

ing of all the mysteries of God in the church, through the Spi-

rit, is hinted at. Mysteries, or secrets to be kept back, are

things unknown to the church. (In the interpretation of the

phrase: x.f)gv<r<fu\ Url rut iu/idruv, "to preach upon the house-
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tops," the ancient forms of houses and roofs must be borne in

mind.)

Ver. 28. The general precept: pn ouv <po{3rjdriri, "fear not,

therefore," of ver. 26, is connected in ver. 28, in a clearer and

more explicit manner, with the true object of fear, and the

false objects thereof are excluded. With a retrospective view

to ver. 21, Jesus observes, that the enemies of corporeal

or physical life should form no object of fear to the child of

God, inasmuch as their power cannot reach the true life. In

the passage : /£?} huvas&ai rr\v ~\>uyjr\v atonruvcu, literally, " not hav-

ing power to kill the soul," their merely external power, which

is not able to penetrate into the sphere of spiritual life within

which the believer moves, is expressly hinted at. This power

is however contrasted with another, and that power the Lord

commands them to fear. The following reasons would ap-

pear to compel us to understand thereby the prince of dark-

ness :—1st, Had these words a reference to God, the expression

<poj3s7ffdou, " to fear," contained in the same verse, would have to

be regarded in two different senses, 1—in the first place, in the

sense of metuere, " to fear, to be afraid of," and in the second,

in that of revereri, " to stand in awe, to reverence;" 2d, With

this the verses 29, SO, in which God is described as a protector

in times of danger and necessity, do not agree; upon this is

based the exhortation, ^ ouv fo^nn, literally, " fear ye not

therefore," of ver. 31, but this would form a contradiction with

the pofiridrirz, in the sense referred to above, which is, moreover,

so emphatically reiterated in St Luke xii. 5 ; 3d, It appears im-

proper to say of God that he destroys souls, inasmuch as it is he

that saves them. Decisive, however, against this is the fact,

that the devil never appears in Scripture as he who condemns
souls to hell; his whole sphere of activity stands under and in

subjection to the power of God (James iv. 12). And inasmuch

as ver. 33 clearly expresses the possibility of apostacy and denial

of the Messiah ; hence, the passage is best conceived in such a

manner as to make it appear that the Redeemer intends to give

1 No weight is to be placed upon the change of <pot3i?<fdai nvd, " to fear

such an one," and a<?rb rnog, " because of such an one," even the former
combination may signify metuere, " to fear ;" but in the sense of reve-

reri, " to reverence," it certainly is not found with aTo, " because of,

on account of." In the profane use of the language, " to be afraid of,"

" to reverence," is expressed by (pofiuadai Tgog n.
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therein a powerful exhortation to earnestness of purpose, for the

preservation of and confirmation in their calling. The change

of the meaning of foj3$?<fdai cannot, it is true, in that case,

be avoided; but then, such like occurrences are frequently

met with. But the exhortation, /in oh $o3r,Qrirt, contained in

ver. 31, has, according to this mode of conception, a reference

to the presupposed fidelity of the disciples. (Concerning yshva,

comp. on Matth. v. 22.—The contrast formed by -^uyj, " soul,"

and ffi,aa, "body," is by no means contrary to the threefold

existence [trichotomie] of human nature, as taught in the

Bible; the ^oyjh here is the msv/Marr/.Ti, "spiritual life." In

another view, rrvsZ/Ma, " spirit," and ffa^, " flesh," may be per-

fectly well regarded as integral portions of the human nature.)

Ver. 29. As the contrast to fear, Jesus refers them to the

almighty aid of God, for whose kingdom they were contending.

He who feeds the sparrow and numbers the hair of the head,

would assuredly protect the life of his faithful ones ! The term

areovMov, "sparrow," stands here, as frequently in the Septua-

gint = "Y)^,
" any bird, great or small." An awdgiov, translated

" farthing," was the tenth part of a denarius. 1

Ver. 30. In a special providence is comprised the comforting

idea of this doctrine. It combines, as throughout nature, things

most sublime with things the most insignificant, into an harmo-

nious whole. Thousands are fed, and the crumbs are collected;

the Redeemer rises from his grave, and the linen is left care-

fully folded together.

Ver. 32. The whole assumes more and more a general keep-

in.:-, although it may be seen, indeed, from the parallel passage

of St Luke xii. 2 sqq. that the words were originally uttered in

a different connection ; the discourse comprises or keeps gradu-

ally more and more in view, the whole collective body of the

disciples of Jesus as engaged in their conflict with the world.

Besides, Christ here appears as he, the confession of whom has

1 The dsffdoiov, above referred to, is a brass coin of about the value

of three farthings, and, as we see in the text, is equal to the tenth part

of a biayj^r,, an Athenian silver coin worth about eightpence three far-

things, or ili narilUf whieh, according to A. Boeckh's " Staatshaushal-

tung der Athener, vol. i. p. 16," was worth about sevenpence halfpenny

\ilue. The Latin name of this coin is As; its value, about three far-

things and one-tenth of a farthing; it is called by the Rabbinical writers,
'V
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a decided influence upon everlasting bliss or everlasting woe,

whose testimony is available in the sight of God and his angels.

The confession before men (as the enemies of that which is

good) forms the contrast with the confession of Christ before the

heavenly host. Whoever takes upon himself, in this world, the

ignominy of appearing as a true worshipper of Christ, that per-

son will also be received as such at the manifestation of Christ

in his glory. The contrast, however, in like manner, is placed

immediately by the side of it; as the latter terrifies, so does the

former allure. Of course, the whole has a reference to believers

only, those who have acknowledged our Lord as that which he
is, and now either dare openly to confess their belief in him, or

are tempted through fear to conceal it; the latter procedure

must extinguish the light of faith that was kindled in them, and
consequently exclude them from the kingdom of God.

Ver. 34. But inasmuch as the fear of strife and persecution

might easily deter them from an open confession, our Lord
points out, in a very distinct manner, that the Gospel, ac-

cording to its nature, must of necessity lead to strife. Not as

though strife itself were the object thereof, (its real object is that

peace in which strife terminates,) but such strife is, nevertheless,

a necessary consequence of Christ's entrance into the world, or

into a human heart. But since absolute holiness is revealed in

the person of Christ, while the xoe^og, " world/' nevertheless, com-
prises in itself both good and evil in a mixed state, therefore

the spirit of Christ {^d-^aioa, " a sword," Ephes. vi. 1 7,) divides

or cuts off the evil (diapseKt-fiog, " division/' Luke xii. 51), and
whoever cleaves thereto, is separated or cut off therewith.

Ver. 35, 36. The consequence of this dividing power of the

Gospel Jesus now sets forth, in the same manner as above, in

v. 21, 22. The most intimate relationships and connections which

are based on corporeal or physical affinities and terrestrial love,

are at once divided or cut through by the sword of the Spirit,

which altogether annihilates them, if the unholy element be

clung to, and ennobles them, if place be everywhere given to

the Holy Ghost. That which our Lord lays down here, as re-

quired of those who believe in him, namely, a separation from

all, even the most intimate earthly ties, on account of the cove-

nant with him, already was declared by Moses of the Levites

:

" Who said unto his father and to his mother, I have not seen

him; neither did he acknowledge his brethren, nor know his
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own children: for they have observed thy word, and kept thy

covenant. They shall teach Jacob thy judgments, and Israel

thy law." (Deut. xxxiii. 9, 10; comp. Gen. xii. 1.)

Ver. 37. The love of Christ must be stronger than either

paternal or maternal love. (Comp. Luke xiv. 26, wherein is

found the yet stronger expression: finteH) letenga, %. r. X. " to hate

father, &c." (Very significant is the olx etrrt pov a£/oc, " is not

worthy of me;" for, Christ himself is the object or aim of the

true believer, he longs after him as he is, in the power of his

resurrection and his sufferings. (Comp. on Phil. iii. 10.) This

mode of action of the Gospel, this requisition of the whole man
thereby, makes the world to foam and rave with fury; for this

reason it creates for itself another Christ, who leaves good and

evil to dwell peaceably together in undisturbed quietude.

Moreover, had Christ not been the Truth and Life itself (John

xiv. 6), it would have been a violation of the most sacred duties,

had he demanded the disregard, for his sake, of the dearest ties

of relationship. God alone must we obey, rather than father

and mother; and, therefore, Christ alone, because in him we

behold the Father (John xiv. 9). For this reason it is that, by

esteeming his person higher than what we hold dearest and holi-

est, no duty whatever is violated, on the contrary, each duty is

purified and ennobled. The commandment: " honour thy father

and mother/' therefore, is not abrogated thereby, but fulfilled

(Matth. v. 17), inasmuch as man conceives himself in Christ as

the child of the father of all fathcrship (Ephes. iii. 15).

Ver. 38. With the requirement of a separation from earthly

ties, which the faith in the Redeemer, if it be a living one, at

all times presupposes, is connected the prospect of a course of

life full of sufferings, the end of which is death. What a full

consciousness of his glory and blessedness must our Lord have

been possessed with, when he did not hesitate to place before

them such a picture of the life of his faithful ones!—The gtu-j>gv

Xa/j,j3dvuv, " to take up the cross," spoken of before the cruci-

fixion of our Lord, must be explained from the general cus-

tom, according to which malefactors had to carry their cross to

the place of execution; in the mouth of Christ, and spoken pre-

vious to his Buffering, these words assume a prophetic character.

Fritzsche (on this passage) distinguishes between \afij3dmv, " to

take or bear," and algi/v rbv <traug6v
}
"to take up the cross" (xvi. 24),

so that in the latter is expressed the signification of the willing
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taking up. The passage, axoXovdsfv fariaa, "to follow after,"

evidently implies a bearing of the cross, as the adjunct of

the taking up of the cross, together with its ultimate result,

the death of the cross. The life of every individual professing

Jesus, which is on earth necessarily toilsome, inasmuch as he

lives for ever in danger, and, as he sacrifices his own will to the

divine will, is compared unto a continual dying on the cross.

That which is here taken in its connection, has an immediate

reference to life in the first ages of Christianity, under bodily

dangers and persecutions, retains its truth at all times with

reference to the internal life-struggle of believers, whence it is

that this figurative mode of expression finds its application also

throughout the whole Scriptural language (Gal. ii. 20; v. 24;

Rom. vi. 6).

Ver. 39. From this one view of Christian sufferings, the per-

secutions and perils of death therein, the glance extends itself

more widely over the subject in general; the regeneration of the

new life is conditioned by the death of the old one. That here

by -^v^riv avoXsciai, "to lose life," cannot be meant the mere loss

of the bodily life for the sake of Jesus, is manifest, partly be-

cause not all the apostles died in consequence of persecution,

and yet the remaining alive without guilt or fault cannot possi-

bly have been counted to their disadvantage; and even a death

by persecution may be conceived (as indeed not unfrequently

occurred), which does not correspond with the requirements

herein expressed; for instance, if it occurred as the result of

vanity, or fanatical excitement. The -^vy/iv a-TroXsaou, " to lose

life," can be therefore only a spiritual sacrifice, through which

alone the bodily death becomes a sanctified one. In the expres-

sion, ^xh, " soul, life," the signification of soul and life are

amalgamated with each other (compare on vi. 25) ; hence, the

question on this passage is of a twofold soul, of which the one

becomes lost, the moment the other is preserved. If we put life

instead thereof, then is it a twofold, or double being, or exist-

ence, of a higher and lower kind, of which man has the choice.

(The same idea is expressed in the same words, in Matth. xvi.

24, 25 ; John xii. 25. However, in the place of s-J^Vxs/i/, " to

find," St John gives <piXs7v, " to love," which is more intelligible;

the expression, svgtaxsiv, here signifies to gain, to attain to.
1

)

1 Comp. Hebr. x. 39, at the words: mpnoirtaig -\i\jyris, ''the saving
of the soul."
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This passage will assume a more definite form by paraphrasing

it in the following manner: 6 evgwv rifv (aa.P7irx.7iv) -^v^r]v, avoXsaei

uxjt^v (sc. srvsu/tfcar/XJjv)" xal 6 a-Tro'/.'sffag rr]v -^v/riv (sa.P/ir/.r]v)
}

£vgr]gsi

aMjv (•Msvfjbarixqv), " he that findeth his (fleshly) life shall lose it

(that is the spiritual life) ; and he that loses his life (the fleshly

one) shall find it (the spiritual one)." The innermost persona-

lity, the ego (self), remains, hut in true self-denial it becomes

dead to sin; the unbelieving man, on the contrary, cleaves to

his natural state of being, and retains it; but the germ of the

more exalted life can never in him attain the dominion. The

mode of expression here made use of by the Redeemer is ex-

plained in the simplest manner, by the assumption that the

personality of man (the -^vyji) is conceived as standing between

two powers, the influences of which he may receive into himself,

and by means of which he may be changed or transformed into

their nature. Now, inasmuch as man is already by his nature

more especially exposed to the one (the evil) power; hence, the

question in the work of renovation is, to forsake the old sinful

life, which has grown up together with the ego, and to enter

instead thereof into the new life of light. This transition, or

going over from life to life, is a death ; but out of this death

springs up a new and more exalted life. Important hereto is

the addition, sVexsi/ i
t
mv, " for the sake of me," which stands

opposed to all self-devised means of sanctification and perfecting

of the spiritual life. A crucifying of the flesh and self-denial

undertaken for one's own sake, for one's own consummation, or

perfection, are abominations in the sight of our Lord; for they

are in that case always the fruits of secret presumption and

pride. 1 They must be undertaken, on the contrary, from a love

1 Throughout the religions of farther Asia (Hinterasien), especially

Buddaism, is interwoven the idea of self-denial; but being, as it is,

without Jesus, without that perfect ideal of holiness manifested in the

flesh, the practice thereof gives birth to the most frivolous and silly

exhibitions. The addition, therefore, of hsxsv s^ov, " for my sake,"

is of the greatest importance to the rule of self-denial, and, at the same

time, a remarkable testimony to the divine dignity, or Godhead of

Jesus j for, it would have been the highest presumption to have required

that all things should he disregarded for his sake, had he himself not

been something more than all tilings (das Gcsehafl'ne. i.e. created na-

ture). In the work of J. J. Sri, mult (iiber die altere religiose, politische

mill literarische Bildungsgeschichte dor Volker Mittelasiens, i.e. "on the

religious, political, and Literary history of civilisation among the ancient

nations of ( lentral Asia." Petersburg, 1824), we find characteristic traits
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to Jesus, from a sense of obedience to him, from the motions of

his Spirit; in that case they create or bear lovely fruits, and

effect that sanctification, without which no man can see the

Lord (Heb. xii. 14). The via media, or happy medium between

idleness on the one hand, and self-seeking activity on the other,

is not easily found; the originator of faith must here in like

manner be himself the finisher thereof (Heb. xii. 2).

Ver. 40. As a comfort for the difficulties which our Lord has

placed before his own people, there follows in conclusion a noble

idea, wherein is expressed how infinitely dear to the Lord of the

universe are all those who are valiant for the truth. 1 As Christ

is the representative of the Father, so does he consider, in like

of such mistaken notions of self-denial ; for example, " Shaggianiuni,

(the Buddha of the Mongol tribes) as a king's son, encountered once

in his walks a tigress with her young, who was nearly dead with hun-
ger. Penetrated with compassion, and there being nothing at hand
wherewith to restore her, he withdrew himself under some pretext from
his followers, returned to the tigress, and laid himself down before her

that she might tear him in pieces. But perceiving that she was too

much exhausted to attack him, he forthwith made an incision in his

skin, and so placed himself before her that she might lap the blood

which flowed from the wound, whereby she became gradually strength-

ened, so that she was able to devour him altogether." What puerilities,

when compared with the spectacle afforded by the life of an individual

living in a state of true Christian self-denial, and following the precepts

of Jesus! Far more noble were the ideas conceived even by noble-

minded Muhammadan Mystics of former times, as for example, Dshelal-

ladin Rumi, who thus beautifully expresses the necessity for the death of

the old mem, that thereby the new creature may be brought to life :

—

Death ends indeed the cares of life,

Yet, shudders life when death is near,
And such the fond heart's deadly strife

When first the loved one does appear.

For, where true love is wakened, dies

The tyrant self, that despot dark;
Rejoice thou, that in death he lies,

And breathe morn's free air, with the lark.

It must be admitted, however, that there exists a wide difference be-

tween the conception of the idea itself and its realisation, or practical

execution.
1 St Luke x. 16 exhibits the reverse side of the picture in the words:

o s/is adsrojv x. r. X., " he who despiseth me," &c. Ideas in accordance

with this are also met with in the Rabbinical writings; for example, si

quis recipit viros doctos, idem est ac si reciperet schechinam, i.e. mani-
festationem summi numinis: "If any one receiveth, i.e. entertaineth,

men of learning, it is the same thing as though he were to entertain the

Shekinah, that is, the manifestation of the supreme Deity." Concerning

this passage comp. Schottgen.
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manner, his disciples as representing him; hence, whosoever,

therefore, receives his disciples, receives the Lord of the universe

himself (Mark ix. 37). But, the o'syjciiai, "to receive," as may
be more immediately seen from the verses which follow, must be

conceived with emphasis in this manner: " Whosoever receives

you with a knowledge of what ye are, and because of this your

spiritual character, he receives God," and hence receives all the

blessings, according to the history of the patriarchs, which are

conferred by a visit from the Lord. There is comprehended, there-

fore, in the term, h'syjodai, "to receive," not the mere outward

reception (hospitio excipere, " to receive into the house as a

guest"), but more especially the opening of the heart, and of the

whole life of the inner man, so that we may receive the Lord's

disciples, although we ourselves had not wherein to lay our heads.

Vcr. 41, 42. But in order to place in its full and true light

the greatness of the glory of believers, and to portray the blessed-

ness of those that receive them, our Redeemer concludes with a

remarkable parallel. His disciples, the representatives of the

new Christian life-giving principle, he compares with the pious

men of the Old Testament, r^r
t
-uic xai hr/.aioic, "with prophets

and righteous men," and thus infers, that in so much as the

former occupy a more exalted station than the latter, by so

much the higher and more glorious will be their reward. Firstly,

as to that which concerns the gradations of rank, or consequence,

the name, (liixgoi, " little ones," here given to believers, is re-

markable. We may regard it as equivalent to the Rabbinical

form of speech, according to which \^p, " little," forms the

contrast to ^, " great," and as the latter signifies a teacher, a

master, so the former denotes a scholar, a servant. But this

does not go the whole length; the expression here is to imply or

denote (comp. Matth. xviii. 6) something peculiar to the disci-

ples of Jesus. In the first place, this is to point out the state of

dependence of the disciples, as is clearly discernible from the

context, who appear in this world like helpless children given

over as a prey to want and misery, but who are sustained

by the help of their heavenly Father that dwelleth on high.

But then, in the second place, the expression here refers

likewise to the child-like, innocent, and more especially to the

lowly-mindednesa of those that have been born anew, who, al-

though exalted and honourable in the sight of the Lord, are
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conscious of their own honourable position, yet without any pre-

sumption whatever. (The text, xviii. 6, explains this more

fully.) In contrast with this pixgorrig, " littleness," of the dis-

ciples, is placed the piety of individuals spoken of in the Old

Testament, which, although in reality inferior, possessed some-

what more ofoutward show; its two principal forms are brought

forward, viz. vgoprirsia, "prophecy, the prophetical office," and

dixaiotvvri, " righteousness, justice." In the former is displayed,

in a peculiar manner, the fullness of enlightenment by the Spirit

of God (which often, however, as for example in the case of

Jonah, might be combined with mean personal qualities); in

the latter, preciseness in the observances of the law (comp. on

Luke i. 6). The Sixatosvv^, " righteousness," here appears as the

higher gradation of religious life under the Old Testament, in-

asmuch as it presupposes a higher degree of development of the

individual character than the vgoprirsia, " prophecy, or prophetical

office." Far above both stands the New Testament life, in which

regeneration taking its rise in the heart acts outwardly on the

life. These three gradations of t^o^^ttj^, "prophet," dixouog, "just

or righteous man," and fnxgSg, " little one," are brought forward in

connection with those who shall receive them, and to every such

person the put&og, " reward," is promised of him whom he receives.

(Concerning the abstract idea of /xiedog, " reward," comp. the re-

marks made on Matth. v. 12.) In a legal point of view, the ex-

pression is wholly appropriate, and it harmonises also with the

evangelical view, in thus far that love, which in this case ap-

pears as the principle of action, carries its reward in itself.

Hence each person seeks after and receives his reward accord-

ing to the principle which he harbours in his bosom. But as a

condition of the (iitdog it is furthermore added, in what manner

the reception must take place: tig ho/xa <7rgo<prirov, dixaiov, fio&rirou,

" in the name of a prophet, of a righteous (man), of a disciple."

In this e/'s ovofia is contained the key to the whole, rather ob-

scure, passage; it corresponds to the Hebrew QtfQ, "in the

name" (to assume a confounding of the prepositions e!g and h is

unnecessary), so that the name expresses the character, the true

nature of the individual to be received. According to this, the

passage contains a rich meaning; it expresses the moral prin-

ciple, that every action must be measured according to the dis-

position from which it emanates, and declares that the disposi-

tion is the result of the whole internal mental position of the
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man. Hence it is not the isolated act of receiving which is re-

garded as the ground of reward, hut it is the position, i.e. dis-

position of the soul (Seelenstellung) from which it emanates;

and in the reception itself the person received is not alone con-

sidered, but the degree of knowledge and of clear-sightedness

with which the person is received as the individual he or she

pretends to be. Hence the sense of these remarkable words is

this: Whosoever receives an Old Testament prophet for the very

sake of his spiritual character, and who is hence endowed with

the susceptibility for this point of view, and the ability to re-

cognise him as such, the same person is rewarded according to

his Old Testament position; the very same takes place with re-

gard to the righteous man. But he who receives a disciple of

Jesus, and hence affords refreshment to a child of God and

a citizen of the kingdom of heaven, even though it were by

means of the merest trifle (as a lower counterpart of hiyjadai, "to

receive") ; hence, he who is able to discover in them the resplen-

dent nature of that which is Divine under their insignificant

outward appearance, he who can love it, and do good to it under

the form of its representatives, shows thereby that he himself is

called upon to act from this point of view, and consequently

that he will receive the reward which it involves. But this is

an everlasting one (oi> nn dToXigp rbv /ueObv abrou, " shall in no

wise lose his reward"), in which it is intimated that the Old

Testament awards to the righteous men thereof promises of

a more earthly character. The idea is exceedingly spiritual,

and therefore so frequently misunderstood by the expounders

thereof. For therein is evidently contained likewise this idea

that the individual occupying a lower point of view can never be

received as one occupying a higher position, because he is want-

ing in the higher life ; but the person occupying a higher point

of view may be received as one of a lower position. The disciple

of Christ must always be regarded as having passed through the

law. Many a benevolent pious Jew would therefore receive the

apostles as prophets and righteous men, because regarding them
from his own point of view, he could not perceive in them any-

thing higher; but he who was able to discern in the messengers

of Christ that specific new thing which they brought with them,

and who therefore was drawn to them from the love which he
bore to the thing itself, would receive from them that full rich

blessing, the new birth; while, at the same time, those also
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standing in the other degree if turning towards them with a

heart of love, bore off their blessing therefrom. Hence the

little ones herein appear as bestowing blessings in every direc-

tion, "truly, as dying, and yet as those that live; truly, as poor,

and yet as those making many rich ; as having nothing of their

own, and yet as possessing all things," (2 Cor. vi. 9, 10).

§ 16. ST JOHN THE BAPTIST SENDS (HIS DISCIPLES) TO JESUS.

DISCOURSE OF JESUS IN CONSEQUENCE OF THIS MISSION.

(Matth. xi. 1—30; Luke vii. 18—35; x. 13—15, 21, 22.)

Ver. 1. It is time that St Matthew, in concluding the discourse

with the words: diardaeav roT; buhiKa /xo&irrc/.?s, "commanding
the twelve disciples/' gives it once mere plainly to be understood

that he considers the foregoing discourse as destined for the dis-

ciples who were to be sent out ; but he is silent with regard to

their journey itself. St Luke ix. 10, on the contrary, relates

their return, in like manner, as he does that of the seventy in

x. 17. With a vague %al syhsTo, "and it happened/'' St Matthew
connects another occurrence therewith, namely, the narrative of

the inquiry of St John through his disciples. In the Gospel of

St Luke vii. 18, the same narrative is connected with the history

of the raising from death of the youth of Nain ; but here, too,

is the connection given very slightly with the general formula:

xal avrr/yztKav 'lojdvr/j %. r. x., " and they reported to John, &c."

Hence, in this case also nothing of an exact nature can be as-

certained concerning the chronological order of the events.

Worthy of remark, however, is the exceedingly minute agree-

ment of the Evangelists in this section, as well in isolated ex-

pressions (for example in ver. 23), as more particularly (Matth.

xi. 10) in the Old Testament quotation from Mai. iii. 1. The

Septuagint translates this passage precisely according to the

Hebrew text, but the two Evangelists deviate in an uniform man-

ner from both. 1

We have here in St Matthew, moreover, another discourse,

formed, in like manner, out of various elements, inasmuch as St

Luke gives the elements here brought together in another de-

1 On this point comp. Matth. iii. 3; Mark i. 1.
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tinitc connection. The narration of the mission of the two dis-

ciples of St John is made use of by St Matthew only as a means

of connecting therewith these discourses of Jesus, in which are

portrayed the different positions of the people with regard to

the person of Jesus. The proud understood Jesus as little

as they did St John; the humble recognised that which is

Divine under the most varied forms, because they themselves, in

fact, were seeking after this only. With this is very aptly con-

nected chapter xii.

Ver. 2. With regard, then, to the mission of the disciples of

St John, this occurrence leads us to an examination of the in-

ternal position of the Baptist. The latter appears here in pri-

son (at Machaerus, according to Joseph. Antiq. Jud. xviii. 5);

it is only in a subsequent chapter (xiv. 3 sqq.) that St Matthew
gives us, in a supplementary clause, the necessary information

concerning his imprisonment. It is in the prison that the Bap-

tist hears of the ministrations of Jesus, and this induces him to

send to him two of his disciples with the message or inquiry: <rv si

6

tgxfi/tevog, n 'in^ov ngoadox.u)/j.£v, " art thou he that should come, or do

we look for another?" (The expression 6 sg^o/Msvog, " he who is

to come," has a dogmatic signification, it denotes the Messiah,

perhaps according to Psalm cxviii. 26, ; fft p q^S. NUin TTn2>
" blessed is he that cometh in the name of the Lord," 1 and in

Heb. x. 37 Christ is even called with reference to his advent,

i.e. second coming [-ragoutf/a], 6 s^o/jusvog, he at whose future com-

ing all things obtain their fulfilment.) The question or inquiry

of the Baptist accordingly seems to express an internal uncer-

tainty concerning it, that is to say, whether Jesus is the desired

Saviour or not; and such a question must appear singular in the

mouth of the Baptist after his strong declarations of faith, and
after the experiences he had had concerning the relation in

which he stood to Jesus (comp. St Matth. iii., and especially

John i. 23). Hence many people have felt disposed to regard

this question, in one view, as being calculated for a confirmation

of the faith of his disciples, who were beginning to grow weak
in faith; and in another view, as containing an incitement to

Jesus himself to hasten the carrying out of his plans. To the

1 Hengsteriberg (Christol. vol. iii. p. 4G8 sqq.) derives the expression,

on very plausible grounds, from Mai. iii. 1 ; but there is no doubt
that many passages of the Old Testament acted together to give this

expression currency in its more definite dogmatic form.
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first remark no weight whatever can be given, for the decisive

declarations of their master would have completely sufficed to

the disciples of St John (John i. 29), as we see in the instance

of the apostles ; but the other remark contains something that

is true. To St John it might appear, indeed, as though Jesus

were too cautious in his proceedings, inasmuch as he did not

understand his internal ministration to the souls of men. The

only difficulty is to suppose that St John, if he had himself stood

unshaken, should want to induce our Lord to embrace another

manner of action ; even the form of the question is of such a

nature that it bears a reference rather to the subjective position

of the inquirer. If we examine the passage which at present

claims our attention in a perfectly unbiassed manner, it would

then appear more natural to look for the ground of this inquiry

in the mind of St John himself. Internal experience is the

best instructor for the comprehension of such occurrences. In

the life of every believer are to be found moments of temptation,

in which even the most firm conviction will be shaken to its

very foundation; nothing is more natural than to conceive such

moments or periods of internal darkness and abandonment by

the Spirit of God, even in the life of St John. We have too

much accustomed ourselves to consider the Biblical character

under a certain fixed form, as unchangeable ; but it is evident

that the internal vicissitude of light and darkness must be pre-

supposed in every isolated individual (our Lord himself excepted,

whose nature was a peculiar one, and regarded per se, must be

so), even where we are not informed thereof, inasmuch as it is

this struggle between light and darkness which contributes to

the perfection of the life of the saints. Hence, wherever such

clear and simple statements call for our attention, as in this

case, with regard to St John, there is no ground whatever for

doubt. In his gloomy prison at Machaerus, a dark hour, no

doubt, surprised the man of God, an hour in which he was

struck with the quiet unobtrusive ministry of Christ, and where-

in he fell into internal conflict concerning the experiences he had

heretofore had. This is clearly pointed out in the words of

Jesus: puzagiog scnv og sav pri ffxavdaXitfdfj kv spot, Wrhich means

literally, " happy is he whosoever shall not be offended in me"

(ver. 6), words which contain, at the same time, censure and

consolation. For truly it would have been a sad thing for the

poor captive had he not stood firm in the hour of temptation,
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had he really taken offence ; but, in this case, he was merely

tempted to it—and blessed is the man that endureth temptation

(Jam. i. 12). But inasmuch as there is no victory for sinful

man -without a struggle, hence was likewise the Baptist destined

to pass through this struggle. But that he endured this struggle,

and vanquished, is manifest from the very circumstance of his

inquiring of Jesus himself. That he inquired of him in this man-

ner shows his state of temptation ; but that he, in his state of

temptation, inquires of no one but himself, manifests his faith

in him; especially inasmuch as the free life of the Redeemer,

so very different from his own, must have appeared something

very astonishing in the sight of this most austere preacher of

repentance (convp. on Matth. xi. 19). The question of St John

is nothing but another: "Lord, I believe, help thou my unbe-

lief/' and this player was granted by our gracious Lord. Who-

soever asks of God, whether he be God, whosoever asks of the

Saviour, whether he be the Saviour, is in the right path to over-

come every temptation; it is only thus that he can ascertain it

with certainty. Hence it is that the words of Jesus concerning

St John which follow (ver. 7 sqq.) form no contradiction to

the supposition that he sent the messengers to Jesus in an hour

of severe temptation. Even thereby did he prove that he was

no reed to be shaken by a breath of wind, but that he was firm

as the foundation of the earth in his faith, and that he withstood

the effects of every tempest. But if there be no tempest, how can

firmness prove its strength? It was therefore in the time of his

greatness, when the fulness of the Spirit dwelt in him, that God
made use of the Baptist for his purposes to serve humanity; in

the time of his littleness or poverty, and when forsaken, it was

then that God perfected him within himself.

Ver. 4, 5. Referring to prophetic passages, such as Is. xxxv. 5,

6; lxi. 1, Jesus replies to the question by facts; the messen-

gers find the Redeemer in the midst of his Messianic labours;

they can only report that he is the Redeemer. They saw his

ministry bodily; the spiritual types of the corporeal proce-

dure were made palpable to them by his discourse; amidst the

cures effected by our Lord resounded the word of everlasting

salvation. (Concerning rrruyjc, "poor," comp. Matth. v. 3.)

The ivuyyf/SCicdai, " to be evangelised, to have the Gospel

preached," here signifies: to hear the Gospel, to receive the glad

tidings. The conception: the poor preach the Gospel, is for-
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bidden by the passage, lxi. 1 of Isaiah, which is here kept in

view. This is a magnificent mode of proceeding ! the only thing-

suited to convince them of his Messiahship. Concerning the

person of St John not one word is mentioned—the only thing-

given or applied to him as a consolation and exhortation is the

(Maxdoiog to™, " happy, or, blessed is he." But if we ask why
our Lord did not enlarge more fully thereon, then it must
indeed be answered, that such struggles are to be fought through
in the inward man only; the question itself was already to our

Lord a signal of approaching victory, therefore he left him en-

tirely to himself, without interfering any further with him.

(Concerning <s%avbcckiZ,iedai, "to be offended, to be scandalised/'

see on Matth. xviii. 8.)

Ver. 7. But before the people, who might have misunder-

stood such a question, Jesus expressed himself more fully, and
depicted to them the noble figure of the serious, or grave war-

rior, in order that they might know, on the one 'hand, what
they possessed in him, and on the other, that they might discern

what he was incapable of bestowing on them. Some of the

disciples of St John that were present might have given an
immediate cause for his so doing. He is silent concerning him-

self ; this he leaves in the most solemn repose; for the whole

subject he makes the words, /Aaxdgiog seriv, og sdv /aj? ffxavdaXiffdfj iv

spot, literally, " happy is he who shall not be offended in me,"
suffice. But the manner in which our Lord enlarges, in ver.

7—9, on St John, in the presence of those surrounding him, is

of a rather obscure nature. It is difficult to obtain the right

meaning of all the- various objurgatory questions. The passage,

xaXa^og v<xh avs/Aov gaXsuo^evog, " a reed shaken by the wind," may
be taken in a figurative sense as speaking of a light-minded

individual (as Ephes. iv. 14; Heb. xiii. 9); or, without any
figure, of the reed which grew on the banks of the river Jordan,

which afforded sport to the winds. In the latter case the sense

would be: you must have had indeed an object in view, when ye
hastened into the wilderness ; it cannot have been your intention

merely to look at something of an empty character, something

common-place, as for example a pliable reed, or soft garments.

The third question must, then, indeed denote the right thing; they

wished to see a prophet, and this also was St John the Baptist.

The whole train of thought would be meanwhile rather poor,—it

would be best to adhere to the one question, " You wanted to
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see a prophet, is it not so ? "Well, then, you have seen him, and

the greatest one too, only obey him!" But if we turn to the

other mode of interpretation, we shall here too meet with a

stumbling-block. The idea: did ye go forth in order to see a

light-minded or vain man is uncommon; for who would go to

the wilderness to see such a man; or, who could imagine that St

John should be such an one ? But if it be said, the unsuitable

Question itself is intended to express that they certainly thought

no such a thing, then the question will be, to what purpose then

was this brought forward ? The passage contains, at any rate,

something of an obscure character, if we do not compare it with

vcr. 16 sqq. This latter passage shows, that Jesus keeps in

these questions in view the character of the multitude, and that

lie portrays therein its contradictions. The multitude evidently

flowed out into the wilderness in order to see a prophet (as

though there was something in a prophet to be looked at; they

did not desire to hear); they might have known very well that a

true prophet would manifest or reveal himself to them ; but as

soon as they perceived his moral earnestness, he no longer

pleased them; their impure heart had longed for a prophet

after their own mind. This internal contradiction, of hastening

to the prophet, and then of wishing that he were not what he

is, and that he might be what he cannot be, that is like unto

themselves, this our Lord, who searches the heart of men with

eyes of fire, unfolds to them. The -/.dXa/xog brrb a</su,ou ffa\iu6//,svog,

" a reed shaken by the wind," they are themselves, as is fully

demonstrated in vcr. 16, 17. "Ye thought to find a pliable

pseudo-prophet, one who would give way to all the whims or

humours of sin, one that would be in every respect like unto
yourselves? Ye thought to find a sensual instructor, one Avho

would flatter your sensualities? Ye thought to behold a pro-

phet like unto that which you depicted him to yourselves,

mighty, glorious, but sparing sin? Yes, you have obtained one;

but he is another Elijah." After this there follows in the first

place a further description of the Baptist, and of the nature of

lii- ministry, to which is joined the parallel of the person of

Jesus and of St John, with the observation, that the same cha-

racter of the multitude which St John did not please, took

offence in like manner at him, although his manifestation differed

in every respect from thai of the Baptist; and for this sole

reason, thai being sinners, they could nowhere, in any form of
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godliness, find the likeness of themselves, while yet in reality it

was only themselves they were everywhere seeking. The proud
judges of the children of light, who are displeased at one time

with one thing, and at another time with another thing in them,

require, therefore, before all things, to accommodate themselves

to humility ; the babes (vrrrioi, ver. 25) that appear therein,

therefore, seize upon that which is divine in whatever varied

forms it may appear, inasmuch as it never and nowhere is the

form that constitutes with them the question, but it is the sub-

stance which they always and everywhere look for.

Ver. 9. The portraiture of St John begins with the words,

vai xa! mgieeortgov <xgoprirov, "yea, and more than a prophet/' That
the Baptist was more than a prophet (that is, that he was above

the point of view, or position of prophets in general, in his de-

velopment), is to be inferred from Malachi-iii. 1, wherein a mes-

senger is spoken of that is preparing the way for the Messiah.

(Concerning this comp. Matth. iii. S.) Through this office the

Baptist obtained a peculiar position, inasmuch as he occupied

the intermediate space between the old and the new covenant;

nevertheless, as he still belonged, according to the whole tenor

of his jlife, to the old one, he only formed the link of the chain,

by means of which both the circles of religious life are fitted

one to another. (Comp. what has been said above on Matth.

iii. 1.)

Ver. 11. But our Redeemer proceeds yet further in his exal-

tation of the Baptist; as he places him above the prophets, so

also does he place him above all yevvqro} yuvaixoJv, " those born of

women." The eyeigeniai h= 3_ QipjT " ^° nave been raised up

or among," has the signification to raise up, to call forth some

one from among a great mass of people, for some special purpose,

so that the sentence may be completed by vvb rov &sov, " from

or by God" (John vii. 52).

—

rewrjrbg yuvaizog = J-JUTN *vfa^>

"born of woman," Job xiv. 1, xv. 14 (ymripara yvvaixuv), signifies

man in general, but with the accessory notion of frailty and im-

purity. The expression, therefore, has its contrast in the phrase,

yiwr\rhg 1% rou Qsou, "born of Grod;" thus was the first man and

Christ, and so are the believers that are begotten of the Spirit

through him (John i. 13). To this contrast do these concluding

words of the verse refer, wherein the fuxgorsgog h rfj ^asiXsia ruv

ovgavwv, literally, " the lesser person (i.e. the least) in the kingdom
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of heaven," is placed above St John. (On the expression,

/j,r/.e6n»o; h rfi (3.,
" the least in the kingdom/' must be compared

what has been said on Matth. v. 19, where /twyac, "great," and

ik&Xittroi h rjj /3.,
" the least in the kingdom," form contrasts to

one another.) " Man, though occupying the lowest position in

the development of that Christian life which has been brought

by Jesus into humanity, stands nevertheless higher than John." 1

With regard to this remarkable idea, it must also be observed,

that the fieifyv sheu, " to be greater," which the Redeemer here

applies to all those of the kingdom of God, must here be con-

ceived in a Christian sense, so that he who is greater is at the

same time more humble, divested of all selfishness and sin, quite

in the sense of St Matth. xx. 25, 26. Hence, those that are in

the kingdom of God occupy in so far a higher position, in pro-

portion as they are endowed with the power of attaining this

position of divesting themselves of what is purely their own;

this, therefore, is the general character of all the members of the

kingdom of God ; the difference which exists among themselves

only consists, partly in the gradation, i.e. degree of power for

receiving the exalted principle of life, which separates the inter-

nal man from sin (hence also from pride) in all the designs and

actions of his being, and partly in the more or less rich endow-

ment with those powers on which depends the varied sphere

of action of each single individual. It then becomes self-evi-

dent, that the that h rp (3. r. ova., " to be in the kingdom of

heaven," cannot here signify that an individual belongs to the

visible church of Christ, inasmuch as the great net of the king-

dom of God contains likewise many rotten or worthless fishes

(Matth. xiii. 47). On the contrary, the meaning of the expres-

sion is here evidently limited by the preceding ysw^roi ywar/.ajv,

" born of women," whence we must assume the passage, Sua. r.

eve., "kingdom of heaven," as equivalent to yevvriroi 1% ©soD, "those

born of God." Hence, the (3. r. obg. is here the kingdom of God
viewed as an ideal kingdom. This collective body, with all its

members, our Redeemer places, in the words of ver. 11, above

that whole body to which St John belonged, together with the

1 The comparative fJUXp6repot needs not to be taken as a superlative,

comp. Winer's <!r. p. 221. The reference of the expression to Jesus

himself; M I the lesser one in the kingdom of heaven am greater than

he," is evidently quite inadmissible. It would have been a pseudo or

mock-humility bad Christ called himself less than St John.
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prophets of the Old Testament. Hence, the whole passage is to

be applied to those only that are truly regenerated; to many
members of the external community of the church not even a

position equal to that of the representatives of the Old Testa-

ment can be accorded. But this passage will always contain,

nevertheless, a considerable difficulty, in so far as the question

arises as to whether no regeneration took place under the Old

Testament ? In order to answer this question, we must distin-

guish between regeneration in the narrower and wider sense of the

word. In the narrower sense of the luord, the expression rege-

neration signifies the communication of a higher life and of a

higher degree of knowledge, which can only be effected through

the principle of the Holy Ghost, the pouring out of which on

mankind was conditioned by the glorification of Christ (John

vii. 39). Accordingly, in this more confined sense of the word

a regeneration is out of the question with the saints of the Old

Testament. Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, as all the other holy men
of the Old Testament, only beheld the Redeemer as he that was

to come, without having experienced the real effects of his power

(Heb. xi. 13; 1 Pet. i. 10—14). Hence, they descended into

the sheol, " grave," and only attained to the resurrection through

Christ. (Compare on Matth. xxvii. 52, 53.) On the contrary, in

the wider sense of the word, every important consequential change

in the inward man may be called a regeneration, and such an

one was experienced, no doubt, by Abraham and Jacob, whence

they may be justly regarded, but more especially on account of

the new name conferred upon them, as the prototypes of the

new birth. Accordingly, the meaning of the words, oiix iyqysgrai

h yiW7]ToTg yuvaizuv {Jbii^wv 'loouvvou rou f3a<7rriffrov, literally, " there

has not arisen among those born of women one greater than

John the Baptist," would yet have to be more exactly deter-

mined. It is not probable that Jesus wished to place Abraham,
Jacob, and others, as subordinate to the Baptist; these are to be

regarded, not only as the corporeal ancestors of the people of

God, but in a more especial manner likewise as the fathers of

the faithful, and this in a glory of surpassing brightness. For,

we must distinguish or admit degrees of development and vari-

ous grades or positions among the members of the Old Testament,

as we do among the members of the church of the New Testa-

ment. We see a distinction already made above (Matth. x. 41)

between Tfoprjra/, "prophets/' and bixouoi, "righteous men;" here
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we may to a certain extent find a third classification indicated,

viz. " the regenerated of the Old Testament." In that case the

Baptist Avould be merely represented as a hixaiog, "righteous

man," in the noblest sense, under the law,
1 as a true representa-

tive of the law, but to whom the life of faith from above (as it

had been already imparted to Abraham and Israel, who occupy

their position more as the representatives of the high order of

things belonging to the life under the Gospel which was there-

after to be revealed; than that of the life according to the law of

Moses) was a kingdom from which he was excluded.

Ver. 12. After having portrayed the person of the Baptist,

our Redeemer proceeds to the description of the peculiar cha-

racteristics of the time, which leads him on to the objurgatory dis-

course contained in ver. 16. " Great as is the man, whom God

had chosen as his precursor for the kingdom of the Messiah, so

is the time in which he acts, in like manner, rich in bless-

ings; hence, the more guilty are those who do not avail them-

selves thereof." The 55/xsga/ 'lu&wou, "days of John," must be

viewed as referring to the period of his public appearance, with

the preaching of repentance, as the terminus a quo, " the period

from which," i.e. the commencement; in the words sug agn,

"until now," the terminus ad quern, "the period to which," i.e.

the conclusion, is only in so far to be viewed as denoting that

the favourable period yet lasted, but which must not be con-

ceived by any means to be concluded at the time then present.

The idea of a time blessed with the thriving of all that is good,

is peculiarly expressed in the passage: n /3a<r. r. oug. fiidfyrai,

signifying, " the kingdom of heaven suffers violence." A simi-

lar expression occurs St Luke xvi. 16: r, (3a<r. r. 0. efioyyeX/^erau

xal nag slg a\jrrt v fiiuZfTau, literally, " the kingdom of God is pro-

claimed as glad tidings, (is preached) and every one rushes into

1 Hengstenberg in his Christol. vol. iii. p. 472, has misunderstood this

view of mine, as though I denied to the Baptist faith and repentance

;

what I wish to say is, that he does not represent the former in an emi-

nent degree ; hence, St Paul could not have made use of the Baptist as

a type of the life of faith, in the manner in which he represents Abra-

ham as such in Rom. iv. But no dixaiog, " just or righteous man," of the

Old Testament can be supposed, according to Heb. xi., without iriffris,

"faith;" only the faith of the Old Testament had not as yet, like that

of the New, the inward possession of divine things, but only the hope

thereof, as is clearly expressed in the passages quoted Heb. xi. 13;

1 Pet. i. 10 sqq.
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it." With this idea perfectly corresponds that which follows in

our text: xai fiiagrai agvdfyvGiv avrqv, "and violators seize upon

it." The words of this verse are no doubt to be taken in such a

sense as to express but one side of the manifestation of which

our Lord is speaking. At that period, full of mighty agitations,

there was expressed by mankind in general, and by the Jews in

particular, a passionate longing, and a sincere desire for a

change of the existing circumstances, which broke forth with so

much the more violence, the more or the longer it was suppres-

sed. In so far as the innermost substance or origin of this^desire

was truly pure, in so far could the /3a<r. r. &., " kingdom of God,"

be regarded as their object; but in so far as there was in it some-

thing of an unwholesome nature, and as it appeared intermixed

with much that was spurious, it was called a (3idfy<;8ai, "a forcing

themselves in," and an ugvafyiv, " a seizing by force or vio-

lence," is ascribed to it. For, even if the expressions were to be

viewed as denoting primarily the greatness and extent ofzeal and

earnestness for divine things, which excited so mightily the minds

of men at the time of our Lord, yet, is the refined censure of the

manner in which this zeal is expressed, not to be mistaken in the

choice of the expressions. Had it been the design of our Redeem-
er to render prominent the other side of the same manifestation,

he then might have said: the heaven is, as it were, opened,

streams of the Spirit are poured forth with life-giving power

over mankind. But it rather suited his purposes to set forth

the actions of mankind. With this is very admirably connected

Luke vii. 29, 30, in which passage the passionate longing of the

poor after the truth is contrasted with the proud contempt

thereof of the Pharisees. (The dixaiou, " to justify," forms a

contrast with akrsu, " to reject or despise," the former signify-

ing to regard as just, to approve, as we find it immediately after

in St Matth. xi. 19 [see the comment, on Rom. iii. 21], and the

latter to contemn, to despise.)

Ver. 13. The peculiar circumstances of the spiritual world,

as they then existed, Jesus explains more distinctly, according

to St Matthew, in the observation, that the law and the pro-

phets only extended as far as St John; with him, then, com-

mences, or, more properly, he represents the great turning

point of the old and the new world. This idea appears in a

different connection in Luke xvi. 16, but with St Matthew it

forms so intimate a part of the whole, that we may regard it
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as being here authentic. For, if the entire economy of the Old

Testament concluded or ceased with St John, then it was natu-

ral that, with his appearance, a mighty spiritual commotion

should pervade mankind, which being, as it were, spiritual

labour-pangs, would give birth to an existence of a higher order.

But in the manner of expression of this verse, we are struck, in

the first place, by the combination of the v6>Mog, " law," with

the prophets, so that it also appears as prophesying. The

¥6ftoi = rn1]1» nere designates that element from which pro-

ceeded the prophets as its representatives, and it is the internal

nature and power of the law to prophesy of Christ. Awakening

the knowledge of sin, it creates the desire to know the Re-

deemer, without yet quite satisfying it. In the second place,

the question is as to how rrooi$r
t
TVj<sav, " they prophesied," is to

be explained. It might be taken as signifying, " the manifesta-

tion of prophecy lasts up to (until) St John," himself included.

But in the first place, John himself was, properly speaking, no

prophet in the sense of the Old Testament, he only bore witness

of him who was already present, and invited mankind to repen-

tance; and in the second place, the prophesying ministry con-

tinued even after St John (Acts of the Apostles xi. 28). Hence,

it is much better applied to the prophecies themselves: "With

St John the prophecies will cease, i.e. will be fulfilled, they do

not extend beyond him." But this idea seems to be unfounded,

inasmuch as many of the prophetic oracles extend to the most

remote futurity, until the foundation of the kingdom of God

on earth shall have been entirely accomplished. But the words

which follow, (ver. 14,) compel us, nevertheless, to decide in

favour of this assumption ; in them St John is represented as the

Elijah, and it is this, indeed, which points to the end of all the

prophecies (Mai. iv. 5). Hence, it is probable that we must add

this text to the many others wherein, as well according to the

words of Christ, as likewise those of the apostles, all things are

represented as consummated in their time. (Comp. 1 Cor. x.

11.) The exposition, however, of these remarkable decisions,

cannot here be given, but will be found on St Matthew xxiv.

Ver. 14. As it were by way of addition, and for confirmation,

Christ adds, moreover, that the John here spoken of is the pro-

mised Elias. With regard to the idea of the appearance of

Elias, to which a reference is made by the passage, 6 jasWuv

ieyjaOai, " which was to come," this passage is based on Mai. iv. 5,
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win r?h& n« ash rhw ^ii« nsn, "behold, i win send

you Elijah the prophet." The Septuagint has taken altogether

a correct view of these words as referring to the Tishbite ; as, in

like manner has Ecclus. xlviii. 1. For, the grammatical con-

struction requires a reference to a definite historical person, on

account of the expression fr^lw!~f>
" the prophet." The case

would be somewhat different, were the reference to this particu-

lar person not to be viewed in its figurative sense through h
Kveupari zai dwdfisi 'HXiou, "in the spirit and power of Elias," as

it is in St Luke i. 17. This wrould be even more probable, if

the New Testament did not impart or furnish more exact infor-

mation thereon. According to St Matthew xvii. 3, Moses and

Elias appeared to the transfigured Redeemer as messengers

sent from heaven, through which narrative the figurative inter-

pretation of that promise is rendered improbable. But what

here is striking, is the declaration that John is the Elias, since

he himself declared, according to John i. 21, that he was not.

Yet, though this be not done by the text ei SeXsrs dz%a<r6ai, " if

ye wish to receive (it)," yet, the whole connection existing be-

tween this passage and those elsewhere treating of Elias, im-

plies,
1 that the Redeemer called him so in a certain relation,

viz. because he acted h qrvebftari xai dvvd/iu 'HXiou, " in the spirit

and power of Elias," as says the Scripture (Luke i. 17); Elijah,

that zealous preacher of repentance, has, as it were, his after type

in St John. But the question is, whether it is to be believed

that the Old Testament prophecy above referred to has been

completely fulfilled in the appearance of St John, or in the mis-

sion of Elijah, on occasion of the transfiguration of Christ. One
feels inclined to doubt it, when we read that the prophet Mala-

chi adds, (iv. 5,) that Elijah would be sent: j-nrf1 DV NiS, ^?h
N*^i2m TH"!!!!!'

" ^ef°re the coining of the great and dreadful

day of the Lord." The supposition, therefore, that this pro-

1 The opinion of Hengstenberg (in the passage referred to, p. 474) that

the passage, ei 9'eXsre d'e^ccedai, " if ye be willing to receive it," was to in-

dicate that the non-acknowledgment of Elijah, in the person of St John,

was based on a faulty spiritual disposition, is probable, indeed, on ac-

count of the following: 6 e^uv iLra x. r. X., "he that hath ears, <fcc." so

that the meaning would be :
" if you but wished to comprehend it, he is

the Elijah that is to come." This does not affect, nevertheless, the main
idea, that is, that the appearance of the Baptist cannot exhaust the pro-

phecy of Malachi.
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pliccy, although—as implying a reference to a certain person, it

be fulfilled—must be regarded as being as yet unfulfilled (comp.

on Rev. xi. 6) seems not improbable. As it is the nature of all

the Old Testament prophecies that the object of the prophecy

can be represented in a previous manifestation, without its mean-

ing being thereby completely exhausted, so it is in like manner

here. The period at which Christ lived was by no means, it is

true, the prophesied *?Vl2in ^ OT
" tne 8reat ^ of tlie

Lord;" but that entire period, up to the destruction of Jerusa-

lem, bore a certain resemblance to the latter days, and had, in

like manner, an clement (the Baptist St John), which typified

the future appearance of Elijah. It is probable that from this

chain of ideas proceeded the indefinite i) SsXer-e ds^aaDai, " if ye

wish to receive (it)."

Vcr. 15. But in order to direct the whole attention to these

manifestations of the time present, Christ adds the solemn,

grave words: 6 %yuv S>ra dxovav, axovsru, literally, "he that hath

ears to hear, let him hear." (The term dy.ovnv,=
jfl^flJj

"to

hearken," intclligere, " to understand, comprehend,'" hence, uru,

" ears," = D^TN* " the two cars," which is frequently used

when speaking of the faculty of the understanding. 1

) According

to Christ's view, therefore, his discourse must have contained

something not less worthy of investigation than requiring it,

and this fact is the reason of his admonition, which then would

form the motive of this address; and that the words have not

as yet lost their profound sense, would appear evident from the

remarks already made.

Ver. 16, 17. That which was indicated in ver. 7 is here car-

ried out in figurative language; our Redeemer censures his

capricious contemporaries, by comparing them with humoursome

children whom it is impossible to please in any way, that un-

derstand neither mildness nor severity. (On ywsd = -^Ty, "ge-

neration," those living at any one period, comp. on Matth. xxiv.

34. The text of St Matthew has been altered here in various

ways; instead of dyo°u?g, " in the market-places," dyogd, " in the

1 Similar forms are used by the Jewish teachers, as, for example, in

the Zohar: qui audit audiat, qui intelligit intelligat, '"he that heareth

let him hear, and he that underetandeth let him understand." Besides

the Gospels, the formula i tyjuv "ra *• r - ?-- ' s V,M '.V frequently met with

in the Apocalypse, hut is wholly wanting in the Gospel of St John.
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market-place," has been adopted; instead of eraigois, " to their

fellows/' srspoic, " to others," in place of which St Luke has aXXrj-

Xoig, " to one another." The usual reading, nevertheless, both

for internal and external reasons, still deserves the preference.)

The expressions avX'soj, " to play on a pipe or flute," fyrjveu, " to

wail or lament," refer to children's play of a jocose and a graver

kind. But the whole figure would be misunderstood, were it to

be viewed, as though the children who are speaking represented

Jesus and St John, the representatives of mildness and severity,

while the other children addressed or spoken to, represented the

capricious people; both classes of the children, the speaking

ones and those spoken to, on the contrary, are to be considered

as the representatives of the capricious contemporaries of Jesus,

so that the meaning is, "this generation resembles a host of ill-

humoured children, that cannot be pleased in any way ; the one

part desiring this, the other part that, so that, after all, no de-

gree of useful activity is attained by them."

Ver. 18, 19. This figurative discourse is immediately fol-

lowed by the literal declaration that John was too severe for

them, and Jesus too lax. (For the particulars on dai/Moviov 'iyji,

"he hath a demon," comp. Matth. xii. 24.) The difference

existing between the dispensations of the Old and New Tes-

tament appears here, in a striking manner, in the description

of their respective representatives, notwithstanding the misre-

presentations which they undergo. In the person of Sc John,

we find the strict observer of the law, who displays in his

public appearance a rough moral severity, and who abstains

from every intercourse or communion with the sinner; in the

Redeemer we see, on the contrary, the impossibility of sinning,

coupled with a merciful love, which induces him not to withdraw

himself even from the most wretched of sinners, inasmuch as

their impurity is unable to defile his heavenly purity, whilst

his Divine light is able to break through their darkness and en-

lighten it. St John is a noble manifestation of humanity, an

earthly flower; but Jesus stands forward as the image of that

which is heavenly, as the offspring of a more exalted world.

Blessed was the man then, blessed is the man now, whosoever he

be, that is not offended in him, but who receiveth him even as he

is! The words: %al sdixcuui^rj r\ aotpia avh rwv rsxvctjv ahrr\g (St Luke
adds, tuvtuv, " of all"), " but wisdom is justified of her children,"

form the conclusion of this idea, These, as well as many other

F
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words made use of by our Lord, resemble multilateral polished

jewels, which send forth their splendour in more than one

direction, a peculiarity which is not foreign even to the spiritual

or intellectual sentences of the wise men of this world. Consi-

dered by themselves, they may be viewed in various ivai/s as be-

ing fall of meaning; but connected with that which precedes

and follows them, one meaning- of course must be most con-

spicuous. The expression ra rexva rr
t ; aopia;, " the children of

wisdom," evidently points to a contrast with that which goes

before, wherein the children of folly are described in the very

act of their foolish decisions. (Hence the y.ai, " and," is = -],

"and, but," &c, and must be taken in its adversative or dis-

junctive sense, and dr/.aiouedai, " to have been justified," must be

taken as above in Luke vii. 29, in the sense of being approved

just, hence to acknowledge as such, to praise, to laud.) The idea

then would be this: " but wisdom (which is found fault with, or

reprehended by, foolish men) is justified, defended, and represent-

ed by her children as wise/' namely by their conduct with regard

toher institutions; to which Matth. xi. 25 sqq., in which the

vr,moi, " babes," appear as the truly wise men, forms a very suit-

able sequel. (Neither the aorist nor the signification of dixaiova-

dat, "to have been justified," are in favour of the translation:

" Wisdom is reprehended by her children.") But this idea ac-

quires a peculiar charm when we consider that the Scriptures

speak of wisdom not as of an abstract idea, but as of a heavenly

personification, nay, speak of Jesus himself as wisdom. (See

on Luke xi. 49, comp. with Matth. xxiii. 34, Ecclus. xxiv. 4

sqq., John i. 1.) For the Redeemer here appears as speaking-

according to his Divine nature, and the ici/xa/w^, " has been

iustified," the aorist, thereby obtains a peculiar significancy.

The same manifestation which he censures at the time then

present, that is, that foolish men take offence at the ways of

wisdom, has presented itself at all times; but the children of

wisdom have at all times justified their mother, and will still

continue to do so even at this day. Hence the Redeemer here

appears as the bestowcr of all spiritual blessings from the be-

ginning of time, as the generator of all the earthly representa-

tives of wisdom from the commencement of the world, which he

now at length personally represents in its entire fulness and

glory, concluding thereby the process of its gradual development.
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(We must reject all those expositions of the passage which lead

to the exclusion of the contrast with that which goes before, such

as the one according to which the sense after, xai, " and, or but,"

is completed by means of Xeyousiv, " they say," so that the propo-

sition: sdr/Miui^yi x. r. A., is put, so to speak, into the mouth of

the censorious Jews, according to whose notions the rixm copiag

are mere pretended children of wisdom.)

Ver. 20. The reproving speech which follows, St Luke x. 13

sqq. gives in a more original connection with the mission of the

seventy; but St Matthew has interwoven it very appropriately

into his context. The whole discourse of the Redeemer was al-

ready a reproach against his contemporaries; in the words which

follow, the censure is uttered in its sharpest severity against

those who had seen his glory displayed in the most open man-

ner. Besides, the whole passage represents the same principle

(viewed only in another light) which we have already dwelt

upon at x. 41 of the Gospel of St Matthew. As, therefore, the

reward is not modified according to the deed itself, but according

to the disposition wherein it originates, and the consciousness by
which it is accompanied; so is, in like manner, the punishment

not measured by the external appearance of the deed, but ac-

cording to the internal disposition of which it testifies, and the

consciousness thereof which it presupposes. The guilt of Tyre,

of Sidon, of Sodom, here appears lessened, because the position of

their inhabitants was altogether a more unenlightened one than

that of the Jews at the time of Christ, and because that which

was Divine appeared to them in a far less dazzling form. But at

the time of Christ the feeling of necessity was awakened, and in

the person of our Redeemer this necessity was met by the pur-

est manifestation of that which is Divine, which, moreover, con-

descended to the frailties of human kind by events which, occur-

ring outwardly and visibly, were calculated to produce an effect

on them ; but men hardened themselves nevertheless against these

powerful impressions of the Spirit, and did not repent; hence this

mightily increased their guilt. By the greater guilt of the lat-

ter, however, the guilt of the former is not in any way dimin-

ished; it remains what it was, but compared with more thorough

manifestations of sin, its relative position is distinctly recognised.

Ver. 21. XocaQv, " Chorazin," which is only mentioned in this

place, was a little town in Galilee on the shores of the Lake of

Genesareth, near the city of Capernaum. Some expositors
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are disposed, without any reason, to write this word Xwga z!v, " the

:i. i. e. the wilderness of Zin." It is evidently cities that are

here spoken of (ver. 20). In that place was situated the better

known city Brfrtfa'/dd, " Bethsaida," derived from p^ "house,

place," and nT2> "hunting, fishing;" hence the place, or city of

fishers. The two together appear as the representatives of that

favoured region, wherein the foot of the Redeemer had wan-

dered so long, and where his hand had dispensed blessings.

Tyre nudSidon arc named, on the contrary, as the rich voluptu-

ous representatives of rude sensual enjoyments, which, as such,

had been already denounced on various occasions by the prophets

of the old covenant (comp. Is. xxiii). The passage /ieravosii h

su?.x.ijj -/mi GKobu, " to repent in sackcloth and ashes," is the well-

known Old Testament description of an earnest disposition to

repentance, which is manifested in corresponding external forms

(1 Kings xxi. 27; 2 Kings vi. 30; Jon. iii. 6, 8).

Ver. 22. The words ij/tsga xgfoeus, "day of judgment," appear,

in their most general sense, as the period which is finally to come

wherein will take place the separation of all those phenomena

of good and evil, which, during the passing course of this world,

have appeared in a mixed form. (For the exposition, comp. on

Matth. xxiv.) "Avsxrog, or avszrog, "tolerable, endurable," derived

from ave^u, " to bear with, endure" (see concerning the same

idea Matth. x. 15). The comparative, as well as the whole pas-

sage, taken in its connection, leads to the notion of a differ-

ence existing between the degrees of punishment awarded

to the wicked, some are, as it were, in viitissima damnatione,

" in the mildest or least terrible condemnation," as St Augustine

says. This notion of the relative nature of punishment seems to

! to the supposition that it may be likewise abrogated, which

must be admitted unhesitatingly, when speaking of the lower

forms i>f sin, concerning which see on Matth. xii. 32.

Ver. 23. The same thing applies to ( iapernaum (see on Matth.

iv. 13) in a higher degree. This insignificant Galilean coun-

try town had beepme the stationary place of abode of the Mes-
'.. and bail therehy gained a higher importance. For, the

choice of the town by our Redeemer as lii.s place of abode, must

evidently not be considered as having been the result of mere
cbance, but as intimately and spiritually connected with the call

and susceptibility or receptivity of its inhabitants. The nucleus
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of the kingdom of God might have, and should have developed

itself in this place. Instead of this, however, only a few joined

themselves to our Lord with a feeling- of complete decision,

whereas the others remained without faith in their unholy way
of life. Hence the more dazzling the light was to which they

opposed themselves, the longer it shone upon their darkened

hearts, the more their guilt was increased. This is expressed in

the terms: sws udov •/.aral3ij3a^7jgyi, " shalt be brought down to

hell," words that are perhaps the result of Old Testament texts,

such as Ezek. xxxi. 10, Isa. xiv. 15, Ivii. 9, that occurred to the

mind of our Redeemer when they were uttered. The expression

zara(3if3dfy(tdai, " to be brought down," is found in the New Tes-

tament in this place only; it is the contrast or reverse of tyo&rjva',

" to be exalted, i.e. to a condition of honour, dignity," &c,
whence the former expression is to be taken in the sense of

being cast or thrown down, dejici. A contrast to ovgavog, " hea-

ven," is formed by the ahris,
1 " the abyss of hades," $8ov ohog,

dojpa, " the dwelling-place of hades" = ^^^ " hell, grave."

Such expressions, borrowed from the Greek mythology, which

is, indeed, alluded to in 2 Pet. ii. 4, wherein there occurs the

expression rdgragog, the Holy Scripture adopts unhesitatingly

as long as they existed in the mouth of the people, and had a

true or solid foundation. The simple and true fundamental idea

of heaven and hades is this, that good and evil, which are al-

ready separated internally even on earth, although they here

appear externally to stand on an equality with one another,

will be ultimately separated likewise externally. Hence, in so

far as the fi/uiga, xei<fsu$, " the day of judgment," here refers to

the act of reducing to their ultimate element or principle what

appears here to be mixed up together, the casting clown into the

hades here signifies the devolution of individual evil into its

primeval element. At the great division which is to take place

in the universe, each individual life will be attracted to, and

governed by the power of that element to which it lias granted

an admission into itself. He who has admitted the Spirit and

light of Christ, will be attracted by him into his kingdom of

light; he who has permitted the spirit of darkness to rule in

1 Concerning adrjg, comp. on Luke xvi. 28. By hades here is under-

stood, according to the general acceptation of the Old Testament, the

Gehenna.
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his heart, will become the prey of the powers of darkness, ac-

cording to the guilt of the individual, which can he determined

by God only (see Matth. vii. 1), because it depends upon the

degree of the impression made by the light upon the man,

and against which he had hardened himself. It is strange

that some persons should have considered external prosperity

as indicated in this text! !
" Thou art a right opulent and pros-

perous city; but thou wilt decline very much." That which

man cherishes in his heart, that rinds he even in the word of

God; he makes for himself a Grod, and makes his Redeemer

speak that which suits him best, and as he would have it spoken.

(Comp. 2 Pet. ii. 20.) The more guilty Capernaum is contrasted,

moreover, with Sodom with the remark: 'z/auvuv av p,s%gi rr^ eri/xs-

gov, "it would have remained until this present day." These

words, if they are not to be considered as a mere empty phrase,

are remarkable, inasmuch as they show that our Redeemer

speaks even of that which is past as of a thing not of absolute

necessity. He here acknowledges evidently the freedom of the

human will, and the possibility of its having been otherwise, if

men had been obedient to the will of God. This so morally im-

portant view of history, as altogether based, on the free actions

of individuals, constitutes the foundation of the whole Scriptural

doctrine.

Ver. 25. That the words which follow were not spoken in

an altogether immediate connection with those which go before,

is pointed out by St Matthew himself in the transition, & exehw rp

xa/gj&, "at that time;" it appears as though this formula implies

a space between that which precedes and that which follows. St

Luke x. 21 sqq. gives, with apparent precision, these words in

their appropriate connection. Hence, we have reason to assume,

that St Matthew has followed once more his custom of bring-

in;- the elements of discourses into a connection peculiar to

himself, inasmuch as it was by no means his intention to de-

scribe the Life of Jesus in chronological order, but only to illus-

trate his ministry from general points of view. The same Spirit

thai had spoken through the Lord, guided him likewise in the

choice of order and arrangement. This is also again perceptible

in the position of the verses which follow; they form a more

than commonly suitable contrast to the severe denunciation of

unbelievers which precedes them; they are a commentary on ver.

19, 7) 6o$ia soixaiudri urrb ruv rixvuv airy:, "wisdom is justified of
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her children." The whole passage (ver. 25—30), moreover, is

remarkable in St Matthew, on account of the sublime flight of

ideas displayed therein; it is quite the language of St John.

It is evident therefrom, that it is the same Jesus that speaks in

?t Matthew and St John, only the subjects of his conversations

ire different ; and it is for this reason that each of them repre-

sented him in the manner in which their individual subjectivity

las permitted them to recognise him. The verses 25—30, hence-

forth, open an insight into the most internal recesses of the

heart of our Redeemer, that was burning with love for his bre-

thren. Aware of his divine majesty and glory, he inclines hum-
bly to the lowly, and endeavours to comfort the forsaken. Hence,

it is the true substance of that which is Christian, the condescen-

sion of that which is divine towards the feeble and poor, which is

here celebrated in inspired language, by the side of which all hu-

man greatness, wisdom, and glory, sink into the dust. St Matthew

commences: avoxgikig s7*sv 6 'lr^olig, "Jesus answering said;" on

the expression, ciToxo/Wda/, " to answer," according to the ana-

logy of the Hebrew, n2y>
" t° answer," see on Luke i. 60. On

the other hand, St Luke, x. 21, renders prominent the internal

exultation and rejoicing in the spirit of the Lord, qyaWidauro ru>

mzvpari, " he was glad in the spirit." It cannot mean here, rf,

^vyji, "in soul," inasmuch as this would point rather to the

human individuality of the Redeemer, as in St Matth. xxvi. 38.

The point at issue here is a pure objective joy, which is partici-

pated in by the world of spirits, and which is represented in a

state ofperfection in the internal life of our Lord.) Christ commen-

ces with the praise of Grod on account of his ruling Providence.

{'E^ofj.oXoys/odai = pnin se(
l-

dativ. to praise, to laud. Rom. xiv.

11, more freq. in the Septuagint.) God is represented under the

well-known Old Testament designation of the Lord of the

Universe, evidently with an intended contrast to the vfrnoi,

" babes"= [iixgoi, "little ones" (Matth. x. 42), irrw/oi r& TvsvfMan

" poor in spirit" (v. 3). For, in the acceptation of c^t/os is implied

not only the idea of that which is undeveloped, but also of that

which is inexperienced, helpless, as it is here used by way of a

contrast with the <so<poi, "wise," and sweroi, "prudent;" the for-

mer of which expressions refers more to that which is divine,

whilst the latter bears more upon that which is earthly; the

eo<pia, " wisdom," is a result of the voug (intellect), but the ewiag,
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" prudence,'
-

is that of pgswsg (understanding). 1 Hence, it cannot

be said, in a direct manner, that the wise and prudent had a

false wisdom and prudence; they had in their knowledge much

that was true, and were indeed more developed or learned than

the disciples of our Lord. But their wisdom and prudence was at

best an earthly one; hence, it was subject to many infirmities,

and Avas thus unable to penetrate into the depths of that which

is divine ; Christ, on the contrary, brought a heavenly wisdom,

and the first condition for the reception thereof, was poverty, the

being- void of man's individual wisdom. Hence it was that hu-

man wisdom was in itself a hindrance to the reception of the

pure light, that sent forth its rays from the opened heavens ; and

those hearts that were simplest and most despised, that were

aware of their poverty and blindness as concerned divine and hu-

man things, but which nevertheless burnt with longing after truth,

received it soonest and most profoundly. (Comp. 1 Cor. i. 19

sqq.) This wonderful dispensation of God, that the Lord of hea-

ven and earth espoused the most wretched and poorest; this is

that which is here cxultingly celebrated by our Lord. The ex-

pression, raura, " these things," therefore, comprehends in one

view all that which was peculiar in the life of Christ, and which

has been conferred upon mankind through his ministry. This

came to all human being-s that could comprehend it by awoxaXu-

-vj//;, "revelation/' Human eopia, "wisdom/' is a fruit or result

of intellectual activity, and spontaneous determination; the

heavenly wisdom, on the contrary, is the effect of the divine

operation on human receptivity, which is the root of the life

of faith. But whilst ki'gtiz, "faith," belongs purely to the xaecS/a,

"heart," the topia, "wisdom," in its heavenly form, is the blos-

som of the voZ;, "mind, intellect." But the a*o?.d~/>v^i;, " revela-

tion," is placed as a contrast to an d--6xou^iz, "concealment," an

expression which might be considered as being in favour of an

absolute doctrine of predestination, comp. Matth. xiii. 13, 14.

There is nothing, nevertheless, which forbids us to view urroy.^j--

rsiv merely as signifying " not to reveal," so that the sense

would be, "they are left to their earthly wisdom." We here

oass over, therefore, lor the present, the reference to predestina-

tion, which will hereafter frequently occupy our attention.

Ver. 2(>. The Redeemer once more breathes forth his feeling-

1 Comp. my Opusc. theoL (Berol. 1833), p. 159.
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of thankfulness towards the Father; val sc. s^o/AoXoyovpai aoi, lite-

rally, " I acknowledge thanks to thee/' (On svdoxta. = "n^H,

"will, pleasure," see on Luke ii. 14.) In so far as the divine will

is the pure emanation of his being, inasmuch as God never ivills

aught else but what he is, herein is comprehended the idea, that

this very grace, which conferred true heavenly knowledge on the

poor and childlike, is the effect of the pure forbearing love of

God, which is revealed in the communication of his own nature.

The love of God, the pure contrast of envy, permits him to de-

scend into the souls of men, more especially into poor and needy

souls. Of this wondrous love of God, which is unknown to man,

and which he cannot comprehend without illumination from on

high, inasmuch as man only loves splendour and abundance, but

not poverty, the person of Jesus himself is the proof least to be

mistaken; in him dwelt the fulness of the Godhead in the bosom

or form of humanity, and yet was this divine manifestation

the least brilliant and the most humble. From the Father, the

Lord of heaven and earth, the Saviour makes a transition to

himself, the visible representative of this pure love of God, and

describes himself as the active dispenser of that which he has

celebrated in the Father; he then invites all the poor, all the

needy and wretched, to partake of his fulness of God.

Ver. 27. The transition from the Father to the Son may be

reconciled through the following idea: "the instrument, by

means of which the Father reveals himself as everlasting mercy,

is the Son himself." The Saviour proceeds first'rjn the idea of his

divine power: navra, fioi xagzdoilr) v-ro row var%6g, "all things are de-

livered to me by the Father." The expression, i-di/ra, " all things,"

refers back to the above-named xvoiog ob^avov xal y?jc, " Lord of

heaven and earth," so that the passage forms a parallel to the

word of the Lord, sdodrj /xoi craca J^ouff/a sv ovgavu %ai eirl yJjc, lite-

rally: "there is given to me all authority in heaven and earth,"

(Matth. xxviii. 18) wherein Christ, the Son of God, is represented

as the ruler of the world, to whom is due, as to the Father, equal

honour and worship, and in whom only the Father reveals him-

self to mankind (John xiv. 9.) But as the fiao-iXsia, " kingdom,"

is coeval with the Father, so is it given {^a^U&ri), to the Son,

inasmuch as he is likewise man, whence the Son will also

restore it into the hands of the Father at the end of the

kingdom of God, i.e. when all things shall be subdued unto

him (1 Cor. xv. 28). Proceeding forward from this funda-
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mental relation, the Redeemer places before them his relative

position to the Father in point of the e/riymgis, " knowledge or

recognition," and from thence deduces that all true a--o-/.d/,v^ig,

" revelation/' to the babes of which he has spoken, passes through

him only; hence, that all knowledge gained without him, and

beyond the sphere of Christ, is mere human knowledge, and,

consequently, worthless. Our Lord represents to them, there-

fore, first of all, the mutual relation existing between the Fa-

ther and Son: ovbiic h-iyivuoy.n rbv v'ibv ei/Jbijo ffar^, olib- rbv crarsga

n; B-7:r/iv>jj<jy.ii ei fin 6 vile, " no man knoweth the Son, but the

Father; neither knoweth any man the Father, save the Son."

It is remarkable, that the early fathers frequently pervert this

passage in their quotations (on this subject see my history of the

Gospels "Gcschichte der Evangelien," p. 295 sqq.). Irenaeus

even says, in a passage (Adv. Haer. iv. 14), that the heretics have

caused a perversion designedly, according to which they read,

first, o-ldsig evr/ivuisy.u xar'ioa ii fl^ 6 vib:, " 110 mail kn IWCtll the

Father but the Son;" but this is very improbable, because Ire-

naeus himself very frequently transposes the two members of the

verse. The reading is not, according to the manuscripts, a contest-

ed one; hence, the only question is, why the position of the mem-

bers should be the one it is. The Wtym&i roZ viov, " knowledge of

the Son," is here, no doubt, placed at the head, because it forms

the main question. What Jesus wishes to say to his followers is,

that man can attain a true knowledge of God through the Son

only; for, "no n%n can come unto the Father except by me"

(John vi. 65). Were the position to be received as a purely ab-

solute one, oudilg rbv nrar'ioa scriyvuexsi, u firi 6 vibe, " 110 mail kllOW-

eth the Father, save the Son only," would probably have been

placed at the head. But in the contrasting nature and power

of the two members is indicated that peculiar mutual ope-

ration which exists between the Father and the Son, 1
ac-

cording to the expressive, av, rrdno, h e/ioi, xdyu iv aoi, "thou,

Father (art), in me, and I in thee." The Father beholds him-

self in the Son, as his ily.uv, "image," dvavyas//,a rijjs <W£*JS, "the

brightness of his glory" (Hob. i. 3); the Son sees himself again

in the Father, so that the Son is the self-manifestation (Selbst-

objectivirwng) of the Father, which as a divine, and hence evcr-

1 On the recognition of the Father by the Son, and of the Son by the

Father, comp. the valuable texts John x. 14, 1 John ii. 13, 14.
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fasting act, hath begotten the Son as an everlasting being. (For

the particular details concerning the relation existing between

the Father and the Son, see on John i.) This mutual act of re-

cognition, and of being recognised, by the Father and the Son, the

Son, as the Xoyog, " word/' as the manifestation of the Father

who dwelleth unseen within him, communicates to the world of

man. (Comp. on 1 Cor. xiii. 12; Gal. iv. 9.) The revelation

depends, it is true, upon the will of the Son (w leb f3o{jX^rai, " to

whomsoever he willeth"), but this will must not be viewed as an

arbitrary one, but as under the guidance of merciful love, and

wisdom. If any one should here say, that the Son having com-

municated the knowledge of God to any person whatever, as

indeed he has ever communicated it to certain individuals, it

hence naturally follows, that it is no longer the Son only who re-

cognises the Father, but that it is likewise this or that man, or

many men, who, together with the Son, recognise the Father,

—

we should then answer, that it is Christ, who, in the individual

recognising God, recognises the Father by his own spirit (Gal. ii.

20) ; hence, when the whole church shall hereafter recognise

God through the spirit of Christ, even then it is the Son only,

who, nevertheless, in that infinite mass of individuals, recognises

the Father, inasmuch as they are all one in Christ (Gal. iii. 28;

1 Cor. xii. 12). Accordingly, it is clear, that the etfiyvuHfxeiv,

" knowledge, recognition," does not here signify a mere compre-

hension by knowledge of divine things (in which human wisdom

indeed consists, the knowledge of which concerning God has no

power to create the divine life), but it is the life of God in man,

and of man in God, which is, it is true, not without the know-

ledge of him, but which contains within itself both his nature

and the knowledge thereof. The true eirfyvutfig rov OsoZ, "full

knowledge of God/' hence, is based upon divine love, i.e. upon

the communicableness of his nature to the world of his crea-

tures. Only light beholds light; only that which is divine re-

cognises that which is divine.

Ver. 28. The verses which follow, for which we are solely

indebted to St Matthew, and which, at the same time, seem here

to be altogether in their proper place, are a commentary on the

words, o/ <xruyj>] svayysXifyvrai, " the poor have good, or glad tid-

ings," preached to them, contained in ver. 5. He, to whom all

things have been delivered by the Father, calls to him the heavy

laden—not the rich, the great, and the glorious—that is to say,
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lie bestows himself upon them. Both expressions, xwriuvng /.ui

mpogniiftevoi, "those labouring and heavy laden," denote the same

position, the active side of which is rendered prominent by the

first, and its passive side by the second, i.e. the position of exist-

ence under sin and its consequences. The sense of suffering

beneath the yoke of sin can only emanate from that which

is divine dwelling within man; the ungodly feels at his case

under it, Hence, in so far as the divine life dwelling within

men strives after a deliverance from the yoke of sin, they are

called xo-Triujvrig, "the labouring;" and in so far as they experience

its oppression, without being able to free themselves from its

shackles, they are called, Tupoons^svoi, " the heavy laden." The

removal or abrogation of this whole position is promised by the

Redeemer in the dm--av<yi;, " rest." The belief in him brings

back the lost harmony that formerly existed between the inter-

nal and external life, and with it peace and rest to the soul.

(Comp. Jerem. vi. 16. The acceptation of dva-a-uGi; corresponds

with the one of St John: £«»ji 'iyjiv -/.a! tsciggov, " to have life and

more abundantly." [John x. 10.] As soon as the magnet of

life has found its pole of attraction, peace and rest are the im-

mediate result, The powerful and ever-enduring dvd-uvai;,

" rest," is B/gqyq, " peace.")

Ver. 29, 30. But as that which is holy in man is encumbered,

or burdened, as with a heavy load, in consequence of the sin

within him and around him, so in like manner doth the divine

life, with its demands, appear to man as something onerous and

oppressive, because the disunion in man is not removed forth-

with by his entrance into the element of good; and hence it is

that our Redeemer speaks of a fyyog, "yoke,"' and pogriov, "bur-

den,'' which he himself imposes. But the same appears as

yjr,<7r<:;, " easy," and iXapgov, " light," when compared with the

burthen of sin. From this latter, indeed, man's nobler self suf-

fers in an immediate, i.e. a direct manner; hence, it produces the

deepest oppression of the soul, and this characteristic it was that

distinguished the oppressive yoke of the Pharisaical statutes, as

born of sin, and as checking the development of the divine life

(see on Matth. xxiii. 4); the burthen of Christ, on the coutnir >,

is only felt by man so long as he is still encumbered with sin; but

I lie nobler self feels the spirit and life of Christ as its homogene-

ous element, and thus the believer can exult and sing praises in

the inner man, although he be outwardly perishing daily (2 Cor.
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iv. 16). This struggle with sin the believer must enter upon

according to the bidding of Christ (agars, " take up/' signifying

the positive activity on the taking up of the struggle, comp. on

Matth. x. 38), and learn of Christ. Jesus, accordingly, repre-

sents himself here, in a manner not to be mistaken, as the ruler

and prophet (teacher), who imposes the yoke of his rule, and

who oifers his own doctrine for acceptance; only he is a clement

ruler and teacher, in contra-distinction to the servitude of

sin, and of all that has originated therefrom, as for example the

Pharisaical statutes, and it is even this mildness, or clemency,

which is made use of by the Redeemer, as a motive to invite to

the reception of his yoke. Together with this connection of

ideas, there seems, moreover, to exist in this passage another

one. For the expression Zuyog /aou, " my yoke," cannot be ex-

plained merely as the " yoke which I (as the ruler) impose on

others," but it may likewise be viewed as the "yoke which I

myself bear," so that it is equivalent to the cross of Christ. Re-

garded in this light, the passage : on vgaog s/pi %. r. X., " because

I am meek," &c, obtains a new signification. Those who be-

long to Christ are to learn, namely, from the meekness with

which Jesus bears his cross or yoke, and acquire a like disposition

of mind, for thereby every yoke becomes easy, and every suffer-

ing may be overcome. If each person takes to himself the bur-

den of sin as a burden common to all men, if he endures the

sufferings of time as the consequences of the collective guilt of

mankind, he then will stand in the position of self-denying love,

take the yoke upon himself (and not exactly have it placed on

him), and find therein rest and peace for his soul ; for disquiet

emanates from self-will, which is averse to its due share in the

bearing of the burthen of sin. According to this combination of

ideas, then, our Redeemer regards himself also as a bearer of the

cross and of the yoke, as he was made like unto men, his bre-

thren, in all things ; only he bore not the yoke for his own sake,

but for our sake. With this mode of interpretation alone the ex-

pression: ravsivbg rfj zaobia, "lowly in heart," is consistent. With
reference to his subjects, a ruler may be said to .be ^aog, " meek,"

but not raKuvbg, "lowly;" hence, as little as God is ever said

to be rammg, " lowly," just as little is the Redeemer so, ac-

cording to his Divine nature; ra-iruvotp^vvri, "lowliness of mind,

humility," is clearly a characteristic of the creature, and Christ

calls himself ra-rsivbg, in so far only as he is man, and in so far
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all that is peculiar to human nature becomes him, as fitly as

that which appertains to the Divine nature. Holy writ ex-

presses the act of incarnation of the Son of God by xev6a, " to

empty, to nullify," and the humiliation, i.e. the becoming lowly

of the Son of God as man by rarrwow, "to humble, abase."

(For the particulars comp. on Phil. ii. 6—8.) This shows that

the Redeemer intended to speak in this place not merely from the

position of his Divine nature, but also that he brought into vie\\r

the human part of his being (two natures which are to be con-

ceived, generally speaking, as having existed in his sacred per-

son in a wonderful, to us incomprehensible, state of combina-

tion); HE to whom all was delivered over by the Father, he

himself bears with us the yoke, hence he, too, in like man-

ner, takes hold of the heavy burdens of life, and is both master

and servant in one and the same person (comp. Matth. xxiii. 4,

11); he gives not only commands, but he also assists in the

execution thereof, inasmuch as he causes them, by virtue of his

spirit, to appear easy (1 John v. 3). But the expression rfj

xa^hia, " in heart," implies that the humility of the Redeemer is

to be ascribed to his most inward mental life, in which this

humility is only the expression of the decision of his holy will;

hence humility appears in him as a thing of free choice, as the

emanation of free-will. It thence follows that there is certainly

a difference between ra-rravbg rfj zaodia, " lowly of heart," and

r. tOj -Trviv/Man =n^H ^DtD
" humble ill spirit," Proverbs xxix. 23

(comp. Ps. xxx. 18 [Septuag.] with -Trror/}; rQj <jrve6fian, "poor in

spirit," Matth. v. 3). The latter expression is a predicate, i.e. a

thing peculiar to sinful man, and is only in so far praiseworthy as

the recognition of poverty and of wretchedness is the condition

of all help from above; but as such this expression cannot be

applied to Christ. He was rairsiv6$ rjj xagdiu, " lowly in heart,"

but exalted and rich tw cr^j/xar/, "in spirit," inasmuch as the de-

cision of his will and the inclination of his heart did not aspire

upwards, but was directed towards that which was lowly. His

Tarravoip^oGwri, " lowliness of mind," therefore, is = 'i/.sog, "mercy."

I Jut the notion of rowrs/vopgotf^wj, "lowliness of mind," in both its

forms, used when speaking of the perfectly Holy One, and of sin-

ful man, is peculiar to Scriptural language. The Septuagint use

it beforehand in the Old Testament as equivalent to "pPlN,

" needy," vm, "poor," ^, "humble," corresponding with the
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btw^o's, " poor," and rattivh^ " humble, lowly," of tlie New Tes-

tament. In the profane language of antiquity, this expression

is extremely seldom used, and then in an honourable sense (as for

example by Plutarch). The peculiar use of the word is bound up

with, or depends upon, a peculiar idea which belongs to revealed

religion. Whilst we meet everywhere in natural man with a

struggle after that which is high, which is the result of an ob-

scure sense of his deeply fallen state, the Scripture teaches more

darkly in the Old Testament, more distinctly in the New, that

the humbling ourselves into the depth of poverty is the safest

way to salvation and to the highest degree of exaltation. Only

in the deepest depth of repentance and of bitter self-recogni-

tion, which produces a merciful love towards our fellow-men, the

soul can receive the Divine power of life, and rise again to its

former hio-hest degree of exaltation. In the life of our Re-

deemer, who from love became like unto sinful man, this way is

exemplified, which alone leads to peace.

§ 1 7. THE DISCIPLES PLUCK EAES OF CORN.

(Matth. xii. 1—8; Mark ii. 23—28; Luke vi. 1—5.)

In the twelfth chapter of St Matthew, which follows, the Evan-

gelist records several individual occurrences, among others also a

cure (ver. 9 sqq.), which, nevertheless, held together by a com-

mon bond, render likewise prominent the plan of St Matthew to

arrange the life of Jesus according to certain rubrics. It is,

namely, the polemics of the Pharisees directed against Jesus,

that hold together in this section the individual parts, and on

account of which the various occurrences seem to have been re-

corded. It is probable, especially according to the more minute

accounts of St John, that the polemical attacks of the Pharisees

against Jesus assumed a more decisive form, after he had ar-

rived in Jerusalem for the celebration of the feast (John v. 1

sqq.) But inasmuch as St Matthew attends neither to time nor

place, since he designs to confine his communications neither

to Galilee, nor to any other part of the country; 1 continuing

his narrative, on the contrary, without any statement of

1 The opinion frequently expressed by modern critical writers, that S*
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localities, merely making it his aim, to place before the eye of his

Jewish readers the life of Jesus in its various aspects; hence, we
must likewise here renounce any exact order of the individual oc-

currences, and this the rather, inasmuch as any such references

drawn from the internal evidence of the narratives themselves,

could turn out no otherwise than arbitrarily. (Comp. the early

parts of vol. ii. of Dr Paul us' Comm.) An impartial comparison

of both the other Evangelists will lead to the same result. For,

even it' St Mark immediately connects the narrative of the cure

of the withered hand with the plucking of the ears of corn; yet

does he differ, in iii. 7—9, so very much from St Matthew, and

enters in the course of these verses into so many totally different

circumstances, that nothing can be gained therefrom in point of

chronological order, even though he returns, iii. 20, once more to

events which Matthew relates also in this chapter. But more

stirking yet is the manner in which St Luke differs from St

Matthew, inasmuch as he enters, in his parallel to St Matthew

xii. 22 sqq., into the great record of the last journey of Jesus to

the feast (Luke xi. 14 sqq.), and then returns again, at the end

of the chapter, to viii. 19 sqq.

The first narrative, then, that of the plucking of the ears of corn

by the disciples, is introduced by St Matthew with the altogether

vague expression, h Ixzhu rip -/.aiow, " at that time," a formula

which admits of wider and narrower limits, and which corre-

sponds to the general xai sy'sviro, " and it came to pass," of St

Mark. But St Luke here uses a peculiar expression, h <ra/3/3arw

diursoo'TP'Jj-uj, " on the second Sabbath after the first." Something

more decisive might probably be adduced for chronology from

this formula, were its signification not so completely indetermi-

nate. The word seems to have been formed by St Luke himself,

and is to be met with neither in the biblical writings, nor indeed

elsewhere. According to the usual opinion (which originates

with ScaMger), the expression, bwn^rgurov edfifiurov, is made use of

to signify the first Sabbath after the second day of the passover, so

that it ma\ be resolved into, edfiSarov -z-PoJrov gcto dsv-'soa; aero ro\J

nraayci, "the first Sabbath after the second day from the pass-

over." For, according to the Mosaic institution (Levit. xxiii. 11),

the first-fruits of sheaves were offered to the Lord on the second

Matthew only wishes to record the Bojoura of Christ in Galilee, has been

refuted in my " Programmen iiber die Aecbtheit des Alt.," Program

Concerning the authenticity el' St Matthew.
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day of the passover (j-Qt^n mn72?2' " on the morrow after the

Sabbath"), and from this day seven Sabbaths were counted to the

day of Pentecost. Hence, the Sabbath following this second day

of the passover is the one called divngo^arov, " the second after the

first." Hence, also, the plucking of the ripening ears by the

disciples accords very well with this opinion, nevertheless it is to

be considered that the harvest continued until the day of Pen-

tecost, which was in fact, properly speaking, the feast of har-

vest; the disciples, therefore, might have strayed through the

fields also at a later period. Jesus, furthermore, must have left

Jerusalem very soon to have wandered in the fields of Galilee, on

the very first Sabbath after the feast, which, as is well known, is

celebrated during a period of seven days. In fine, the explanation

itself is certainly ingenious, notwithstanding, and possibly correct

but proofs are wanting for the support of it. We may imagine

that every first Sabbath of two closely connected with one another,

and, as it were, belonging to one another, may have been called

in this manner; this case however frequently occurred. For, on

the three great festivals, the first and the last of the seven days

were celebrated, and these might very easily fall out on Sabbaths,

so that two days of rest followed one another; in like manner

was it with the new moons. The first day of both would thus be

called foursgoVgwrov. In favour of this explanation, although it

likewise cannot be proved, would be the omission of the article,

which points, in a manner not to be mistaken, to many <rd(3i3ara

dsurigovgura. (Besides, the Hebrew rQ$ or firQUJ ^s translated

by the Septuagint now as ca/3/Sarov, " Sabbath," and then again

as <ra/3/3ara, " Sabbaths;" in like manner do both forms occur in

the New Testament.)

Ver. 2. The plucking of ears of corn, in so far as it was made

use of to appease hunger, was permitted according to the law

(Deut. xxiii. 25), only the application of the reaping-hook was for-

bidden. But the Pharisaical micrology, i.e. captiousness, which

had perverted the plain Mosaic commandment of external rest

into a painful institution, added the plucking of ears on a Sab-

bath to the forbidden labours. They divided all affairs into

thirty-nine main classes (fathers), among which there were again

many subdivisions (daughters).

Ver. 3, 4. Jesus, therefore, endeavours to raise them from their

narrow-minded position to a spirit of greater freedom, in such a
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manner, too, that he places before them, from the law itself, the

free application thereof, the result of which is to be a spiritual

reception and administration of the law, together with its ordi-

nances. The first example adduced is that of David. The

well known narrative of this occurrence, which took place on

David's flight before Saul, is found 1 Sam. xxi. 1 sqq. The

uzroi flg<&c<rsuc = D"^3 DnS> " shew-bread," were placed upon

small tables in the sanctuary of the ark of the covenant (Exod.

xxxv. 13; xxxix. 36). The addition made bj St Mark ii. 26,

liri 'A(3ia&ag, "in the time of Abiathar," presents a difficulty.

For, according to the relation given in the Old Testament, it

was not Abiathar but his father Abimelech who was then high-

priest; the expression It/, however, cannot well be viewed other-

wise than signifying: at the timeof, at the time of performing- the

office of (comp. Luke iii. 2; iv. 27; Acts of the Apostles xi. 28).

Beza wished to regard this passage as an interpolation; yet

there is no ground for this, the manuscripts arc, with a few ex-

ceptions, in favour of it. It would be most simple and natural

to suppose that the Evangelist has confounded the father with

the son, which might easily have happened, inasmuch as Abia-

thar was the more celebrated of the two. If this be not ad-

mitted, to which I can nevertheless see as little objection, as to

the adoption of various readings, it then would be as well to as-

sume that the father likewise bore the name of Abiathar, al-

though no proof can be given in favour thereof.

Ver. 5. St Matthew and St Mark here complete between them
the discourse of Jesus. St Matthew, in the next place, gives'still

another example from the Old Testament, from which it may
be seen that the law, as concerning the rest of the Sabbath, is to

be taken in a spiritual sense (on this comp. John v. 17, wherein
.Jesus infers, from the incessant, creative activity of God, like-

wise an unlimited activity for himself.) According to Numbers
xxviii. 9, certain offerings had to be made by the priests in the

temple on the Sabbath; this act of offering presupposes active

exertion of various kinds, and yet the priests were guiltless as

regarded these acts. The <7«oo«™ jSs/SjjXouv= j*gm$ V~n>
"
to

profane the Sabbath," Ezek. xx. 1G, must be viewed, therefore,

ignifyin •: " they would (according to your false notions) de-

secrate the Sabbath." The h r(j> hgp, "in the temple," is here
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evidently made use of to form a contrast with j3sf3Yj\ov<fi, "they

profane or desecrate," to wit, " in the place where, on account of

its holiness, one would least expect it."

Ver. 6. From the temple Jesus proceeds forward to existing

circumstances. Of the two readings, fieityv, " one greater," and

peT^ov, " a greater thing," the latter, as the more difficult, is no

doubt to be preferred; it has no unimportant authorities in the

manuscripts. Meifyv, "a greater person," could only form one

peculiar contrast with vofiog, " the law," i.e. with the original pro-

mulgator of the law, hence with Moses ; but the neuter gender

draws a parallel between the relations of the priests to the tem-

ple in general, and the relations between the disciples and Christ.

The sense then is: " the point which is here at issue is something

of much greater importance than that which concerns the tem-

ple service ; and hence, if the law could be there conceived and

treated with spiritual freedom, how much more may it be done

here." That the relations, it is true, were here much more im-

portant, solely arose from the importance of his person, and in

so far the ^bI^uv, " a greater person," affords no room for false

interpretation; at ver. 8 the same idea is expressed with greater

precision.

Ver. 7. If this whole deduction from the Old Testament had

alreadv brought before the minds of the Pharisees how little

they had comprehended the spirit of the sacred book, so does the

Redeemer still further continue, according to St Matthew, to

place this fact before their eyes in a yet more decisive manner.

They had wished to reprove the disciples as transgressors of the

law, and yet had they themselves transgressed it by this very

censure. Their mere external views had prevented them from

penetrating into the spirit of the writings of the Old Testament,

and hence it was that they were unable to comprehend the mean-

ing of the profound words of Hosea (vi. 6): 'iXsov §'s\u %al oh

Svtrlav, " I will have mercy and not sacrifice" (comp. Matth. ix.

13.) In these words were already expressed, in the language of

the prophet, the spiritual point of view to which the human race

was to be transferred through the Gospel, according to which it

was not the external action, as such, but the internal disposition,

more especially the disposition of self-sacrificing merciful love,

which is the thing that is truly well-pleasing to God. But it

was this very merciful love that was wanting in the censure of

the Pharisees; they did not aim at a true correction of the clis-
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ciples, they were not urged forward by a pure zeal for the cause

of God; on the contrary, it was envy and innate bitterness of

heart that prompted them to attack the disciples, and hence they

persecuted the Lord in his disciples by their apparent or mock

zeal for the Lord. They condemned the innocent (xaredixatfa*

toj: dvourioug, " condemn the guiltless"), for the disciples had not

plucked the ears of corn out of tedium, and for mere pastime,

but from hunger (ver. 1); they had abandoned whatever they

themselves possessed, and engaged in their labours for spreading

the kingdom of God ; they were thus deprived of the necessary

means of sustaining their lives. Hence they occupied a position

similar to that of the servant of God, David, who, together with

those belonging to him, hungered, in like manner, in the service

of the Lord; they were also like unto the priests that had to

work in the temple on the Sabbath, and who thus appeared to

transgress the law of the Lord for the Lord's sake; hence they

also might have eaten without hesitation of the shew-bread;

whatever belonged to God belonged to them. The disciples,

therefore, appear bore as priests of a higher standing in the spi-

ritual kingdom of God, to whom belonged, in a higher degree,

what the law itself had assigned to the priests of the old covenant.
1

Ver. 8. The concluding portion of the discourse of our Re-

deemer refers back to the exalted rank of his person (and con-

sequently likewise of his disciples). In St Mark ii. 27 it is pre-

ceded by a noble idea : rh <fd>3i3a70v did rbv av^ewrov ey'sviro, ohy^ 6

tLvfyuiroe hd to euPftavrov, literally: "the Sabbath was made on ac-

count of man, not man on account of the Sabbath." Inasmuch

as <ra/3/3arov, " the Sabbath," here stands synecdochically for the

law and all its institutions, these words contain or imply the

contrast between the micrological, i.e. contracted, narrow-mind-

ed, view of the Pharisees concerning the Old Testament and

the free and spiritual one of Christianity. According to the

former, the commandments themselves, and the external legal

1 In the parallel passage, Luke vi. 4, the Cod. D. has a remarkable

/3ar-/i; ii <ro\J v6fiOU, " on the self-same day, beholding a certain man work-

ing on the Sabbath, he said t<> him: () man. if indeed thou knowest

what thou art doing, blessed art thou; but if thou knowest it not. thou

art accursed, and a transgressor ofthe law" (on the sense of this addi-

tion, comp. the remarks on Rom. xv. 2'2).
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obedience to them, is the end of man's service, and in this sense

the law is an oppressive yoke; but according to the Christian

view, man, and his exaltation into the image of God, is the

great object; the commandments, and his outward obedience to

them, are only the means that lead to this end. This accepta-

tion permits the law to appear in its true nature and significa-

tion as a love-gift of our paternal God, who causes man to move
so long only in the leading strings of external ordinances, as un-

til he becomes able to receive the internal law into his heart

(Jerem. xxxi. 33). Hence it is impossible that the expression, 6

u'i6g rou av^gojirou, " the Son of Man," should be parallel to the

avSgaffog, " man," of Mark ii. 27, in the concluding idea, which is

common to all the three Evangelists : xvgiog rou (ra(3[3drou 6 v'/bg rou

a&gdoTov, " the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath." For al-

though sinful man does not exist on account of the law, but the

law, on the contrary, on account of man, still there would be

something very inconsistent in saying: that he is the Lord of the

law, or even of any one of the legal institutions. He only could

say this of himself, who was the perfect, the first of men. Hence

v'/bg rou dvSgwffou, " Son of Man," must here be regarded as a con-

trast to uvSguirog, "man," and that this expression, therefore, im-

plies the Messianic dignity of Jesus. As the Lord of heaven (1

Cor. xv. 47), although walking the earth in human insignifi-

cance, the Messiah is above every lawful institution, inasmuch

as his will is the law itself; yet does he never appear as abro-

gating any law, but as consummating it in its spiritual sense

(Matth. v. 17). In this manner does the Redeemer consummate

the law of the Sabbath of the Old Testament, inasmuch as he

recommends.an internal dedication of the soul, and rest in God.

§ 18. JESUS CURES A WITHERED HAND.

(Matth. xii. 9—21; Mark iii. 1—6; Luke vi. 6—12.)

Ver. 9. The same subject is yet further developed on another

occasion, where Jesus heals a sick person. He makes use of

this occurrence in order to afford to the Pharisees, who, not-

withstanding all their hostile feeling, had not been given up

as yet by our Lord, an insight into the spiritual comprehen-

sion of the Old Testament. The transition-formulas however
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here employed by Matthew are unquestionably very vague.

The perafias huTtev, " having departed thence," is made use of to

connect this occurrence immediately with the preceding one;

but we see from Luke vi. 6 that there was at least a period of

eight days between them, and that the event to be narrated hap-

pened on another Sabbath. The words: u; n}» ff-jvayuyw ai>r^

riX^iv,
" he went into their synagogue," prove how completely

the marking of the separate localities was overlooked, for no-

thin ' has been previously mentioned to show who are meant by

the ahruv. (The yjig £>,*«, " withered hand," = egrgafifievn of St

Mark, is, as the expression so naturally derived from the ap-

pearance teaches us, a hand disabled by paralysis, and deprived

of the power of life; a mere luxation is here out of the question.
1

Ver. 10. The Pharisees, according to St Matthew, endeavoured

to entrap Jesus by means of an insidious question; St Mark

and St Luke only allude in general terms to their malicious in-

tentions, without letting them speak. (The word Ta^ar^sw, "to

observe or watch narrowly," Luke often uses in the sense of

insidiose observare, to observe treacherously, xiv. 1 ; xx. 20.)

It has another cognate signification, Gal. iv. 10, superstitiose

observare, " to observe superstitiously." The notion of anxious

observation is common to both.) But Christ perceived their in-

tention or design, not merely from the question (for the latter

might indeed have originated likewise in a well-disposed inten-

tion), but through his gift of searching the hearts of men, which

was wholly different from a mere reflective supposition concern-

ing their intention. (Comp. on John ii. 25. Concerning the

expression diaXoyis/xoi, " reasonings, thoughts" [Luke vi. 8], see

on Luke ii. 35; Matth. ix. 4). St Mark and St Luke again

treat of the outward impression of this event in a more graphic

manner than St Matthew. They inform us how Jesus ordered

the sick man to come before him, so that he could be seen by

1 In the apocryphal additions to the authentic gospel of St Matthew,
such as St Jerome found them in the Gospel of the Xazarenes, this sick

man was declared to be a caementariu.i, " mason." Hieronym. t'uram.

in MaUli. [>. 17 writes that he said; caementarins cram, maiiibus vic-

tum quaeritans; praecor to, Jesu, ut mihi restituas sanitatcm, no tur-

piter mendieem oibos, " I am a mason, seeking my food by (the labour

of) my bands; I beseech thee, Jesus, that tlmu restore my health, lest

I begin with shame to beg my food." (Comp. my (ieschichte der Evang.

78).
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all, and how ho, directing the looks of those present on the suf-

ferer, endeavoured to rouse up the consciences of those men who

had grown callous in their mistaken state of legality. The ques-

tion, however, which Jesus proposes to the assembled Pharisees

(Mark iii. 4-; Luke vi. 9) is of a rather singular character. It

appears, namely, as though the question at issue should not

have been the ayotiovoirieui, " to do good," or xaxoTo/Jjca;, " to do

evil," but the To/Sjca/, "to do," and firi <ro/jj<ra/, "not to do." But

it is this misleading contrast from which the Redeemer wishes

to withdraw them, and to point out to them that the not-doing

may very often be a sin; but then it was clear that man should

no more sin on the Sabbath than on any other day, consequent-

ly, concludes Christ, it is under peculiar circumstances not only

permitted, but also a duty to act on the Sabbath-day. The law,

then, of Sabbath observance, is thus reduced by our Lord to the

more exalted one, which forbids us to commit sin.

Ver. 11. St Matthew further narrates that the Redeemer ap-

pealed to the conscience of each single individual, asking whe-

ther he would not draw out his sheep on a Sabbath from a pit

if it had happened to fall therein. Jesus infers a minori ad

majus, i.e. comparing small things with greater, how much more

is not the faithful shepherd of human souls bound to save, on

the Sabbath-day, a little sheep of his human flock which had

fallen into the well or pit of perdition ! This it is, which is indeed

a veritable Sabbath work, a true service of God! The same

idea, in a different connection, is to be found Luke xiv. 5. For

jSo^yvos, " a pit," St Luke has pgeag = -fi^,
" a well." The Pha-

risees remained silent (Mark iii. 4), hence they confessed them-

selves to have been overcome by the truth of the reasoning,

(Luke xiv. 5) ; this susceptibility, coupled with so much stub-

bornness, awakened very opposite sentiments in the heart

of the Redeemer: <7rtgi(3\s-^a/J;SVGg avrovg /mst hg<yv\g ffuWvKou/Mvog mi

rfi itu^au rr\g %aghiag abruv, " having looked round about upon

them with anger, being grieved concerning the hardness of their

hearts" (Mark iii. 5), a sorrowful and very painful wrath is by

no means a contradicting feeling; it is only in sinful man that

the over-boiling rage stifles the more gentle sensations of sor-

row and sympathising grief; but in the Redeemer, as also

in the heart of God, the flame of wrath is identical with that

of love, for whilst he hates the sin, he has compassion in his

heart for the being that has given place thereto. (The sub^
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stantive irfyomrig, " hardness, callousness," is only to be found be-

sides in Rom. xi. 25; Ephes. iv. 18. The verb, on the contrary,

is met with very frequently. It is derived from rrueog, callus,

and signifies, in the first place, hardness of heart, insensibility,

more especially to spiritual and moral impressions. In the second

place, it is connected with the notion of r-JpXutfig, "blindness,"

because blindness is a corporeal insensibility to the impressions

of light.

Ver. IS. After this deeply heart-affecting address, the Re-

deemer heals the sick man. ('AT0/£a^/<rr?;/x/, "to restore," used

when speaking of bodily healing = ^ViS
" to revert, to restore,"

Exod. iv. 7. In like manner, Mark viii. 25. It signifies, pro-

perly speaking, in integrum restituere, to restore to the former

original situation. Often also in the spiritual sense, as for ex-

ample Matthew xvii. 11.

Ver. 14. The discovery of sin awakens either repentance, or, if

man is insensible thereto, bitterness of heart ; thus it was with the

Pharisees. The host of priests, attacked in the most hidden mys-

tery of their sins, united together for the defence of their kingdom

;

hence the question at issue was no longer concerning the oppo-

sition of solitary individuals, but it was a mighty body, the oppo-

sition of which was called forth by the light which emanated from

Christ. According to Mark iii. 6, the cunning Pharisees endea-

voured at once to enter into a coalition with the temporal

power; he writes: /xsra, ruv 'Houdiavcov <ru,«,/S&i/X/ov eto/ouv, "they

took counsel together with the Herodians." These ' Hooibiavoi,

" Herodians," were the courtiers and adherents of Herod An-

tipas, the ruler of Galilee (Matth. xxii. 16; Mark xii. 13), whom
the Pharisees undertook to win over to their interests, be-

cause they could effect nothing without the aid of the temporal

power. 1 Hence their infamous designs became evident also

in this; they hardened their hearts against the beneficent in-

fluences of the Holy Ghost, 'TXriadritrav uvolag, " they wore rilled

with madness," as St Luke vi. 11 says very significantly of them,

for every departure from God is foolishness.

Ver. 15. But inasmuch as the hour was not yet come in

which our Lord was to be delivered into the hands of his ene-

mies (Matth. xxvi. 45), he left them, and withdrew into a state

1 The uncritical Epiphanius describes the Herodians as a religious

sect (Epiph. liner. Oaaen. p. 44).
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of retirement. The narrative of St Matthew xii. 15, 16, exhibits

the same kind of general formula, which is so often met with in

him (iv. 23 sqq. ; ix. 35 sqq.). According to the parallel passage

(Mark iii. 7 sqq.), Jesus went to the lake of Genesareth, and

among the masses of the people that sought him here also, there

were not only persons from Idumea, Tyre, and Sidon, but like-

wise from Judea and Jerusalem (comp. iii. 22, where there are ex-

pressly mentioned, yga{A{Jbare?g avb 'ligocfoXv/AUi/ x.araj3dvrsc, " scribes

who came down from Jerusalem"), which clearly proves, that

Jesus had already exercised his ministry in Judea and Jerusalem.

Many events recorded by St Matthew and St Mark probably oc-

curred in or near Jerusalem, only the Evangelists neglect to make

mention of the localities; of a confinement to Galilee of the

scene wherein Jesus ministered before his last journey to thi

feast, no trace is to be found. According to the further narra-

tion of St Mark (iii. 9), the pressure of the people, that became

irksome to our Lord (dTJfiuv, " to crush") was so great, that he

had to enter into a vessel in order to instruct them from thence.

(In the passage, ha nXoia^ov wgotxaongfj aura, " that a small vessel

should be in waiting on him," the expression, ir^osxa^rs^Tv, is

used in the sense of being at one's disposal, praesto esse, " to be

ready at hand.") But even here also Jesus endeavoured ear-

nestly to (sTirifjua, " he charged") procure that his dwelling-place

and his dignity should not be made known (iVa ^ tpavegbv abrbv

nroifoutsi, "that they should not make him known," Mark iii. 12,

Matthew xii. 16). According to the context, this command
of Jesus bears principally on the circumstance, that he wished

that every political movement in his favour, on the part of those

Jews that were impressed with false notions concerning the

Messiah, should be avoided, in order to deprive his adversaries

of every, even merely apparent, occasion for accusing him.

(Comp. on this subject on Matth. viii. 4.)

Ver. 17. St Matthew avails himself, moreover, of this quiet

retirement of Jesus, which formed so striking a contrast with

the tumultuous enterprises of subsequent false Christs, in order

to quote a remarkable passage from the Old Testament

(Is. xlii. 1—4), wherein this character of the Messiah is brought

prominently forward. The Messiah is described therein as being-

possessed of the same qualities of gentleness of which he had

spoken, Matth. xi. 28—30. (On the 5vrug irXrigudfi, " that it might

be fulfilled," comp. Matth. i. 22.)
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Ver. IS. This quotation, also, from the Old Testament, is

treated in a peculiar manner. St Matthew docs not follow either

the Septuagint, nor verbatim the Hebrew text; on the contrary,

he makes use of the text for his own purpose in an independent

translation. The Septuagint has, in the first place, added in the

translation its own exposition: it adds to Is. xlii. 1, 'iaxw/3 6 irafe

pov, 'l<7£ar,~A e l*Xsxros pov, " Jacob my servant, Israel my chosen

one." The reference of this passage to Israel, that is to say, to the

collective total of the truly faithful among the nation, is, in truth,

not incorrect, but Matthew could not make use of it for his pur-

pose (at least, not without explanation) ; hence, he adheres to

the words of the original text, s"V)-ft>
" m^ chosen one," *rtny,

" my servant," which, as a matter of course, had a more imme-

diate reference to Jesus, and the word, pf, omitted by the Sep-

tuagint, he renders, i&ov, "behold." The evangelist, however,

correctly explains these words as having reference to him, inas-

much as the Redeemer is not merely a member of the collective

body of the true worshippers of God in Israel, but because he

is their representative; and that the prophet himself, in his pro-

phetic spirit, looked for such an one, is evident from many expres-

sions, especially ver. 4 (^j-p*1 D^N irninS? " f°r n ' s ^aw tne

islands shall wait.") The jjgsrufp, " I have chosen" (in Hebr.

"HlbiHN'
" I W*H uphold," and according to the Septuagint,

TsogBd^rxro, "hath accepted, received"), derived from a/£sr/£w, "to

choose," which occurs in this place only, deviates from the

meaning of the original text, yet could "rm^, "seize, lay hold

on," aioiw, " to take hold on, to choose," be well understood in

this manner:—The expression, fc^Tp, "he shall cause to go

forth," the Septuagint renders better by s%o!<ru, " he shall bring

about," than docs St Matthew by AvayytXeT, "he shall declare,

announce." The expression was perhaps chosen on account of

the prophetic discourses of Christ concerning the judgments

which follow.

Ver. 19. The words of this and the following verses extol the

gentle character of this beloved Son of God. The first two expres-

sions St Matthew has transposed, the words of the Hebrew text

being, n&P fcA} pyip tih>
" llc BnaN not C,X nor nft UP" (tnc

Septuagint has d^ce/, " shall take up, lift up," instead of, sg/as/,

" shall strive." In what follows the WpQ> " without," (LXX. e£w)
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is rendered freely, h raTg nXareiaug, " in the streets," here no doubt

in reference to the foregoing ava^u^i/v, "withdrawing, retiring"

(ilg tyjv hniMov, " into the desert"), ver. 15.

Ver. 20. As ver. 19 records the quiet, noiseless ministry of

Christ (for whatever was of a turbulent character in his ministry

did not emanate from him, but from the people, the Lord him-

self always endeavouring to quell every tumult), which the

Jews, who were given to outward show, in no way expected

from the Messiah, who, according to their vain notions, would

appear with a noisj' splendour and tumultuous glory; so in like

manner does this verse express his condescending affability,

ministering to the necessities of the suffering and feeble. The
expressions, -/.dXa/jbog tiuvrergt/A/Asvog, " a bruised reed," and Xhog

rv<p6,uz>jog, " smoking flax," are natural figures of speech for a

broken, perishing life; it is represented as the business of

the Messiah, again to excite and to strengthen, it. The
last words of Is. xlii. 3, jig^jft fc^V nftfc*^'

" ue sna^ cause

judgment to go forth unto truth" (which the Septuagint renders,

tig a~A'/}<)siav s~oi<tei xgiaiv, "he shall cany out judgments unto truth"),

St Matthew has rendered, with a deviation, sue av sxfidXy rr\vxpisiv

slg vhcog, " till he send forth judgment unto victory," which latter

expression would refer to j-j^S^
" t° victory, mastery, destruc-

tion" (comp. 2 Sam. ii. 26). One might suppose, that the Evan-
gelist had another reading before him; or, that the slg vTytog, " unto

victory," is an exposition of ilg aXyfoiav, "unto truth," 1 for the

carrying out of the -AP/'eig, " judgment," to the dX-^dna, "truth," is

indeed the victory.

Ver. 21. The first words of Is. xlii. 4, which St Matthew con-

sidered less suitable for his purpose, he has omitted; but the

concluding words, ^rp D* 1^ imirta
" tne isles shall wait for

his law," he renders, r& dvo/Aa-i Mvq ekxievat, "in his name shall the

Gentiles trust," which agrees verbatim with the Septuagint.

Here is to be observed the exact harmony with the Septuagint

against the Hebrew text in the former deviation; it can hardly

be explained otherwise than by a various reading, for the very

term, "iJ-pVirfa
" to his law," must have appeared to St Matthew

1 Others, as for example Gesenius (on this passage), translate J-\ftN

by mildness, a signification which Umhreit justly does not acknowledge
or admit, in the treatise thereon, which will be presently quoted.
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as very suitable to his purpose. With regard to the exposition

of this passage, as having reference to the Messiah, Umbreit has

once more defended it, in these latter times, in his beautiful

treatise on the Servant of God. (S. Heidelberg " Studien und
Kritiken," vol. i. part ii.) This intelligent expositor has seized

very correctly the idea of the suffering and victorious inno-

cence and the moral power in the Servant of God, who is no other

but the Lord and King Jehovah; only, he appears to overlook the

identity of the Servant of God in the various passages. The diffi-

culty of combining his various (apparently contradictory) predi-

cates, i.e. qualities or titles, with one subject, disappears with

the supposition of the idea of the representation of a multiplicity

by an unity. The various explanations of this difficult passage

concerning the Servant of God (from Is. xl.—lxvi.), according to

which is understood therein the entire nation, or the righteous,

or the prophets, form no direct contradiction to the biblical-mes-

sianical ones, for in the idea of the Messiah all this is indeed

contained. The Messiah represents the ideal of the true Israel,

while the righteous men and prophets represent the true Israel

as it actuallv existed.

§ 19. OF THE CALUMNIES OF THE PHARISEES. JESUS SEVERELY

REBUKING TnEM.

(St Matth. xii. 22—45; Mark iii. 20—30; Luke xi. 14—26,

29—32.)

A more intimate connection of the narrative which follows

with the preceding one is in St Matthew out of the question, in-

asmuch as in accordance with the formula having a general

reference to that which precedes (ver. 15, 16), a mere ron, "then,"

carries forward the discourse. In Luke xi. 14 sqq. we rind our-

selves transposed into a perfectly different territory, and Mark iii.

20 leads us back again to the mission of the twelve, where a vague

xal ewzeyjrui rra/jv oyj.oz, " and there came together again a mul-

titude/' is immediately connected with the narrative of their re-

turn. The addition however of o) yga/i/iareTg, oi a-zh' \i^oeo\\j[Mm v.ara.-

fidvng, "thescribes which came down from Jerusalem," of ver. 22,

renders it probable, that a festival in Jerusalem had preceded it.

But, on the one hand, it is uncertain what festival here is to be un-
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derstood; and, on the other, it may be imagined, that the jour-

ney of these scribes had no connection whatever with a festival

;

that could be assumed only in case it had been remarked, that

these doctors were Galileans. But inasmuch as this is not said,

we may conceive that they were emissaries, sent by the prin-

cipal men of Jerusalem, and these might arrive at any time

in Galilee. At any rate, we shall do well in not wishing to de-

cide upon that which is left undecided. St Mark (iii. 21),

moreover, puts forth a remarkable notice, which will occupy our

attention presently (on Matth. xii. 46); he, however, proceeds at

once to relate the impudent accusation made by the Pharisees

against our Lord, without referring to the cause which called it

forth. Thus, St Matthew represents the opposition of the Pha-

risees in its gradual development, until it attains its climax in

the accusation of a connection between Christ and the kingdom

of the evil one, and of his being mad.

Ver. 22. According to the record of St Matthew, the cure of

a demoniac, who was both blind and dumb, was the cause of

these impudent accusations of the Pharisees. (St Luke xi. 14

only mentions his dumbness, but without denying that he was at

the same time blind.) The sick individual must have suffered

from a very peculiar disease; for it is only in this manner that we
shall be able to explain the remarkable surprise of the multitude

(Matth. xii. 23, IZfcravTo vdvng oi o%koi, "all the people were

amazed/' the verb, like the substantive, sxarasig, " ecstacy, as-

tonishment," is often made use of in the language of the New
Testament when speaking of violent fear or astonishment ; Mark
ii. 12; v. 42; Luke v. 26; Acts of the Ap. iii. 10), and their in-

ference from the cure. (Concerning u'/bg roij Aa/3id, " the Son of

David/' comp. on Luke i. 35.) Besides, it is quite clear, that the

sick person is not called, dai^ovi^S/Msvog, " one possessed with a

devil," because he was dumb or blind, or because he was both at

one and the same time ; on the contrary, these phenomena in him
were accompanied by other physical and psychical affections,

which leads to the supposition of spiritual influences (comp. the

remarks made on Matth. ix. 27 sqq.).

Ver. 24. The more dazzling an appearance the performance

of Christ assumed—the purer and more perfect the healing of a

highly unfortunate being, who seemed to be cut off from every

participation of life, appeared, which thus excited astonishment

and sympathy in the simple masses of the people—the more
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fearfully was the wrath of the priestly host, which perceived

well, that the ministry of Jesus would destroy their domination,

stirred up. They breathed blasphemy into the heart of the

simple-minded, stating, that the power by which they were thus

moved was not the result of that which was holy, hut of that

which was unholy. Inasmuch, therefore, as mighty effects lead

to the conclusion of powerful causes, they accused him of an

intercourse with Beelzebub. (Comp. on Matth. x. 25.) The

a<<usation noticed above (Matth. xi. 18, han^wm %yji, "he hath a

devil") was less severe. The oui/mviov 'iyjiv, " the having a devil,"

it is true, is by no means equivalent to /x«/W0a/, "the being

mad," as St John x. 20 clearly proves, Avhere both are combined

by means of xal, " and," consequently they cannot be identical,

unless the author wished to have uttered a gross tautology.

The expression, /xa/WJa/, " the being mad," may be conceived, it

is true, as the consequence of the d. s'^s/v, "the having a devil,"

and being, if not a necessary, at least a very common result of

the a. {guv, it may in this case be understood as having actually

existed. But in itself, ieu/Uvm tyj'^ " to liave a devil," signifies

only to be ruled over, to be guided by an evil spirit= exsg6at 'u**

dai/jkoviou, " to be possessed with a devil." Hence the difference ex-

isting between this expression and the one made use of inxii. 24

consists in there being here asserted a direct influence of the

a»yjjiv rw dui/juoviujv, " prince of the devils," whereas there merely

that of any evil being in general ; and therefore, that the per-

formance of miracles through the powers of darkness presupposes

a peculiar wickedness of disposition, whereas in the daipovw syeiv,

" the having a devil," there is rather supposed an unconscious

state of dependence upon the evil spirit.

Ver. 25, 26. Jesus perceived their internal wickedness (St

Luke vi. 8), and the evil thoughts of their hearts (on diaXoyin/Mol,

"reasonings," biavor^a, "thoughts," Mvftii<rets, "desires, lusts,

imaginations," see on Luke ii. 35, Matth. ix. 4); he at first en-

deavoured to instruct them by means of reasoning, and a repre-

sentation of the circumstances. (According to St Mark iii. 23,

h T« ?a/3oXa?i, "in parables," comp. on this head on Matt. xiii. 3.

The parabolical character of this discourse is particularly obvious

in St Mark iii. 27.) This endeavour of the merciful Redeemer,

who know what was in their hearts, is full of consolation ; it per-

mits US to suppose, that he discovered in their hearts likewise

the germs of something better, to the vivilication of which he
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might direct his attention in the course of his instruction. Had
these luckless beings, who called light darkness, and who con-

verted that which was holy itself into an unholy thing, not been
blinded by their passion, they then would have committed the
sin against the Holy Ghost (Matth. xii. 32), and thus have been
deprived of all hope of forgiveness. But, in the latter case, it

would be likewise inconceivable, that the Redeemer should have
spoken words fitted to effect their deliverance to such as could
not be redeemed from their errors ! For Jesus endeavours, in the
first place, to display before them the contradictory character of
their accusation. He compares a kingdom, a city, a family, in

short, any social union whatever, with the kingdom of Satan, and
concludes by saying, that inasmuch as nothing of the kind can
maintain its existence without a certain order and cleaving toge-
ther of the members, so in like manner neither can the kingdom
of darkness, (/^/'(sc&ai, d/a^/^a/, " to be divided, disunited,"

denotes an internally divided existence, mutual strife ; it is the
contrast to hoZedai, " to be united." In like manner, ig^ovodat,
" to be laid waste, made desolate," ovX UrasQou, " not to stand
firm," is to be cut off from existence and subsistence= r'skoc s^nv,
" to have an end," Mark iii. 26.) The whole argument, more-
over, appears to possess something of an obscure character; it

would seem, namely, that the character of the kingdom of dark-
ness consists in the very fact that peace and unity are wanting
therein, and that strife rules there instead; hence, how can a
conclusion be drawn from the nature of the kingdom of dark-
ness against strife ? We might feel inclined to reply to the re-
mark of Christ concerning the accusation of his adversaries, " that
inasmuch as the evil principle is engaged in strife with itself,

this it serves as a proof that it can have no lasting existence."
But, this difficulty will be removed, when we reflect, that our
Lord does not say, no kingdom (or city, or household) in which
there exists a division (that is, among the members constituting
the union) can stand

; for in that case we would have to say^
that there is no kingdom, city, or household that can stand, in-
asmuch as there exists none in which there is no strife or divi-
sion at all; he rather expresses himself thus wisely: no kingdom,
or any similar social union, can have existence, if, as such^it be
divided against itself. Hence, if strife be not silenced in a
kingdom as soon as ever it enters into contest with another
kingdom, then must it be regarded as dissolved; but if it onlv
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remain in this state of opposition, retaining its living- unity, the

internal division among its individual members does not abro-

gate its existence. Hence, that there is a division in the king-

dom of darkness, Jesus does by no means deny; on the con-

trary, it is its nature; but he at the same time maintains that

it forms a complete union, as opposed to the kingdom of good.

And it is for this reason that it is also said: si 6 garoivas rh ca-

rav&t IxfiaWei, " if Satan cast out Satan." This passage cannot

be used in order to prove that aa-avug, " Satan," stands for bad

angels in general (comp. above on Matth. viii. 28) ; on the con-

trary, it signifies (as the article shows) the &%xm ™v ^a'^viuv,

" the prince of the devils." This one, as the representative of

the whole, cannot be against himself, otherwise lie could not

(and, together with him, his kingdom, which is himself) main-

tain such an opposition against that which is good. However,

that here " is, moreover, assumed a kingdom of evil spirits, can-

not possibly be doubted when viewed excgetically," even ac-

cording to the opinion of Dr Paulus (see volume ii. p. 89 of his

commentary), and hence it will be necessary to have recourse

to artificial means, in order to remove this troublesome doctrine

from the Holy Scriptures.

Ver. 27, 28. After this display of the absurdity contained in

the idea that Beelzebub would attack his own kingdom, Jesus

passes on to another objection. Jews also cast out demons (o/

viol b/Mcuv, " your sons" 1

), the Pharisees and Scribes are considered

as the fathers of the faith, hence of the faithful Jews, wherewith

then (sv rivi,
" by whom, in whose [name]) do they cast them

out? This discourse is based on the principle or assumption:

no effect without a cause; now, inasmuch as the Pharisees

acknowledged the cures of Jewish exercisers, they were neces-

sarily bound to assume a cause for them. An evil power they

could not assume, partly from what has been previously said,

and partly because the general popular notions would not admit

thereof; hence there was no alternative but to assume that this

was done by means of a good power. From these minor de-

monstrations of beneficent power, which appear seldom and iso-

lated in a prominent manner, the Lord excludes (he mass of

cures of the incurables to whom Hi: had afforded relief, and in-

1 Chrysostom understands by this expression the apostles; he, no

doubt, thought we should not ascribe to the Jews the gift of exorcising

demons.
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fers therefrom that the kingdom of God is at hand. The /3«<r/-

Xsia r. S., " kingdom of God/' must here be conceived, in an in-

definite general sense, as that order of things in which that
which is Divine manifests itself as victorious in this temporal sys-

tem of the world. This was very justly connected with the ap-

pearance of the Messiah, and in so far the expression signifies,

indeed, the Messianic period. (For h msifiaTi, " with the Spirit/'

St Luke has, xi. 20, sv daxrvXw ©sou, "with the finger of God," ac-

cording to the Hebrew y^N, " finger," comp. Exod. viii. 19,

D^n^« ya^N wn>
"

tllis is the fin§'er of God -" Jt is = t>»

X*'g,
" hand," a figure significative of power, only with the acces-

sory notion of a finer manifestation of the divine power, and one
more difficult to be perceived.) That the Jewish notions of

evil spirits, and of their expulsion, were mixed up with much
superstition, there can be no doubt. Josephas (Bell. Jud. vii.

6. 3.) relates, that there grew a root in the neighbourhood of

Machaerus, by means of which evil spirits were driven out, whom
he considers as ^ovr^uv av^alrwv rrvsv/xara, "the spirits of evil

men." The same writer relates, in his Antiquitates (viii. 21. 5),

an instance of exorcising by means of such roots, with the aid of
the incantation-formulas of Solomon. In like manner is an evil

spirit exorcised (Tob. viii. 2) by means of the liver of a fish. Yet
such an admixture of superstition does not prove that there is

no truth at the bottom of the thing itself, with which that which
is in itself false may be joined. We may imagine that many
Jewish exorcists (see Acts of the Apostles xix. 14) performed
acts by faith in help from above, which had a resemblance to

the cures of Jesus; the same, however, must be regarded as
feebler and isolated exercises of spiritual powers.

Ver. 29. How essentially Jesus comprehends the struggle be-
tween good and evil is evident from the third parable, 1 wherein
he infers, from the nature of the contrast, that such phenomena,
as manifested themselves in his ministry, could only be con-
ceived as the result of an absolute preponderance of power. The
kingdom of darkness, as a social union, here forms the opposi-
tion to the kingdom of good, both kingdoms being viewed in

1 The parable is based on the passage of Is. xlix. 24, 25, where the
Hebrew -p^, " migbty man," corresponds to the hyygbc, « strong man."
The description of St Luke quite agrees with the prophetic language,
according to the version of the Septuagint.

H
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tlicir personal representatives. But real as the manner may be

in which the opposition is conceived, yet does it appear by no

means as an absolute one, inasmuch as in the good there always

resides the power of conquest. St Luke carries out the figure

more carefully. The evil spirit is viewed as an armed man
who guards his castle (auX^ stands for palace, as in Matth. xxvi.

3, a great pile surrounded with fore-courts and halls). Only

an iff'/jjzorspog, " stronger man," can overcome him, can deprive

him of his armour (^avoTXia), and divide the booty. (2%DXa,

" spoil, plunder," St Matthew and St Mark have <rxsiuj = Q"^2>

"vessels, furniture," which frequently signifies arms, in which

sense it may form a parallel with vavoaTJa. As the contrast to

ffxvXa, which are contra-distinguished from equipment or arma-

ture, it might be conceived as furniture and possessions in gene-

ral.) This parable indicates, in its application to the special

circumstances that here form the question, that the redemption

of individuals fettered by the chains of darkness is only possible

through the preponderating power of light. But the great prac-

tical truth which is taught or promulgated in this parable is this,

that the evil in abstracto is not a mere w h, "non-existent,"

not mere deficiency in the being filled with the knowledge of

God, but something real, although, it is true, not a thing sub-

stantial or absolute, like the good. The reality of evil is contained

in the disturbed relation of the powers to one another. This

disharmony, however, is a real existence in the universe; acting

powerfully, it emanates from one point, and can therefore be

subdued only through a power of a more mighty character, act-

ing harmoniously. The harmony proceeds likewise from a centre-

point, from the Redeemer; his redeeming efficacy is the har-

monious principle of life which overcomes the disharmony.

Ver. 30. After these discourses of Jesus, which are directed to

the comprehension or understanding, his language assumes an-

other colouring; it takes a more decisive turn in the direction of

earnest exhortation. He remonstrates with the Pharisees and

Scribes—who, as the representatives of the theocracy, had they

faithfully done their duty, should have beenfor the Redeemer and

his cause—that in their position mere indecision concerning him
was a decision against him. (Both the parallel members of the

verse contain the same idea. The contrast of avvdyuv, " to gather

together," and trxoprifyiv, " to scatter abroad," is borrowed, no

doubt, from the figure of collecting treasures of any kind.)
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Hence, notwithstanding the earnestness expressed in this dis-

course, the idea breathes forth, nevertheless, a stream of mild-

ness; the Redeemer does not regard them as absolute enemies,

but he views them as yet as undecided friends, expressing, how-
ever, distinctly at the same time that indecision is their perdi-

tion. Were we to say that this expression refers perhaps to

other Pharisees who had not uttered that impudent accusa-

tion, it must be observed that this is by no means intimated in

the speech, Christ's former manner of speaking to his calumni-

ators evidently admits here also this more lenient interpre-

tation. But this normal rule forms an evident contrast to the

similar one: $$ ob% 'isn zaS' v/auv, vveg v^uiv Ian, literally "he who
is not against you, is for you" (Luke ix. 50; Mark ix. 40).

The expression, however, refers to persons having no absolute

call to labour for the kingdom of God, in whom, therefore, the

want of decision against the truth is at once as certainly a

favourable sign of their well-intentioned disposition as the absence

of a decision in his favour on the part of the Pharisees formed a

sign of their impure disposition. A reference of this normal

rule to the kingdom of darkness (so that (isr epov, " with me,"

and %ar s/jjov, " against me," would have to be explained as re-

ferring merely to the subject, forenamed in the context, the

first person being only used proverbially so as to yield this mean-

ing, " the common remark, ' he who is not with me/ &c, may
justly be applied to the devil,") is here entirely out of the question.

Ver. 31, 32. With this idea is moreover connected a descrip-

tion of the terrible guilt into which all those plunge themselves

who war against Jesus (zar s,uov, " against me"). But in

order to put this guilt in its true light, our Lord compares

it with other very culpable actions, especially with blasphe-

mies. This difficult passage requires a careful consideration,

on account of its dogmatical meaning. 1 In the first place,

with regard to the various views or opinions given to us by the

Evangelists, St Luke xii. 10 contains a similar idea, but in a

more abbreviated form. It stands there in a completely diffe-

rent connection from the one in which it here stands, and in a

1 On the sin against the Holy Ghost, comp. the instructive treatises by

Grashof (Stud. 1833, part 4.), Gurlitt (Stud. 1834. pt. 3.) and Tholuck

(Stud. 1836, pt. 2). Yet, from a fear of being led too far, I have in

the following sheets but seldom taken notice of the points therein treat-

ed of.
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far less suitable one. The comparison of his account with that

of the others does not contribute to advance our understanding of

the passage. St Mark contains the words in the same connec-

tion, but more briefly and less decidedly. In St Matthew alone

the idea appears in a state of complete development, and we

find it here proved once more that he understands how to make
up, by carefulness in the communication of the discourses, for

the want of attention to external matter. Hence, if we follow

St Matthew, the result of the general idea will be: that all sins

can be forgiven, with the exception of one, which St Matthew

calls: eiirsii \6yov -/.arc/, rou •nvevfAUTog dylou, ^'/Md^r^ia rou CT£u//,aros,

literally " to speak a word against the Holy Ghost, the blasphemy

of the Spirit;" St Mark, on the contrary, calls it t3Xa.Gpr,(Ai?v tig rb

vrvevpa rb uyiov, " to blaspheme against the Holy Ghost." In order

to illustrate the idea, a further addition is made, that (3Xag<pr
t
/Aia.i,

" blasphemies" (according to St Mark), and words against the

Son of Man (siireJb \6yov y.ara rou viov ro\J avtyuirov, literally " to

speak a word against the Son of Man," according to St Matthew)

would be forgiven, except the sin against the Holy Ghost only.

We cannot say, therefore, that ver. 31 and 32 express quite the

same thing, for even if ver. 31 contains a preliminary remark that

the sin against the Holy Ghost cannot be forgiven, yet does ver. 32

express strongly the important new idea that even the sin against

the Son can be forgiven, but that one not; to which is added,

moreover, the new emphatic remark: ours h rourui rw aluvi, ours h

rui fLsXXovn, literally " neither in this world, nor in the future

one." This single idea forms, nevertheless, a difficult subject

for explanation, because it stands partly isolated, inasmuch as

no passage of the New Testament treats any further of this

sin nominatim, and partly because it is in itself obscure, and

stands in connection with other difficult doctrines, as. for exam-

ple, the doctrine of the Holy Ghost. Difficulties such as these

cannot be removed by means of grammatical and philological re-

searches; every one solves them according to their agreement

witli his own fundamental views. A correct explanation of such a

passage necessarily presupposes the position which an individual

occupies with regard to the knowledge of Christ; taken sepa-

rately therefrom, the passage must be misunderstood. Accord-

ing to the comparison of Eeb. vi. 4 sqq., x. 26sqq., 1 John v.

16, all such views must be discarded, in tin '.first place, as have

a tendency to reduce the sin against the Holy Ghost to local and
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temporal circumstances, 1
so that it may not have been committed

in any sense either before or afterwards. In the second place,

every explanation is to be discarded, which is void of a due regard

to the moral earnestness contained in the words, inasmuch as it

affixes to the words :
" that sin committed towards the Holy Ghost

cannot be forgiven" (notwithstanding the addition, neither in this

world, nor in the one to come), the meaning, that it can be for-

given, only with more difficulty than other sins. But finally, the

true knowledge of Christ must discard likewise every explanation

of this remarkable passage, which comprehends, by the sin against

the Holy Ghost, an act altogether independent of the moral posi-

tion of the individual sinning ; for it must ever be regarded as the

result of a previous sinful development of life. As the two first

modes of viewing it destroy the profound meaning of the word of

God, and connect the most important moral circumstances with

localities or vague phrases; so does the latter mode of viewing

lead to errors which overburthen conscience, inasmuch as an un-

happy being may easily be plunged into sin in an unguarded mo-

ment of his life, which is sometimes described as the sin against

the Holy Ghost. Certainly as regards the Biblical exposition

thereof, even the already quoted passages (Heb. vi. 4 sqq.; x.

26 sqq.; 1 John v. 16) lead to the possibility of a fearful increase

of sin, in which man is as little disposed to believe, as in the de-

velopment of good, as it is taught in the doctrine of Christian

justice or righteousness {hi%aiocbvr\ rov &sou, " the righteousness of

God.") For even if the expression: /3XafftprifieTv s/c rb vvivpa rb dyiov,

" the blaspheming against the Holy Ghost," is wanting in those

passages, and even if, in fact, the point at issue is something else,

viz. the loss of the more exalted life in Christ already received,

whereas the question at issue seems to be the refusal of the one

to be received,2 yet is the comparison of such parallel passages

1 Who does not recall here to his mind the strange definition given

by Reinhard (Dogm. p. 321.) of the sin against the Holy Ghost, concern-

ing which this writer says: delictum quorundam Judaeorum (!) qui sum-

ma pertinacia ducti, miracula Jesu, quorum evidentiam negare non po-

terant, a diabolo proficisci criminabantur: "a sin of certain Jews (!) who
incited by the most determined opposition, when they could not deny

the evidence of the miracles of Jesus, denounced them as proceeding

from the devil." This exposition is the more inapplicable, inasmuch as

the gospel-history does not say that the Pharisees who held the lan-

guage (Matth. xii. 24) had committed the sin towards the Holy Ghost;

they only appear as likely to do it, and it is against this that Jesus

warns them.
2 Liicke says on 1 John v. 1G, (p. 233) that the sin against the Holy
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not unimportant; namely, as we recognise therefrom the powerful

conception of the words dux apedfasrai, " it shall not be forgiven."

As a parallel in another view the remarkable passage from Matt,

x. 41, 42, presents itself to our notice. For, as there was expressed

in this passage of St Matthew, already explained above, the

gradation of good and the reward to be expected, thereby, so is

here taught, in like manner, the parallel gradation of evil, and its

concomitant perdition. Only, the degrees are here not so clearly

defined as in the passage x. 41, 42, but it is evident from an ac-

curate examination that here too arc to be distinguished three

degrees of sin, as there of righteousness. That the fiXaatpri/tia

rou vvzv/Accros, " blaspheming of the Spirit," or the eiirs?v
}

" speak-

ing," (sc. Xoyov, " a word," %ard rou irvsuparog rou ccylou, " against

the Holy Ghost," is the deepest degree of guilt, is generally ac-

knowledged; but how the e/Ve/i Xoyov Hard rou uiou rou avQgwirov,

" speaking a word against the Son of man," is to be distinguish-

ed therefrom, is altogether doubtful. Some have been disposed to

regard the 6 uibg rou avdgeicroo, " the Son of man '= dv^u-og, " man,"

as we find it in Mark iii. 28: ^dvra dpsdrjGsrai rd, d/Ma^rritj.ara rote,

u/oTi rojv anhui-rrojv, " all sins shall be forgiven to the sons of men."

(According to the Hebrew d^ V]^, " sons of man.") But, this

mode of interpretation is altogether inadmissible, for this simple

reason, that the singular, 6 uibg rou &vdgwirov
}

" the Son of man"
with the article, is never used as a general designation of man;
on the contrary, it is the name of the Messiah, and stands par-

allel with the mevpa dyiov, " Holy Ghost." The sin against the

Son of man accordingly becomes apparent as something peculiar

through the formula: xai bg dv, " and whosoever" (sdv is a less

authorised reading) s/Vtj Xoyov, " speaketh a word." After hav-

ing observed in the second part of ver. 31, that: the fiXae^ua
rou meuparog, " blasphemy of the Spirit," will not be forgiv-

en, the sin against the Son of man is mentioned in especial with

Ghost is ;i species of the dpaoria <rgbg ^dvarov, "sin unto death," spoken
of by St John in the passage referred to. I am rattier inclined to place

it mi a level therewith, than to consider it as subordinate thereto, for we
might ••veil aay that the sin designated bySt John is the sili against the

Holy Ghost. The difference between the two expressions appeal's to

consist merely in this, that the name swj against ///. Holy Ghost, places

the object before US, and that the sin is referred thereto. The name
sin mill) ih, till, on the contrary, places in the foreground tin' consequen-
ces of tin' sin, as regards the subject committing the sin. (Compare
Lehnerdt'a treatise on the text 1 John v. 16. Konigsberg. 1832.)
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the remark, that it also will be forgiven.—More obscurely indi-

cated the third class certainly is, inasmuch as the Father is not

expressly mentioned together with the Spirit and the Son; but

in the words: T&ffa afiagria xai fiXartcpripia a<psdr}<fzrui roTg avdguiKoig,

literally: " all sin and blasphemy shall be forgiven to men" (Matt,

xii. 31, comp. Mark iii. 28,) is necessarily contained the reference

to the Father. For, every sin, especially every blasphemy, has

in its remote sense a reference to God. 1 A blasphemy can by no

means be uttered either in reference to angel or man. Here ac-

cordingly appear three degrees of sinfulness, firstly, sin against

God the Father, secondly, against the Son, and thirdly and last-

ly, against the Holy Ghost. For the two former degrees there

exists the possibility of forgiveness, (on the supposition of re-

pentance and faith,) for the latter only it is excluded. Hence,

this gradation affords the safest guide to a just interpretation of

the text. For, as it has already been observed above on Matth.

x. 41, 42, that the merit of an action is determined both accord-

ing to the importance of the object on which it is conferred, (so

that it is not a matter of indifference in a political point of view,

whether I confer a benefit on a peasant or on a king, on a pro-

phet or on a righteous man,) and also according to the point of

moral development occupied by the individual performing the

action; thus also is it exactly with regard to the augmentation

of the sin. The internal position or nature of the subject or in-

dividual acting, and the relation in which the action stands to

the object thereof, determine the degree of guilt. The Redeem-

er had here to do with persons who recognised as their calling

the occupation with divine things, and who had attained to a cer-

tain degree of internal, i. e. moral development ; the higher this

was conceived to be, the more perilous became their position, if

1
It is only apparently that some passages form a contradiction there-

to; passages, in which, as in vi. 11, of the Acts of the Apostles, (3xd<rj>ri>/,a,

P7j(jjara XccXziv, " to speak blasphemous words," is applied as referring to

man; for, in that passage, Moses is looked upon as a divine ambassador,

hence, the will of God is blasphemed in his person, whence it is added

in words to explain this: s/g Mwi'ffJjv xai rbv 0s6v, "against Moses and

God." In Rom. xiv. 16, rb ayudov, " that which is good," is placed only

for that which is Divine, just as in 2 Peter ii. 2, where 6Bbg rr,g aXydeiag,

" the way of truth," stands for the ordinance of God. Of course, what

applies to Moses, applies likewise to the apostles. (Comp. Rom. iii. 8,

1 Cor. iv. 13, x. 30.) This with reference to the remarks of Graskqf,

as above cited, pages 955, sqq.
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they, notwithstanding, gave themselves up to sin. A child is

incapable of committing a blasphemy, because it has no know-
ledge of God; hence, it only talks at random, or utters words
void of sense, because its internal nature is incapable of compre-
hending that which the words refer to. But, the Pharisees, who
bore within themselves the knowledge of Divine things, and who,
notwithstanding, hardened themselves against his exhortations,

required this warning; that men can grow so completely callous

towards the impressions of what is Divine, that no reconciliation

is for them any longer possible; such a word, uttered with the
force of love, might yet rouse their heart from the state of car-

nal security in which they were staggering along on the brink of

the abyss. But the Saviour of the world wishes nevertheless to
deprive no one of the consolation of forgiveness ; he adjudges it

to all b/uigria, " sin,'' and fiXaapr^ia, " blasphemy," pre-supposing,

as a matter of course, true repentance and right faith. The a/Aag-

riai, " sins," as distinguished from fiXuafw'iou, "blasphemies," are
sins, the immediate object of which is man, or any other creature;

fi\ao$riiJ,ia.i, " blasphemies," on the contrary, denote sins that have
a reference to God himself. In order to be able to commit these,

a knowledge of God is therefore pre-supposed, and then a degree
of sinfulness which goes beyond, or oversteps the light of this

knowledge. 1 Such an internal situation is nevertheless repre-

sented as one, which still affords a hope for redemption; the pre-

dominance of grace is able to stir up in the inner man the con-

cealed susceptibility for that which is good. But, if the higher
revelations of the Divine nature of Christ also be firmly reject-

ed
;
if the moral development be increased to the degree of capa-

bility to receive the Holy Ghost, and if man from impurity close

his heart to the light thereof, forgiveness and redemption then be-
come impossible, inasmuch as the Internal susceptibility of being
moved by that which is holy dies away entirely. The gradation
of sin, therefore, appears here conditioned by the development of

the internal consciousness and the deeper knowledge of Divine
things thereby made practicable. lie who has attained to the
point of a general knowledge of God, can, therefore, sin only

against God the Father; on the contrary, he who through a

1 Hence, a so-called cursing or swearing, ami thoughtless misuse of
the name of God is here <>ut of the question ; for, in as far as this takes
place merely in a thoughtless manner, this very thoughtlessness is the
sin, which can effect no such guilt.
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more perfect development is in a position to recognise the Son

of man, can likewise reject the deeper, more inward revelations

of Divine things, that announce themselves in him ; he on the

contrary, who is able to recognise that which is Divine in its

purest and clearest state of revelation, as the Holy Ghost, may,

through inward impurity of the heart, harden himself against

the clearest voice of truth. 1 Hence, a high development of spi-

ritual knowledge is no warrant against sin; on the contrary, the

greatest sin pre-supposes the greatest degree of knowledge.2

Only purity, uprightness, and humility of heart afford such se-

curity in every degree of development. But, inasmuch as these

very faculties of the mind were wanting in the Pharisees, hence,

they were in the way to commit the sin against the Holy Ghost.

Without entering, therefore, already here upon a more minute

disquisition concerning the doctrine of the Trinity, let us simply

regard the Father, Son, and Spirit, as gradations in the revelation

of the Divine Being. The knowledge of God as the Father refers

to his power and wisdom, that of the Son refers to his love and

mercy, and that of the (Holy) Ghost refers to the holiness and

perfection of the one Divine Being. Whosoever is able to recog-

nise the holiness and perfection of the Divinity, according

to the degree of development of his knowledge (and this not

only in mere imagination, but in reality), and closes his heart,

notwithstanding this, to their influences, nay, calls holiness it-

self unholiness, such a being demonstrates, that his internal eye

is darkness. According to this, the Xoyov sItsTv %ara rov viov roZ

avdgw-TTov, " to speak a word against the Son of Man," must not be
regarded as signifying merely, " to speak against the unattrac-

tive human appearance of the Messiah;" 3
it must be distinctly

1 Moreover, the resisting the Holy Ghost (Acts of the Apostles vii.

51,) the grieving of the same (Ephes. iv. 30), even the embittering and
provoking of the Holy Ghost, (Is. lxiii. 10), is still to be well distinguish-
ed from the blaspheming thereof, which is the mortal sin against the
Holy Ghost. Grashoff (as already referred to, p. 947,) again considers
the blasphemy against the Holy Ghost as a species of the genus sin

against the Holy Ghost. This is a view, however, which does not seem
to be countenanced by our text.

2 The Reformed, i. e., Calvinistic, church, asserts that merely on ac-
count of predestination, it is impossible for a regenerated person to com-
mit the sin against the Holy Ghost; the Lutheran church, on the con-
trary, teaches that it is such a person only who is capable of commit-
ting it.

3 This view would be on the whole similar to the one above referred
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understood, that such a sinner felt an internal impression of the

divinity that shone forth in the appearance of Jesus, and that he

gave no place to such an impression. Whosoever opposes him-

self to the intense or melting' power of such a revelation, sins

heinously; yet, perfect holiness and its impressions, the result of

which is fear and dread, may contribute to overcome the obdu-

racy engendered thereby; but wherever it also is rejected, there

is spiritual death. It is altogether a departure from the point

of view for a right understanding of the text, if the rrnxt^a clyiov,

" Holy Ghost/' be applied only to the general power of God that

was revealed in the miracles. 1 How, in the non-recognition of

such a power, which creates merely an impression of might, a

sin can, or is to be, committed, which is never to be forgiven,

can be the less conceived, inasmuch as evil miracles also may be

performed, which are the results of diabolical powers, and so de-

ceptive, that even the elect, were it possible, might be misled

thereby (Matth. xxix. 24); forgiveness, then, here appears in its

proper place. The t^D/agc dyiov, " Holy Ghost," is here the high-

est revelation of God, as of the absolute holy and perfect one.

Hence, in so far as the divinity dwelt in the person of Jesus, and

as Father, Son, and Spirit were also inseparably connected, the

impurity of man, in proportion to the degree of its development,

might sin in the person of Jesus against Father, Son, and Spirit,

in proportion as they perseveringly withstood the eifects of divine

power, love, and holiness, which proceed from him. On the

other hand, purity of mind, combined with an equally developed

knowledge, can receive through him Father, Son, and Spirit.

But, wherever the perception for the higher revelation of the

divinity in humanity, such as it appeared in Christ, was as yet

quite shut out, there a man might fancy he beheld in the person

of Jesus a prophet or righteous man in the Old Testament sense,

to, according to which uibg rou uvdou<rov, " the Son of man," is= uv^w-rog,

"man." For, whosoever sees in reaUty in Christ only what is purely

human, because he is not possessed of a deeper susceptibility, i. e. per-

ception, of what is divine, sins no more in cursing or swearing against

Christ, than were he to do so against any other human being. The
inward intention, which, of course, is known to God only, is the mea-
sure of the action.

1
TLnufLCt uyiov, "the Holy Ghost," always refers to things ethical,

i. c. moral, the notion of mere power is here left in the background.

On the contrary^ Tt-eD/xa, " spirit," by itself, as for example Matth. xii. 2S,

signifies as much as power, only frith reference to its higher origin.
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and that he received from him the blessing which was needful

for him in his position. Thus was the Redeemer all things to

all men ; to the pure in heart he was a dispenser of blessings for

all the degrees of their development; to the impure he was a

reproving judge, in the first place, in order to lead them to re-

pentance ; and, in the second place, whenever they had shut up
the road thereto by their obduracy, to lead them to judgment

(Luke ii. 84). Hence, that according to this, the sin against

the Holy Ghost may even now be committed, is clear, for, since

the divinity in the person of Jesus reveals itself incessantly in

the church, so can sin in individual men, even in the highest

points of development, set itself in opposition to his beneficent

influences. Were it not so, either the time in which such a sin

was alone possible would appear to be kept in the background,

or the earnestness with which the Redeemer speaks thereof

would appear somewhat remarkable. But if, as is frequently the

case with persons that are touched by the effects of grace, earnest

repentance is accompanied by the idea, that they may have

committed the sin against the Holy Ghost, and that they may
be in consequence thereof excluded from forgiveness—an idea

which may be of highly pernicious consequences in susceptible

minds, and may at least keep back for a time consolation

through the word of grace; therefore, every man who is charged

with the care of souls, or who is asked for advice, may invite all

such with a cheerful heart, by faith to cry for mercy. For, who-
soever grieves himself with the notion that he may have com-

mitted the sin against the Holy Spirit, proves already by his

grief and self-accusation that he has not done so—He who has

really committed it will harden himself against every accusation

—but if the sin should have developed itself in a highly

critical form in any mind, so that the pain of repentance, as in

the case of Judas Iscariot, should degenerate into despair, then

is the exhortation to belief in forgiving love still in its right

place, inasmuch as the sin against the Holy Ghost is not unpar-

donable because God will not forgive, but because the capability

of believing that God can forgive has departed from his creature.

Therefore, if the announcement of grace retains its hold on the

heart, then is the actual conviction that the sin against the

Holy Ghost has not been committed borne in upon it.

The text which here occupies our attention, is likewise the

chief doctrinal passage to prove the doctrine of everlasting pun-
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ishment. All other passages or texts which treat of an aiwviog y.^ieig,

" eternal condemnation/' are more vague, i.e. less precise than

this, in which it is expressly added, h r£j aiwi /a'saXovti, " in the

world which is to come." It is true, indeed, that the expression,

aiwv, " an age, a period," aiuviog, " eternal, endless" (in the

phrases, e/'s r&v a/uva, " to eternity, for ever, never," aiwv/og xgioig,

" eternal damnation," in St Mark), as also the formula, aluv olrog,

" this world," and fukXov, " that which is to come" (as in St

Matthew), has a sense capable of various interpretations. The
Bible knows nothing of metaphysical definitions, whence it is de-

ficient in an expression for eternity= timelessness (Zeitlosigkeit)

absence of time. All the biblical expressions thereof imply, or

denote, long periods connected with one another. The formula,

ilg tov aluva, " to eternity, for ever," is in every respect parallel

with the Others, s/g rovg aiuvag, " for ages, for ever," ug roug a/wag

rw aiojvw, " for ages of ages, for ever and ever" (Gal. i. 5), ex-

pressions which denote the aeternitas a parte post, or the future

conceived as an indefinitely extended period; but the expression,

a* aiuvag, " from ages, from everlasting," is = «cro tS/v aidovav,

" from all eternity," rroh ruv aiuvw, " before all ages, before the

worlds," which expresses the aeternitas a parte ante, or the past,

conceived as an indefinitely extended period. Aititv, " an age, the

world," is therefore, like Q7ij?> "f°r ever, the world or universe"
T

= aiuvsg, " ages," Q^jT")},*;
as the formula, awriXija rov aiuvog,

" the consummation, end of the world," shows, which is synony-

mous with GwrsXziu ruv aluivuv, " the consummation of all ages or

times." (Comp. 1 Cor. x. 11 on the expression, m rsXr; ruv

aiuvojv, "the ends of the world.") But, inasmuch as the same

expressions are applied to the eternity of God, as also to a long-

enduring period according to the mode of conception of the

creature ; since the expressions, x^iaig, " damnation," xoXaaig

aiwviog, "eternal punishment," xgiftct, "judgment," tvp aluiuov,

" eternal fire," form the contrast to ^r
t

ctiwwg, " eternal

life," no objections can be raised from a philological point of

view against the eternity, or everlasting duration of punishment.

But, the sentiment which is expressed by the defenders of an

aTrox.ardarairi; rtiv iravruv, "the restoration of all things" (of which

there has existed at all times, but at no former period so many

as at the present one), against the doctrine of the eternity of the

punishment of the wicked, may be frequently based on a feeble
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moral consciousness, yet it has, no doubt, a deep root in noble

minds ; it is the expression of a heartfelt desire for a consum-

mate harmony throughout creation. But, considered from a

purely exegetical point of view, we must confess, that no passage

in the New Testament aifords a clear and positive testimony for

the consummation of this heartfelt desire. The expressions

made use of in Scripture, which denote the resolution of the

disharmony caused by sin into harmony, such as atpusig, "deliver-

ance," -/.araXkayri, "reconciliation/' and avokbr^aig, "redemption,

deliverance from/' all imply a being fettered by the power of

the evil one, together with a mixed state of good and evil, as we
find it in human nature, and which is the result of the fall of

Adam. Hence, the above-mentioned ideas are never applicable,

according to Scripture doctrine, to the spirits of the kingdom of

darkness, or to men that have become the prey of this kingdom,

because of their firm and continued opposition to the drawings

or leadings of grace. But, were we to say that evil, as a thing

created and temporal, must share likewise the general character

of that which is temporal (des Zeitlichen), annihilation, cessation

(das Aufhoren), and that the ages of the course of this world,

even if they bring a lasting punishment to evil, must ultimately

have an end; so, it is true, that there is a passage in Scripture

which points to this passing away of time itself, with all its tem-
porary phenomena, into the abyss of eternity, as to a timeless

period; this text is the obscure or mysterious words con-

tained in 1 Cor. xv. 28 (to which compare the exposition). But,

the mysterious character of the passage itself, coupled with the

circumstance, that no mention is made therein concerning evil

and its dissolution, afford an authority for scarcely more than
conjectural inferences to be drawn therefrom, with regard to

the endless duration of punishment; the words of the Saviour,

as contained in St Matth. xii. 32, remain a fearful testimony as

to the terrible character of sin and its consequences. 1 But, as

1 Were we to interpret our text, 1 Cor. xv. 28, in such a manner
that here it may merely mean that the sin committed against the
Holy Ghost is forgiven neither in this nor in that world, but, that it

may obtain forgiveness after that life : then this would evidently contra-
dict the meaning of the author. For, the ob% apsdrissrai, " it shall not
be forgiven," of Matth. xii. 32, is in a decided manner contrasted with
the atpzdqairui, " it shall be forgiven;" the addition: ovx ev rovrw rti

aiuvi, ovrs ev toj (isXhovri, " not in this world, neither in that which is to

come," is only made use of to exhaust completely the obx, " not," hence
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they are this, so are the same words in like manner a consola-

tion, inasmuch as they promise the possibility of a forgiveness

even of sins committed against the Father and the Son, and
hence for very spiritual forms thereof. And certainly the addi-

tion: olrz h t<Z fi'eXXovn aimi, "neither in the world that is to

come," will not be strained too far, if we infer: "that all other

sins can then be forgiven in the world to come," of course, as

has been already observed, under the general pre-suppositions of

repentance and faith. (Comp. on 1 Peter iii. 18 sqq.) Texts
such as St Matth. v. 26, comp. with xviii. 34, point, indeed,

thereto. For, the fiXrjQqvai sig (puXa^v, sag av anobui tqv 'iSyarov xcd-

gdvrriv, " being cast into prison until he have paid the last far-

thing/' is evidently very distinct from the xoieig aimiog, " eternal

condemnation." (See the observations of Matth. xviii. 34; Luke
xvi. 19 sqq.) But, that the doctrine of the forgiveness of some
sins in the aim psXXm, " the world to come" forms no contradic-

tion with the doctrine of the judgment, is pointed out in the fol-

lowing exposition of the relation of the ai&v ovrog, " this world,"

to the /j,sXXuv, " that which is to come." For the former ex-

pression the New Testament gives also 6 vvv aim, " the world
which now is, the present world," (Tit. ii. 12; 2 Tim. iv. 10;)
xa/gbg olrog " this time," (Mark X. 30), alitv rov -/.odpov rovrou, " the
course (cycle) of this world," (Ephes. ii. 2), aim knarug mvygog,

"the present evil world," (Gal. i. 4). For aim /i&Xuv, "the
world which is to come," there stands likewise: aim 6 sgxppevos,

"the world which is coining," (Mark x. 30), aim h.img, "that
world," (Luke xx. 35), aimsg sirsgyo^evoi, " the ages (cycles) which
are coming," (Ephes. ii. 7.) The formula xos/zog fxsXXm, "the
(visible) world which is to come" is not found. The old dispute
concerning the relation thereto of the Rabbinical expression

njPT D^iy> " this world," and ^-f, " that which is to come,"

which was kept up with so much violence between Witsius and
Rhenferd, (Comp. Koppe's Exc. i. on the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians,) as to whether we are to understand by the aim /z'eXXm,

" the cycle which is to come," the Messianic period, or
eternity, is tolerably barren, and docs not touch upon the sub-

to strengthen, but not to weaken, the .sense. St Matthew by no. means
conceives that subsequently to the aim p'sXXm, " the world Which is to
come," there shall arise another degree of duration of the world (Welt-
bestand), on the contrary, the same appears as consummated in aim
ovrog, " this world," and p'eXXm, " that which is to come."
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stance of the contest ; the ai&v p'zWuv comprehends indeed both,

at one and the same time, just as does the fiaaiXsia tou @sou,

" kingdom of God," (see on Matth. iii. 2), though this certainly

does not prevent us from supposing that at one time the one

reference, and at another time, the other, predominates in the

expression. The aiuv peXXuv, " world (cycle) that is to come,"

forms, in its general acceptation, the contrast to the entire tem-

poral system of this world, the peculiarity of which is that it

contains good and evil in a mixed state. In so far it stands be-

twixt and intermediate between the kingdoms of light and dark-

ness, and forms the contrast to the fiaeiXiia ruv obgavuv, " kingdom
of the heavens/' inasmuch as, although that which is good is

deeply rooted in the temporal system of this world, yet, does

evil, according to appearance, prevail therein, whence the aiuv

evetrwg, " this present world" is called directly in Gal. i. 4, mv^og,
" evil," a /3a(T/Xg/a row a^ovrog rou axoroug, " a kingdom of the prince

of darkness." With this temporal system of the world is con-

trasted that which is to come, as one dissolving the mixture of

good and eviL and founding the dominion of the former in

purity. The expression: aiuv piXXuv, "the world which is to

come," with its kindred terms, is synonymous, therefore, with the

fia.oi'hua rou &sou, " kingdom of God," this expression consider-

ing the same phenomenon only from another point of view;

but in that case, aiuv pixxuv is used somewhat differently.

It has no application to individuals, as we have observed

of the j3ao-iXsia rou &iov, (see on Matth. iii. 2); it is nowhere

said the aiuv fnWuv, "world to come," exists for some one,

or in some one in particular. It always refers to the tota-

lity of the church, or of mankind. The language, on the other

hand, entirely corresponds in so far as aiuv fisXkuv, " the world to

come," is conceived like (3a<siXeia rou Geou, " the kingdom of God,"

in a twofold reference to its revelation; in the first place the

aiuv ixlKkuv, " the world to come," appears as being already come
and in operation; and in the second place, as future. To the

view according to which aiuv pzXkuv appears as already existing,

belongs, 1 Cor. x. 11; Heb. vi. 5; ix. 26, in which the gvvreXem

ruv aiuvuv, " consummation of ages (or worlds)," (= r'sXrj ruv

aiuvuv, " ends of the ages (or worlds)" as the transition of the

aiuv ourog, " this world (age or cycle)" to the i^iXkuv, "that which

is to come" is conceived as being present. This must be explain-

ed in the same manner, as the similar language when made use of
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concerning the paeiXeia rov ©eou, " kingdom of God." As the king-

dom of God was present in its power with the person of Christ

and the foundation of the church, so in like manner did repose

therein the next world as present in this one. (In the same man-

ner as in St John, where the lm ammg, "eternal life, (life of

ages)/' exists for the believer, not only as that which is future,

but as that which is already present. Comp. on 1 John iii. 14.)

Generally speaking, however, the idea of the aim ,u,. as that which

is to come, prevails, and accordingly the appearing thereof takes

place only with the ffwrsXva rov aluvog, " consummation of the

world," (rouroo " of this"), with the manifestation of that which

is divine as the ruling and the victorious, and of sin as of that

which is excluded. This momentous period the apostles considered

as being near, and beyond this, the single moments which

might be distinguished therein from one another, especially the

first and second resurrection, were as little separated in their

minds as such momentous periods appear separately to be defined

in the expression fiaoiXeia rov etov, " the kingdom of God." The

analogy of the prophets of the Old Testament, who do not sepa-

rate or distinguish a twofold advent in their prophecies as regards

the advent of the Messiah, may serve to explain this phenome-

non. (Compare on this subject our further remarks on Matth.

xxiv. 1.) Hence, if an atpsais, "forgiveness" in the aluv /asAXwc,

" world to come" of our text is granted as being possible, there

then predominates herein that signification of the expression

according to which eternity and the general judgment preceding

it is excluded. The aioiv /xs/./.w is here conceived as the world to

come, which shall reveal itself at a future period in the victory

of that which is good, and sinners in the Sheol (hell) are as-

sumed as belonging thereto. The preaching of the gospel to the

unbelieving contemporaries of Noah (1 Peter iii. 18,) involves

such a forgiveness in the ui&v //.'sXt.uv, " world to come" for all

those that woe inclined to put faith therein.

Ver. 33. What follows seems to be favourable to the opinion

of those, who believe that the Pharisees to whom Christ spoke,

had committed in their speeeh (ver. 24,) the sin against the

Holy Ghost. Indeed, St Mark seems to speak in favour of this

view: in eXsXov vvevfta oM&dagrov iyji; "because they said he hath

an unclean spirit," for, by these words the discourse on the sin

against the Holy Ghost is connected with the above blasphemous

speech. But, the preceding discourses of Jesus (ver. 25, sqq.)
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render it in my opinion, as lias already been declared above,

very improbable, eomp. with the texts 1 Cor. ii. 8, Acts of the

Apostles xiii. 27, 28; Luke xxiii. 34. For, admitting that the

a^oi/rsg, " rulers," herein spoken of, were other than those of our

text, as indeed may be assumed, yet can they hardly have been

less guilty, inasmuch as they indeed crucified the Lord of glory,

than were these who did not acknowledge his miracles as divine

miracles; yet, it is said that they killed him from ayvoia, "igno-

rance." If then, the ayvoia was of as guilty a character as possible,

yet, can the sin against the Holy Ghost only take place where there

is a perfect consciousness, inasmuch as it is to be regarded as the

highest degree of development of sinfulness. The words in Mark
iii. 30 receive indeed their full validity, if the discourse concern-

ing the sin against the Holy Ghost be applied to the conjectural

final result of the sin of those Pharisees; for he who, standing in

the position of the Pharisees, who were the heads and teachers of

the people, and who were in full possession of knowledge, can say

of the wonders of the Son of God, who displayed before them all

his glory, that they were the operations of the evil spirit, that in-

dividual is surely in the way leading directly to the sin against

the Holy Ghost, if he be not indeed as yet sufficiently developed

to be able to commit the thing itself.

Ver. 34, 35. Our Saviour places good and evil in opposition to

one another in the contrast of their nature, even as it appears

also in physical phenomena; the good tree bears good fruit, the

idle or bad tree brings forth that which is bad. (Comp. Matth.

vii. 18 sqq.—The term ttouTv, " to make," ver. 33, is used in a

sense analogous to the Latin facere, ponere; " to make, to set or

plant a tree," &c.) Luke vi. 43—45, which must here be com-

pared, is very nearly connected with our text. For, St Luke
therein compares in like manner the creative nature of the tree

with the internal, i.e. moral productive power of man, (Qr,ffavg6g,

"treasure," ver. 45,) and adds: that as the fruit expresses the

character of the tree, and as we are thus enabled to draw an infe-

rence from the one as to the nature of the other, and vice versa,

so it is likewise with man; wherever the internal source of life

has been poisoned, from thence evil actions will proceed. (St Luke
gives ver. 45 the very pertinent addition, 8r

t
<savdg rqg xaghiag,

" treasure of the heart;" the xdedia, " heart," is here to be viewed

as the centre point of the -^-oyji, " soul, the principle of life/ con-

sequently of all individual life, of all self-determination [Selbst-

I
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bestimmung]. Our Lord therefore clearly infers from the general

principle: ix. rov xa^ov rb devdgov yivuay.srcu, literally: " by the fruit

the tree is known,"—that the Pharisees are wicked, and hence

that they are in this their state incapable of any good action.

He calls them: yv^ara h/jhm, literally " generation of vipers,"

(see Matt. iii. 7,) and infers from the wicked language which they

made use of, as to the state of the inner man, whence it proceeded.

(All things external are types of the internal

—

sr^a, "the

mouth/' is the counterpart of xagdia, " the heart,"

—

^Piacsvfia,

abundance," = fycav^g, " treasure," the internal fulness of life

which is expressed externally in everything, nay, in the feeblest

thing existing, in forms the most varied.) But, the whole text,

taken independent of the connection with what goes before, pos-

sesses difficulties of no trifling character. The parable appears,

namely, to sink the moral in the physical, and to assume an in-

ternal difference among men, according to which the one are

good and the others bad, and according to which, likewise, they

u-uuld of necessity act. And, inasmuch as the Pharisees are here

called the bad, it would appear as though the sin against the Holy

Ghost is to be ascribed to them as a necessary consequence of the

wickedness of their heart, which would refute our view as ex-

pressed above. But, in these axioms would be contained that

which would contradict the whole doctrine of the Bible, that a ne-

cessary distinction is to be assumed among the good as well as the

evil; as we cannot assume that any one of the fallen race must,

from an indwelling necessity, produce good from out his good

treasure, so in like manner must we not assume that any one

brings forth in the same manner only that which is bad; in all

fallen human beings good and evil appears in a mixed state. The

correct exposition, therefore, of this difficult passage, is, no doubt,

that the Redeemer conceived man in his ideal manifestation, in

the manner in which He himself represented him, in contradis-

tinction to fallen man, who as the prey of the destructive influ-

ence of the kingdom of darkness, without the aid of restoring

grace, is a true picture of evil. This forlorn state of humanity

was represented by the Pharisees, opposed to the perfect Christ;

rejecting the grace and mercy presented to them in his person,

they gave place in their heart to the power of darkness, and utter-

ed in their foaming passion the wicked speeches with which they

were inspired while under the influence thereof. The kingdom of

the devil represents itself as the kingdom of God. Thus the con-
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trast obtains its full keenness, and even the apparently offensive

nature thereof contained in the physical necessity which the

words of Jesus seem to attribute to the actions of men, assumes
its full truthfulness. For man assuredly cannot act out of the

element in which his innermost source of life preeminently exists

and moves; if this be as yet of a worldly character, man will then

act in a worldly manner in ivhatsoever he does; but if the same
has assumed a divine nature in consequence of regeneration, his

actions will thenceforth be pure and good; the coarse vulgar,

Pelagian view of freedom is unknown to holy writ. Nor does it

indeed recognise aught of an absolute predestination, and a

gratia irresistibilis, "irresistible grace;" whence it is that the

contrast in this text is not of an absolute and eternal char-

acter. The ysvvq'Aara kyjhmv, " generation of vipers/' which as

such can do no good, {vug dvvash, " how can you/' of ver. 34,

must be taken in the proper spiritual-jihysical sense of impo-
tency to do good,) may through grace cease to be what they are,

and by repentance and faith change their nature. This doctrine

the Baptist had already preached, (Matt. iii. 7, 8): yevv^fiara

lyjbvtov, rig bire8ei%ev xifuv <pvyztv airb T7\g fisX'ko-jffrig bgyrjg, which signi-

fies literally: " generation of vipers, Avho has warned you to flee

from the coming wrath?" (that is to say, being such, as you at

present are, the old man must die); notfoars oh xagvbv d^wv s-3js

psravoiag, i. e. " produce therefore fruit worthy of repentance."

And in like manner does Christ here preach; and because he
thus preaches repentance to the seed, or generation of vipers,

they cannot as yet have committed the sin against the Holy
Ghost, for otherwise the preaching of repentance to them would
amount to an act of derision practised against them. Hence as

the bad tree, bearing in its natural state bitter fruits, can be
improved, and be rendered of a superior character by means
of a noble graft ; so is it in like manner with the natural man,
who may be renewed by regeneration to the image of Him,
whose heart was overflowing with mercy and redemption.

Ver. 36, 37. The manifest endeavours of the Saviour, to

come to the aid of the Pharisees, who were thus precipitating

themselves into the abyss of sin, is pointed out in the verses

which follow, wherein he places before their eyes the significa-

tion of sin in its spiritual form. Inasmuch as they had only

spoken, and inasmuch as they viewed only actions as incur-

ring real guilt hence they might have regarded their sin as a
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matter of little importance; but Jesus leads them to a higher

moral point of view, according to which it is the spiritual inten-

tion,—supposing it even to reveal itself in a mere word,—which

becomes the object of Divine justice. The g^a agyov, " useless

word," (it must be taken as nom. absol.) was evidently chosen

in contradistinction to the rrovyeov, " evil word," which they had

spoken; u°ydv, " idle, unpn)fitablc,"==as?7&v, " idle, inoperative/'

Zyj^rov, "useless, unprofitable, vain," an expression denoting

an inferior degree of liability to punishment, 1 but heightens

thereby the sense, or meaning. In the /.6yov a-johUvai, " to give

an account," is indicated in the first place that even the most

secret emotions of evil find their punishment in the eye of God.

And the more spiritual the word is the more punishable be-

comes its abuse
;
yea, it is the word, which as the expression of

the inner man, reveals the whole nature of the man. With the

Uyoi, " words," arc contrasted sgya, " works," these latter appear

to the sensual man of greater importance, because they affect more

his .sensual nature. But every action is in fact an embodied word,

or every word may become the mother of an action. It is in this

internal, i. e. moral sense, that our Redeemer here considers the

word, and hence makes it the subject of judgment. As man

speaks, so he is; as he is, so he is judged. Hence the Xoyoi,

" words," are not only outward, or uttered words, but more par-

ticularly internal or meditated words, which represent the spiri-

tual emotions of the internal life; whosoever utters, therefore,

good words in a hypocritical manner, is also judged indeed ac-

cording to his words, because they are hypocritical words, (a/-

xaiovsOat, " to be justified," is the reverse of /.ara&r/.ccfyGdcu, " to bo

condcnmed,"=:xa<rajcg/W0a/, " to be sentenced, condemned,"

pro justo declari, " to be declared a just man," but under the as-

sumption of being just and righteous, [see Rom. iii. 21.] The

passage sx rwv Xoyojv, " by words," expresses, or contains, the de-

terminate power of the /.oyoi, "words," with regard to the xg/«s,

'* judgment."

Ycr. 38. In St Matth, this is closely followed by a severe lec-

ture, or admonition, addressed to some Pharisees, who wished to

see a sign, of "which St Luke contains the elements, and although

1 Chrytostom has already pointed this out; he understands by fijia,

aeyiv, not only wicked but also useless words, rh pdrouov, rb y'i/.uira xmuv

&TU71T0V, " to set agoing idle silly discourse lightly or licentiously."
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in a different order, yet do they literally agree with the same.

The connection in St Matthew is simple and plain, so that noth-

ing can be said against the introduction of the discourse in this

place ; the whole description of St Luke, however, bears more the

stamp of originality, and hence we shall also do well in giving it

the preference here. But whether the nv'sg, " some," who here

demand the sign, were one and the same with the Pharisees,

who uttered the blasphemies as above, ver. 24, (of whom St

Luke xi. 15, says, rmg e% avruv, " some of them,") or not, mat-

ters little as regards the exposition; the expressions made use

of by our Lord, in order to dismiss them (ver. 39,) show that they

occupied the same ethical, i. e. moral, position with the others.

St Luke xi. 16, where their request of a ari^sTov, " sign," is anti-

cipated, however, renders the supposition very probable that one

party expressed itself in this manner, in order to put him to the

test, and the other in another manner. (St Luke xi. 16, ersgoi

b'z itagdZpvrig ffrh>MsTov Tup avrov sZArouv s£ ovgavov, signifying, " and

others, tempting him, sought of him a sign from heaven.") The

grtfieibv, " sign," appears at the same time distinctly expressed as

one It, ovgavov, " from heaven." A gyhmsTov, " sign," (j-fi^) is to be

conceived as a miracle not per se, but in its relation to something

else, (St Matt. xxiv. 24,); hence as it proves, signifies, and points

out something, in this case it is the Messianic character of

Jesus. Independent of any miraculous nature, as a mere testi-

mony for the internal direction or tendency of the Spirit, (in-

nere Geistesrichtung), as Dr Paulus wishes to have the word

applied, it never occurs in the New Testament. The a^sTa Ig

ovgavov, " signs from heaven," (or dvo rov ovgavov, " from the hea-

ven," according to St Mark viii. 11, as also h ?<Z ougavw, "in the

heaven," Rev. xii. 1,) are the reverse, i. e. form the contrast to

gri/xstix siri rr
t g yqg,

" signs upon the earth," and appear to sensual

man to be a requisite of the Messiah, inasmuch as they presup-

pose a greater power.

Ver. 39. Jesus dismissed them and their demand in a severe

and reproachful manner. (Tevsd=-y\T], "generation," signifies pri-

marily, " the period of life," and then those living together within

a certain period; comp. on St Matth. xxiv. 34.—In the same com-

bination as it does here, fioiyjx'kig, " adulterous," occurs also again

in Matth. xvi. 4, which passage forms a real and verbal parallel to

this one. The expression must here be explained in accordance

with the pervading Old Testament manner of speaking, according
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to which everything of an unbelieving and unholy character is re-

garded as born of unholy love, implying therefore a separation of

the soul from the Lord. This spiritual turning away of the

soul from the Creator to the creature is represented as adultery,

according to a profound mode of viewing the relation existing be-

tween the soul and God, to which frecpuent references will be made

hereafter.
1 Comp. Gesenius, Hebrew Lex. sub. verbis

j-j^T* D^^Oto

" fornication, whoredom, adultery/' ]-fi2T>
" whoredom/ The re-

buffing of these miracle-sick individuals (dieserWundersiichtigen,)

forms evidently no contradiction with the worth or value which

Christ otherwise places on his miracles (John v. 20; x. 25.) For,

as the objects of the miracles were altogether of a moral tenden-

cy, hence they presupposed a disposition of mind susceptible of

what was holy or sacred; wherever this was wanting they had

so little effect that even miracles of the most astounding charac-

ter could be ascribed to an unholy power (ver. 24). Hence it is

made evident as the curse of sin, that that which is- divine in its

exalted and blessing revelations is withheld from it; to the

wicked race belongs only an invisible sign like unto that of the

prophet Jonas.

Ver. 40. In how far the Redeemer will give to the Pharisees

a sign of the prophet Jonas, the evangelist himself points out in

the words: uamg yag %. r. X., "for like as," &c.2 There is no

doubt but that there exists more than one signification in the

parallel here brought forward, between the resurrection of Jesus

and the fate of Jonas. In the first place, both concern the per-

son himself, (whence St Luke expresses himself, xi. 30: sysvero

'luvag (tripiTov, " Jonas was a sign," he himself was the sign) ; in

the second place, the rescuing of Jonas from the fish, was like

the resurrection of Jesus, an invisible sign given only to the

1 Comparisons with John viii., 41 are here wholly inadmissible;

fioivaXts, " adulterous," does not signify begotten of adultery (sparing),

but practising adultery.
2 De Wette thinks falsely, that St Matthew has explained in an errone-

ous manner the decision of Jesus, and in the same manner that St John
ii. 21, has misunderstood a similar decision. But, the explanation of St

John is as little erroneous (comp. the Comment, on John ii. 21,) as is

here the proposition uxs-mg /.. r. X., a false self-made exposition of St

Matthew. The main reason by which Be Wette seems to have been ac-

tuated in adopting that view, is the opinion, that it is doubtful:

"Whether Jesus thus distinctly predicted his resurrection," or declared

openly whether he were to arise at all.
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faith (of the adversaries) ; furthermore, the h rp xoiXlcc xqroug,

" in the belly of the whale/' together with the h rfi xagdiq, rrjg

yrtg, " in the heart of the earth," may serve also as a parallel, in

contradistinction to the s^iTov sx rov ovgavov, " sign from heaven."

But the main signification which forms the mediate link between

the whole connection, is this : that as the preservation of Jonas

was an invisible one to the Ninevites, so also the greatest miracle

which takes place in the person of the Son of man, was to be to

the Pharisees one of an invisible nature; the mystery of the glory

of the Lord is withheld from the vulgar eyes of the adulterous

generation. The exposition of this passage attempted of late,

according to which the arifisTov 'lum, " sign of Jonas," is said to

b>e his sermon to the Ninevites, (according to which ver. 40 is

turned into a misunderstood interpretation by St Matthew of

the words of Jesus,) has proceeded from a total mistake of the

whole context, and hence sufficiently refutes itself. Moreover,

the reference contained in the words of Jesus to the history of

Jonas, contains for the biblical expounder an important hint

with regard to the exposition of the Old Testament work, to

which it refers. The exposition itself, however, has no further

connection with the question here at issue. Jesus makes use of

what occurred to Jonas also under other circumstances, (St

Matthew xvi. 1 sqq.), in order to compare his resurrection there-

with. The rgefg fifiegai xai rgsTg vbxrig, " three days and three

nights," must be explained according to the Hebrew mode of

speech. A w^6ri/j,sgov, " day and night," = q^i, " day," without

twenty-four hours having run exactly three times their course.

But the Redeemer rested during three days in the tomb, and.

hence, he thus fulfilled his prediction. With all the precision to

be discovered throughout the Scriptures, we never meet therein

with any trivial painstaking and anxious striving; as in nature,

so in like manner do we find therein regularity combined with

freedom, and hence it is that it affords scope for freedom, that

it places and fulfils all the prophecies in such a manner, that they

may be believed and yet may be contradicted. The holy Scrip-

tures would fail entirely in attaining their object, were they to

compel the reader to the adoption thereof, by means of mathe-

matical precision.—We must not overlook the parallel existing

between h rfi xoiXiq rov xqrovg, " in the belly of the whale," and

h rfi xagdlq r^g yng, " in the heart of the earth." The former words
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follow the Septuagint, which renders the words "^-j^ JH>
" great

fish" of Jon. i. 17, xfirog, " a whale." The xug&ia = ^, " heart"

expresses the internal parts in general. The expression, how-

ever, does not seem to be proper in reference to the repose in

the tomb; nor is the parallel a close one. The question is, whe-

ther these mysterious words have not rather a further reference

to the state of the soul of Jesus after his death, (comp. 1 Peter

iii. 10; Ephes. iv. 8.)? The words bear only a general inferential

character, and hence, they may :it the time when they were ut-

tered, have been understood neither by the Pharisees nor by the

disciples, as was the case with so many other expressions of our

Lord, the deep meaning of which became clear to them only at

a later period. Our Lord, moreover, had not as yet spoken dis-

tinctly concerning his death; hence, the whole acquired, as in-

deed it must, a mysterious character; it was, as it were, a

hieroglyph for the time present, which was only to be interpreted

by a future generation. It may be said, that in passages such as

these, our Redeemer prophesied of and for himself; for, although

the whole great process of his work lay, no doubt, clear and dis-

tinct before his soul, as soon as he had begun it at his baptism

in the Jordan, yet, it is not improbable, that the isolated momen-
tous events therein displayed, especially his death, and the indivi-

dual points connected therewith, assumed by degrees only a more
definite form before his human eye. The history of the transfigu-

ration (Matt. xvii. 1 sqq.) seems to speak in favour of this view.

(For the particulars, see the exposition of the passage here re-

ferred to.)

Ver. 41, 42. The mention of the history of Jonas led our Lord,

in the course of his discourse, to another event, whereby he was

enabled to point out the fallen state of the generation of his period.

Although a visible sign had not been vouchsafed to the Nine-

vites, yet they believed at the preaching of repentance by Jonas,

and the queen of the south (Sheba) hastened uninvited to Solo-

mon, in order to learn wisdom from him. The Pharisees receiv-

ed not even that which was presented to them. The severe ad-

monition contained in the comparison, was the more cutting,

inasmuch as it was the heathen who, in both cases, gave

these proofs of belief, and above whom the .lews were so fond of

exalting themselves; just as was the case in the similar parallel
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at xi. 20 sqq. The judgment and the resurrection is here too

again given as the period of final unerring decision, in which

all is laid open exactly as it is in the innermost being. NmuTrai,

" Ninevites," = avdgeg N/veoi* = ;-pl^D "•UJSNj
" men °f Nineveh,"

according to the well-known Hebraism. Jos. viii. 20; x. 6.—The

6a<riXiffga vorov, " queen of the south," is the fc^tt) Dj?fe> " queen

of Sheba," 1 Kings x. 1. The expression vorog points, in a vague

manner, towards the south, to Arabia Felix. The v'sgara rr\g yng,

—Y^Nn "'DpN*
" en(ls of the earth," is a well-known expression

of the old Testament, borrowed from the popular view of the

world. The smaller the splendour was, by which the Ninevites

and the Arabian queen permitted themselves to be overcome,

the more culpable must appear the struggle against the ideal

of holiness itself. (nXsTov 'luva, ^oXopuvog S)h, " a greater than

Jonah, than Solomon is here," compare St Matt. xii. 8.)

Ver. 43. St Luke, who throughout the whole of his eleventh

chapter has arranged the elementary parts thereof with peculiar

propriety, as we shall see hereafter, and who has introduced at

the verses 27 and 28, a little separate story, gives the words

which follow (St Matt. xii. 43—45,) in immediate connection

with the demoniac and his healing, concerning whom everything

has been related also in St Matth. xii. 22 sqq. St Matthew, on

the contrary, after his usual manner, has introduced these

words, which might indeed very properly have taken their place

next to the story of the healing, in an independent, and by no

means spiritless manner. He places them after the concluding

words of ver. 45, ourwg hsrai h rfj yi\ia raurrj ri] mvrjga, " even thus

shall it be unto this wicked generation," in connection with the

main conversation respecting the ysvuk vovriga %al [LoiyaKig, "wicked

and adulterous generation," (ver. 39). It appears here, indeed,

singular, how such a thing could be said of the Pharisees, who

are nevertheless to be understood as included in the yzvza iMoiyaXig,

" adulterous generation," ver. 39. For, inasmuch as no demon

was cast out from them, it is not possible to see, how such an

one could return into them. For, inasmuch as there also dwelt

in their hearts neither longing nor faith, so can it as little be

perceived how the casting out of a demon could form the ques-

tion at issue, were we in any way to regard the return of the

same as something expected to take place at a future period,
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Their avKtria, " want of faith," itself could be regarded as the

demon to be driven out, only from a misunderstanding of the

text. But, as the Pharisees, representing the pars pro toto,

" the part for the whole," might very well be regarded as repre-

senting the whole nation which had received or adopted their

spirit, so in like manner could the Jewish people of that period,

regarded in the light of a greater individuality, be taken toge-

ther with the Israelitish people of former times, and be regarded

as an individual personification in different moments, or at dif-

ferent periods of development. That there were always some

among the people, as for example the apostles, and other noble-

minded individuals, who did not exhibit the general character of

corruption, affords no ground why such a view should not be

adopted; all these belonged, as such properly speaking, not to

the people, but occupied a station that was far above them. The

Babylonian captivity appears in the history of the Jewish na-

tion as the period of purification thereof, as a true casting out of

the devil of idolatry under fearful paroxsyms. The Jews, in-

deed, were after their return from captivity much purer than

before; but, instead of idolatry, the more pernicious Pharisee-

ism returned, which was in the end the same spirit of idolatry,

only under other forms. It was in the fetters of this spirit that

our Redeemer found the nation, which would not even suffer it-

self again to be redeemed, so that it was like unto a maniac, pos-

sessed by an evil spirit, who was sunk back into his former state

of disease. A profound and significant application of the compari-

son! The only thing inconsistent therewith, would be the fu-

ture tense made use of, ver. 45, ourug 'iarai lv rfi ysncf rabry, "thus

shall it be unto this generation," inasmuch as all appears as past,

according to the description just given. But, the e<trai, " shall

be," evidently only refers to what immediately precedes it: ™
'iayara yjigova tojv vguiruv, " the last state (is) worse than the

first;" the evil consequences of the relapse of the Jewish people,

only revealed themselves indeed very forcibly on the destruction

of their independence. Were we to apply the terms ourug \<srtu
t

" even thus shall (it) be," to the whole simile, so that the devil

being cast out of the man, and his return with seven others should

refer to a future period,—the passage then would be quite unin-

telligible, for neither the Pharisees nor the entire nation itself,

furnish events that could be viewed in this light.

In the words of ver. 43, 44, is contained a Jewish popular
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idea, and we may say, a common human notion parabolically

carried out. Evil, conceived as a disharmonised wilderness, is

also to be met with in the physical world, as it were, in the

echo, in the impression of the spiritual. The deserts of the

earth are the witnesses to the sins of mankind, the practical

proof of the vanished paradise. Inasmuch as things having a re-

lation to one another appear to man as being connected with one

another, hence deserts, or wildernesses, were considered as the

abodes of evil spirits ; that which was made desolate by sin, be-

coming also the local abode of evil, (Tob. viii. 3, Baruchiv. 35; Is.

xiii. 21; xxxiv. 14; Rev. xviii. 2). This simple idea, which has

its foundation in the depths of human nature, our Redeemer

here makes use of, in order to place before his hearers a lively

picture of the nature of evil. The whole of the description

bears the impress of a parable ; the individual features are

therefore, it is true, not to be minutely entered into, yet, the

whole comprised therein rests not on an empty accommodation

to a national superstition, void of every share of truth, but on

the simple truth itself, that in the great creation all the parts

form one whole, and that the spiritual is also reflected in the

physical. Hence, overcome by the power of good, the^evil

spirit, according to the description of Jesus, appears to escape to

the wilderness (ronog amdgog, " a dry (barren) place," = Ig^og,

" a desert," that is -Q"n2> JT2£ V^N> " a barren land, a wilder-

ness," Is. xxxv. 1 ; Joel ii. 20), seeking for rest, (airavavag, see

on St Matth. xi. 29), to have lost which expresses, indeed, the

nature of him that is evil. But change of place can afford no

rest to a spirit ; it only rests in God, its primeval source. Hence
it is represented as returning to the soul which had constituted

itself the abode of evil.

Ver. 44. Carrying out the imagery of the dwelling, Jesus

now depicts the guilt of a man freed for a time from the power
of the evil one. The term a^oXd^uv, " unoccupied," points at

the guilt incurred by slothfulness and negligence, which is the

source of a relapse into a state of sinfulness; the term a<sa-

gw/Asvov, " having been swept, (from cagow, " to sweep," Luke xv.

8,) and xsxoff/Lrifisvov, " having been adorned," only denote the al-

luring and charming character of the dwelling, or abode, offered

by the purified soul. Here likewise the figure is based on the

notion, that sin, as moral filth, has its analogy in the visible

world; that which is pure and clean is alluring to the unclean,
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but its communication defiles it. Here all is imagery, but a

deep truth is contained in the imagery! The soul appears here

as the bride, wooed by heaven and hell; it rests with herself

to accept the one as freely as the other. The spirit, whom she

receives, transforms her into his own nature, and dwells bodily

within her.

Ver. 45. Hence, as the good is ever in the process of conti-

nued internal development—inasmuch as a standing still, or

equipoise, is here altogether out of the question, so does in like

manner the evil grow and attain to maturity. The evil man,

raised into the element of the good, yet falling back, sinks

the lower the higher he has been raised (John v. 14.) There

are degrees also among the evil ones, (vvsbfiara *ovr]i6r£gcc,

" spirits more evil;" compare Ephes. vi. 12.) The discourse

finally ends with the general concluding idea, or inference: that

every relapse is more formidable than the disease itself. This

was likewise evident in Israel. At the time of the Babylonian

captivity, the rod of chastisement still produced its effects; but,

no sooner did the Creator enter upon his possession, (Johni. 12,)

than his people that had become estranged from him, received

him not. (Ta •Tgwra, " the first or former things," signifying, as

it were, the simple state of suffering and ra hyara, " the last,

or latter things," the position or situation of relapse.)

§ 20.—THE AKRIVAL OF THE MOTHER AND BROTHERS OF JESUS.

(St Matth. xii. 4G-50. St Mark iii. 31-35. St Luke viii. 19-21.)

The importance of the Gospel of St Mark for the right under-

standing of many gospel sections, by the addition of minor

features, becomes here very palpable. According to the narra-

tion of St Matthew and St Luke, it would be obscure, or perhaps

unintelligible, why Jesus does not admit his mother and brothers

even into his presence; the declaration itself that his disciples

were his true relatives would comprise something startling, were

St Mark not to afford us his aid. He relates at the beginning of

the section explained on a former occasion, (iii. 20, 21,) that Jesus

went with his disciples into a house; this however was surround-

ed by dense masses of the people, so that they could not even

appease their hunger in consequence of their spiritual employ-
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merit or ministry, (we're (x,r\ buvae&ai avrovg fATjn ugrov tpaysh, " SO that

they were not even ahle to eat bread/') and here then were his

relatives, (0/ irag aurou, " those belonging to him,") come to

take him," (xgarjjffaij " to seize, to arrest"); in order to place

him in a state of safety, for it was said ort igetfnj, " that

he is beside himself." (On egi&rijp.i, " to be out of one's mind,

beside one's self," see on St Matth. xii. 23. Here it is=/x«/W0a<,

" to be mad, furious," the consequence of the bai/Uviov syjiv, " hav-

ing a devil," of which he was accused by the Pharisees; owing

to the inimical power, man himself appears, as it were, dislodged

from his self-possession, or government.) This notification ex-

plains the whole scene. The malicious Pharisees had succeed-

ed by means of their blasphemous assertions in turning the

minds even of the relatives of Jesus against him, who thereby had

been induced to make an attempt at bringing him back, i. e.,

of withdrawing him from his, to their view, pernicious ways.

Without this hint we should have to abide by the remark of

St Luke; owe qduvavro c,-jv7vyj7v aurui hiu rov oyXov, "they were not

able to come at him on account of the crowd," (ver. 19), where-

by the whole occurrence would acquire a somewhat obscure char-

acter. That the unbelieving abeXpoi, " brethren," might have

been carried away by such a report, may well be conceived ac-

cording to John vii. 5, but that his mother should give credit to

such an assertion, is more difficult to explain; one might have

supposed that her faith must have remained unshaken. In the

first place, it may be supposed, indeed, according to the gospel

narrative, that Mary did not share the views of the brethren of

Jesus, but that she only accompanied them on their way, in or-

der perhaps to mitigate their perverted zeal. Anything decisive

can hardly be brought forward against such a supposition. Yet,

it is not so very improbable, on the other hand, that a moment
of weakness in the combat of faith, should have occurred in the

life of Mary. The long series of years which had passed since

the great experiences she had acquired, the so altogether different

form in which the ministry of her divine Son revealed itself,

from that which she might have herself expected, might well

have been a severe trial for her, and have shaken her faith, as

it did that of John the Baptist (see Matth. xi. 2 sqq.) Her faith

she had certainly not given up; yet, it is possible enough that

in accordance with the declaration made to her, (St Luke ii. 35,)

it even now had to endure a hard struggle, and hence then came
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the afflicted mother rather to obtain consolation from her Son and

Lord, than really to take him home; and yet led, nevertheless,

by the tormenting public report, asking, ''Art thou he that is to

come?" Truly, features, or traits such as these instil life in an un-

common manner into the gospel history; it is highly perverse to

regard all the heroes thereof, (as has been mentioned already at

Matth. xi. 1,) in the light of firm and unwavering characters.

The stupendous events of the life of Jesus must have been

connected, no doubt, with mighty fluctuations in every one that

surrounded him; these form integral parts or traits of this noble

picture, which cannot well be obliterated. No detriment is

caused thereby to the sacred character of the persons mentioned

in holy writ, because of their appearing under such circumstan-

ces as internally wavering; no saint ever became holy without

severe struggles, wherein the billows may very frequently have

passed over his head, and the Son of God himself led the way
through all of them.

Ver. 46. During the conversation the ^r^, " mother," and

the adsXpoi, " brethren," came, (concerning this see Matth. xiii.

35.) They stood gfa,
" without," (see St Mark iii. 31,) before

the house, and sent in messengers to him.

Ver. 47, 48. On his receiving information thereof, they met
with a rebuff from Christ. This, it is true, is not stated literally,

but the form of the language: o Se awoxg&s/g iJts, "but he answer-

ing said," compels us to assume that such was the case. He
neither went out to them, nor did he admit them; on the con-

trary, he continues his discourse. That he might have seen

them at the conclusion of the whole, is certainly probable; but

not before, the point of the whole answer requires this.

Ver. 49, 50. St Mark adds a picturesque trait: rrsesj3Xs-^d./Msiiog

xvxX(f), literally, " on looking about in a circle," as though Christ

called the host of his disciples i] wrrig /aou xai o/ afe\<poi ,aou, " my
mother and my brothers." But ver. 50 applies the expression

not only to those present, but also in a general way, inasmuch

as the doing of the will of God (koyov rcZ ©sou dxoUiv xai kouTv, "to

hear and to do the word of God," according to St Luke), is

brought forward as the criterion of spiritual affinity. Hence,

the expression, f^rr,p, "mother," and ufaXyoi, "brothers," here

used in consequence of circumstance's, includes the general no-

tion of relationship; this Jesus views in its most ideal form, in

its spiritual, moral unity, (Einsscyn) in one loftier whole, which
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is indeed the kingdom of God. The only thing remarkable

therein, is that our Lord appears to place himself altogether as a

member within this great circle, or community, yea, even as a

subordinate one, inasmuch as he speaks of his wrng, " mother."

On the one hand, one might herein refer to the usual formula.

In such conversations the expressions must not be urged and

closely adhered to; on the other hand, however, it might fairly

be said, that in this view it is an expression of the lowly Son of

man, who said: they are my mother and my brothers, whereas

he might have said: they are my children. This, however,

could scarcely suffice completely to exhaust the idea, and it

would appear as though our Lord would in the words: IBov n

piirne /xou, " behold, my mother," have an especial view to the

community, according to which that same community of the

faithful, who, considered separately, are his brethren, is, or may
be called his mother, when considered as a whole, inasmuch as

that which is divine ever assumes a human form in the

church, and inasmuch as Christ is continually born anew

therein.

§ 21 . A WOMAN ANOINTS JESUS.

(St Luke vii. 36, viii. 3.)

By means of a determinate chronological statement, St Mat-

thew in this instance connects the 13th chapter which follows

with the foregoing, in which also St Mark iv. 1 agrees, so that we
must consider them as belonging to one another. But, it is for

this reason that Ave consider the present occasion as most suitable

to our purjjose, in order to introduce a narrative which is only

found in St Luke ; and which is most closely connected by the

evangelist, with the narration of the parable of the sower. To
assert a strict order, is here certainly out of the question; for,

whilst St Matthew xiii. 1, has h exelvri rip'tga, "on that day," so

that the parable might be attributed together with that which

precedes it, to one and the same day, we read after the history

of the anointment: h ™ xak^g, "on the succeeding" (sc. x^ v
V->

" time,") sysnro, " it came to pass," a form which transfers, at all

events, what follows to a later period. Hence, this section

ought to have been placed according to this before St Matth. xii.
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provided that all related in that chapter occurred on the same

day with the events of chap. xiii. But, as in his dates

(Zeitbestimniungcn) St Matth. leaves us entirely in the dark

as to where the day begins, and in St Luke, moreover, nothing

being- stated concerning- the time of this anointing, hence no

fitter, or more precise moment of time could be ascertained,

and therefore, we have been induced by the agreement with

that which follows, to introduce it here. As regards, however,

the occurrence itself, the first question that occurs, is, in what

light arc we to view it, as connected with a kindred narrative

in St Matth. xxvi. 6—13, (com p. Mark xiv. 3 sqq. John xii. 1

Sqq.) The long acknowledged and undisputed diversity of the

occurrences, has found of late an acute opponent in the person

of Schleiermacher (Versuch iiber den Lukas, p. 110, sqq.) ;
he de-

clares the occurrences to be identical, and is of opinion, that the

statement made by St Luke has been misunderstood by the

recorder thereof, and noted down by him in the present form.

There is much, it is true, which speaks in favour of this view.

It appears strange to assume two stories, in which a woman

anoints Jesus on occasion of a feast, given at the house of a

certain Simon; it appears singular, that a woman of ill-fame,

but otherwise unknown to the master of the house, should

have intruded upon those assembled at the feast
;
yet, the whole

affair assumes a more unaccountable aspect still, the moment

we assume that the occurrence is the same, and that the view

given of it in St Luke is only an altered one. 1 In the first

place, it is true, it may easily be explained that Mary might

freely express herself at the party in such a manner, in regard

to her attachment to the person of Jesus, inasmuch as ac-

cording to the narratives of St Matth., St Mark, and St John,

the feast took place in the bosom of the friendly family

of Lazarus, and that Simon, 6 \s<rg6g, " the leper," who is men-

tioned by St Matthew and St Mark as the host, must be viewed

as a relative, or very intimate friend of this very family. But,

hereby indeed it heroines wholly inexplicable, how this same

amiable host could have expressed himself in a manner which

could even in the remotest degree have been misunderstood, in

1
I place no weight on the circumstance that the occurrence took

place, according to St Lnkc vii. 37, in a city or large town, but that

Bethany was a xw/Lt}, " small town or village?," (John xi. 1). The two

indeed, can not be well distinguished from one another.
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such a way as it must be misinterpreted according to the nar-

rative of St Luke. The very supposition of his having- uttered

any suspicion against the person of Jesus, is improbable, but
yet more so any insinuation of the kind against the sister of

Lazarus. Suppose, even, that according to the intention of the

person speaking, the expression: afLagroiXog, "sinner, sinful per-

son," was not made use of to signify a female sinner in the com-
mon sense of the word, and that this exaggerated view of

the word is indeed a misconception, or misunderstanding of

the relater, whom St Luke follows, still, it necessarily follows

that something was said by Simon the leper, which could be
thus misinterpreted. But, to a supposition of this kind, the

narratives of St Matthew, St Mark, and St John, give not only

no occasion whatever, but, on the contrary, all argue against it;

her expression of love seems to have had something touching

and affecting; Judas alone blamed her for the waste of the

precious ointment. Assuming the circumstances so minutely

described by the three evangelists, no cause whatever is to be

found for all the speeches which aregiven in St Luke in connexion

with this occurrence ; on the contrary, everything bears witness

against the idea that such conversations were held by our Lord in

the bosom of his beloved family of Bethany. Hence, if the occur-

rence related by St Luke is to be considered identical with the an-

ointment of Mary, the sister of Lazarus, in Bethany, then there is

not only to be perceived in St Luke a misunderstood view of the

matter, but a total misrepresentation; the occurrence is specifically

become another. But, this is partly incompatible with the signifi-

cancy of the Biblical writings, for the furtherance of Christian

knowledge, partly also with the position of St John, who, no doubt,

also was acquainted with St Luke, as Schleiermacher himself as-

sumes. This learned man even pretends to find traces, (no men-
tion being made of the particulars), that St John was acquaint-

ed with both narratives; these I have been unable to discover;

but this much appears to me as certain, that if a story so

totally disfigured could have crept into the gospel of St Luke, St

John would not have omitted to designate it as such. Hence, if

by the adoption of the identity of the narratives there arise such

essential difficulties, it becomes at once more natural to hold to

their diversity. For, that something similar should have oc-

curred twice at a feast in the house of a certain Simon, is indeed

singular, but it is by no means whatever, either a thing impossi-

K
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Lie or contradictory, especially since the name Simon was one of

so very common occurrence among the Jews. But, the repulsive

action apparently expressed in the circumstance of a woman in-

truding herself at a feast, is at once very much mitigated, partly

by the eastern manners and customs in general, and partly as

we arc totally unacquainted with the particular circumstances of

the woman ofwhom mention is made in St Luke. Had it been,

for example, a woman belonging to the circle of those who conti-

nually surrounded Christ, her approach to the Saviour might be

easily explained. But, finally, that St Luke makes no mention

of the anointing in Bethany, a circumstance, which might be

considered as a favourable sign for the supposition of the iden-

tity of the occurrences,—this can indeed be of little importance,

inasmuch as similar omissions occur in all the evangelists, as for

example in St John, at the institution of the holy Eucharist.1

According to the opinion of many ancient interpreters, this wo-

man, who, according to St Luke, anointed Jesus, is said to have

been Mary Magdalene ; but no ground whatever can be brought

forward to prove it. Yea, it appears improbable, inasmuch as

that person is mentioned soon after, (St Luke viii. 2,) without

referring back in any way whatever to the occurrence recorded.

In that case we should have to say that Luke designedly did

not wish to name her, and that: df fig daifiovia z<xra sfyxpXvdu, " out

of whom he had cast seven devils," is used to indicate her guilt.

Meanwhile, considering the complete want of any precise state-

ments, it will be best to leave the personality undetermined.

Ver. 36. This Pharisee had perhaps himself been healed by

Jesus, and believed that, without experiencing any true grati-

tude, he might be able to acquit himself of his debt by means of

an invitation, (sec on ver. 47.)

Ver. 37. no?./?, " the city," here has been understood to imply

Nain, because Luke vii. 11 has preceded it by the history of the

raising from death of the widow's son at Nain ; but, the transitions

in ver. 17, 18, 20, 36, are much too general, to regard this suppo-

sition as well founded. The woman is called dfict^ruAog, "a sinner/'

that is, guilty of sexual offences, (John viii. 7, 11.)

—

' A}.d
;

3a.argor,

" an alabaster," for sxtZog 1% uXa
:

3d(trgo-j, " a vessel of alabaster."

1
I give no weight to the circumstance, that the occurrence took

place, according to St Luke vii. 37, in a city or large town, whereas

Bethany waa a xw/xjj, "small town or village," (John xi. 1,) the two

might not indeed be clearly distinguished from one another.
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Ver. 88. The scene must be examined as in accordance with

ancient manners, according to which those who were eating lay

stretched, (accumbere, " to lie down," umxXivzffdai, " to be reclin-

ed,") with their feet bare, or covered only with sandals. The

impulse of grateful love expressed itself in the most heartfelt

approximation, but the feeling of shame and humility only per-

mitted her to approach the feet of the Redeemer. The case was

different with Mary the sister of Lazarus; her love was not less

intense, but it partook less of the character of shame; she anoint-

ed the head of our Lord. (Comp. Matth. xxvi. 7, Mark xiv. 3.

Both narrate here probably with more correctness than St John

xii. 3.)

Ver. 39. The unloving Pharisee, unprepared for the unquali-

fied exhibition of such an expression of love,
1 hereon makes his

1 I cannot forbear quoting here the words of a noble-minded man,
who reproves the uncharitable criticism exercised on his ardent love, and
its expressions or manifestations towards the Redeemer by a cold, dead
time, as regards the anointing of Jesus. The following words of

Hamann* have been introduced by the excellent Von Roth, in the pre-

face to his edition of Hamanris Works, (see p. 9 of vol. i.) " Jerusalem,

—it is the city of the great king! To this king, whose name, like as his

fame is great and unknown, flowed forth the little rivulet of my author-

ship, despised like the waters of Siloah that go softly, (Isaiah viii. 6.)

Critical severity persecuted the dry reed, and each floating leaf of my
muse, because the dry reed with which the little children who sit in

the market-place play, resounded, and because the fluttering leaf tossed

and whirled about, filled with the ideal of a king, who with the'greatest

gentleness and humility of heart, could declare of himself: One greater

than Solomon is here ! As a devoted lover wearies the ready echo with
the name of his adored mistress, and spares not even the young tree of

the garden or wood with engraving the initials and characters of her be-

loved name; so was the remembrance of the fairest among the children

of men, (Ps. xlv. 2,) in the midst of the enemies of the king, like unto
an out-poured Magdalene-ointment, and flowed like the precious balsam
which flowed from the head of Aaron over his whole beard, down on to

• Johann Qeorg Hamann, or : der Magus im Norden, as he styled himself, is the

learned and excellent author of " Golgatha and Scheblimini," " Sybellinische Blat-

ter," &c, &c. H. was a most original thinker, a firm adherent to Biblical Christi-

anity, and was one of its stoutest defenders. His writings, edited by Fr. Von Roth,

(8 vols. Berl. 1821—43,) contain an inexhaustible fund of great and startling

truths, and new observations, and were distinguished for a remarkable degree of

extensive and tasteful reading, multum et multa legit,—to use his own words. But
these truths, together with the " balmy fragrance of the ambrosial tables of the an-
cients," to speak with Herder, " are intermixed with a few vapeurs of the Gauls
and the exhalations of British humour, which have formed around him a mist,"

—

which requires, in our opinion, no slight powers to dispel it. Hamann is the founder
of that system of German philosophy, which some Germans call " Qlaubensphiloso-

phie," i.e. philosophy of faith, or rather ph. founded on faith,—a system, which has,

been more fully developed by Herder and Jacobi with more or less success.—T.
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reflections on the person of Jesus; this is inconceivable under

the circumstances, on the occasion of the feast in Bethany ; such

a person could not have taken his place there. (E/Vsfc h kavruJ,

" to say within himself," = ^^Q -^«, " he said in his heart/')

The notion of a contamination of the pure through a contact

with the impure, contains a certain truth as regards earthly

purity, (see on Matth. xi. 19); only the overpowering might of

Jesus, which the Pharisee did not perceive, rendered it, as re-

garded him, an untruth. The circumstance, that the appear-

ance of the woman at the feast seems to have excited no aston-

ishment, leads to a supposition of a recognised intimacy with

the Pharisee or with Jesus. But, notwithstanding this acquaint-

ance, the Pharisee could well believe that the secret sins of the

woman might remain concealed from Jesus.

Ver. 40, 41. The Pharisee, who was less wicked than was

usual among them, is instructed by the affectionate <pi}.og ruv

upacru/Mv, " Friend of sinners," by means of a narrative, in

which he represents the relation of the woman to God, as also

that of the Pharisee himself. (Xgewpg/Xs«js = tyg/Xsr»js, " a debt-

or," is only once more found in St Luke xvi. 5. iiavsKTrfjc, " a

creditor, a lender," = |-Rj)3,
fenerator, "usurer," 2 Kings iv. 1.

In the New Testament it is only to be found in this place.)

Ver. 42, 43. The comparison between the more and less of

love, necessarily leads to a parallel between the Pharisee and

the woman ; whence the supposition is very probable, that the

Pharisee too was indebted to Jesus for a benefit.

yer- 44—46. The demeanour of the Pharisee is compared

with the ardent love of the woman, who did more than was en-

joined either by custom or the circumstances. The water for

the feet, (Genes, xviii. 4, Judg. xix. 21
; ) the kiss, (Genes.

xxxiii. 4, Exod. xviii. 7,) the offering of ointment, have a refer-

ence to well-known Jewish and universal oriental customs; the

distinguished Pharisee had abstained from the application of

such courtesies, inasmuch as he probably regarded the invitation

his garment. The house of Simon the leper was filled with the odour

of the gospel- anointing; certain merciful (unmerciful) brethren and cri-

tics, however, were discontent with (what they called) the ordure, and

their nostrils were only filled with the odour of death." Precious and

profound words, containing abundant hints for those who can see and

hear!
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itself as an honour great enough. Jesus rebukes this lukewarm-

ness towards his benefactor, which was coupled with so much
self-conceited exaltation above the woman.

Ver. 47. The contrast referred to above, is here once more

brought forward; and although the words: £> hi bXiyov acphrai,

" but to whom little is forgiven," present the idea in a general

way, it may nevertheless very appropriately embrace, or include

the col okiym a<phrai, " to thee little is forgiven/' words that were

not spoken out from polite consideration. The first half of

this hemistic, or verse, however, is difficult of comprehension;

for, according to it, love does not appear as the consequence (as

we perceive very correctly in the second half of the verse,

according to the parable), but as the cause of the forgiveness.

Both the on and also the Aorist jjyacnjo-s represent the love as

the antecedent and as that on which the forgiveness is founded.

It has, indeed, been maintained (comp. Schleusner's Lexicon II.

325.) that or/ stands for the Hebrew 15, " because," -qtj ^y,

"for the sake of," vy\ "on account of," in the sense of 616,

" wherefore, on which account;" but, neither in the texts of the

Old Testament (Ps. xvii. 6, cxvi. 10, Deut. xxii. 24, and others)

can it be so understood, nor does this signification occur in the

New Testament. (We are erroneously referred to texts such as

John viii. 44, I John iii. 14, by men holding this view.) To

evade, however, the difficulty which is contained in the aorist,

the word ayavav, " to love," must be taken in the sense of " giv-

ing a proof of love," so that the meaning of the verse would be:

" thence, thou mayest conclude that her sins are forgiven, be-

cause she has given me a great proof of love." The signification

of d'/wzav, " to love," as it appears in the second division of the

verse, however, forms a contradiction to this view, for according

to these, it signifies a condition, not a mere action. The meaning,

it is evident, is not intended to be that she has loved, and that her

love was now past, but on the contrary, that she is living constant-

ly therein. It is merely thrown back into the past tense in order

to place it in connection with the forgiveness. We shall thus have

to endeavour the rather to overcome the difficulty of the idea.

The Catholic church has misinterpreted1 the latter, in so far as

1 On this text, Be Wette makes the remark : We are now advanced

beyond the polemical contradiction of the Catholic doctrine of sanctifica-

tion, or holiness by works, (Werkheiligkeit). I very much doubt this.
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with her forgiveness is based, or depends on, the performance of

meritorious works, since she views the aya^eai, " to have loved,"

as active, i.e. in the sense of that activity which is the result of

natural powers, upon which forgiveness depends, but which, in

accordance with the parable, cannot be the meaning. But, the

power and faculty to seek, or rather to receive inwardly forgive-

ness, pre-supposes of necessity love in the mind as a receptive

working, which will be the more intense the greater the guilt to

be forgiven appears to man. If this receptive love (which is

identical with the faith of repentance,) verily apply to itself the

grace of forgiveness, or forgiving grace, then it unfolds itself,

and reveals itself, in actions, as in the case of this female sinner

towards Jesus. In the same receptive love, it makes or changes,

as it were, the power which enkindles life within it, into the re-

ceptive pole of its activity, so that according thereto, love repre-

sents itself in these words of our Lord in the wondrous form of

its manifestation, according to which it makes itself known, now

as active, then as passive, but always as the same. We may,

therefore, affirm, that the sense of these words is: that he who

is to have faith in the forgiveness of sin, must harbour within

himself an analogous fund of (receptive) love; and this then ma-

nifests itself, as soon as the forgiving power of love, which is, as

it were, the positive pole, approaches it, in the same ratio, as the

sin increases, which is being taken away. There is comprehend-

ed herein, at the same time, a reference to the peculiar decision,

or rather disposing power of our Lord, that where sin becomes

mighty, or abounding, there does grace reveal itself and abound

in a higher degree, (Rom. v. 20); not as though sin could produce

any kind of good, but only, because God's mercy reveals itself

towards those that are the most miserable, in a manner the

most refulgent. The Pharisee was not without love, he loved a

little, conscious that he had received but Utile; but the woman,

who had received all, hence loved ardently and with all the pul-

ses, or energies of her life.
1

Holiness by works is the natural resort of an unrepentant heart, and

manifests itself even within the Evangelical church, in forms not Catho-

lic.

1 Concerning- the relation of receptive love to faith, compare the com-

ment on St Matthew xiii. 58. The weighty text, Hoaea ii. 19,20, must

here be glanced at, for there love ami faith pervade each other, and are

in imatcly connected in the words of the prophet.
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Ver. 49, 50. With this is connected a repetition of the solemn

forgiveness: afiuvrai gov a) a/iagriut, " thy sins are forgiven," as

well as of the astonishment expressed by those present. (Con-

cerning this comp. on St Matth. ix. 3, wherein also faith and its

relation to forgiveness form the point at issue.)

A transition, describing in general terms the ministry of Je-

sus, (Luke viii. 1—3,) introduces us to the parables. The Re-

deemer wandered about visiting cities and villages, preaching

the kingdom of God, accompanied by living witnesses of his re-

deeming power. The persons specially named, are, Mary of

Magdala. (See on St Matth. xv. 39.) Her situation previous

to her restoration is described as having been peculiarly distress-

ing; (sirra daipovja, "seven devils." See St Matth. xii. 45), all

her powers and capacities seem to have been surrendered to the

ministrations of darkness. 1
2. Chuza's wife, Joanna, (lflr/Vf<wros

= oijcovofiog, steward.) 3. Susanna, nDtt?i\l?> Lily. The two lat-
T T

m

ter are mentioned in this place only, but Mary Magdalene is

known from the history of the sufferings of the Redeemer, (St

Matth. xxvii. 55); but according to the same text, others al-

so, and among them probably those here mentioned, persevered

in their adherence to Jesus, even up to the moment of his being

•nailed to the cross. These women afforded him support out of

their private property, (vrd^ovra, opes, facilitates, "wealth, sub-

stance," and waited upon him. The more rare the glances af-

forded to us by the gospel -history, into the external circumstan-

ces of life in the circle in which Jesus moved are, the more at-

tractive do they prove in the eye of the reader; they throw a

peculiar light on his whole life while dwelling on earth. The

heavenly manifestation which presented itself in his person to

the world, is enveloped in all respects in a genuine human gar-

ment, his glory shines purely internally, and reveals its bright-

ness externally, only when it is to prove a blessing to others.

He, who was the support of the spiritual life of his people, dis-

1 St Mark xvi. 9, notices this event in a totally different connection

as regards Mary. It appears, according to him, as though her libera-

tion from demoniacal influences was to be regarded as something alto-

gether peculiar. Her former situation was in the highest degree unfor*

tunate, and therefore the power of the Redeemer was manifested in her

in a more dazzling manner, and her love to the Lord became by so much"

the more ardent. Everywhere (compare the narrative of the resurre^

tion) she is the first named among the women.
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clained not to be supported by them in the body; he was not

ashamed to penetrate so far into the depth of poverty as to con-

descend to live upon the alms of love; he only fed others in a

miraculous manner, for himself he lived upon the love of his

people. 1 Hence, he loved with a perfect and pure love, and so

permitted himself to be loved; he gave all things to men, his

brethren, and received all things from them, and enjoyed there-

by the pure blessings of love, which is perfect then only when
it is at the same time both giving and receiving. What a fea-

ture in the picture of the Messiah! Who could invent things

such as these! He who feeds thousands by one word of his

mouth, lives himself upon the bread of the poor. It was neces-

sary to live in this manner, in order that it might be so re-

corded.

§ 22. THE COLLECTION OF PARABLES.

(St Matth. xiii. 1—53; St Mark iv. 1—20, 30—34; St Luke
viii. 4—15, xiii. 18—21.

In continuation of the gospel-history of St Matthew, the expo-

sition thereof brings us to a collection of parables. There is

something peculiar in this collection, for it does not appear to

be in keeping with the nature of this manner of teaching, to.

accumulate together a number of parables. For since they pre-

sent truth under a veil, and are intended to induce to reflec-

tion and inquiry, their significancy would be weakened by the

bringing together many, in one oral discourse. The mind would
feel itself rather disturbed and bewildered than excited by the

vai'icd references contained in the parables, and hence their end
would not be attained. The case is indeed different with written

discourses. The reader can reflect on each individual parable

at leisure, he can compare the one with the other, and obtain

thereby a clearer insight into the peculiarities of each; for Holy

1 It is worthy of remark, that women only are named, alrmg dirjxovovv

aliTtp dvb rutv i)i70L%yjiVTm duraig, " the which ministered to him of their

substance," and who clove to their Lord with an abiding devotion, as is

witnessed by the narrative of the resurrection. The weaker half of the
human race were the first to arrive at the knowledge of the strength
that they possessed in Christ.
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Scripture, therefore, a collection of parables is peculiarly adap-

ted. But, although a written collection of parables appears, ac-

cording to what has been said, partly very important in itself,

and partly very suitable to the collective manner of representing

events, of St Matthew, yet, the question might be raised, whether

it would not appear more consistent to imagine, that St Matthew

has here formed, not so much a collection of parables spoken at

very different periods, as that, historically faithful, he has deliv-

ered them in the same manner in which they were communicat-

ed one after the other by Jesus when teaching in parables. For

the support of this view we might refer to passages contained in

the Gospel of St Luke; more especially to chap. xiv. 28; xvi.

31, wherein Jesus brings forward parable after parable, and yet

everything seems to testify that in these passages the original

connection has been preserved. To this must be added the

bearing which all these parables have in common to the kingdom

of God, a circumstance which contributed much to prevent the

hearers from becoming bewildered, inasmuch as one simile was

calculated to throw light upon another,—and the manner in

which St Matthew (ver. 1 sqq.) portrays the scene, where Jesus,

sitting on the sea-shore surrounded by a vast multitude of peo-

ple, teaches them, and concludes thus, xiii. 53, his ministerial

teaching. Yet, against this view argues first the fact, that St

Luke must in that case have transposed some of the parables,

inasmuch as he brings them forward in chap. xiii. 18—21, spo-

ken in an entirely different, though well-chosen connection; and

then secondly, the loose manner in which St Matthew avails him-

self of certain opening and closing formulas ; a feature which we

have already reflected upon when treating on the Sermon on

the Mount, As he evinces no interest whatever in local or

chronological data, hence no great stress can be laid thereon.

With the scene depicted by St Matthew at chap. xiii. 1 sqq.,

cannot be brought by any means into unison the fact narrated

in ver. 10, viz. of the drawing near of the disciples and their ask-

ing him concerning the meaning of the parables; the multitude

had evidently nothing to do with this, but it appertained solely to

the private circle of the disciples. St Mark iv. 10, shows that

this sentiment is very correct; and adds, moreover, that this

question was put by the disciples to the Lord, on tyhiro xara/Mo-

vag, "when he was alone." Here, then, we at once perceive,

that according to St Matthew, everything is not to be supposed
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as appearing in its immediate or strict connection. He lias an-

ticipated the interpretation given by Jesus of the first parable, the

Evangelist seeing that this interpretation could only have taken

place as soon as Jesus had withdrawn himself from the multitude

and found himself alone with his disciples, as is recorded, in-

deed, on occasion of the second interpretation atver. 36. Hence,

it appears dubious, according to this verse, whether the Lord ad-

dressed the last three parables to the disciples alone, or whether

they were directed likewise to the people. In either case the

discourse must have been interrupted, and the concluding for-

mula, iTzXiGiv 6 'i/jffoDc rac, •xo,£af>o~hug ravrccg, " Jesus had finished

these parables," given in ver. 53, acquires thereby a totally dif-

ferent position with regard to ver. 1, from that which at the first

view it seems to have. Under circumstances such as these, it is

doubtless best to assume (and this would be, indeed, quite in

accordance with St Matthew's usual manner of representing facts)

that he here formed a collection of parables in his own way.

The circumstances under which the Evangelist introduces them,

still retain therewith their perfect veracity. Jesus may have

related, no doubt, some parables under these very circumstan-

ces; to them St Matthew has added others in order to place

this manner of teaching of Jesus more fully before the reader.

Both St Mark and St Luke perfectly agree with St Matthew in

the order of the first parable; the latter ones alone are arranged

differently. The existence of an intimate connection with each

other of the parables related in St Matthew xiii. is in no way de-

nied in consequence of this manner of presenting them; on the

contrary, this becomes evident from the manner in which they

are communicated. The seven parables communicated by St

Matthew in this chapter are destined to characterise the various

relative positions of the kingdom of God. Thc^rs^ parable com-
prehends or views the relative position of the various classes of

mankind with regard to the Word of God ; the second has in view
the position of mankind with regard to the kingdom of the evil

one; the third aiidfoiuih depict the greatness of the kingdom of

God as compared with its insignificant beginning; in the fifth and

'sixth the value of the kingdom of heaven is prominently brought

forward; and finally, in the last is depicted the ever-mingled

form or state of the church upon earth which will endure even

until the day ofjudgment.

But, with regard to the parable itself, i.e., its nature, and the
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use made thereof in tlie New Testament, it must be observed

that the Greek terms, «raga/3oX^, vagoi/Aiu, " parable," and " pro-

verb," altogether correspond with the Hebrew, Ij^q, "proverb,

a weighty saying." Both expressions are used in a certain in-

definite sense. As ^ft, which it is well known, signifies fre-

quently a normal precept, sentence, or decision, so also does Kaecc-

$o\n, namely, whenever a sententious idea implies, or rather

comprehends a simile or comparison (St Luke iv. 23; St

Matthew xv. 15). But, even common similes with this normal

conception, i.e. mode of viewing, occur under the same designa-

tion (St Mark iii. 23; St Luke v. 36; vi. 39.) Most commonly,

however, this name is used in the three first Gospels, (for neither

the expression used in this sense, nor the thing itself, are to be

found in the Gospel of St John and in the rest of the writings of

the New Testament,) when speaking of a peculiar form of teach-

ing, which has, indeed, some analogous examples in the Old Tes-

tament (Isa. v. 1. The mashal, i.e. parable, here made mention

of, is used by Jesus himself; [comp. St Mark xii. 1,] Ezek. xvii. 1

sqq.; Judges ix. 7 sqq.; 2 Kings xiv. 9; 2 Sam. xii. 1,) and

which is most closely related to the fable (>.6yog, avoXoyog, aJvog.)

The parable differs from a simile chiefly in this, that the

latter does not imply or express any individual subject or fact,

which is the case with the parable whenever it appears in a

state of perfect development. Sometimes, it is true, the parables

are merely indicated, as, for example, the parables of the hidden

treasure and of the merchantman in St Matthew xiii. 44, 45.

But even in such an unfinished form they differ from mere

similes, or allegories (far extended similes,) inasmuch as the ba-

sis of the determinate simulated fact therein indicated may be

always discovered. But it is more difficult to point out the dif-

ference which exists between parable and fable. The ancients,

especially Aristotle (Rhet. ii. 20), who is followed by Cicero (De

Invent, i. 30), and by Quinctilian (Inst. v. 11), perceive a differ-

ence only in the more or less ample treatment thereof, inasmuch

as to them the fable appears as the more finished production,

whereas the parable is regarded as the more unfinished. Among
recent writers, Lessing regards the difference as consisting in

this, that the fable represents the individual case as real, where-

as in the parable it is only possible; with Herder, however, it

consists in this: the fable has recourse to irrational nature,
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whereas the parable makes use of the rational. Yet, none of

these suppositions are without their difficulties; to judge accord-

ing to the Biblical parable, it also represents the occurrence as a

real one, not merely as a possible one, as for example, the very
first parable of the sower in St Matthew xiii. 4. This argues
against the view taken by Lessing; but against that of Herder
we have the Old Testament parables above referred to, especial-

ly Ezek. xvii. 1 sqq., wherein the very subject of the action is

represented by the inanimate creation, and which nevertheless

can be regarded by no one as a fable. The fables of iEsop,

however, on the other hand, sometimes represent human persons

as the media of instruction. The difference, no doubt, is a pure-

ly internal one. The point of view occupied by the propounder
or inventor of fables is of an inferior character, and hence, his

object also is the more subordinate; the end of the fable is to

exhibit earthly virtues or commendable qualities; and inasmuch
as the earthly virtues, such as prudence, skilfulness, industry,

&c, have their representatives in certain species of animals,

hence, the irrational animal creation may be used most advan-

tageously for this form of instruction ; if we employ human be-

ings in fables, they must always appear therein in that light or

character, according to which they belong to the animal creation.

But the parable introduces us into a more exalted, a purely mo-
ral sphere, its object is to represent heavenly rules of life, or

circumstances decreed hy the Deity. Hence is its element more
peculiarly conversant with human nature; wherever the parable

touches upon irrational elements, there it views them as condi-

tioned b}r a higher divine power. In the fabulous world, huma-
nity, if it appears therein, is viewed from its subordinate side;

in the parable, irrational nature is viewed from its divine side.

Fable could find no place in the sacred Scriptures, if we consider

their peculiar character, 1 inasmuch as their Avhole endeavour is

to seize upon the divine character of man, and to exalt it. The
parable, on the contrary, is their true element. One might say

that the Old Testament is a real, matter-of-fact parable, which

teaches in its history subjects of a divine nature; in the New
Testament, the Son of God veiled the truths of the kingdom of

1 At the most may Judges ix. 7 sqq. be regarded as a fable, but even
here also there is visibly no higher point of view evolved, which has its

foundation in the circumstances connected with the passage.
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God revealed in him in parabolic symbols, in order thus to af-

ford instruction for all degrees of mental development and intui-

tion, and thereby to bring it to pass, that the one should be as

profoundly initiated into the mysteries of the doctrines of the

kingdom of God, as the others should be left in a state of dark-

ness with regard to his nature. 1

Ver. 1, 2. From his dwelling-place, (which was probably in

Capernaum,) Jesus went to the sea, (the lake of Genesareth,)

and in order to withdraw himself from the crowd, he entered in-

to a ship which happened to lie there ready; the people stood

on the land (shore), (sir! rJjs yfc,) by the sea-side, (irghg r»jv dakas-

ffa\>, St Mark iv. 1.)

Ver. 3—9. The parable of the sower is one of the few of

which we have an authentic explanation by the Lord, which is

not only very important for the right understanding of this single

narrative, but which is also of importance, for the deduction of

principles for the exposition of all parables. We may particu-

larly infer therefrom what appears to be the most difficult in the

exposition of parables, how far the isolated features of the para-

bolical discourse frequently have any signification or not. Just

as shallowness may on such points make light of all that is

profound in the Word of God, by simply exclaiming, this

or that is a mere decoration—so can superstition in like

manner make a mountain out of every grain of sand. (To

the words rd 'nrsivd, " the birds/' contained in ver. 4, St Luke

adds: rov ovoawv, " of heaven," according to the Hebrew, fpy

0*OZjn> "the birds of heaven."

—

Bd&og r>jc 9%, "depth of earth,"

stands =Sak7a y% " deep earth."— Kau/zar/^^a/, signifies to be

burnt up by the sun, or to be scorched, g^a/W^a/, to wither, to

dry up altogether. Ver. 7. dvufiahuv, = ?y?y, rV2^ to spring

up. St Mark gives, iv. 8, the numbers inverted yet the same

as St Matthew, which points out to us, that nothing further is

to be sought for in the position thereof. The well-known em-

1 Modern literature is enriched with some works on the Scriptural

parables, which are very full of learning. Rettbeeg and Schulze com-

posed prize essays for Gottingen University, (both published in Gottin-

gen 1828). A most ample and satisfactory treatise, de Parabolarum Jesu

natura, interpretatione, &c. " On the nature and interpretation of the

parables of Jesus,'' was published by Unger, Lips. 1828.
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phatic formula, 6 e%av <Lra x. r. >. ,
" he that hath ears, &c," in-

vites to examination.)

Ver. 18—23. With this parable itself we connect closely the

explanation of the Lord, which the disciples, when they were

alone, request of him, (xarapovoig, " when he was alone," St Mark
IV. 10); the important discourses which intervene we shall con-

sider hereafter. The expression, axovaare r^v <raga/3oXi)v, " hear

ye the parable," must not be translated: hear the exposition

of the parable (Schleusner has even a special number, or cipher,

under the word Taga/3oX?j, for the explanation, a parable), on

the contrary, it is only by the comprehending of the narrative

that it becomes a parable. Our Lord draws a parallel between

the four kinds of fields and four kinds of mental dispositions of

those who receive the Word of God which is scattered, abroad,

St Luke viii. 11.) The parable here changes at once into the

literal discourse, inasmuch as instead of the seed, which was

represented in the simile as developing itself in a different man-
ner, in accordance with the nature of the soil upon which it fell,

he enumerates the individuals in whom those developments take

place. His literal discourse is mixed up in a peculiar manner
with the parabolical language, as in St Matthew, in the: 6 rraod

rriv bhov, eve) rd Tsrgdofy, etg rag azdvdag ffvaosic, he who was sown
(upon) by the way side, upon stony ground, among thorns." In

St Luke, only, (viii. 14, 15,) the neuter gender is several times

made use of. With regard to the first disposition of mind
(heart), this is not represented per se in the explanation of

our Lord, but only in its consequences, but which however ad-

mit a reference to the position itself. An dxobuv, " hearing," but

no ttvviivui, "having understood," of the word is assumed, but

only a losing of the same. Although a positive cause, ex-

ternal to the nature of the described subject is supposed,

which is the prince of darkness, who is anxious to prevent

the winning of souls, (ha ,uri Kisnvgavrsg auDuaiv, " lest believing

they should be saved," St Luke viii. 12); yet, it is evident, that

the possibility of such a ministration of the prince of this world

lies even in the disposition of the mind itself. The figure (the

666g, " public way,") points to a state of hardness of the individual

mind, caused and brought to pass by external causes, it is a

want of receptive power, an inability to believe, which prevents

him from receiving the word; if in such hearts a certain en-
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trance of that which is Divine takes place, (iv rp xagbiq, 1 St Mat-

thew ver. 19), yet it is not intimately received by his nature (/x?i

auvisvrog, " not understanding it,") and thus it does not sink and

penetrate deep enough, in order to be saved from the attacks of

the inimical principle; the evil power does not penetrate into

the yy naKri, " good ground," ver. 23, hence the Divine element

can there freely develope itself. It is remarkable that the vsrsivd,

" birds," spoken of in the first part of the parable, (ver. 4), are

explained by the <7rovrie6g, " evil one," (aaravdg, " Satan," of St

Mark, 8id(3o\og
}
" the devil," according to St Luke), 2 an explana-

tion which, had it not been given by the Lord himself, could

have hardly been received ; the figure (to Ktruvd, " the birds,"

would have been solved by means of the general notion, destruc-

tive influences. But, here we have evidently a passage, in

which, as in ver. 39, the Redeemer speaks of the devil in a di-

dactic manner; and this too, without being solicited, in the

most contracted circle of his disciples. The description of the

second disposition of mind or heart, is that of one nearly related

to the former, although deviating much in its outward manifes-

tation. There exists in the interior the same want of receptiv-

ity of that which is Divine, (rd mrgubri, the stony places,") the

exterior alone is capable of being moved and susceptible of what

is noble ; the beginning of life excites for this reason fair ex-

pectations, (/isra %a£«s Xa/.(,l3dv$i Xoyov &sou, "he receiveth the

word of God with gladness,") yet, the plant cannot take deep

root, (it wants the Ix^dg, " moisture," St Luke viii. 6, = yy^T^g,

the nourishing moisture), such an one is, therefore, a Kgoaxcugog,

" temporal," (which St Luke explains: vfog xaigov tistsvsi, " he be-

lieveth for a time,") the contrast to aluviog, " eternal," (2 Cor.

iv. 18). In the hour of temptation, (ev xaiga nugaaiAoii), which is

characterised more precisely by St Matthew, and St Mark, by

the expressions Ohtyig, " tribulation," and diwy^og, " persecution,"

1 In the formula iffiragfievov iv rri xagci/a, " sown in the heart," iv, "in"

does not permit of being interchanged with tig, " into ;" it means, the

seed which was scattered abroad, and is now in the heart.

8 It is incomprehensible to me, how Schleiermacher (Grlaubensl. v. i. p.

213, 2d edition), can say, "the expressions are here of double interpre-

tation, and the enmity of mankind against the divine word is as nearly

connected herewith as the devil." The expressions 6 Garavag, 6 BidfioXog

(with the article, without anything preceding whereto to refer them)
cannot possibly be explained as referring to man.
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coming from without, they fall off. (St Luke apioroLvrcu, " fall

away," St Matthew and St Mark txavdakifyvreu, " are offended,"

for what particularly regards <rx.dvba/.ov, " offence," comp. on St

Matthew xviii. 8). This application of #X/o<;, "the sun," (St

Matth. xiii. 6), as signifying scorching fire, heat, in parabolical

language is likewise found in the Old Testament. (Comp. Ps.

cxxi. 6; Is. xlix. 10, with Rev. vii. 16).

In the third disposition of the heart indifference does not ap-

pear, as the thing which prevents the development of the Divine

word; hut only those foreign elements which become mixed up

in the mind with the divine principle of life, which are, so to

speak, the thorns that stifle the germ of the young plant. Good

and evil are according thereto conceived, as existing in the in-

ward life in a simultaneous process of development, yet in such

a manner as to afford the latter a predominance over the for-

mer, whereof the growth is thereby suppressed. As that which

prevents the development of the heavenly germ, the two forms

are brought forward, in which sin reveals itself in this temporal

system of the world, (ai&v olroc, " this world.") Firstly, the

fiigipm, " care, anxiety," the oppressive, heavy portion of earth-

ly life, which causes its falling off, or apostacy from that which

is Divine; secondly, the d^drrj rov -r/.o-Jrou, " deceitfulness of rich-

es," the alluring portion of life, which pretends in a delusive

manner to appease the desires of the soul. St Luke describes

this latter form of the pernicious influences of the world-

ly principle more fully by adding, (viii. 14,) the words :

ribovai ro\j (3iov
}

" pleasures of life." (Biog, " life," like seculum,

here signifies the temporal existence of man, as he appears in-

corporated with sin,—comp. 2 Tim. ii. 4, whence is derived the

expression used by the fathers of the church: fiiunxov, fimriy.d =
secularia, " the things of this life or world," implying whatever

concerns this world, whatever belongs thereto. Comp. Suiceri

Thcs. s. h. v. and St Luke xxi. 34, 1 Cor. v. 3, 4.) St Mark

uses instead of t]bovai
y

"pleasures," the expression: a) mot ra

/.oi-d imOvfMiai, " the desires after other things," so that other al-

lurements of the external world are placed on a parallel with

nXovrog, " riches," as producing a similar effect. These extrane-

ous objects withdraw man's undivided attention from holiness,

which requires it, and hence it is prevented from developing it-

self, in its fulness and power, lufiirviyouei rh X6yo», axagrro; y'mrat,

ou reXffffogoutf/, " they choke the word, it becomes unfruitful, they
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bring not to perfection," in St Luke. The expression n\so<pog'&w,

is only to be found in this one passage, (Luke viii. 14,) and signi-

fies: to bring to the end, to finish; but the fruit of the spirit is

the end of the internal spiritual life, which the word of

God ingrafted in the heart, must attain to (Gal. v. 22,) inas-

much as it assumes that it has produced its full effect upon the

entire inner man.—That the spiritual fruit, then, grows out of

the Divine word engrossed into the heart, is that which forms the

characteristic feature of the fourth and last disposition of the

heart, which the Redeemer figuratively calls the yn '/.aXy, " good

earth;" a spiritual soil, endowed with the fulness of receptivity, in

which the process of development is interrupted by none of those

hindrances, above treated of. The various expressions used by

the evangelists, render highly intelligible the effects produced by

that which is Divine upon such hearts. According to St Mat-

thew, with the axoveiv, " to hear," is likewise connected the

Guvnvai, " to understand," which is a reception of the Divine

thing, in its most true or proper nature and manner, and is thus

contrasted with ver. 19. It is according to St Mark a Taoads^Bg-

dai, " receiving," a receiving into ourselves, into the depths of

our life, and forms a contrast with the losing spoken of at ver.

1 5. According to St Luke it is a nar'syjiv, " holding fast,"

wherein is implied an activity of will in defence of the divine

principle of life which is obtained, and the expulsion of all ex-

traneous influences; it forms a contrast to ver. 14. St Luke
has, moreover, the marked addition h wroftovji, " with patience,"

in order to describe the bearing of fruit, as the result of the gra-

dual process of the internal amalgamation of life with the Di-

vine, which by no means depends upon a mere arbitrary deter-

mination of the will. St Matthew and St Mark indicate the va-

rious degrees of fruitfulness in language still more figurative.

Without enlarging too much on the meaning of the expressions,

Ixarbv, " a hundred fold," IZftxovra, " sixty fold," rgidxovra, " thirty

fold," we may assert, that the numbers not merely imply the

various degrees of endowment with miraculous powers, which

forms the condition of the perfection of the fruits, (comp. St

Matthew xxv. 14 sqq.), or the degrees of care spent in the pro-

motion of their thriving, but that there is likewise brought for-

ward, besides these, the fact that all is distributed, even in this

portion of the mighty kingdom of God, according to rule and

order; hence, that the capacities and powers bestowed on vari-

L
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ous individuals are not poured out without rule, but that they

are given according to laws and regulations.

In the account by Luke viii. 16—18, and by Mark iv. 21—25,

there follow immediately after the explanation of the parable

thus given by the Lord, certain words which are awanting in

Matthew, but which are not without importance for the deeper

understanding of the similitude. The connexion of these verses

with the foregoing parable is obvious, if one only keeps in view

the circumstance that the Saviour, in passing on to another com-

parison, is showing how the apostles were the yn xa?Jj and there-

fore called to bring forth seeds and fruits, which in their turn

were destined to produce still more extensive results. The light

which has been kindled, and which is intended to diffuse its

radiance, is thus equivalent to the seed scattered abroad and

designed to grow up, 1 and the general idea which follows ou ydg

1st! ti xowrbv x. r. X. contains merely the affirmation that every

thing wrapped up in the divine word shall gradually unfold and

develope itself. To this is subjoined the admonition, fixim™

ouv xug avovsn og ydo av £%»! bo^Girai avroj zai Sg civ ,'J.rj 'iyj) xa! o hoxn

'iyjiv dsdrissrai d* uurov. The same words stand at Matt. xiii. 12,

but are somewhat differently introduced. The original connexion

may probably have been preserved by Luke and Mark. For

according to them, the words were obviously designed to prevent

a possible misunderstanding of the parable, lest it should be

supposed that the states of mind described as existing in differ-

ent men, originated in any inherent necessity, or that the conse-

quent variety of effects flowing from the woi'd of God in them,

arose from such a source. The admonition (3x'sm-s %. r. X. and

especially the remark bg ydg ay s%p %. r. X. takes for granted the

freedom of choice and the influence of self-determination, amidst

all differences of internal organization. For, according to the

connexion, the 'iyjiv and the fiy eyjiv (as conjoined with the doxsTv

lyiiv) refers to the fruit which was really produced, or only ap-

parently brought forth. The 'iyjtv admits also of being referred

to the yn xaXr; to which the fruit stands related simply as effect

to cause, but the former view is to be preferred. Thus under-

1 The same intermingling of the two comparisons of seed and light is

found also in Philo; dddvara lyxovu /Aovri rixriiv up* savrrjg oia, n 'tsriv r,

OiopiXqc -^vyri emigccvroc tig dvrrjv dxrii/ag voqrdg rou Targbg dig dvvr/Gtrai

QiuetTv rd trotpiag dby/xara. De vita thcoret. Opp. v. ii. p. 482. Man-
gey.
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stood, the whole sentence (Gnome) affirms that wheresoever that

which is divine has once manifested itself in fruit- producing
power, it goes on to develope its influences ever more purely and
more nobly; but wheresoever it fails of effectual operation, there

not merely the old state returns, but the man sinks deeper, and
loses even that which lie vainly imagined himself to possess.

This idea plainly leads to the further conclusion that the states

of mind depicted in the parable are not to be conceived of as

definitely restricted to separate individuals, but are rather to be
regarded as realized in the same person successively in different

periods and situations of life, so that as well on the one hand
may the hard stony heart, by a faithful using of grace, be en-

nobled into a gOod and fruitful soil for the Divine word, as con-

versely may the good ground 1 on the other hand by faithlessness

be desolated and destroyed. But this implies no denial of the

fact, that in different individuals there naturally exist predomi-
nant tendencies towards the one or the other of these mental
states, such predominance arising from the blessing of pious, or

the curse of impious conduct. Only, every man must be viewed
as a free agent, and as the Bible nowhere teaches the existence

of a decretum reprobationis, according to which, sin concentrates

itself of necessity on certain natures, just as little does it teach

the existence of a gratia irresistibilis, in virtue of which, good
concentrates itself of necessity on certain individuals. We are

rather made everywhere to see that the Divine government of

the world, which has its foundation in necessity, is in harmony
with a world full of beings who are free agents, and who are

never forced by compulsion under the influence of good or evil.

The most favoured individuals, if personally unfaithful, can at-

tain not the slightest advancement in good, while the least

favoured, if personally faithful, may develope themselves most
attractively. By the principle, therefore,—he who has much, of

him shall much be required.—the apparent unrighteousness con-

nected with the different positions in which men are born, is

fully removed. Only in Mark do we find the statement added

1 All who hold the doctrine of the saints' perseverance with its kin-
dred truths, will dissent, as the Translator does, from this statement and
some others which follow. If the author really understood this truth
as implying that men are not free agents, but driven by force (durch
Zivang,) to good or evil, he could not have known what the Calvinistic
system of doctrine really is.—T.
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(Mark iv. 26—29,) in which the comparison of the seed sown in

the field is taken with a modification such as does not occur in

the other evangelists. It stands in immediate connexion with

the preceding idea, that wheresoever the divine root has entered

into a soul, it evermore manifests its blessed influence according

to the power which dwells in it, and which developes itself out-

wardly. The comparison therefore sets forth this indwelling

energy (and in this respect it is allied to the parable of the

leaven), quite as strongly as it does the inability of him who

soweth the seed of the Divine word to effect its growth, that

growth proceeding wholly from itself as the general law of all de-

velopment implies. Mark iv. 26, 27, contains a representation

of the gradual growth of the seed without the co-operation of the

sower; Kafovbuv, syzt^adai is merely a description of what happens

in ordinary life, which excludes any further attention to the seed

that has been sown. Independently of the efforts of man, the earth

itself [auropdrr)] brings forth fruit. What properly belongs to the

seed is here attributed to the earth, as that on which the growth

of the seed depends; in other respects it is of no importance to

the understanding of the similitude. The expression auro'j,drrh

that which moves of itself, which grows of itself, does not occur

elsewhere, except at Acts xii. 10. The mode of growth, by pro-

gressive stages, is described by the words yJ>ro; [the first spring-

ing of the corn which is grass-like,] ard%vg [the sprouting of the

ears,] cTroi [the ripened grain.] In verse 29th, Tusadw, scil.

savrov is used after the analogy of the Latin se dare, tradere, as

Virgil, Georg. i. 287, writes, multa adeo gelida melius se node

dederunt. Compare also the Hebrew Q7£, the Chaldee Q7\^,

Ezra vii. 19, [see Buxt. Lex. Talm. p. 2422.] Agevravov sickle

stands for the labourers bearing the sickle; the ^iotarai. see Matt.

xiii. 39. There is only one difficulty in this parabolic discourse,

as given by Mark, the circumstance namely, that the sower who

after scattering the seed goes away, is none other than the wag

rou avdeojwj, as our Lord's own explanations afterwards show,

(Matt. xiii. 37,) and as is indeed indicated by the very fact, that

the Lord, when the harvest is come, sends the reapers into the

field, an act which, according to Matt. xiii. 39, must be referred

to the time of the xg/<r/g. But in what sense it can bo said of the

Lord that he lets the field grow without caring for its advance-

ment, one does not well see, inasmuch as grace is required

equally at the commencement and throughout the course of the
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divine life. Every thing would appear to harmonize better

if we could suppose that by the avdeoj-rog gvsigm is to be under-

stood any and every teacher who may be labouring in the

Lord's vineyard, and who certainly after implanting the word in

the heart, must, in respect to its future growth, leave it to take

its own course. Perlnps, however, such difficulties show that

the similitude ought not to be pushed thus far. The very nature

of a similitude implies that on some point or other, the thing-

compared must differ from that to which it is likened, else the

two would be identical. Only in this case we feel ourselves shut

out from having recourse to this explanation, by observing that

the specific point on which the whole comparison turns, is just

this very abandonment of all care for the seed after it has been

sown. Unless, therefore, the whole is to have the appearance of

inanity, meaning and force must be given to this point. Per-

haps then, according to Matt. ix. 15, the meaning of the entire

parabolic discourse may be taken in this way: although the inner

life in man is never, during the course of its development, abso-

lutely without the grace and the presence of the Lord, yet may
it be said that there are two special periods when that grace is

pre-eminently active. The first is the commencement of the life,

(the sowing,) the second is the ripening of the fruit, (the har-

vest). Between these points lies a period, during which it may
be said, that comparatively the soul is without the Lord, the

divine life implanted in man developing itself according to its

own inherent power, and to this season perhaps, a season of in-

ternal struggle and turmoil, the Lord here refers. Thus under-

stood, the comparison gains for itself, at least, a specific mean-

ing, and its connexion is made clear with what had gone before.

Nor does this explanation exclude a reference to individual

human teachers, only this does not appear as the thing primar-

ily intended.

It is in another sense however, that the words og yag av e%fi

x. r. X. are interwoven as part of this discourse, by Matt., in the

verses before us, the exposition of which we are now to give.

According to ver. 10, sq., the disciples came to Jesus and asked

him generally what his purpose was in thus speaking in para-

bles, (Biari sv KaoafioXctTg XaXtTg dvroTg;) the Lord replies that he

employed them on account of the differences that existed among
the various classes of his hearers, some of whom he wished to

understand him, others not. In speaking by parables this two-
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fold object would be gained, for every thing that it was needful

for him to state would thus be declared, but in a form so veiled

that only those understood it who were designed to understand

it. Among these the disciples are mentioned first of all, and in

this connexion is it said can: yuo lyji /.. r. X., (ver. 12.) The idea

thus appears set in a different light from that in which we find

it with Luke and Mark. The apostles are represented as the

'iyjavTii on whom, for this reason, there flows in the m^/ffirsu/xa, the

Xoivoi, however as the ovx e%omg, who lose for this reason what

they already have, to whom the appearance of the light tends to

bring destruction. Before considering however, this idea, which

is further developed in the following verses, we must attend to

the expression, {tvtirrigia 77\g (3affiXi!ag ruv cvgavujv (rov dsov). It

marks the general object of the Ta^«/3oXa/, and in those very

parables which follow throughout this chapter constant reference

is prominently made to the f3asiXita. The word /xuffr^/oi/ then,

from i^'itji to shut up, to conceal, is in the New Testament used

to denote the Divine counsels, decrees, doctrines, which, as such,

could never have become known to men as such, to men if left

to themselves. (So the Heb. }-) in the Old Testament.) No-

where, however, are these decrees, &c. represented as absolutely

eternally hid, and incapable of being known; but God, who at

the prompting of his own love, reveals himself and all that is in

him, is constantly by his aKoxaXv-^ig revealing his /xuar^/a
;
yet

not in such a way that they cease to be fivffrr^ia, they retain for

ever their divine character, which exalted them above all the

powers of discovery belonging to man himself, only instead of

hidden, they have become unveiled fivsr^oia. (1 Cor. ii. 7.'

Rom. xvi. 25.) According to this view, the fiuffrrj^a, r%g fiaatXiiag

r&v obcavtov, denote the whole system of Divine counsels, ordinances,

and doctrines, which have been revealed through Christ, and

through the new economy which he founded. These stand in

contrast, as it were, with the puG-feta rov va/uov, which, after the

fulfilment of the Old Testament economy, had to make way for

a new system of //.uarriPia. This whole collection of mysteries, how-

ever, was made known only to some (yfi?v b'zhorai yvumi,) from

others it was hid, (according to Mark roTg s-'^w, as opposed to the

apostles roTg so-oj.) As to the mode of expression used by Paul in

regard to this matter, comp. 1 Cor. v. 12, 13; Col. iv. 5; 1 Thes.

iv. 12. In the use of the word b'sborou, it is impossible not to see

a reference to the decree of God. It implies first, the positive
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exercise of divine grace, its communicating or imparting the

blessing, and then negatively it implies the inability of man's

will to attain of itself the thing bestowed. He uses the expres-

sion in the same sense as at Matthew xix. 1 1 ; xx. 23, and

especially at John iii. 27; vi. 65; xix. 11, with the addition of

uvuOsv, sx rox) bvgavov. But this idea, that the passage asserts the

giving and the withholding a knowledge of the secrets of the

divine kingdom, forms precisely the great difficulty that meets

us in this and the following verses, (ver. 13—15,) where at

greater length it is explained, and founded on Old Testament

prophecy.

According to the narrative of Matthew xiii. 13, the idea cer-

tainly seems put in such a form as to intimate that Christ's

speaking in parables was simply a consequence resulting from the

blindness and insensibility of a portion of his hearers. For the

expression employed is h nragafioXalc, XaXu on fiXiirovng ou ftXintovtii

%. r. X., while Mark and Luke in the corresponding passage give

ha fiXivovrss /Mr] fiX'snwei, words which obviously mean that their

failing to understand him was the object designed by our Lord in

using the language of parables. But that in Matthew's account

of our Lord's discourse he meant to convey no meaning different

from that of the other evangelists, is shown first by the quota-

tion from the Old Testament, which of itself expresses as strongly

the same idea, and in the next place, if we take the on in verse

1 3, to denote the cause which led to his speaking in parables, it

implies something self-contradictory. " For this reason do I

speak to them in parables, because they do not understand," is a

mode of thought which could in no respect be explained or jus-

tified.
1 For if they wholly failed to comprehend him, one does

not see why the Lord did not speak at once in simple unfigura-

tive terms—that would at least have given a chance of his being

understood somewhat better than speaking before men of dull

apprehension in language obscure and veiled. And according to

this view the possibility of his being understood, must, to a certain

extent, be assumed, as otherwise it would have been more to the

purpose for him to have refrained from speaking altogether.

On the other hand, the idea is a very simple one:
—

" I speak in

1 The words could only be so interpreted if the parables were to be

considered as means for facilitating the understanding of the subject re-

ferred to. But against this view the passage sxuvoig ds oh d'sdorai, (v. 1 1,)

is so decisive that the point admits of no further discussion.
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parables in order that they may not understand," and this view

lias been attempted to be got rid of simply on account of the

dogmatic difficulties it involves—difficulties which do not con-

cern the interpreter of Scripture. According to the connexion

therefore, the words in Matt. xiii. 13, should be translated

only in this way, " I speak to them in parables, for seeing,

they see not," so that the result is represented as an effect

contemplated and designed. This is plainly shown also im-

mediately afterwards at ver. 15, by the expression /x-^tg-s 'Ibusi,

in the prophecy of Isaiah (comp. Mark iv. 12.) Attempts have

been made it is true to put such a meaning on the /ifaorz here,

and the ha in Luke and Mark as to take away from both par-

ticles the idea of design. And it is not to be denied that priori

(as was already remarked in regard to ha on Matt. i. 22,) some-

times in the New Testament, wants the sense of intention, or

design. Especially convincing in support of this view of priori,

is the passage 2 Tim. ii. 25, ^tots && dvroTg 6 §ibg /Airdvoiav, which

it is utterly impossible to translate, " in order that God might

not grant them repentance/' but rather " whether God (si toVe,)

will not bestow on them repentance." According to this the

passage before us, (ver. 15,) might be rendered;—whether they

might not see, whether they might not hear. The reference

however to the prophecy (Is. vi. 9, 10,) which is also introduced

in the same sense at John xii. 39 sqq. ; Acts xxviii. 26 sqq.,

admits no interpretation of the passage except the telcological.

Matthew and also Luke in the Acts of the Apostles, follow with

some unimportant variations the reading of the LXX., while John

on the contrary has given a translation of his own which expres-

ses however the idea of the passage with the closest accuracy.

He writes ovx nbbvavro -i6-s jjuv, and ha /j.r, Uuet, so that the utmost

violence must be done in interpreting the passage before the

words will bear any other sense than this, that the design was

they should not understand. The c.onnexion of the words also

as given in the Old Testament clearly shows the same meaning.

(Compare Gesenius in his Commentary on the passage Is. vi. 9,

10.) It is represented as the penalty, as the curse of sin, that

it prevents man's understanding the revelation of that which

comes from God. (The (3\siriiv and axobuv, as contrasted with

the oi> ffwisvai, o-jy. ibiTv, denote tin' opportunity which had been

given of understanding the Divine, inasmuch as it had been

opened up in their immediate presence, while they did not pos-
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sess the susceptibility necessary for embracing it. This want of

susceptibility—the inability to believe—is denoted by ecFa^Lv0r^=

IftttJIl'
" t° become fal," m the sense of " to become unfeeling

or insensible." It stands as parallel to the i^j-f, and yi$!>

which in the Greek are rendered fiag'sug dzovuv, xa/ifiiteiv. Ka/xfivav

is a barbarous form, for xara,aus/t/=/cXs/s/i/ rods opdaX/Aovg. The

verb lm<STge<puv,=^i&, to abandon a path which had been al-

ready entered on, is here as frequently elsewhere used to denote

the inward turning of the soul from darkness to light. In the

last clause zal ideu/^ai avrovg, a various reading, idco/^at, is

found, which certainly has been transferred from the LXX. in

order to lessen the hardness of the passage by giving to the

words the sense of " but I will heal them." This interpretation

however does not agree with the connexion of the Hebrew, in

which NQ~V1 HttJ"V holds a position entirely parallel. In Mark

accordingly, the whole force of the idea is preserved, only the

figure implied in Idffopai, is explained by the words ha n,r\ d$i&ri du-

roTg ra a/xagrjypara, a rendering which is also given in the Chaldee

version.) According to the connexion then as found in the pro-

phet, the passage Isa. vi. 9, 10, refers primarily to the cotempora-

ries of Isaiah. Matthew sees in it a reference to the cotempora-

ries of Jesus, not judging capriciously, but taking a profound view

of its real import. For that which was exhibited in the days of

Isaiah did not differ from what occurred in the times of Jesus

—

making allowance for circumstances—it was essentially the

same. The Divine, as set forth in the discourse of Isaiah, was

met by the insensibility of the people whom he summoned to

spiritual effort, and the curse of their sin lay in this, that they

did not even see the Divine as it existed in him. In the time

of Jesus the same nation was dealt with in the same way, with

only this difference, that in Jesus there was exhibited to the

people the purest manifestation of the Divine, a faint reflec-

tion of which was all that could be beheld in Isaiah. Inasmuch

then, as even this glory of the Divine light remained unper-

ceived by them, the curse of sin in all its magnitude was exhibit-

ed to view, and the prophet's words consequently met in this with

their entire fulfilment. And as in this instance, so is it gene-

rally with, the New Testament writers—the phenomena of life

in the Old Testament are viewed in the original root whence

they sprang, and are seen to have corresponding analogies more
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fully developed amidst the occurrences of a later period. (As to

the bearing which the train of thought in this passage has on

the doctrine of predestination, see further what is said in Rom.

ix.)

Ver. 16, 17. In contrast to the curse therefore which strikes

these hardened hearts, there follows here that blessing which

falls to the share of the disciples as men of receptive minds.

The 6pt)a\>j,oi, ura, are mentioned as the organs of reception in

general, something corresponding to which belongs to the inner

man. At Luke x. 23, these words occur in a quite different

connexion, which will afterwards engage our attention. He
adds that Jesus addressed these words tq the disciples when by

themselves (zar' idiav=-/.ara
l

u6vu;, Mark iv. 10, 34,) a fact which

might have been inferred even from their contents. The com-

parison of his disciples to the vgoprirai, and the dixaioi, of the Old

Testament, (Luke instead of the dixaioi, has the word f3a<jiXs?g,

an expression however which must in this case be held as apply-

ing to righteous kings,) would have been unintelligible to the

multitude. Besides, the idea expressed in ver. 17, is simply an

exposition of the frequently occurring vXtTov 'luva, TXihv ~2oXo/j,uvo;

udt, (Matt. xii. 41, 42.) All the longing desires of the pious

throughout the Old Testament centred in the person of the Mes-

siah. To behold him was the loftiest object of Old Testament

hope. This benefit was granted to the disciples, and their whole

blessedness, all their glory, consisted in this that the}7- were illu-

mined by the radiance of the Sun of righteousness. The special

grace thus vouchsafed is brought to their remembrance by

Christ, not in order to exalt them above the Old Testament

saints, but to lay them low before the Lord.

Ver. 24—30. From this same comparison of seed-sowing, a

second similitude arises, which however contemplates a different

aspect of the kingdom of God. Of this parabolic statement also

an authentic explanation is given by the Lord, ver. 36—41,

which we shall take up at the same time. (The ufioiudri r, (3aei-

Xila ruv&vgetvSti avdou-rw, is an abbreviated form of expression—one

point of the similitude is brought prominently forward, and on

it the comparison is concentrated. Here it is the man who scat-

ters the seed, and so at ver. 33, it is the £u/x?j, at ver. 44, the

Sjjtfccugo's, at ver. 47, the ffayr,vri, at ver. 45, the uvdguvog efi-rogog.

The word <7ra,eariO£va,i,=zNg, is here selected with reference to the

enigmatical character of parabolical language—he laid the para-
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ble before them, for the purpose of opening it up. In the CTs/gg/,

sv ru ayg&, we must beware of supposing that there is any con-

founding of tig and sv, he sowed upon his field as the place of his

labour. The night-time is described as h ru y.afavbsiv rovg dvd^u-

irovg, as at Job xxxiii. 15. Ver. 25. Z/tpvia, in the Talmud,

pyft. Comp. Buxtorf. Lex. Talm. fol. 680, Suid. j? sv ru> <r/rw

aiga, i. e. lolium [Virg. Eel. v. 37, infelix lolium,~\ cockle, darnel.

The weed showed itself first at the springing time [(3\a6rdvsiv,~\

and latterly when the fruit was forming, [xagvov vonTv,] and it

could not therefore have been stifled by the grain. Ver. 28.

unsXdovrsg evXh's^u^tv. This is represented as spoken according to

the analogy of the Hebrew, *r?n> m the °"a) 5 of the oixodso-Torrig,

but neither here nor in any other passage where TT^pi is used

are we to regard it as an empty pleonasm. Ver. 30.
<

$igiGrr\g,=

6 Seg/^wi', occurs only here; d'sapy, is also a a^a§ Xeybfiivov,=^'r]^.

Exodus xii. 22. An Old Testament comparison lies at the foun-

dation of this whole parable of the burning up of the tares.

Comp. 2 Sam. xxiii. 7, where the same reference had already

been made to the final judgment. The aTo^xjj corresponds to

the Hebrew, -^fc^,
" granary, storehouse.")

Ver. 36—43. The explanation of the parable was in this in-

stance also communicated to the disciples when alone, after the

people had been dismissed (ver. 36). In brief sentences our

Lord expounds the several portions of the comparison, the last

point however, the final separation of the good from the bad, on

which the whole turns, being more shortly given. But for this

express exposition by Christ another interpretation would un-

questionably at first sight have suggested itself. Jesus explains

the field as being the %o6fiog, the good seed as the viol rr\g (3a<ri-

Xilag, the fy^dvia as the vhl ro\J Kowgov, and consequently the whole

human race, good and bad together, are viewed as the corn that

is growing up in the xoe/xog, a word which here seems like orbis

terrarum, to denote the universal earth. The generality of this

reference does not appear at first sight to agree with the con-

nexion, for the subject of discourse is not the whole world (ver.

24), but rather the /3a<r/Xs/a rSiv ovgavuv. That in the general

world evil intermingles itself with good, is obvious at a glance,

but it is strange that in the kingdom of God itself, onward to its

close, the same intermixture should be seen, for the express de-

sign of that kingdom is to represent the good. Beyond all
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doubt, however, this similitude must be understood of the

kingdom of God, which is here termed the world, inasmuch as

viewed ideally, it is destined to pervade the whole xo<r,tto;,
%
or

conversely, the *6<tfAo$ viewed ideally is seen as destined of

God to become his kingdom. The derangement of this

original purpose by the influence of the kingdom of dark-

ness, the Saviour will here explain, and he undertakes to

define the relative connexion of good and evil in the church

of God on earth, as well under the Old as the New Tes-

tament, down to the final judgment. The uibg rov d,vdgu><xov, con-

sequently appears here again in his ideal dignity (comp. Dan.

vii. 13,) as the adversary of the dia(3o\og, while from the begin-

ning onward he has been working out the victory of good among

the human race. This moreover is another passage belonging to

the number of those in which Christ refers in his teaching lite-

rally and directly to the devil. The disciples had requested here

an authoritative exposition of a similitude that was dark to

them. In no point of view was this an occasion for conceding

to popular prejudice (even if the idea of such accommodation

were not essentially inconsistent with the holy character of

Jesus,) and still less for having recourse to the use of proverbs or

any thing else of the kind. While, however, according to this

view, the parable as a whole is clear, yet on particular points, we

are met by important difficulties. Thus the way in which the

v'/bg rrii j3asiXsiag, and rov irovr,^, are set in contrast, seems to point

to an absolute severance of individuals, which might again seem

to favour the doctrine of predestination. But the prohibition

forbidding the rooting out of evil (ver. 28,) at once sufficiently

shows that neither are the wo/ rr,g fiattikiias conceived of as en-

tirely dissevered from the evil, nor the wo/ rov tov^pou as Avholly

dissociated from the good. The one class appear only as in a

certain respect the concentration of good, (not however as though

any gratia irresistibilis preserved them from falling back,) the

other as the concentration of evil, (not however as though any

decretum reprobationis forced them into wickedness, and held

them back from the possibility of repentance,) drawn by birth,

circumstances, education, now more towards the one element,

now more towards the other. For though all men are involved in

sin, yet are they vot all in an equal degree under its power; sin-

cerity, uprightness, and susceptibility for everything good being

beyond all mistake manifest in some, Avhile others display malice,
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obstinacy, hardness of heart. It is strange however that this pro-

hibition to separate these elements before their becoming ripe

should be the thing omitted in the Lord's explanation, whether it

be that Matthew has abridged his exposition, or whether it

be that the Saviour wished merely to set prominently forth

the great final separation, thus sufficiently indicating that

until that separation take effect, no arbitrary, and therefore

merely pernicious attempt to dissever them ought to be made. 1

It is indeed self-evident that this does not prohibit the seve-

rance of what is sinful from that which is good ; it is only meant

that no individualperson should be shut out from intercourse with

the good as incorrigible, there is always the possibility that the

beneficent influence of good may awaken up in him the slumber-

ing elements of improvement. At the same time however, it

admits of no doubt, that according to the meaning of this para-

ble all violent interference with the course of life led by the sin-

ful members of the church (not merely death, but also final

excommunication,) as well as every arbitrary effort to realize ab-

solute purity of communion on earth, (Donatism) is forbidden,

because the former leads to harshness and injustice, the latter

inevitably to pride and blindness. For as luithin man, even the

best, there exists a mixture similar to that which prevails with-

out him, the effect can only be most pernicious, if, overlooking

the sin that is in his soul, he holds himself forth to others as a

pure member. The view here inculcated leads simply to humility,

mildness, and to constant watchfulness at the same time, for the

improvement of one's self and others. For there is no intention

to prohibit admonition, or appropriate church discipline, or any

other methods of dealing with the lives of sinful members of the

church, if only not forcible in their nature. What man however

is unable to separate, that the all-knowing God dissevers finally

in the (twreXsia tou aluvog rovrov. The meaning of this expression

cannot here be very accurately determined, generally and com-

1 The view of this parable recently put forth by Steiger, (Ev. K. Z.

Feb. 1833, p. 113, sqq.) to the effect that it is simply prophetico-histo-

rical, i. e. that it contains no admonitions intended to guide the conduct
of believers, but merely instructs us in the truth that the church shall

never on earth be pure, is obviously untenable, for in that case the ac-

count of the servant's zeal in wishing to root out the weeds, and the

Lord's prohibition, would be mere decorations incidentally introduced to

adorn the similitude—a supposition which clearly is most arbitrary,

and destructive to the character of the parable.
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prehensively it denotes simply the conclusion of this temporal

course of the world which contains the mixture of good and evil.

That this severance is advancing of itself step hy step, that it

has been going on throughout the course of the world's history,

that it was decisively manifested in the founding of a visible

kingdom of God, and will be finally consummated in the univer-

sal judgment—are truths not touched on in the passage here be-

fore us. There is merely presented to us the great principle

of biblical theodicy, that one day the holy and the unhol}'' shall

be mutually and wholly separated, but up to that period they

shall remain ripening together, each according to its own nature.

(Comp. in regard to (tuvre'teid r. a. what is said at Matth. xii. 31,

and xxiv. 1). In the account of the xgiatg, as here given, the

fiaaiXiia t. 0. is contemplated as the only thing that exists, that is

in being, out of which it is merely required that foreign admixtures

be expelled, in order to manifest its real nature. (The sending

of the ayyi'koi, and the whole manner in which the punishment is

represented will be found explained more fully at Matth. xxiv. 31

;

xxv. SO, 31. The axdvdaXa, be it also observed, and the rroiovvrs;

rr
t
v dvofxiav, are not to be taken as synonymous—the former is the

more forcible expression, Kd//,ivos <j-jo6z=kvo diwvwv. As to xXa,ud,u.bg

xui /3ffu//^6s bhovrm, see on Matth. vii. 12). After the expulsion of

evil as the element of darkness, good reveals itself in its pure

nature as light. (Tors hi bi%a.m ezXu/j^ovci, as children of light

—

children of God the varyo rwv tpuruv [James i. 17]. The words

are chosen with reference to Dan. xii. 3. Comp. Wisdom iii. 7,

4; Ezra vii. 55).

The third parable of the mustard seed is at once seen to be

far less fully carried out than the two which precede it. It ap-

proaches the character of a mere comparison, for it is simply the

nature of the mustard seed itself, and of the plant growing out

of it, which is employed to illustrate the f3a<riXsia r. 0. In Luke
this parable, and the following one of the lea von, also occur, but

in another connexion, which we shall afterwards consider more

at length. (In the parable the /cwxgoregov, and the ,'jlu'(ov, with the

genitive following them, have certainly the force of the superla-

tive, only too much stress in this respect must not be laid on

them. The selection] of this particular plant is perhaps to be

explained from its qualities as a seasoning; which in the para-

ble that immediately follows, forms also the tertium compara-

lion is. Auycc'jo'j, = fyy, vegetables, cabbage like plants gene-
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rally. The <x$rava rov o-jgavov, appear here in a connexion wholly

different from that at Matt. xiii. 4, as representing all those who

seek protection and refuge in the kingdom of God, according to

Ezek. xvii. 23, which passage seems to lie at the foundation of

this whole comparison. Inasmuch as in the separate forms which

exist throughout creation various characters seem to find expres-

sion, they admit also in the parabolic language of Scripture of

being understood in a variety of senses.) The idea which this

parable is obviously designed to set forth, is simply this—that

in the manifestation of what is Divine, the beginning and the

end of its development stand related to each other in an inverse

ratio. Springing from invisible beginnings, it spreads itself

abroad over an all-embracing field of operations. As however the

kingdom of God may be conceived of at one time in its totality,

at another in its speciality, i. e., as manifested in a greater or

smaller sphere, in nations, or in private individuals, so also may
the parables which set forth particular aspects of the kingdom

of God, be viewed. The rich thoughts deposited in them possess

the same truth for the whole body as for the private members,

because truth is universally alike and consistent with itself.

Ver. 33. The fourth parable of the leaven is very nearly al-

lied to the foregoing, illustrating like it the all-pervading power

of that which is from God, and the efficiency of which does not

depend on the extent of the mass on which it may have to act.

The two parables differ simply in this, that, in the former, that

of the mustard seed, the divine kingdom is exhibited as mani-

festing its powers outwardly, in that of the leaven as unseen, as

working in secret. The leaven shows it at the same time acting

on another element which it strives to transmute, and draw into

the nature of its own being, whereas in the parable of the mus-
tard seed, the only point brought into view is the inherent de-

velopment of that which is divine viewed by itself. (Zu/mj is

used, Matt. xvi. 6; 1 Cor. v. 7; Gal. v. 9, in a bad sense, with

reference to the passover feast, Ex. xiii. 3. Its pervasive, sea-

soning power, forms here the single point of comparison with

that which is divine; wisdom, the eternal mother of life, having

sunk down into human nature in order to hallow it. The word
ey/.gv'Trrziv, indicates its secret, invisibly-acting influence. "AXsv-

gov, stands for the substance of the <pvea/j,a, the meal, of which

the dough was to be formed. The measure, adrov, according to

Josephus [Antiq. ix. 2,] contains /j,6diov xai rifuK-o 'lra\r/.6v. The
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mention of the particular measure individualizes the comparison

as the nature of a parable requires. It were wrong- expressly

to apply the particular number to spiritual subjects, yet arc we

not perhaps altogether to deny some reference here to spirit,

soul, and body, as the three powers of human nature which are

to be sanctified by that which is divine).

Ver. 44—50. The last three parables, which however are

given more in the shape of hints than of full detail, exhibit the

kingdom of God in a way peculiar to themselves. They bring-

out the relative positions in which men stand to it, while the

preceding parables had adverted partly to the nature of that

kingdom in itself, and partly to the relation in which it stands

to men. This peculiarity makes it not improbable that, as

Matt. ver. 36, had already indicated, these latter parables were

spoken confidentially to the inner circle of his disciples, with

whose position, relatively to the kingdom of God, they singular-

ly harmonize, as indeed with that of all who are connected with

it like them as preachers of the gospel. The first two parables

respecting the treasure in the field, and the pearls, come into

contact in the same way as those of the leaven and the mustard

seed. They represent the absolute value of divine things as

compared with the relative value of every prized earthly trea-

sure, and enjoin the sacrifice of the latter for the sake of the

former. The abandonment, for the sake of the Divine, of a

man's whole possessions, whether external (property, goods, pos-

sessions,) or internal, (opinions, usages, tendencies by which life

had been swayed,) the apostles had begun to put in practice,

and the Saviour here intimates, that step by step they would be

required to carry it out. But while the two parables are thus

allied, a difference is yet obvious between them. In both the

precious object (the ^r^av^o:, or the /laoyaoirr), appears it is true

as concealed, but human effort in searching for the concealed

treasure is differently represented in them. In that of the

'pearls a noble active nature is exhibited, which, under the pres-

sure of inward impulse, seeks after (£»»«/;) the true, and strives

for the exalted till it gets sight of the essence of everything that

deserves a wish in the divine, as revealed in Christ its centre,

and by complete self-renunciation becomes possessed of it. In

the similitude of the treasure in the field, on the other hand, it

is a more receptive turn of mind in reference to the divine which

is presented to our notice. It comes unsought, unlooked for, yet
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has the soul the will and the power, at any price, to acquire pos-

session of it, only the active exertion (the fynh,) is wanting.

The history of a Peter and a Nathaniel exemplify these forms

in which the principle of life developes itself among men (comp.

John I). In the parable of the treasure hid in the field, not on-

ly is bold, joyful, self-sacrificing zeal (a-rh rSjg %^ag avrov vTaysi,)

commended, but praise seems also given to prudential management

in divine things, inasmuch as the man who finds the treasure

hides it again, and then buys the field from the owner without

saying anything of the treasure contained it. The singularity

of this Avill be considered and explained when we come to

the difficult passage, Luke xvi., respecting the unjust stew-

ard. Another thing peculiar to the parable of the pearls is

the contrast between unity and plurality. It expresses in a

peculiar way the absolute importance of the one thing, and the

merely relative value of everything else. Naturally this one

thing can be no mere doctrine, no dogma, but something essen-

tial; it must be the divine in the human, as exhibited in the

person of Christ. That man should in his own experience find

God in himself, and himself in God—this is the one pearl for

whose acquisition he must, in a peculiar sense, be willing to part

with all things that he may win all things. The oneness of the

pearl, however, does not contradict the idea that there are a

multitude who seek it, for just because it is in itself the divine,

therefore may each man seek and find it. It exists everywhere,

inasmuch as the divine germ lies slumbering in all hearts, and

requires only to be awakened by quickening, and life from on

high.

The last similitude of the fishing-net is again closely allied to

the second of the tares in the field. In both there is represent-

ed the intermingling of good and bad in the /3a<r/Xs/a r. 0. which

are to be separated only at the end of the day. For, what in

the parable of the tares is denoted by the harvest, is here sha-

dowed forth by the completing of the draught of fishes. In

verses 49, 50, the parabolic discourse indeed is explained in such

a way as to correspond word for word with verses 41, 42, and

our observations on the former passage therefore apply equally

to this. The difference between the two similitudes might per-

haps be most properly stated thus. In that of the tares the 8a.-

eiXha r. 0. is set forth in its ideal form as identical with the

whole xot/ubog, while in this of the fishing-net on the other hand
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the kingdom of God is taken according to its real appearance,

as a smaller whole defined and marked off within the xSfffiog but

including within itself the tendency to diffuse itself over all.

This is pointed out by the circumstance that it is from the ^a-

Xactsa, which represents the whole, that fishes are taken into the

net of God's kingdom. Thus explained, the passage is another

evidence to prove that the Saviour himself acknowledged no

pure communion in his visible church on earth. It appertains

to the wondrous leadings of God's grace that everywhere in the

course of this transitory world, evil intermingles itself alongside

of good. As in the ark a Ham appears along with Shcm and Ja-

phet,—as in the company of the twelve, a Judas,—so has the

spiritual Israel, the spiritual Jerusalem, a Babel in its bosom.

By this arrangement the opportunity of repentance is every-

where put within reach of the evil, and the child of light, amidst

his struggles with the enemy, is carried on towards perfection.

Not till the xpeic, hy^drri, will an entirely pure fellowship of saints

be exhibited. The parable gives us further an important hint

as to the uyyiXu, to whom the work of making a separation is

entrusted. For it is obvious that they.arc the same persons who

first cast out the net, then draw it to shore, and afterwards se-

parate the fishes. If we compare then Matt. iv. 19, where the

Lord promises to the apostles that he will make them u\u?g

ai/^wffwn, it appears that by the ot,yys\oi, we are to understand no

spiritual beings from the heavenly world, but men whom God
has furnished as his messengers and servants, by infusing into

them heavenly powers for trying and proving the spirits of

others. Thus had the
fj-f^

already been styled at Mai. ii.

7> JTrtfrQ^iTiiT TTN^fS. Although therefore the apostles in one

sense arc themselves fishes (1-/JZ;,) caught in the net of God's

kingdom, yet are they in their renewal and regeneration so trans-

formed, that they take part in the spiritual work of Him who

first took them by the might of his love, an intimation which is

not without importance for the understanding of other passages,

such as Matt. xxiv. 31 ; xxv. 31, compared with Jude ver. 14;

1 Cor. vi. 2, 3; xi. 31.

Ver. 51, 52. Matthew concludes this collection of parables

with the question of Jesus to the disciples, <Swr,xa.ri rdura rrdvra]

W we compare Mark iv. 13, we find a word of reproach uttered

by Jesus against the little power of understanding possessed by
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the disciples, and this question may therefore he translated

—

have ye now then at last comprehended all this ? Not as though

they should have gained an understanding of it without expla-

nation, but along with it and through means of it. For Mark
observes, iv. 34, xar ihiav rdig fjba&rira,?? avrov iirikvi icavra,. (The

verb s'ttiXUiv, points plainly to what was enigmatical [j-yn^n] *n

the parabolic discourses of Christ.) On receiving the affirmative

reply of the disciples, the Saviour gives under another similitude

a view of the peculiar nature and ministry of a y^ap^anbg in

that more exalted sense in which the character ought to belong

to the apostles. The did rovro refers back to the preceding vdi

x-jgu of the apostles, the force of it being—" on this account can

ye now fulfil your calling for," &c. &c,—obviously however the

reading rjj (3aaiXsioc must here be preferred to the other h fiaai-

Xsicc, or he, ^aaiXstav, which can have arisen only from a misunder-

standing of the passage. For it is not simply the members of

God's kingdom who are here spoken of, but those who act as

teachers in behalf of the members. The expression yga/^urziig

•rf\ (3affiXs/a fiaOyrs&eis is therefore to be explained as meaning a

scribe who has been instructed, and who, by means of instruction,

has become capable of labouring for the kingdom of God, who
therefore himself, in the first instance, belongs to it, and who,

moreover, hath penetrated into its deep things that he may be

able to lead others the further. Obviously our Lord intends to

contrast his apostles with the Jewish Qv^qq, *ne yf<Wtars7's 7V

fiaaXzia, rqg yr\g /jka^rjTsv%vres. These latter learn earthly wisdom
after a human method for earthly ends; the apostles, and by

consequence, all who resemble them, draw instruction from the

eternal Word (John I. 1,) the fountain of all wisdom and truth,

for heavenly objects. The relation in which these spiritual

ysa//,/MarsTg stand to the church is compared by the Lord to the

relation in which the father of a family stands to the members
of the household. He has wisely provided his stores, and out of

them divides to every individual according to his wants. (The

§r)c(av{>6g is here equivalent to the ra^iTov, in which the new and

old supplies lie treasured up. The sxfiuXXsiv, is equivalent to

fc^iiT promcre.) It is probable that something more definite

than the mere idea of diversity is denoted by the xouvd xai xaXaid.

The most natural course is to refer it to the great distinction

between the law and the gospel, in the due apportioning of
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which lies fundamentally the whole employment of one instruct-

ed for the kingdom of heaven, inasmuch as the inner life of the

soul is oscillating- for ever betwixt these opposite points, as will

be further explained in Rom. vii.

Ver. 34, 35. In conclusion, let us now consider the words with

which Matthew finally closes those parables that were uttered in

the hearing of the people—words, however, which are applicable

to the parabolic mode of speaking generally. Matthew, with

whom Mark (iv. 34,) agrees, observes that in general Jesus

never spoke, y^h vaeafioAri;,—that is, never to the &%Xo/, for to

his disciples he expounded these parables. In considering this

idea, we must in the first place understand the <ra£a/3oX>j in the

more general sense of comparison, similitudo; only one does not

well see, even when it is thus explained, how the position can

entirely be made good, that Jesus never spake without simili-

tudes. The shortest mode of explanation is to view the nega-

tion as merely a relative one, or if this seems inadmissible, it

may then be said that the xadug idvmvro axovuv of Mark iv. 33,

supplies us with a solution, inasmuch as even though the Sa-

viour in a literal sense did not always speak in similitudes, yet

Avas he never understood aright by that multitude, so little fitted

for the reception of spiritual truths. With this, the quotation

that follows well agrees, in which the mystery that runs through

the whole ministry of the Messiah is brought forward into view.

(In regard to the formula liuac, irXrigadji, see on Matth. i. 22. The

passage quoted is found at Ps. lxxviii. 2, in a poem by Asaph.

According to the account of Jerome [in his commentary on the

passage,] the name of Isaiah stood in the passage of Matth. as

given in the old MSS., but without doubt it was interpolated

because the writer of the Psalms did not seem to the transcriber

to be a prophet—a name which it was usual to restrict to the

person primarily so called.) The first half of the verse agrees

with the Hebrew and the LXX., the second, however, varies from

both. The words D^iT^B rftTT! ny^N arc translated by the

LXX., fiey^a, -
v3','.^iara «<r a>yjc. The words as given by

Matthew are so peculiar that they furnish another argument for

the independence of the Greek text. The phrase a-rh xarafioXrig

mg/mu, in the sense of fa? H'/J'^ twos not once occur m tlie ®^
Testament; in the New Testament, on the contrary, it is very

common, Matth. xxv. 34; Luke xi. 50; John xvii. 24, and often

besides. At the foundation of it lies that figure which compares
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the world to a building whose erection commences with the

foundation xaraftohi). Only in this passage, however, do we find

the verb Igsu/w, which the LXX. also employ at Ps. xviii. 2, in

translating yi^n> anf̂ which is very commonly used by the

Gnostics to express their emanation-doctrine of the streaming

forth of being. The expressions n^j^ and niTl! miply the

idea of a dark, enigmatical mode of speaking, as an outward

covering, and, along with this, the reality of deep thoughts full

of profound meaning. The mp-^ft pil^n are the eternal

mysteries of the world and of human history which Christ unfolds

for those who comprehend his discourses, but which remain hid

from the multitude. The poet utters the words of the quotation

in connexion with the rest of the Psalm, and ^yQjfo and j-y^n
refer in the first instance to the leadings of God's ancient peo-

ple. This then is another passage added to those which seem
to countenance the idea that the phrase ha vXrigaftji does not

imply the fulfilment of a prophecy. But that Matthew saw in

it such a fulfilment—(even if he were wrong in taking this

view,) is clearly shown from his translating Qlp-^?3 by avb %a-

ra(3o\rig rou xofffiov, while from the connexion of the Psalm it refers

primarily to the times of Moses. The expositor therefore ought

not in this case to reject the most obvious meaning of the for-

mula—a meaning which the writer himself plainly intended to

give it. If we ask however how it is conceivable that the Evan-

gelist can see in these words the fulfilment of a prophecy, the ex-

planation may be given in the following way. What the pro-

phets utter as men inspired by the Spirit of God and through

his power, is really spoken by the Logos, the Son, who in all in-

spired Scripture reveals himself through them. In thus far then

it is Christ's part alone to say dvoi^u sv <?ragaf3o\aTi; rb ero/xa pov,

for without his power it is impossible for any to find out or re-

veal divine secrets, and what the poetic writer of this Psalm says

respecting wisdom and revelation, he utters only through him,

§ 23. JESUS IN NAZARETH,

(Matth. xiii. 53—58; Mark vi. 1—6; Luke iv. 14—30.)

The older expositors (Storr also, and Dr Paulus at the present

day,) assume that in these narratives the Evangelists refer to
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distinct visits paid by Christ to Nazareth at separate periods.

According to this view, Matthew refers to a later period when

ChristfVeturned and taught a second time in his native town,

while Luke records the earlier visit. As to this, the only ques-

tion is, how to connect Christ's presence at Nazareth on the first

occasion with the imprisonment of John, (for according to the

parallel passages [Mark i. 14<; Matth. iv. 12,] the two events

seem to hang together,) and next, how to find for the second

visit a proper place in the history, inasmuch as Mark puts it in

a different connexion from Matthew. Schleierrnacher, however,

has conclusively proved (on the writings of Luke, p. 63,) that

the narratives refer to the same occurrence. For if the narra-

tive of Matthew were transferred to the later years of Christ's

life, it is not easy to suppose that the inhabitants of Nazareth

could ask rrfoiv to'jtu) I) sop/a ; and still less can it be thought that

the events recorded by Luke are posterior to those related by

Matthew. In point of internal character both histories are en-

tirely alike, and the single circumstance that countenances the

idea of their being distinct, is the chronological succession of

events. 1 This very fact, however, is another proof that there is,

especially in Matthew and Mark, the absence of any prominent

attempt to traqe the course of events according to the period of

time in which they happened. Matthew, at the commencement

and conclusion of his narrative, uses general formulae, xiii. 53,

//.srr^sv sxsT^sv xai i'/S)uv x. r. >.. ; xiv. 1, sv sxshw rui xai^ui. Mark VI. 6,

breaks off so indefinitely that even if he had in general followed the

thread of chronology, he here obviously let it fall from his hand

with the words xa/ rrspyiys rag xu/xag xvxXu) bihdsxMv. The words

used to denote the transition of the narrative to a new subject

—

perijgev ixsftiv iv sxiivu ra xaigp are obviously so vague that they

do not even amount to anything so definite as afterwards or at

the same time, in however wide a sense these expressions be

taken—they are rather, according to the standing-point of the

Evangelist, to be understood as meaning generally, " Jesus came

1 Sieffert (p. 89, sqq.) thinks that the wrong position assigned to this

narrative disproves the apostolic origin of the gospel. But as the whole

of these occurrences at Nazareth happened before the calling of Matthew
(comp. Luke iv. 14 sqq.) one does not see how it is precisely as to the

events of this period that Matthew must have been so accurately inform-

ed. Besides, it is far from his object to trace the chronological course

of events.
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once upon a time to his native city." In the connexion as it

stands in Matthew, the whole narrative is plainly introduced,

not for its own sake—it serves simply as a key-stone to the col-

lection of parables. The whole emphasis lies on the words <x&ev

rovr'jj 7] (Sofia uuttj xai ai Buvd/^sig. This 60$ '-« of Jesus was unfolded

in the parables here recorded, and the relation in which those

around him stood to it, is shown in the following narrative.

They knew it well, but took offence at his immediate earthly

connexions, and despised on this account the blessing which

Jesus was come to bring to them. Luke, on the other hand, re-

lates the occurrence for its own sake, and unquestionably he is

in respect of chronology more correct, although the vagueness

of the formulae (Luke iv. 14, 15,) do not admit of an accurate

determination of the time—only that the occurrence belongs to

the commencement of our Lord's ministry, is more than pro-

bable. 1 Him, therefore, we shall follow mainly in our exposi-

tion, adding at the end the particulars given by Matthew and

Mark.

Luke iv. 16, 17, represents most graphically Christ's entry

into the synagogue at Nazareth. The words xara to s!i»6bg <xvtuj,

(comp. Acts xvii. 2,) do not refer to an earlier period, for, that

Jesus previously to the commencement of his public ministry de-

livered addresses in the synagogues, is improbable even on the

showing of this narrative. The narrator rather refers by anti-

cipation to his subsequent course of labour. According to the

practice of the ancient synagogue men who were deemed trust-

worthy, even though not rabbins, might deliver doctrinal ad-

dresses to those assembled. They usually stood up during the

reading of God's Word (uvsarri dvayvuvai, ver. 16,
2
) the servant of

the synagogue (usnjgsrijs, ver. 20,) handed the roll, and the

teacher, after reading the section, sitting down delivered his dis-

1 Yet De Wette thinks Luke may have placed the incident at too

early a period.
2 In referance to this custom quotations are given by Lightfoot on the

passage. In the first it is said,—Non legunt in lege nisi stantes. Imo

non licet legenti, alicui rei inniti. Unde autem tenetur legens jstare %

Quia Scriptura elicit : tu autem mecum sta. The reader in the prophets

was called "VE££> i. e. according to Buxt. Lex. Talm. p. 1719, dimil-

tens, he who read last and dismissed the people. According to this, one

may suppose that the reading of the passage from the law was already

completed, and that Jesus, as maphtir, now concluded the service of

God.
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course (ver. 20). After a section from the books of Moses, there

followed a passage from the prophets. The account given in

this narrative corresponds closely to the usual practice, the only

doubtful point being whether the Redeemer read the passage

from the Prophets set down for that Sabbath or not. To me the

latter view seems probable. On the contrary supposition, one

must assume that first an extract from the law, and next this

passage from Isaiah, had been read, but in this way the deep im-

pression of these prophetic words must have been greatly weak-

ened. Besides, the words dvaTru^ag rb /3//3?uoi/ ivgi x. r. X. point

not so much to reflection or previous calculation, but to the Holy

Spirit himself, as guiding* to the discovery precisely of that pas-

sage in which the Messiah's appearance was predicted.

Ver. 17. The j3ij3xiov is to be conceived of as a roll, so that

avwxTjGGu retains its literal sense of unfolding or unrolling. The

person who presented it was undoubtedly the
j.fj-f,

the b^r^sTrig,

ver. 20, (comp. Buxt. lex. p. 730.)

Ver. 18, 19. The passage Is. lxi. 1, is quoted by Luke freely,

and therefore with some variations, from the LXX. Many changes,

however, have been adopted from the translation into our toxt,

as for instance the additional clause idcsa&ui ro-og ffvvTireiij,/zsvovg tjj*

/cagr$/av_aftcr the d'Tr'sGra'A'/.'s (he. The clause aToaru'hai r&oauff/j.svovg

h af'sesi, on the other hand, is found neither in the Hebrew text

nor LXX. translation of the passage, and consequently must have

been inserted by the Evangelist quoting from memory. The
passage, moreover, in its prophetic connexion, belongs to that

majestic prediction of the j-pirP "Qi^ which fills the second half

of Isaiah. It contains under the figure of the prophet and the

enlightened portion of the people, who are now spoken of lite-

rally, as Israel, and now as an individual person, a prediction of

the Messiah, in whom, as its individual representative, the holy

Israel is presented to view. In this light does the Redeemer
now make himself known while explaining the words of the an-

cient seer as fulfilled in himself.

The expression wiv^a W s/m's = ih-y ppp occurs also in the

same form at Isaiah xlii. 1. lix. 21. It denotes the exalt-

ed character of Him who was sent from God, and furnished

with power from on high. The words sxS' ffi C^> refer more defin-

itely to his being furnished with spiritual power for the royal

and priestly offices of the Messiah, the separate forth-putting of
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which powers, the following narrative records. o-3 e/Vsxsv = vy\

is nothing more than the simple on, and assigns the ground of

the spiritual anointing, "for he anointed me to preach good

tidings to the poor." The ivayyiXieae&ai itTuyotg (Qi'py It^S)
points out that which was the primary work of the Messiah.

The irruxo'h like the <x™yoi vvsufian of Matt. v. 3, are those who

have been awakened from natural death to anxiety, within whom
the felt need of an atonement has been excited. The ivayyiXiov

was brought to these men through means of the very appearance

of the Messiah, of faith in him and his help against sin with all

its inward and outward consequences. The a<pio-ig and the

avufiXe-^/ig, are specially brought forward as the real results effect-

ed by the Spirit-anointed Redeemer. The saving power of the

Messiah, which is one and the same, is represented first as break-

ing the bonds of sin, then as removing the insensibility of the

darkened mental eye; so that it is merely two aspects of the

same subject which are brought forward, and these have their

analogies in the physical world. The expression xqgv%ai (fc^p^)

however, implies that the &<ps<fig and o\va$\i-\ig were not set forth

as something merely distant and future, but as close at hand, so

that the annunciation and the thing announced go together.

The beautiful idea of the clause ia6a6dai roug suvrergifLfievovg rqv

xa$iav, in which is expressed the tender act of the Saviour lifting

up all who were bowed and bent down, is omitted by the Evan-

gelist, in order that he may, in a seemingly pleonastic form,

once more repeat the idea of the utpusig. But the Tstyavg/tevoi puts

us at once in mind of the (fuvnrgififisvoi, (Sgaiiw, to break up, to crush

in pieces. SgausoSa/, to be in a state of brokenness, equivalent to

the Hebrew Q^^""| Is. lviii. 6.) And the anosnYhai h a<ps<fu, is

in the same passage parallel to the Q^Qn nvtt?. The ideas of

healing, deliverance, restoration to our original state, are here in-

termingled. There is, moreover, something remarkable in the

relation between the words rupXoTg uvufiXs'^iv, dvoGrifkai re$gav<f/j,ivous

iv atpssit, and the Hebrew text of the passage Is. lxi. 1. Both

there and in the LXX., the last words are wholly wanting; the

first do not accurately correspond to the Hebrew text. The

words of the latter run nipTfpS D^VlDsfa an<I tne7 are render-

ed ru<p\o7g avdfiXz^iv. The expression |-ftpTfpS na(I been rea(I as

one word, in the sense of the opening of closed eyes; QV^p^
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captives, was seemingly taken to mean, men with eyes bound up;
but this docs not agree with the connexion of the passage in the

prophet, which docs not admit any other rendering than "release

to those that are bound." The word's a-oars-rkai r&gavsfi'svovg sv

apsu, which arc entirely awanting in Is. lxi. 1, have undoubted-
ly been taken by Luke from the parallel passage, Is. lviii. 6, And
interwoven hero with the former. In this expression he again

follows the LXX. It thus appears that the writers of the New
Testament deal very freely by those of the Old. "With memories
uncertain and wavering like those of other men, confusing pas-

sages, mistaking words, the heavenly Spirit of truth, who inspired

and led them, yet so manages all, that nothing untrue, nothing

that may mislead has resulted, but the truth itself is rather pre-

sented in a new aspect, and its real nature the more completely

revealed. 1 Finally, the concluding words, x^geu eviavrbn -/.vgiou

osxrov, are again taken from Is. lxi. 1. The LXX. have simply

rendered ^lp7 by xaXleai. The phrase 'p^Tj-CtT' ^e the q^i

which follows it, denotes the whole period of New Testament

life, during which they who receive into their souls the mind of

Christ the beloved, appear as themselves also through him well-

pleasing to God. 2 Ephes. i. 6.

Ver. 20. It may be a doubtful question whether the Saviour

read merely these words, or brought forward also the following-

verses. To me the former supposition seems the more probable.

He wished simply to proclaim a joyful message, and invite the

inhabitants of Nazareth to embrace it,—the immediately suc-

ceeding verses, however, contain a threatening of the day of

wrath. (nrtWw is found only in this passage, to lay together, to

roll up. 'Anv^w, to look with sharp unflinching gaze, a favourite

word with Luke.)

Ver. 21, 22. The expression ^garo "hiynv, is not by any means

to be held redundant; it indicates the solemn and weighty mode
in which he entered on his discourse. In the clause r, ygaffi

1 In regard to the quotations from the Old Testament in the New,
compare the striking treatise by Tholnck, in the supplement to his

Commentary on the epistle to the Hebrews. Hamburg 183G.
2 It is strange that several of the Fathers understood this passage to

mean that Christ preached only one year (and some months). Comp.
Clem. Alex. Strom. 1 p. 407. Orig. de princ. vol. i. p. 160.) As to the

rroneous nature of this view, see more at length in the Comm. on John

ii. 13, v. i. vi, 4.
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Ts-rX^wra/, Luke gives shortly the contents of Christ's address.

That this passage must be specially understood as an authentic

exposition of the Old Testament prophecy, can admit of no

doubt. (On irXri^rivou, see besides at Matt. i. 22.) ,To suppose

that there is here any concession or accommodation to popular

sentiments, would be to wound the Gospel to its very founda-

tions. The preaching of Jesus in Nazareth was a preaching of

grace; the unbelievers themselves admitted this, but they took

oifence at his earthly connexions, and squandered without im-

provement the hiavrhv xugiou dsxrov. The expression Xoyoi rr\g

/a^irog, refers primarily to the outward charms of the Saviour's

speech, but that must be considered simply as the visible result

of the grace which revealed itself in him. He manifested before

his hearers the fulness of his %«g/? and aXrfiua. (John i. 14.)

That it was the well-known family connexions of Jesus against

which the inhabitants of Nazareth took offence, is shown both

by Matthew and Mark. They recount the names of all his family,

and wish, as it were, to mislead themselves into the conviction

that he is merely one of them. Like all sensual men, strangers

to the spiritualities of the unseen world, they look on that which

is divine, and for the reception ofwhich they want all perceptive

power, as something absolutely unattainable, and they hold them-

selves far off from it, should it seek, with its transforming in-

fluences, to enter the circle of their own life. This is especially

true when its influences are brought to bear through means of

those whom they see moving amidst earthly connexions analo-

gous to their own. In the phrase 6 rov r'zxrovog uwg, the preva-

lent popular idea was embodied, and that impression was

wisely permitted, because the idea of the heavenly origin of

Jesus could be of use only to believers. Mark, however, in the

parallel passage, terms Jesus himself 6 rzzruv, inasmuch as the

Saviour, amidst his earthly connexions, and before his coming

publicly forward as the Messiah, undoubtedly followed the call-

ing of Joseph, 1 a circumstance which formed part of his humilia-

tion. Christian antiquity saw, in the facts thus recorded, no-

thing offensive, for the real life of Jesus was in every respect

unseen. Adopting apocryphal additions, Justin tells us raura

ydg ra, rzxrovixd sgya hgyd^sro Iv avQgw'Xoig ojv, agorga ?ca/ ^vjd, bid

1 Mark does not name Joseph, he only says of Jesus that he was wis

Ma^/a?, which probably indicates that Joseph was already dead.
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rouruv y.a! rarr,; dr/.uioovvy,: irv/j.do'/.a diddszuv -/.a! higy7\ fiiov. (Dial. C.

Tryph. Jud. p. 316. Paris 1636.) As respects the aZikpu here

named, and the ah-'/.z'A who are left nameless, a question may
arise as to whether they were full bi others, or step-brothers, or

cousins. The middle opinion, that they were step-brothers, is

the least of all supported by proof, having nothing to rest on but

the tradition that Joseph, at a former period of life, had been

married to a woman named Salome. It may, therefore, be at

once set aside. Between the two views which remain, it is hard-

ly possible, owing to the defect of proof, to decide with historic

certainty. At first sight, however, everything seems to conspire

in favour of the opinion that the brethren and sisters of Jesus

were really Mary's own children, and great pains have recently

been taken to establish this view. 1
1 . Their names are given in

immediate connexion with that of the mother. 2. "We have no

ground for supposing that Joseph's marriage with Mary was a

marriage only in appearance, and Matt. i. 25 rather seems to be

a positive testimony on the other side. (Compare, however, the

Comm. on the passage.) Yet a careful examination tends rather

to discountenance this, and support the latter opinion, that the

so-called adsXipoi rov -/.uoiou were cousins to Jesus. For first of all,

it is conclusively proved that none of these four brethren of

Jesus can have belonged to the number of the twelve apostles,

although among them there were two who bore the similar names

of James and Judas. For, according to John vii. 5, they did not

believe in Jesus. And at Acts i. 14, they are still markedly

separated from the apostles, although they appear here as be-

lievers.
2 It is expressly stated, however, respecting Mary, the

1 Compare Stier's Andeut. Part i. 404 sq., and Clemen in Winer's

Zeitschrift fiir wiss. Th. Part iii. p. 329 sq. Also Schneckenburger's

Beitr. p. 214 sq. annot. in lac. epist. p. 141. Tiibing. Zeitschr. 1829,

p. 47 sq., 1830, p. 2 sq. If, however, Joseph had been the father of the

persons who are termed Christ's brethren, and if Mary, the mother of

Jesus, had been their mother, some of them would surely, for once at

least, have been styled " the son of Joseph," since it was common for

the Jews to use the name of the father in denominating each other.

According to our view, the " brethren of Christ" are sometimes also

styled " sons of Cleophas."
2 Those who maintain the identity of the apostles, James and Judas,

with the ufo\<po) rov xvgiov of the same name, appeal especially to the

fact that Alplieus, who is mentioned as the father of James, (Matt. x. 3)

is the same person with Clopas or Cleophas, the husband of Mary, who

was sister to the mother of Jesus (John xix. 25.) According to the
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wife of Cleophas, and sister to the mother of Jesus, (John xix.

25,) that she had sons, two of whom, James and Joses, are named

to us by Matthew (xxvii. 56). According to this, then, the two

mothers who were of the same name themselves, must have had

sons whose names were also alike. Certainly it may possibly

have been so, yet the number of persons in the New Testament

bearing similar names must in that case be immoderately in-

creased. But how John xix. 26, can accord with the opinion

that Mary had sons of her own, it is impossible to see. Beyond

all doubt she would have been taken charge of by them, and not

entrusted to John, who stood without the circle of the family

connexion. When one considers that according to Hebrew usage

y^ is the common term for cousin; and that two of the so-called

brethren are demonstrably the Lord's cousins ; the preponderance

of proof unquestionably inclines to the conclusion that Jesus had

no brethren of his own after the flesh.
1 If Joseph died young,

one may suppose that Jesus and Mary dwelt in the house of her

sister, that Jesus grew up along with her sons, and this circum-

stance would explain very simply how it happens that Mary, the

mother of Jesus, and her sister's sons, should sometimes be

named together.

Luke iv. 23. Jesus looked at once through the hearts of the

men of Nazareth, and saw that they could not penetrate into his

real nature beneath the cloud of humiliating earthly circumstan-

ces which enveloped his hidden glory. He held up, therefore,

before them, as in a glass, the likeness of themselves, giving

them thus to see that they were incapable of knowing him.

For their benefit he quotes from the Old Testament examples to

mode in which Greek names are formed from the Hebrew, it was pos-

sible that *iq i|-f may have been changed into 'AXfaTog, by leaving out

the aspirate, while by laying stress upon it, the name would be formed
into KX'jjirug. It is inconceivable, however, that the same writer would
have constructed the name in both these Greek forms, as we find them
in Luke, who now writes KXsoVas (xxiv. 18,) and now 'AXpa/bg (vi. 15.)

1 The opinion that Joseph and Mary had children born to them, I am
further led to reject, on the ground that, according to the Old Testament
predictions, it is difficult to conceive of any continuation of the stem of

Dcivid, the line out of which the Messiah was to come forth. We con-

ceive of it as a fitting thing that in Jesus, the everlasting Ruler, who arose

from the house of David, the stock was finished. What we read of

David's descendants at a future period, (compare Euseb. H. E. iii. 20,)

refers beyond doubt to the children of some collateral line.
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show that so early as the times of their fathers, the Divine found

no acceptance among those most closely connected with the pro-

phets, and that, impeded in the development of its influences

among them, it had to take refuge among the heathen. The
Saviour's first words, however, intimate clearly that the inhabi-

tants of Nazareth had desired to see his miracles, and had re-

marked that he might perforin a miracle on himself, changing

himself from a poor man into a rich,—from a lowly man into a

mighty. This carnal appetite for the marvellous, the Saviour

here, as elsewhere, repels. (Compare on Matt. xii. 38, 39,

xvi. 1 sq.) He performs no miracle, in order by its splendour

to blind, but to heal, and to strengthen the poor, the weak,

the needy, (uavrug Igsrre, ye assuredly say to me. The word

-rdi/crw; often occurs in Luke, [Acts xviii. 21; xxi. 22; xxviii. 4.]

Respecting Kaoa$Q*;.rh see on Matt. xiii. 1. Here it denotes like

^\T?3 a proverb.) The meaning of iargi,
<

$2%a<zrj(iov czuvrov, is simply
T X

this,—show your skill on yourself; arc you great—do you allege

that as a Saviour you can give deliverance? then deliver yourself

from poverty. Thus did the blinded people mock his love when
on the cross, (Matt, xxvii. 42,) and thus docs selfishness ever

manifest itself in the heart that is alienated from God. Pure

love, however, set free from selfishness, gives rather than takes,

(Acts xx. 85,) becomes poor in order to make others rich,

(2 Cor. viii. 9.) Wctstein on the passage, quotes, moreover, from

the Rabbins proverbs of the same meaning; for example, from

Tanchuma on Gen -s. p. 61, medico sana clandicationem tuam.

In connexion with the things of this world, the idea is in some

respects true, in the kingdom of grace it is false.) The conclud-

ing words of the verse show further with what latitude the in-

troductory remark at Luke iv. 14, the general formula of transi-

tion, must be taken. Jesus had, after his temptation, been to

Capernaum, and there performed miracles, (e/g is the correct

reading, and means in behalf of for the benefit of Capernaum,)

the report of which had reached Nazareth. This proves that

even in Luke the chronology is hard to trace, and that we can-

not even in his case conclude from the immediate collocation of

events, that they followed each other directly in point of time.

In the words xolqoov xai SSs
t
the pride and arrogance of the

natural man arc most plainly expressed. They demand miracles,

as though they had, from being his countrymen, a special right

to them. Yet do they mock him who claims to be more than
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they, disparaging themselves in their self-contradictory pride.

Meanwhile they cannot subdue the impression which his divine

presence had made on them, for they are astonished. (V. 22.)

Ver. 24. This verse forms, in the account of Luke, the climax

of the narrative. With Matthew and Mark it rather falls inci-

dentally into the course of the history which is looked at from a

point of view entirely different. Most appropriately does Luke
introduce this occurrence at the outset of Christ's ministry, and

narrate it with such care, for the reception he met with when
commencing his official labours in his native town, exhibited to

view, as in a mirror, the peculiar experience of his whole subse-

quent career. Matthew and Mark further add: the prophet is

of no esteem h rr\ oixlcc dvrov xal sv roTg suyysviffi. By these words

the picture is cut down within narrow limits, but its leading out-

lines remain the same. As Christ's brethren believed not,

(John vii. 5,) so neither did the inhabitants of Nazareth believe,

and like the latter, so the whole people of the land disbelieved,

tig rd 'ibia jjX^s Hal 6i idioi aurov ou <ragiXa[3ov. (John i. 11.) The
kingdom of God passed over to the heathen, and to them even

Luke himself went as a preacher. As, however, after the resur-

rection, the brethren of Christ were among the believers, (Acts

i. 14,) so shall Israel, who at the time of the great resurrection

(Rom. xi. 25) turn back to the Lord. That which happened,

however, to Christ personally, he applies to all prophets, ovSeig

Kgotpqrrig dzxrog sdnv h rrj xccrg'idi aiirou. For in the case of every

prophet, the Divine that is within him comes into conflict with

the sinful, as it exists among his cotemporaries, and the more
close the connexion in which they stand after the flesh, the more
incomprehensible to the worldly man is the distance which
separates them after the spirit. The spectacle of the prophet

entangled amidst those irritating connexions with this earthly

life in which all are involved, rendered it more difficult under
this lowly guise, to trace the presence of the heavenly element.

Ver. 25—27. The examples by which the Lord illustrates the

working of this divine power, passing by those which are near
and acting on those at a distance, are taken from 1 Kings xviii.

1. sq., xvii. 12. sq. The mj r^/a %al ^ng g|, are also given at

James v. 1 7, but, according to 1 Kings xviii. 1, the time seems
merely to have extended over the second and into the third

year. If, however, we compute it, not from the coming of the

rain, but from the flight of Elijah, 1 Kings xvii. 9, as Benson
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has proposed, the difficulty disappears. lugerra = ]-\PH2 a
""IT

small town betwixt Tyre and Sidon. The whole stress is to be

laid on the fact that heathens instead of Israelites saw the mir-

acles of the prophet.

Ver. 28, 29. These parallel cases from amidst the heathen,

wounded the vanity of the Nazarenes; they drove out their pro-

phet, and so made the words of Jesus true. Nay, they even in-

tended to take his life, as they wished to cast him down from

the hill on which their town was built. (Compare on Matt. ii. 23.)

('Opgic, eye-brow, steep precipice. Hesych. ra ii^/.u xui inregxeiftam

yw/ot.)

Ver. 30. The unbelieving- Nazarenes, eager to see a miracle,

met, in his escape, with a proof of his wonder-working power, of

which, however, they took no heed.

—

AnlSwv bia /m<sov avrojv

eiropsvero the Evangelist records. These words in themselves cer-

tainly do not indicate anything miraculous; some fortunate

accident might have made it possible for an individual to

escape from the inhabitants of a whole city, if the crowd were

broken up. But any one who holds that nothing happens by

accident, and that least of all this could be the case in the his-

tory of the Son of God, any one, moreover, who enquires exege-

tically into the view of the writer, must be forced to confess the

meaning here expressed to be this: Jesus departed through the

midst of them without restraint or hindrance, inasmuch as be-

ing the Mighty One, his divine power held their limbs and

senses bound. No one could take from him his life, unless when

he freely gave it. (John x. 18.) In the same way also is the

narrative at John viii. 59, to be understood.

Matthew (xiii. 58,) and Mark (vi. 5,) remark in conclusion,

that Jesus performed few miracles in Nazareth. According

to the more minute account of Mark, he healed a few sick per-

sons by laying his hands on them. Probably this was before his

address in the synagogue, for after it the scene of uproar im-

mediately broke forth. There is no need to suppose that this

contradicts Luke iv. 23, if we only assume that these cures had

taken place in quiet family circles, for surely the good seed was

not wholly wanting even in unbelieving Nazareth. The mode

of expression, however, employed by Mark, is remarkable,

gbabfiaZi bia rr,v amsriav uvtZjv, (which contrasts painfully with

Matthew viii. 10, where Jesus wonders at faith,) and oOx ibbmn

h.i7 oubi/xlav &vva//,n rroir^ai. These words strikingly explain the
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relation of irieng to the miraculous power of Christ. Faith ap-

pears here once more (compare what was said on Matthew viii. 1.)

as a condition indispensable to the manifestation of that miracu-

lous power, which as the positive pole requires the negative, de-

manded susceptibility of mind before it could impart its gifts.

The ovx rjdvvaro is therefore to be taken quite literally, as denot-

ing an internal impossibility—obviously not one of a physical

kind—but a divine, a moral impossibility. Since God can save

no impenitent sinner, as such, who refuses humbly to mourn

over his guilt, so Jesus cannot heal where faith is wanting.

Hence it appears that the object of the miracles is not to pro-

duce faith, they presuppose faith as existing, but where it already

is they can purify and confirm it, and at the same time awaken

the mind to correct knowledge. For, clearness of understanding-

does not necessarily go together with depth and liveliness of

faith. It is not likely that the views of that heroine of the

faith, the Canaanitish woman (Matthew xv. 22,) were very clear,

but her heart burned with love, and her whole soul was full of

susceptibility for the power of the Spirit from on high. Hence

was she enabled, as it were, to compel (if I may so speak,) the

reluctant Saviour to perform a miracle. (Compare on Matthew

xv. 28.) Faith, therefore, in all stages of its development, pro-

ceeds from the heart, its resting-place is in the immediate sphere

of the inner life, it is receptive love, as grace is communicative

love. The operation, however, of that which is divine, (Grace,)

which unites itself to faith, seeks to pervade the powers of

knowledge and understanding, as indeed it does the whole man,

in all his faculties. By mere powers of knowledge, however, no

man attains to faith, nor shall any be saved by mental specula-

tion, yet well may a believing heart enjoy salvation, amidst

much confusion of ideas. (Compare Proverbs iv. 23.)

§ 24. the baptist's death.

(Matt. xiv. 1—12. Mark vi. 14—29. Luke iii. 19, 20; ix. 7—9.)

The chapters in Matthew which here follow, (xiv.—xvii.) no

longer resemble, in character, those that had gone before; no

thread of connexion can be traced, guiding the arrangement of

their several portions. Not till the 17th chaptei, does the dis-'

N
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tinctive peculiarity of Matthew, his method, namely, of combin-

ing fragments of various discourses, again appear. The chapters

which here immediately follow, I am inclined to regard as sup-

plements of a historic kind to the preceding sections (Rubriken.)

Although the unchronological character of Matthew still remains,

yet in the frequent mention made of Christ's death a disposition

may be observed to anticipate the subsequent period. As re-

gards the first incident in chapter xiv., the account of the Bap-

tist's death, it is obviously of a supplementary character,—the

fact ofhis execution is supposed to be long past. Luke (iii. 19, 20,)

had anticipated it. The mention of the views current regarding

Christ, points, however, to a period when the reports respecting

him had already obtained wide circulation, and the fact that the

disciples were acquainted with the nature of these rumours is

easily explained, if one considers that their mission must have

brought them in contact with persons of various kinds. From
this point down to the end of the section, the position of Mark
relatively to Matthew, is peculiar. He follows him closely and

throughout, only in two cases (vii. 32—37; viii. 22—26,) insert-

ing short narratives of cures which Matthew does not give. The
account, Matthew xvii. 24—27, of the coin in the mouth of the

fish, he omits. This can hardly be explained, unless we suppose

them to have used the same sources of information, yet on what
grounds Mark leaves out particular topics, it would be difficult

to tell. The peculiar method, however, with which Mark brings

forward his subjects runs unchanged through these sections;

particular narratives he presents far more graphically than

Matthew, but at the same time he is continually occupied with

things external.

Ver. 1. The expression sv sxzivw r& xuigu> is here used in all its

vagueness, inasmuch as the preceding occurrence happened at

the commencement of the Lord's ministry, while the account of

Herod which follows belongs to a later period. (Concerning

Herod [Antipas] and rsr^a^c, compare on Matthew ii. 22;

Luke iii. 1.) The vain worldling seems at first to have given

himself little trouble about Jesus, he never heard of him till his

fame had been widely spread.

Ver. 2. Matthew merely records the impression which the in-

formation about Christ made on the tetrarch; Mark and Luke
state, in addition, the various rumours respecting him which

were in circulation among the people. Subsequently they both
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repeat the same rumours on an occasion when Matthew also

gives them, (xvi. 14,) and we will therefore defer the fuller con-

sideration of them till we come to Matthew xvi. 14. As to Herod,
Mark agreeing- with Matthew, relates that he believed Jesus to

have been John raised from the dead. He expresses this opinion

directly to those about him. (<ra7g = dovXog, ^y). According

to Luke, it was the mere report of this which disturbed him,

{hinvoga, Luke ix. 7,) yet he wished to see Jesus, (Luke ix. 9,)

which would rather lead us to the opposite conclusion, namely,
that he himself disbelieved the report as to John's resurrection.

(Compare Luke xxiii. 8.) This seeming contradiction disappears,

however, when we consider how completely this worldly man
must have been involved in darkness. At the first hearing of

the report his heart would be shaken with fear, for conscience

would testify that from a desire to please others and against his

better knowledge (see Mark vi. 26,) he had let the Baptist be

murdered. A mind so superficial as his, however, would soon

pacify itself and become convinced of the improbability of the

whole matter. His Sadduceeism would come to his aid (see on
Mark viii. 15, compared with Matthew xvi. 6,) and put to flight

every idea of a probable existence beyond the grave. A consis-

tent carrying out of their opinions on the part of such sensualists

is not to be looked for; they deny the reality of what is divine,

yet amidst their very denial their heart quakes with the secret

belief of it. With metempsychosis we have here nothing to do,

for it is clear they did not believe that John's soul had passed

into another body, but that he was himself personally risen from

the dead. Not even at John ix. 3, are we to look for traces of

a belief in metempsychosis, or the pre-existence of souls, during

the times of the apostles. (Compare the Comment, on that

passage.)

Ver. 3, 4. The aorists are, according to the connexion, clear-

ly to be understood as equivalent to the pluperfect tense. (Com-
pare Winers Gram. p. 251.) The place of John's imprisonment
was, according to Josephus, (Antiq. xviii. 5, 2,) the fortress of

Machaerus. The notorious Herodias, with whom Antipas lived

in incestuous connexion, was the daughter of Aristobulus, a son

of Herod the Great. The latter married her to his son Philip,

(who is not to be confounded with Philip the Tetrarch, see on

Matthew ii. 22,) who was disinherited by his father, and lived

subsequently merely as a private individual. For this reason,
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his wife, Herodias, preferred the connexion with the tetrarch,

Antipas, that she might become a reigning princess. Antipas

cast oif, in her favour, his former wife, the daughter of Aretas,

the Arabian prince. (Compare Josephus Antiq. xviii. 5, 1.)

John, the severe preacher of repentance, had dared to rebuke

this scandalous union, and drawn upon himself the unmitigated

hatred of Herodias. In Antipas himself, it would appear, there

often arose feelings of a better nature. (Mark vi. 20.)

Ver. 5. Mark paints (vcr. 20,) Herod in more favourable colours,

so that it is Herodias who appears as the special enemy of John.

(svs^u, v. J 9, to rage, in anger to lay snaresfor; Luke xi. 53.) Mat-

thew, however, ascribes to Herod the intention of putting John to

death, only, he remarks, that he feared the people. The expression

in Mark, liBug dvrbv dvh^a dixouov %a\ dywv, seems to indicate that

his conscience had been roused, and this is confirmed by what

follows. (^wrri^Tv = yfoifi
means here to guard as a protector, to

preserve from the machinations of Herodias.) The eager hear-

ing of John refers not to the time of his imprisonment, during

which any interview between the prince and the Baptist is hard-

ly conceivable, but to an earlier period, before he was shut up.

At such a conference John might well have called his attention

to the unlawfulness of his union with Herodias, as well as to

other things of the same kind. (Compare Luke iii. 19; 'Hgwdjj;

—l7.zyyflj,ivog Ik 'Judvvou <7regi 'Hoadiudog—xal ffigi irdvruv wv s-Troiriffs

Ver. 6. It is safer to understand Tsvsaia as meaning birth-dag,

than the commencement of his reign; not a single passage can

be brought to show that the entry on a reign was usually so de-

noted. Besides, so early as Joseph's time, the Pharaohs kept

the Ti/Asga ywKSiug. (Genesis xl. 20.) Mark employs the general

expression ?5/xsga svzaigog = <2^ Q^p, festive dag, and paints the

guests at the feast.- The expression piyiarang, seems of Persian

origin. Josephus (Antiq. ix. 3, 2,) ranges them along with the

satraps. The LXX. use the word among others for p,"W^i

Daniel v. 1. In the New Testament it occurs again only at Rev.

vi. 15; xviii. 23. Here it seems to denote the highest civil

officers at the court, as x&i&gxpi does the highest military officers.

The KgoJroi rr\g TaXiXafag, would, in that case, mean the wealthiest

men of the province. We are doubtless to understand the

dancing of the daughter of Herodias to have been the mimic

dance, but not exactly or necessarily unchaste. On the part of
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the step-daughter, (Salome was her name,) this is hardly con-

ceivable.

Ver. 7. The verb <rgoj3/jSa£e/v occurs at Acts xix. 33, in its most

obvious sense of to draw forth, to lead out; figuratively, it means

to instruct any one, to train for some purpose. At Exodus

xxxv. 34, it stands for jTVin. Tlie wicked mother directed the

maiden to John the Baptist, and she asked for his head. The

weak Antipas granted it, though with a reluctant mind, (Ig

aurris SC wgag, Mark vi. 25.)

Ver. 9, 10. The weak fear of man extracted from the tetrarch

the order for the beheading; he was ashamed before the assem-

bly to recal his too hasty promise. The inward state of Pilate's

mind was similar when the demand was made that he should

suffer Jesus to be led forth to death—only he was overcome by

fear, Antipas by shame. Mark vi. 27 uses the Latin name

fiKsxouXdrwg, by which the executioner was commonly designated.

The mode of writing the word varies between spiculator (from

spiculum, a spear with which they were armed,) and speculator

—

the former seems the preferable.

Ver. 11, 12. As the execution seems to have been so soon

carried into effect, the feast must have been held in the castle

of Machaerus itself, or in the neighbourhood. The faithful dis-

ciples buried the body (Mark vi. 29, has xrufia,) of their master

as the last token of their respect.

§ 25. FEEDING OF THE FIVE THOUSAND.

(Matt. xiv. 13, 21; Mark vi. 30—14; Luke ix. 10—17; John vi.

1—15.)

This account of the feeding of the five thousand is fixed clown

chronologically by John vi. 4, to a certain date, (see as to the

explanation of fa 8s syyvg to itdey^a the Coxment. on the passage,)

only there is no way of throwing a bridge from John over to the

three earlier Evangelists. (See the Introduction, § 7.) Mark

and Luke place this feeding immediately after the return of the

disciples from their mission. The account of John's execution,

which they both interpose, may have been inserted for this

reason, that Jesus was first informed of it by the disciples, on

their return. By Matthew, however, that mission is placed in
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an entirely different connexion, (see chapter x.) so that their ac-

counts can only be made to harmonize by supposing, asDrPaulus

does, (see above on Matt, x.l,) that the disciples were sent forth on

two separate occasions, which, however, one can hardly imagine

to have been the case. The conjoining, besides, of Christ's re-

tirement into the desert, with his receiving the news of John's

death, is extremely simple and probable. As his hour was not

yet come, he went into quietude, partly that he might avoid

all hostile machinations, partly that he might in prayer to

God and converse with his disciples, meditate on, and make
known those mighty events in the kingdom of God which were

steadily approaching nearer. (Compare on Mark i. 35.) As the

people crowd thither after him, the scene of his subsequently

feeding the multitude rises on our view.

Ver. 13. Matthew informs us in the most general terms 'DjffoDs

uviyyzrfiiv UsT^ev he, s^/mov, leaving undetermined what the Wsfttv

refers to, for the last account we have of Jesus (Matt. xiii. 53

—

58,) mentions no locality. Only the expression h tXo/w points

to his passing over to the opposite side of the sea of Gennesareth,

an inference which John vi. 1, and Luke ix. 10, confirm. 1 The

latter mentions Bethsaida. This town, however, must not be

confounded with the city of the apostles, (John i. 44,) which lay

on the western shore of the sea. This second Bethsaida was

situated on the eastern bank, close to where the Jordan flows

into the lake. At first it was a village, but Philip the tetrarch

raised it to the rank of a city, and named it Julias. (Josephus

Antiq. xviii. 3; Wars of the Jews ii. 13; compare Von Raumer's

Palest., p. 100.) According to Mark, (ver. 31,) this retirement

was intended also for the sake of the disciples, that they might

rest from the labours (dvaxausa^s dX/'yov,) which the pressure of

the people had caused them. They had even been prevented

taking their necessary food. Eager, however, for help, (though

it was only outward aid that in the first instance they sought,)

the people hastened after them into the uncultivated region

whither our Lord had withdrawn, and he had compassion on

1 De Wette (on Luke ix. 10,) thinks that Luke places this feeding in

a different locality from Matt., and Mark ; he knows nothing of a passage

across the sea, and conceives Bethsaida to have been on the western

shore. But this is sufficiently disproved by the single circumstance that

there was no desert near the western Bethsaida, it was surrounded by
the most fruitful land.
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them. (See respecting trirXayxyifytftai on Luke i. 78.) He taught,

therefore, (Luke and Mark,) and afterwards performed cures

(Matt.). As to the words, (especially as given by Mark,) compare

the passage Matt. ix. 36. They contain allusions to Old Testament

passages, such as Numbers xxvii. 17; Isaiah liii. 6. Luke (ix. 11,)

mentions as the subject of his teaching, the BaovXs/a rov &sov,

under which expression is here comprehended, in an indeter-

minate and general way, that more exalted heavenly life which

Christ was come to render the dominant principle here on earth.

(Compare on Matt. iii. 2.)

Ver. 15, 16. In narrating the course of the miracle, John

deviates from the synoptical gospels. He states that the Saviour

put to Philip the question, how shall we buy bread for so many?
while the synoptical writers tell us that the apostles had applied

to Jesus to dismiss the people, that they might disperse them-

selves and find provisions in the villages that lay immediately

around. It is easy, however, to reconcile both accounts. As
the day was now far gone (Mark vi. 35, wga iroKky, like the ex-

pression tyAsga KoXXy, in the LXX. on Genesis xxix. 7,) some of

the disciples enquired of Jesus as to the time when the people

would be dismissed. John mentions another circumstance occurr-

ing at another moment, either before or after the inquiry of the

disciples, the question, namely, put by Jesus to Philip. If, a-

Bengel supposes, the charge of providing food had been entrusts

ed to him, the special object in putting the question must have

been a moral one. Philip must have his mind awakened (John

vi. 6, 'iXeyst 6 'lrjSout migd^wv dvrov,) that he might be able to un-

derstand aright the approaching miracle. Philip, however, ap-

pears here as at John xiv. 8, unable to get free from his earthly

standing-point, he refers to the sum of money that would be

required for feeding them. (200 denarii = 40 rix dollars. This

sum is given also by Mark vi. 37.)

Ver. 1 7. Another difference in the narrative, which it is just

as impossible to regard as of material consequence, arises from

the circumstance that John vi. 8 expressly names Andrew as

the person who mentioned the boy with the five loaves and the

two fishes, (6-4/ag/ov, properly means merely by- meat, 1 any thing

eaten with bread; the other Evangelists define it by 7%Suss,)

1 According to lexicographers, however, 6-^dgiov was, at a later period,

used as precisely equivalent to ijfiCoiov.
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while Matt., Mark, and Luke, make the apostles say that there

was no food whatever at hand. These last Evangelists have

looked on Andrew as speaking for all the apostles, and expressing

their mind. The expression nathdoiov ev (the sv is not to be taken

as having the force of the indefinite article, but as distinctly in-

timating that none else besides this boy had brought food with

them,) forbids our supposing that the five loaves and two fishes

were merely the disciples' own supply of food. John immediate-

ly places, in direct contrast, the whole number present, {ravra n
zgtiv i!g Toffovrovg,) with the whole supply of provisions. (The

assigning of the number at 5000 is alike in all the narratives,

only Matt, and Mark do not mention it till the conclusion.

Matthew remarks, enhancing it still more, %(agh ywar/.wv xal

rraibiwv. The method of arranging them at the meal facilitated

much the reckoning. The agreement of the numbers, as well of

those who were fed, as of the provisions set before them, is not

to be ovei'looked. It is a strong testimony to the truth of the

narrative, later tradition would have corrupted the numbers.)

Ver. 18, 19. The Saviour causes the crowd to be ranged in

regular order, and proceeds to divide the small supply of food.

(The egriftog, where the Saviour was at this time, was grassy pas-

ture ground, without towns or villages. In the same way-y^H^

is used to denote pasturage. We are not therefore to con-

ceive of any thing like sandy wastes, but rather of steppes.

?v/j,tr6<riov, denotes here the persons who partake of a meal toge-

ther, like our German word Gesellschaft, a company. Luke uses

instead, the term xX/o*/a/, the reclining or sitting together at food;

each company of fifty was looked on as forming a party by itself.

The repetition of the word denotes, according to Hebrew usage,

the separate distribution, instead of the Greek dvd. Like a

painter drawing from a vivid conception of the scene, Mark calls

the separate parties T»a<fiai, spaces separately and carefully mark-

ed of; for example, garden-beds. It is so used by Homer.

Mark adds, that some of these parties consisted of 100, others of

50, nay, he does not forget to notice the freshness of the grass.

(la*/ '/>»-:% yjzrjj— yj.'j)i'<; = p-p in the LXX.) These traits

originate wholly in his mode of recording events, which seizes

chiefly on the externals of the narrative. In detailing the

division itself, Mark (41,) adds expressly xai roug h-jl, iyjuag iftiptt

we /. These words clearly intimate that, according to the view

of the narrator, the two linhes were the object subdivided among
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all, Jesus had only this small supply for satisfying the multitude.

The words of John, oaov rj§t\ov, (vi. 11,) exclude all idea of a

merely seeming satisfaction to the wants of the crowd, every one

partook as much as he desired, that was the standard of supply

to which, on this occasion, the food was adapted.

Ver. 20, 21. The command to gather up the fragments ad-

mitted of being carried into execution, for our Lord was stand-

ing in one fixed position when he broke the bread and the fishes,

(fragments of which latter, the minute and accurate Mark in-

forms us were also collected,) at which point they would naturally

collect themselves, and means might also be taken before-hand

for keeping them clean. The twelve baskets (as to which all the

four Evangelists are agreed), show that the fragments that re-

mained over, were of greater amount than the loaves had been

at first. Probably each apostle took a basket to complete the

gathering of the bread, hence the twelve. The union of this

savingness and care with creative power, is something so pecu-

liar, that it impresses beyond all mistake, a heavenly character

on the narrative. Never would such a thing have been invented.

Nature, that mirror of divine perfections, places before our eyes

the same combination of boundless munificence, and of truest

frugality in imparting her benefits.

The Evangelists close their narratives with nothing certainly

like exclamations or expressions of surprise,—John only remark-

ing what an impression the incident had made on the people.

They concluded from it that Jesus was the prophet who had been

promised, and wished to take him by force and make him the

sovereign of their outward worldly kingdom. Whether such an

ebullition is conceivable, if the multitude (a caravan returning

from a festival, as is conjectured,) had satisfied themselves with

the provision which themselves had made for the journey, and

in the most courteous way, left untouched the small supply of

food placed before them by the apostles, we leave intelligent

and believing readers to infer for themselves.

In considering the fact itself thus recorded, it obviously be-

longs to that class of Christ's miracles, the object of which is

nature. In the other, and first class of miracles, there is, for

the Christian mind, this facility towards the understanding of

them, that we have, in the faith of the individual who (for ex-

ample in the case of a cure,) is the object of the miracle, a chan-

nel for the communication of the wondrous power and its eftec-
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tual operation. But in cases where physical nature is seen as a

simply passive object, the miracle easily assumes the appearance

of being magical. The best way of escaping from this false im-

pression is, never to view those miracles which refer to the

natural world as standing apart from human beings, but as in

living union with them. The mere increase of food is not the

point on which stress is here to be laid, but its increase for per-

sons who were in a certain state of mind. It is when such

miracles are thus conjoined with the wants of human nature, as

these were manifested in the individuals actually present, that

they appear in the character which really belongs to them. As
the Lord, in general, performed no cure save where he found

faith, so he generally bestowed no food save where he found

spiritual hunger. 1 As regards the fact itself, we pay no atten-

tion to those representations, which, in contradiction to the true

exegesis, explain away all that is miraculous; 2 but just as little

ought we to tolerate any views of it which are positively anti-

natural. This, however, must be done,. if we suppose the mate-

rials to have been increased without a real interposition of

Divine power. Rather let us believe that the same power which

flowed forth from Jesus to heal the sick, here produced, in

obedience to his will, another physical effect. In these cures it

appeared more as setting in order, as restorative,—in this case

more as creative. 3 The most correct view of the matter then is

1 It is repugnant to common sense when in reply to this Strauss asks,

(vol. ii. p. 206,) what was done then with unbelievers'? The supposition

is, that where Christ performed a miracle all were believers.

2 Pfenninger says of it, " What usually takes place in three quarters

of a year between seed time and harvest, is said here to have been done

within a few minutes, while the food was being divided. Thus the

narrative will have us believe in an increase wondrously hastened for-

ward, and I could more easily discredit the fact ivere I the most believing

of men, or I could credit it were I the most unbelieving, sooner than really

and truly believe that the narrative does not intend to make us believe it."

The pitiful remark of Strauss, in reply to this profound view of Pfennin-

ger, that for the production of bread, besides the natural process of

growing, there is required also the artificial work of grinding and bak-

ing, originates assuredly in something worse than mere intellectual inca-

pacity, namely, in his entire disbelief in a living God. But for this he

would not have had such difficulty in supposing that the Divine agency

had replaced the work of man.
3 Yet in no gospel narrative is &]>ure exercise of creative power ascrib-

ed to the Saviour. As nature, out of the seed corn, evolves a new crea-

tion, so Christ turns water into wine and increases the already existing
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undoubtedly this, that under the hands of the Saviour, and by
his Divine power, an increase of the means of food must be held

to have taken place. As, by the touch of his hand, he healed

and blessed, so in the same way he made. Along with this,

however, the idea is still to be firmly retained, that these ap-

pearances were merely natural processes, extremely hurried for-

ward in point of time, for real formations must, in every case,

be brought about as the result of a course of real developments.

These developments, however, we know, are capable of being

hastened, and that to an extent which it is impossible for us to

limit. The right conception, however, of what a miracle really

is, carrying us back to a supernatural causality, drives us to

make such suppositions. No phenomenon is conceivable, unless

in connexion with powers sufficient for its causation. In the

person of Jesus, however, those higher powers which regulate all

the processes of nature, interfere with and control natural life,

directly and to its innermost centre,—for, supreme and creative,

like a God he ranges through all productions or formations ofthe

elements, ordering and wielding them for the high objects he
aims at. As regards the increase of the means of food, similar

things were seen formerly, under the Old Testament. Elijah,

with twenty loaves, (2 Kings iv. 42, sq.) fed one hundred men.
Oil and meal increased to the widow at Sarepta. (2 Kings iv.

], sq., comp. also 1 Kings xvii. 1, sq.) Manna and quails

nourished the Israelites in the desert. (As to the typical

meaning of this, see on John vi.) What was there done by God
in heaven and from afar, is here effected by God visible and
near at hand. (Ps. cxlv. 15, 16.)

bread, but without a substratum to begin with he makes neither wine
nor bread. I observe that in these remarks I refer only to the recorded
facts; how far it is conceivable that Christ's miraculous powers might
have been put forth in a different form, is another question. Ac-
cording to gospel history, the Saviour constantly appears as the res-

torer of creation. He creates no new men, but he transforms the old;
he makes no new bodily members formerly wanting, but he restores the
old that were useless. The same thing applies to the miracles of the
Old Testament, for even in the case of the manna, the supernatural in-

crease of a natural production may be supposed, and not the creation of
matter absolutely new.
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§ 26. JESUS WALKS ON THE SEA.

(Matt. xiv. 22—36; Mark vi. 45—56; John vi. 16—21.)

The following narrative of our Lord's walking on the sea is

akin to the preceding, in so far as it also manifests Christ's

dominion over the natural world; his dominion, however, being

exercised in a totally different respect. For it is not so much

an interposed influence brought to bear on nature, that is here

spoken of, the special difficulty in this case consists in his with-

drawing himself personally from the control of earthly natural

laws. The difficulty, however, which is commonly found in this

occurrence, disappears, or at least is considerably diminished, if,

along with that 'close affinity which connected the body of Christ

with those of other men, we clearly recognise at the same time

its distinctive peculiarities. It is common to conceive of the

glorifying of our Lord's body, as effected either at the resurrec-

tion or ascension, and as the work of a moment. But if we

suppose the Spirit's work, in glorifying and perfecting Christ's

body, to have been spread over the Saviour's whole life, (certain

periods being still distinguished as seasons of special activity.)

much that is obscure will be made clear. A body thoroughly of

the earth, chained down by unseen bands to earthly matter,

cannot shake itself free from its origin, but that a higher bodily

frame, teeming with the powers of a loftier world, should rise

above the earthly level, is less surprising. 1 This transaction,

then, of Christ's walking on the sea, is not to be viewed as a

work wrought ujwn him and effected by magic, as though some

external power had laid hold on him and borne him up, btit as

the result effected by his own will, the forth-putting of an energy

inherently belonging to himself. If this power was seldom

used, it was because the Saviour never did wonders for the sake

of doing them, but to serve some useful end. Thus in the pre-

sent instance, the manifestation of his hidden glory was designed

to build up his disciples in the faith. They saw more and more

1 The absurd questions which Strauss (vol. ii., p. 1 Si', second edition.)

gets up in reply to this explanation, he might liave spared himself, had
he hecn willing to reflect that the freeing of Christ's body from its bon-

dage to earth, is not inconsistent with its being entirely at the disposal

of his own free will.
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with whom they had to do, and perceived that he was the revel-

ation of the invisible Father; (Matt. xvi. 16;) their Jewish pre-

possessions, as to the Messiah, were more and more cleared up in

his light. The Old Testament representations of Jehovah's

glory were in living reality set before their eyes in the life of

Jesus. He alone spreadeth out the heavens and walketh on the

waves ofthe sea. (Job ix. 8.) We will not disturb those heaven-

ly images of a Divine government among men, by reviewing the

attempts that have been made, in defiance of just exegesis, to re-

duce their weighty significancy to the level of every-day gener-

alities. Such pictures, taken from the Lord's life, set before us

in miniature his whole mighty work and influence on the inner

mental world of man; they are full of exhaustless meaning. As
respects the form of the narrative, the superiority in vivid and
graphic description belongs to Matthew. The incident which
befel Peter, who wished to come to Jesus over the water, is, for

example, recorded by Matthew alone. The account by John is

short, and like most narratives of events contributed by that

Evangelist, is given chiefly for the sake of the discourses which
are connected with it. The motive which led to the breaking

up of the assembly, and the removal of the disciples, is, however,

distinctly assigned by John, who thus confirms the accuracy of

the connexion between this and the preceding occurrences as

stated in common by the three other Evangelists. The miracu-

lous supply of food excited in these worldly men a desire to

make Jesus the Messianic king. From their importunities he with-

drew by retiring to the solitude of a mountain for prayer, (Matt,

xiv. 23,) but he caused his disciples to go before him by ship to

the other side of the sea. Mark vi. 45 specifies Bethsaida,

John vi. 1 7 mentions Capernaum as the point to which their

course was directed. As the two places, however, were close to

each other, the disciples may have intended first to put in at the
one point, and then sail on to the other. (The expression

avayxafyiv, in Matt, and Mark,ver.22 and 45, means merely earnest,

impressive exhortation, and this was needed apparently because
the disciples were unwilling to separate from their Lord.)

Ver. 24, 25. John (vi. 16,) mentions the evening as the time
of their setting sail. From his supplemental remark, xal oux

iXrjXv^n Kghg abro-jg 6 'jqeoijg, it would appear that they had con-
tinued to look for Jesus rejoining them, and it was probably
their thus waiting for him which delayed so long the period of
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tlieir setting sail. As the darkness of night now came on, and

a storm arose, the scene became full of terror, which well agrees

with the whole circumstances of the narrative. Through gloom

and tempest came the Lord, walking onwards over the raging

waves, to the help of his disciples in their tossing boat. Matt,

and Mark observe that the wind, besides being fierce, was con-

trary to them, (evavrlo:,) so that the force of the waves struck the

boat more violently. (/3a<rav/£f-<r^a/.) According to John, they

had already rowed a distance of 25—30 stadia, (sXavvuv,) and

consequently more than half-way across, (the sea was 40 stadia

broad, about one German mile, 1 Joseph. Bell. Jud. i. 3, 35,) when

they saw Jesus walking on the sea. According to Matt, and

Mark, it was now towards the morning, about the fourth watch.

(cpuXaxj? = rW2tTN.) Before the Exile the Jews had divided

the night into three parts, afterwards they adopted the four

Roman divisions of three hours each. In the expression d^x^e

vfoc airouj, the idea of his leaving the place where he was former-

ly staying, is concisely conjoined with that of his going to meet

the disciples.)

Ver. 26, 27. The disciples seeing Jesus walking on the sea

took fright; they believed that they saw a (pavraa^a. The word

ci/eD/xa, stands in a similar connexion at Luke xxiv. 37. The

term is to be understood in all its latitude like our word gespenst,

apparition, which, according to popular notions, means any sort

of incorporeal appearance, without very accurately defining the

idea of it. That any thing of a bodily nature could walk on the

sea, was inconceivable to the disciples, and there came upon

them, therefore, the terror which usually accompanies all un-

wonted spiritual appearances. The word uttered by Jesus, syw

slpi, again reassures the disciples. In him they had already re-

cognised what was unusual, they saw in him the ruler of the in-

visible world, his friendship they themselves enjoyed, and knew
that he ever came to their aid in moments of danger. The ex-

pression Inl rns ^aXaffcrjc or l<xl ry\v ^aXourffav, (in Matt.) and after-

wards at Matt. xiv. 28, 29, ftrf rd Sthtrtz, certainly may mean be-

side the sea, inasmuch as the bank of the sea or river is conceived

of as elevated above the level of the water. (2 Kings ii. 7; Dan.

viii. 2; according to the LXX.) Of itself, however, fir/ never

means ad, juxta, (compare Fritzsche Comm. in Matt. p. 503,)

but unquestionably it denotes to or towards any tiling, versus.

1 On: German is equal to about IJ English miles.
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(Acts xvii. 14.) The parallel passage, John xxi. 1, is very
accurately explained by Fritzsche, speuiegugev eavrbv 6 'lysovg roTg

fictiyratg en rrjg 3aXa<r<njj, (outiv) in such a way that tne formula
bears its usual meaning. But that in the passage before us
there is no evading the obvious meaning of the words as denot-
ing that Christ walked over the waves of the sea, appears plain-

ly from the narrative taken as a whole. If differently under-
stood, it becomes either trivial or deceptive. The opinion which
would hold it a myth is sufficiently refuted by the calmness of
the narrators. Least of all can Matthew's account of Peter's
walking on the sea, be reconciled to it. Obviously it stands
forth as a naked fact.

Ver. 28—31. The special feature in the conduct of Peter, the
account of which is here contributed by Matthew, is quite in keep-
ing with that disciple's character. In the same way something ofa
similar kind is also told of him after the resurrection of Jesus
(John xxi. 7, sq.) Fiery and ardent, full of burning love for the
Lord, he cannot wait patiently the moment of his near approach,
but hastens to meet him with most daring courage. As John is

called the disciple whom the Lord loved, h tydira 6 'Ijjcou?, John
xxi. 7,) so might it be said of Peter that he loved the Lord.
In other words, as the nature of John was pre-eminent for

being receptive and profound, Peter's was distinguished for acti-

vity and energy. As however this power of love wherewith he
embraced the Saviour was not yet freed from selfishness, it be-
trayed him into mistakes of very different kinds. Once more in

the case before us, his over-hasty impetuosity brings about a
fall. The whole of this little history is a rich picture of the in-

ner life—a commentary on the words of the prophet, the heart
of man is a froward and timorous thing (Jer. xvii. 9). With-
out the command (not the bare permission) of the Lord, Peter
ventures himself out of the ship. Trusting to the l\$e, he walks
forth, but at sight of the hurricane, he sinks. (Karairovrifyttiai

occurs again at Matt, xviii. 6, in the sense of sinking, or being
sunk into the mvrog.) Yet faith remains so far firm that he on-

ly seeks aid from Jesus. (Here he already calls him xi^s, with
reference to his higher nature, the knowledge of which had pre-

viously been revealed to Peter [see on Matt. xvi. 16]. So also,

on seeing this dominion exercised by Jesus over the powers of

nature, the other disciples take occasion to make the confession

at ver. 33, aXfooig ©sou vibg il. Comp. on Matt. xvi. 16). Christ
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gave him help along with a word of rebuke, oXiyovivre, which,

however, is a different thing' from timers. The point of reproof

was merely that the faith which existed in him was not beyond

being shaken. (A/tfra£« occurs again at Matt, xxviii. 17. Lite-

rally it means to turn in two different directions, hesitating and

undetermined which to follow. Whence it denotes in general

to be in doubt, and is equivalent to a/upioPrireu.) In this case it

once more plainly appears, as in all the miracles of Christ, that

faith was the intermediate element, through means of which he

performed them on men. So long as the inner soul of Peter

was purely and simply turned towards the person of the Lord,

he was capable of receiving within himself the fulness of Christ's

life and Spirit, so that, what Christ could do, he could do, but

so soon as his capacity for receiving the Spirit was contracted by

his giving place and weight to a foreign power, the result was

that the latter entered his heart, repressed the influence of

Christ, and thus the sea-walker fell back under the dominion of

earthly elements. Analogous to this is the way in which faith

on the Lord's strengthening and upholding power conducts us

securely over the agitated sea of a sinful life, but assuredly it

only too often happens that the weakness of this faith sinks

down into the waters. The peculiarity of the gospel narratives,

which makes them capable of such an application to the inner

life, does not belong to them by accident, nor is it to be viewed

as a capricious or arbitrary thing actually to apply them thus.

Far rather is it true that founding on the significancy and im-

portance of the Saviour's position as the centre of all spiritual

life, everything in him and with him rises into a higher signi-

ficancy.

Ver. 32, 33. According to Matt, and Mark, the disciples, in

the strongest terms, express their astonishment (Mark vi. 51, X/ca

—1% m^eou—%;<tra<&a,,) and adoration. (The meaning of

vgoaxwitv, which had otherwise been vague, is at Matt. xiv. 33,

accurately denned by the confession which follows that he was

the Son of God. See as to this more at length on Matt. xvi. 16.)

Christ, along with Peter, stepped on board the ship, the wind

calmed down, (ane/xog ixwasi, see above, Mark iv. 39,=/aX^jj

iysviro,) and they gained the further shore. The account given

at John vi. 21, ^sXov \a(3i7v aurov, seems to differ from the others,

as though the disciples had intended taking him on board whea

they suddenly found themselves already at the land. Read by
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itself the statement of John would leave the impression that the

sfosuis to vXo/bv eyivzro ski r5j? yrig, seemed to him to imply something-

miraculous. But as the discipleshad in the first instance sailed half

the distance before they saw Jesus, as they had the wind against

them, and as during the scene between Christ and Peter, they as-

suredly forgot their oars, they cannot well have very speedily reach-

ed the shore. The meaning of lv%us however, is vague, and none of

the narrators give marks to fix the time ; we can therefore conceive

of a rapid rowing forward of the ship through the calm, and an

immediate landing thereafter. The only difficulty that remains

is the fj^sXov Xa^eTv, in so far as it is usually held to imply the

non-fulfilment of the purposed intention, in which case there

would result an open contradiction to the two other narrators.

We might certainly at once, in this as in other cases, admit that

a contradiction really exists, inasmuch as the Gospel history

makes no claim to exemption from trifling and unimportant

irregularities. At all events, we would rather do so than either

hold s^'sXu to be here redundant, or that it means to do a thing

eagerly and joyfully, (so that the sense should be—they took

him eagerly and joyfully on board,) a construction for which

there is no support in the usage of the New Testament. 1 The

following, however, appears to me a simple way of escaping from

the difficulty. The disciples were afraid that they saw a spirit,

which naturally they wished as far as possible from their ship.

Jesus, however, explained to them that it was he. Thereupon

it is simply added that on receiving this explanation they strove

to take him in, with the natural ellipsis, and they took him in

accordingly—after which they directly gained the land. (The

verb ^sXnv then retains in this case its literal meaning of active

volition, see Passow in Lex sub voce. For, in order to take in

Christ while the ship was on her course, certain preparations

were needful, such as the taking down of the sail, &c. The

whole of these operations are denoted by the -/j'SsXov XafisTv, and

the expression consequently implies the effectual carrying out

ofthese preparations. The clause therefore, if completed, would

run thus, yj^sXov ovv \a(3s7v aurbv s/g to kXoTov %ai sXaj3ov.')

Ver. 34—36. Both evangelists conclude this narrative with the

general remark that immediately after the return of Jesus many
sick persons applied for his help, and strove simply to touch the

1 In profane writers, especially in Xenophon, (Cyrop. I., 1, 3, 1, 5, 19.

Anab. II. 6, 6, and 11,) this use of l§e\u frequently occurs.

o
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hem of his garment. (Compare what is said on Luke viii. 44.)

Mark is more copious in his language, hut without adding any

new ideas, only that when he passes on to relate their arrival at

the opposite shore, immediately after stating the astonishment

of the disciples at Christ's walking on the sea, he adds ou tfuvfaa

Wi roTg agro/s, (clliptically for Ivl r<Z Sav/tari h ro?g agroig ytvophy.)

Mark means to say that they might have heen sufficiently enabled

from that miracle of feeding the multitude to see his Divine

nature, if their capacity for receiving the truth had not been so

weak. (Respecting it^oufoou, [callo obduci, then to become har-

dened, insensible,] see Mark viii. 17; Rom. xi. 7. It is parallel

to iraxws&a,, Matt. xiii. 15. The verb ^o<ro^/£<fta/, Mark vi. 53,

from ogpog, to land, occurs only here.)

§ 27. OF WASHING THE HANDS.

(Matt. xv. 1—20. Mark vii. 1—23.)

As to the connexion of this event chronologically with that

which precedes it, little can be said, owing to the vagueness of

those forms of expression which are used to unite them. It

would be rash to draw any inference from the presence of the

Pharisees and Scribes who came down from Jerusalem. For the

fact that they came from Jerusalem docs not prove that they

belonged to Jerusalem, and just as little that they were sent for

the purpose of watching him. One can only infer from the form

of Christ's discourse against the Pharisees, that the occurrence

belongs to the latter period of his ministry, for during his earlier

labours he did not usually express himself so strongly against

them as he does here.

Ver. 1, 2. It was so completely in keeping with the true spirit

of Phariseeism to rebuke every deviation from that external

ritual which they counted holy, that the question of these Phari-

sees may be accounted for without supposing that they were de-

signedly lying in wait for Christ. Such scruples arose from the

peculiar character of their minds. The va^ahoGig ruv vptfivrigm is

the same with the 607/xara &yga<pa, which gradually under the

learned men of the Jews formed around the Mosaic law a new

and holy circle of traditions. Mark \'cvU himself called on, for

the sake of his non-Jewish readers, to explain more particularly
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the practice of eating with the hands washed. (xoiv6g=^^

Acts x. 14, conjoined with axo&agrov, here it is equivalent to

aviirrog.) He observes that among' the Pharisaic Jews it was the

general custom {xavreg hi 'louhawi is to be taken in connexion with

xgarovvng rSjv vagadoiriv, for the Sadducees did not observe such

ordinances.) The meaning of -ruy//,?; vi-^ovrat rag xs'£a $ *s uncer-

tain. Undoubtedly, however, trwy/uri is to be taken in the usual

sense of hand, fist, so that the method in which the Jews washed
before eating is here pointed out. The hands seem to have been
used alternately, the one in washing the other. The Syriac

translators have rendered it frequently, generally, as though they

had read it *vxvj[. Either the translator had heard the word
wrong, or he did not know how to translate vrwyfjrfi. Mark, after

explaining the practice of washing the hands, next proceeds to

other usages of the same kind, for ablutions of all sorts, (among
the rest those applicable to the priests, Exod. xxix. 4; xxx. 18,

sq., compared with Heb. ix. 10,) were common among the Jews.

He confines himself, however, to those washings which accom-

panied meals. The term |3asr/£s<&a/ is different from wVrs<r$a/;

the former is the dipping and rinsing, or cleansing of food that

has been purchased, to free it from impurities of any kind; the

term vinn<foai implies also the act of rubbing off, such as takes

place in all forms of washing. In precisely the same way do the

Rabbins distinguish between n^tOD anc^ D^T1 ]-Hrtt3. (Com-

pare Lightfoot on the passage, fiairrnspog is here, as at Heb. ix.

10, Ablution, washing generally.) The words norfigiov, %'sarrig,

Xakxiov, are different names for vessels, tiot^iov denotes a drink-

ing vessel; %s<fri)g, corrupted from the Latin sextuarius, means a

vessel for holding or measuring fluids
;
yjzkxkv means a vessel of

brass, the nature of which we cannot more accurately determine.

The xXivai here, must, according to the connexion, be referred

to the couches on which the ancients were wont to recline at

meals. (Compare Mark iv. 21.)

Ver. 3, 4. In recording the following discourse, addressed

by Jesus to the Pharisees, (down to ver. 11,) Mark varies from

Matthew, inasmuch as he makes the Saviour begin at once with

the quotation from Isaiah, while in Matthew it forms the con-

clusion. The latter is unquestionably the more natural position.

Appropriately the description of the Pharisees stands first, and

then follows the passage from the prophet, in confirmation as it
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were, of what had been said. The leading idea of the whole

passage, however, is neither more nor less than the opposition of

their human institutions to the commandment of God. The real

test of a spurious faith is the substituting of the former of these

for the latter, or the placing it above the latter. In this way

the Spirit is withdrawn from the service of God, it becomes a

mere human service. This corruption of the Divine by means

of the human, the Saviour explains by an example, showing how

the Pharisaic hypocrisy subverted a holy precept of God by an

ordinance calculated to promote their own earthly selfish advan-

tage. Jesus quotes Exod. xx. 12; xxi. 17, in order to show

what, according to the Divine ordinance, is the true relation in

which children stand to their parents. The Mosaic regulation,

the Lord (Mark vii. 10,) here acknowledges as one which pro-

ceeded directly from God, because God spake through Moses and

his ordinances possessed Divine authority. The verb zay.o7.oyi?v,

(= (3}.aGfri/j,s7v,) stands in antithesis to n/j.av, in the same way

that paxooy^ovtog yivsG^ai in the first (not fully quoted) passage,

does to the verb a-Trcftr/^/s/i*. According to the standing-point of

the theocracy, the highest curse and the highest blessing were

thus conceived of in a form level and obvious to the senses.

Ver. 5, 6. This holy commandment the Pharisees taught men
to evade by the ordinance,—" Temple offerings take precedence

of all gifts in behalf of parents." As to the construction, we

observe first, that the clause Swgov (sc. sgti,) 6' edv It, £/*oD dxpsXr^fj:,

is obscure. The idea is that the parents are making a request,

and the children are refusing it, with the explanation that the

thing which it would have been becoming (edv stands for av,

compare Winer, p. 285,) in them to grant, they had already de-

cided to give to the temple. (Aagov = \"2T)p, applies as well to

bloody as to unbloody offerings.) On this they found the infer-

ence that it is not incumbent to give them anything. Probably

it is to be presumed either that the priests took a small portion

of the gift instead of the whole, or that they knew how to instil

it into the children that they would acquire special merit by

those temple offerings. It is not conceivable otherwise that any

child could have been induced to act thus towards his parents.

The second difficulty lies in the expression xctl oh /&j rifttigp.

Mark guides us here to the right meaning. In the first place,

the future ri^m is a false reading; it does not agree with i«rp.

In the next place, the xal ov corresponds to ^v and introduces
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the supplementary remark—" if any one says your property is

consecrated to the temple, it is then unnecessary for him to

honour his father and his mother." The verb ripyv, (in the

sense of giving- bodily support,) is thus chosen simply to bring-

out more markedly the contradiction to the Divine command-
ment. It is needless, however, to suppose that any thing re-

quires to be understood, as, for example, avainog sen. Hence
our Lord deduces the inference that by means of what is human
they subvert what is Divine, (axvooo is used especially in regard

to laws. Gal. iii. 17.)

Ver. 7—9. After this Jesus applies the prophetic words of

Isaiah xxix. 13, to the piety of the Pharisees. The two evan-

gelists agree, word for word, (only instead of 6 Xaog olrog, Mark
has ovrog 6 Xaog,) in the quotation. The LXX. deviates from the

original much in its expressions, although the idea is the same.

This agreement of Matt, and Mark in a passage containing a de-

viation, and which is quoted from memory, would lead to the

inference that the one had used the other's gospel, or that they

had drawn from some common source. (The text of Matt, in

this quotation is in many MSS. corrected after the LXX.
Mark being less read and less expounded is free from such inter-

polations.) The simple idea then expressed by the prophet is

this,—the outward service of God, unless the whole inner man
take part in it with the living energy of mind and will, (both

being comprehended by the term %aqhia = ^) is in the highest

degree offensive to God. Isaiah spake these words to the Jews
of his day, as the connexion of the passage shows, yet both evan-

gelists remark that Christ observed xaXug irgospqrevge m%i u/muv, an
expression which may serve as a commentary to the words oinus

irXrigufoi}. An explicit reference in these words to the cotem-

poraries of Jesus, the Saviour, and also the evangelists, in this

passage, must have discovered, in thus far, that as Christ was
the central point of all life and being under the theocracy, every

mental tendency and aim, even though embodied in representa-

tives who had existed previously, yet gathered round Him in the

full development and display of their inherent qualities. The
whole Old Testament history was prophetic of Christ and of those

around him in this respect, that everywhere in the continually

recurring contrast between light and darkness, between truth

and error, there were displayed the types of that which in its
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highest energy developed itself in and around Christ. (As to

vvoxgirrig, see on Matt. vi. 2.)

Ver. 10, 11. The general idea which throughout this conver-

sation impressed itself on the Saviour s mind, namely, that

purity is to he sought for within the soul and not in externals, he

puts forward before the great mass of the people, as the germ of

many other fruitful thoughts, (2%Xoc in contrast to the /Ac&nra!,)

for the benefit of all those who were able to penetrate its mean-

ing and properly to apply it, As the idea, however, was ex-

pressed figuratively, (in reference to the words h xagajdaXji, see

on Matt. xiii. 3.) Jesus at a later period, after he had dismissed

the people, (Mark vii. 17) prompted by a request from the dis-

ciples, whose organ, (according to Matt.,) Peter once more was,

gives an exposition of it. (Matt. xv. 17—19.)

Ver. 12—14. Matthew adds, however, a parenthetical remark

explanatory of the Pharisees and the relation in which they

stood to the kingdom of God—a remark which may have been

called forth by the anxiety of the disciples lest the Pharisees

should have taken offence at his discourse, and lest this should

have led to fatal results. (As to sxavdaXi^ss^ai, see on Matth.

xviii. 6.) The words of Christ in which he allays their anxiety

on this point, refer also to the parable of the field and the dif-

ferent kinds of seed, to the end of the bad seed and of the plants

which spring from it. (Matt. xiii. 24 sq. especially ver. SO, euX-

Xs^arg ru fy^dvia, x. r. X.) The term Uoi^u^ffsTai therefore ex-

presses the idea of the final judgment, and the Saviour chose for

the statement of this idea a figurative form of expression already

familiar to the disciples. It is a false interpretation, however,

to refer the <pvrs!a to the doctrine of the Pharisees, and not to

themselves personally. (Literally the <purua is the act of plant-

ing itself, then, the thing planted = (pursv/xa.) That were a

false attempt to weaken the idea of the xuraxg/ac, (the total cut-

ting off from all communion with what is good,) which is openly

announced here as formerly it -was at chap. xiii. SO. Undoubt-

edly the Pharisees arc God's creatures as well as other men, but

in as far as the falsehood of their mental tendencies consequent

on a state of soul alienated from God had become amalgamated

with their innermost personal identity, and only in such identi-

fication do such tendencies exist at all, in so far do they belong-

not to God but to the devil. The expression ijv 6vx sfvnvatv 6

nrwriw fiou 6 ovguvios must therefore be completed by supplying, as
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the evangelist intended, aXka 6 hafioXog, who according to Matt,

xiii. 25, 38, casts in the bad seed. (The <rixva dtu(36\ov mean

the same thing, see on John viii. 44.) An absolute predestina-

tion or material difference (in the Manichean sense) between the

good and the evil is not to be understood here ; no one is by

birth a rsxmv dia(36Xou, he becomes such only by his corrupt will

and continued striving against grace. But what applies to the

leader, Jesus attributes also to the followers (see on Matt, xxiii.

15). The perverted suffer along with the perverter, obviously

according to the principle laid down at Luke xii. 47, 48. The

figurative form of the expression is besides intelligible by itself.

Luke vi. 39, inserts it amidst the contents of the sermon on the

mount. (As to pfowog see Matt. xii. 11.)

Ver. 15, 16. Hereupon follows the request of the apostles,

(Peter being their representative,) that he would explain the

figurative discourse (tfaga/3oXjj, see on Matt. xiii. 3). Jesus re-

bukes their defective powers of comprehension (avvsag, under-

standing, vovg, reason, comp. on Luke ii. 47,) and then explains

to them the similitude. (The expression dz/t^ literally means

on the moment in the Greek profane writers, and comes also to

be used as synonymous with en). Even the explanation itself,

however, is still very difficult.

Ver. 17. In the sentiment formerly stated, (ver. 11,) it must

have appeared at the very outset a difficulty to the disciples that

Christ's explanation rb si<so^6/msvov tig rb ero/jba ou xoivoT, seemed to con-

tradict the Old Testament, which taught the distinction between

clean and unclean meats. As Christ acknowledges the divinity

of the Old Testament, (Matt. v. 17,) he must see something im-

portant even in its laws respecting food. That these, however,

were wholly void of meaning, the Saviour, in explaining the

words, does by no means say. He only gives prominence to the

contrast between what is external and internal, and calls atten-

tion to the circumstance, that food as being external (e%aftev

eitiffogevofisvov iig rov uvSguKov,) could never reach or pollute the inner

soul. He does not however say, that what is outward may not

cause outward pollution, or that it is thus of no consequence

what a man may eat. This was hint enough to the disciples

that our Lord left to the Jewish laws all their significancy as to

externals, (and as types of what was spiritual,) and only intend-

ed to rebuke the Pharisaic transposition, which put the exter-
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nal in room of the internal. 1 Mark, who here formally para-

phrases the words of Matthew, gives a correct view of the first

half of the thought. The food taken into the outward organ for

its reception (the mouth) enters not into the inner man, (y.agdia

= ^~s) but goes into the zoiXia in order to nourish the bodily or-

ganism. The additional clause xod sJg atptbguvu exfi&Werm, is

partly intended as the climax of those explanations, which show
how thoroughly external the process of taking food is, and part-

ly designed to intimate that nature herself has already assigned

the means by which that which is nourishing in food may be
separated from that which is impure. Mark, in his explanatory

way, expresses this in the words za^a^ov vavra ra /3gw/xara. The
neuter gender (the readings za^agifyv, zotiagifyi, are the correc-

tions of transcribers to diminish the difficulty,) refers to the

whole of what precedes, in such a way that roZro sen zu^aglfyv,

must be supplied.

Ver. 18, 19. The internal however is here set in contrast over
against that which is outward, and the defilement of man pro-
perly so called (the soul of man) is pointed out, To this impu-
rity of soul the Pharisees gave no heed while carefully avoiding
that which was external. In this second idea here propounded,
however, there are also internal difficulties. For in the first

place it does not appear that it is the mere sxvogeue&ai, (the ma-
nifestation of feeling by word or deed) but the very presence of
corrupt feeling itself which pollutes, and assuredly (as Matth. v.

28, shows,) the Saviour was far from wishing to exclude the be-
lief of this. But secondly, the za^bia is represented as the source
of evil actions, (ver. 19, sz rrjg zagbiag ££%£6vra/ biaXoyifipoi nov^o'i,)

yet one does not see how in that case man can be made unclean,
for, to his innermost soul he is unclean already. Only that
which is pure admits of being defiled, not that which is already
unclean. This leads us more closely and accurately to define

1 It is unquestionably wrong to look on this as containing- an abroga-
tion of the Old Testament laws respecting food such as we afterwards
find at Acts x. 10. The Old Testament, as typical and external in its
ordinances (<txi& ruv (ie\\6vruv, Heb. x. 1,) could effect only outward
purification (Heb. ix. 13, rfo rtj$ ffagxb( xa^agcrr,™,) but this the Pha-
risees, according to their usual mistake of the outward for the inward,
confounded with spiritual purity, and to point out this error is the ob-
ject of Jesus.
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the meaning of the expression s%irogeve(foa,i Ik tov ffro^arog, (the

opposite of the foregoing e/Wogeuso$a/,) an expression which

seems intended to mark the relation in which the will

stands to these evil thoughts. The general fact that evil

thoughts enter into the mind of man, is a consequence of the

universal sinfulness of the race, but that any particular evil

thoughts gain power over him sufficient to manifest themselves

in outward act, is the result of the will, and its voluntary choice.

By peccata actualia, however, the habitus peccandi is strength-

ened, and thus also the noble germ of human nature is defiled.

The xag<3/a here, therefore, is not the source of evil thoughts, but

the canal, as it were, through which they flow, and through

which in like manner the Spirit of grace pours good thoughts

into man. 1 In no respect is man the absolutely free and inde-

pendent creator of his own thoughts and inclinations, (which

Pelagianism would make him,) but he possesses the power

equally of rejecting what is bad and admitting what is good into

his soul, or the reverse. It is very obvious therefore what value

is to be put upon the opinion of those who infer from these

words that the heart produces at will evil thoughts (or good,)

and that these do not originate in the kingdom of darkness.
" Doth a fountain send forth from the same opening sweet water

and bitter?" James iii. 11. (Comp. as to xaghia and haXoytc^bg

at Luke i. 51; ii. 35; Matth. ix. 4.) In the enumeration of the

several forms of evil propensities which is given also by Mark
more at length, assXyta is not to be referred to sexual impurity

as elsewhere at Rom. xiii. 13; 2 Cor. xii. 21; Gal. v. 19, al. freq.)

for it stands quite apart from Kogvuai and poiy^Tai. It is best

understood as denoting an evil-disposed wilfulness of mind, and
its results. The expression b^aXphg mvr^og, however, corre-

sponds to the Hebrew y~) vi^, Prov. xxiii. 6; xxviii. 22; which

denotes an envious, malicious glance. It is connected with the

idea that such a look is capable of inflicting injury. (Comp.
1 Krabbe (On Sin and Death, Hamburg 1836, p. 131, note,) thinks that

" -/.a^hia is here the innermost will in so far as it, acting unconditionally,

cooperates for the production of actual sin." But that is what I doubt
—whether the human will can act unconditionally and independently of

every thing beyond itself. A good action has for its condition the in-

fluence of God, an evil action that of the kingdom of darkness and its

prince. How this does not subvert the true freedom of the will, is

shown in our remarks on Rom. ix. 1.
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Matt. xx. 15.) The last expression &<pgo<fjvri=a,voia, refers to
forms of sin and wickedness in which stupidity is prominently
exhibited—" senseless wicked acts."

§ 28. THE HEALING OF THE CANAANITISH WOMAN'S DAUGHTER.

(Matt. xv. 21—31; Mark vii. 24—31, [32—37; viii. 22—26.] )

Without marking- accurately either time or place, Matthew
(and Mark also, who follows him,) proceeds to the narrative of a
cure, in which however, our interest is awakened, not so much
by the act of healing- itself, by the antecedent circumstances.
Mark once more distinguishes himself by giving minute traits

which illustrate the outward action, but he leaves out also essen-

tial features, for example the statement at Matt. xv. 24, as to

the relation of the heathen to the people of Israel, which casts

so much light on the whole transaction.

Ver. 21. The pegy Tvgov, Mark describes more definitely by
fis§6gia. The Lord approached these boundaries, but that he
really passed over them, is at once rendered improbable by the
idea stated at ver. 24. 1 The woman, however, came to meet
him. (Ver. 22. avb ruv bgiuv exelvav s^sX^ovffa.)

Ver. 22. The woman is called by Matthew (in the true phra-
seology of Palestine,) yavavaia, but by Mark eXXjjw'g <fugo<pohm<fgot

}

(the better manuscripts have this form instead of avgopoimsa, which
certainly is a more correct Greek form of the word, but on this

very account is less deserving of being admitted into Our text.)

The addition of rw y'sm obviously marks her descent from the in-

habitants of that region; hxxnvlg refers to the language she spoke
and her education, which, as was usual in those countries about
the time of Christ, Avere Grecian.

Ver. 23, 24. She prays in behalf of her daughter who was pos-
sessed of a devil, but the Lord refuses her as an heathen with
the words oix umsTa/.w %. r. >.. (comp. on Matt. x. 5, 6.) Inten-

1 De Wette asserts (on the passage) "it is not said here that Jesus
entered on foreign ground with a view to exercise his ministry." But
after commencing his official career, he continually exercised it, and he
did so specially in the present case. It is thus, to say the least of it, not
probable that he crossed the boundary.
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tionally and wisely did the Saviour confine his ministry to the

people of Israel. Only on certain heroes of the faith from amidst

the heathen world did Jesus bestow grace as the representatives

of nations who as yet were far from the covenants of promise.

Ver. 25, 26. To the woman who still impressively repeated

her request, Jesus again addressed the same reply, but in a

sharper form. Representing himself as the steward of the mys-

teries of God and dispenser of all the heavenly powers of life, he

compares the Israelites to the children of the family, and the

heathen to the dogs. (K^sg is used contemptuously as at Philip,

iii. 2. Neither the Old Testament nor the New recognises the

noble nature of this animal. Comp. on Luke xvi. 21. The

diminutive certainty has a milder sense. Still the thought re-

mains very sharp and bitter, and he designs it to be so.)

Ver. 27. The woman's faith, however, humbly receives the re-

ply in all its bitterness, and child-like she takes the position as-

signed her, claiming no place within the temple; she is content

to remain standing as a door-keeper in the outer court, and

pleads simply for that grace which was fitting for the occupant

of such a station. (Taking up the comparison she entreats an

gift of the Afiiyja. The expression occurs again only at Luke

xvi. 21, in regard to Lazarus the sick man, and in a similar con-

nexion. It is from -^iu, to rub down, to crush in jrieces.)

Ver. 28. Overcome as it were by the humble faith of the hea-

then woman, the Saviour himself confesses i^iyaXn gov r\ vlsrig, and

straightway faith received what it asked. This little narrative

lays open the magic that lies in a humbly-believing heart more

directly and deeply than all explanations or descriptions could

do. Faith and humility are so intimately at one, that neither

can exist without the other, both act as by a magic spell on the

unseen world of the spirit, they draw the heavenly essence itself

down into the earthly. In this cure faith is again obviously

seen not as knowledge, not as the upholding of certain doctrines

for true, but as an internal state of the mind—the tenderest sus-

ceptibility for what is heavenly—the most entire womanhood of

the soul. When yearning faith, by coming in contact with the

objects it longs for, becomes seeing faith, out of such a mental

state there certainly spring beliefs and doctrines of all kinds,

which, as being the product of this inward and immediate opera-

tion, may themselves be termed viorig. Usually, however, the

Christian mind finds more difficulty in understanding the con-
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duct of Christ than in the depth of this heathen woman's faith.

It would seem as if he who knew what was in man (John ii. 25,)
must have been constrained at once to help th is woman, as her
faith could not have been concealed from him, and even although
for wise reasons he was led to confine his ministry to the Jews,
yet as in other instances he made exceptions, (comp. on Matt,
viii. 10), so might he have done in her case at once without lay-

ing on her the burden of his severity. Nay, the severity seems
so very severe, that it were difficult to find a place for such a
trait in the beauteous portraiture of the mild Son of man. It is

Christian experience alone which opens our way to the right un-
derstanding of this. As God himself is compared by our Lord to

an unjust judge who often turns away the well-grounded suppli-

cation (Luke xviii. 3, sq.), as the Lord wrestles with Jacob at

Jacob's ford, and thus exalts him to be Israel (Gen. xxxii. 24, sq.)

as He seeks to kill Moses who was destined to deliver his people
(Exod. iv. 24), so faith often in its experience finds that the hea-
ven is of brass, and seems to despise its prayers. A similar mode
of dealing is here exhibited by the Saviour. The restraining of

his grace, the manifestation of a treatment wholly different from
what the woman may at first have expected, acted as a check
usually does on power when it really exists, the whole inherent
energy of her living faith broke forth, and the Saviour suffered

himself to be overcome by her as he had when wrestling with
Jacob. In this mode then of Christ's giving an answer to prayer
we are to trace only another form of his love. Where faith is

weak, he anticipates and comes to meet it; where faith is strong,

he holds himself far oif in order that it may in itself be carried

to perfection. 1

Ver. 29—31. According to both evangelists, Jesus after this

left the western boundary of Palestine, and turned back to the
sea of Genesareth. (As to AszdroXig, see on Matt. iv. 25). With-
out marking more closely the connexion, local or chronological,

the narrative ends in one of those general concluding formulae,
which plainly show cither that the author never intended to pro-
duce a historical work closely cohering in its several parts, or
that he embodied just as they stood certain separate narratives
which were complete in themselves. To me it seems not unlike-
ly, from the frequency with which such forms of conclusion occur

1 As to the faith of the woman in behalf of her daughter, see on
Matt. xvii. 14 sq.
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ill Matthew (comp. iv. 23—25; ix. 8, 26, 31, 35, 36; xiv. 34—

36,) and their mutual resemblance, that he interwove into his

work minor treatises of this kind which had perhaps at an ear-

lier period been written clown by himself. There is a peculiarity

in the use of xuXXog which occurs in this passage in the enume-

ration of the sufferers who assembled around Jesus. The same

word is found at Matt, xviii. 8, conjoined as in this case with

^wXo's, and there it obviously means one maimed. But never in

any other case is it recorded as an express fact that Christ really

restored bodily members which had been cut off, and a cure of

this kind would ill accord with his usual mode of healing. It is

better therefore to take xvXXog here in the sense in which the

word is usually employed by profane writers, as meaning, bent,

crooked, bowed down. As the denial of Christ's higher, heavenly,

miraculous power is an error, so it contradicts the gospel narra-

tive to hold that this'miraculous power put forth its energy without

internal law or order, to guide its manifestations. Never does

the Lord create members to replace those which had been cut

off, but he certainly heals those which had been injured ; never

does he create bread without a substratum to begin with, but

certainly he increases that which previously existed. The ques-

tion, then, whether he was not able to have done sucli things,

must be cast aside, as not to be entertained, it is enough for us

that he did them not. Still the principle stands fast which is

implied in the very idea of Christ's divine nature, that bound-

less as was his power, it was yet fully regulated by laws, inas-

much as the Spirit himself is law, and all spiritual manifesta-

tions are included in a cycle of high and heavenly laws, in the

course of which cycle they form the system of nature (das natlir-

liche). This is confirmed by the short narrative of the healing

of the man who was deaf and dumb (zu<pbg poyiXdXog, i. e., hard

of hearing, and for this reason as not hearing his own voice,

speaking unintelligibly. According to ver. 35, therefore, he at

once spoke on his hearing being restored,) which Mark here in-

serts (vii. 32—37,) and which he alone records. Minute and

circumstantial in his narrative, he recounts here, as in the similar

account of healing the blind man, (viii. 22—26,) many particu-

lars as to the external form of Christ's cures which bring them
vividly before the mind's eye. With these notices may be com-

pared both the account of the disciples performing cures with

oil (which Mark vi. 13 alone gives,) and also the narrative in
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John ix. 6, according to which Christ applied spittle in the same
way when healing one born blind. The oil is to be regarded as

merely an ordinary outward means of cure (Luke x. 34,) which
the disciples, disbelieving, as it were, the full efficacy of their

miraculous powers, (Matt. xvii. 20,) applied at the same time.

It is a wholly unscriptural view that Christ, along with their

heavenly miraculous power, had enjoined his disciples to employ
the expedients of domestic medicine, he rather permitted them
the use of the oil in accommodation to their weakness. Leaving

this out of view, there remain in these narratives the following-

peculiarities. (1.) It is a new thing that Jesus should take

those who are about to be healed apart by themselves (Mark vii

33, acroXa/3&,a.£i/oj duTov a-~b rov oy^kou xar ihiav; viii. 23, f^vaysv

durbv '£%u r5js xw/mjs). It is not to be thought that this was done

out of anxiety lest the people on seeing his treatment of the sick

should be led into all sorts of superstition. This would have ap-

plied as much to the sick themselves who belonged to the peo-

ple, and shared their views. A single word, moreover, would

have been enough to provide against such superstition. It is

better to seek the ground of it in something belonging personally

to the sick themselves. As their moral healing was the ulti-

mate end of their physical cure, the Saviour ordered every thing

external so as to contribute to that object. Amidst the outcry

of popular tumult beneficial impressions could with far more dif-

ficulty be made on them. And with this also agrees the com-

mand given to both that they should preserve silence as to their

cure. (Comp. vii. 36; viii. 26. See what is said on this at

Matt. viii. 4.) (2.) The mention made of the gradually advanc-

ing process of cure in the blind man's case is peculiar. Accord-

ing to Mark viii. 24, after the first touch of Jesus he saw darkly

ancl obscurely. " I see men as trees (the power of measuring

extension by the eye was probably as yet awanting,) walking."

After the second touch he was wholly restored. Obviously,

therefore, the cures performed by Christ were no magical tran-

sactions, but real processes. In the case of the blind man the

course of the cure may have been retarded for this reason, that

his disease was deeply seated, and a too rapid process of recovery

might have been injurious. We remarked something of the

same kind in dealing with the history of the Gcrgesenc (Matt,

viii. 28,) from whom the demon did not depart till the command

of Jesus had been twice given. (3.) The application of spittle is
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peculiar to these narratives, which is also mentioned again at

John ix. 6. In regard to this, we must at once reject, as unwor-

thy of the dignity of Christ, the opinion which holds that he was

himself misled by the popular notion that attributed to the

spittle healing virtues, and which, further, infers from this that

the thing here recorded must be understood even in cases where

it is not mentioned, and so would transform Christ into an ordi-

nary physician, acquainted with the use of certain remedies.

That other opinion is also to be rejected according to which

Christ employed this means in order to aid the weak faith of

those who were to be healed. 1 For on the one hand the Lord

does not make use of this means in cases where weakness of

faith really existed (Mark ix. 24,) and on the other, it is incon-

gruous to endeavour by a thing so wholly external to remove

the inner want of the soul. "We must therefore have looked on

the employment of the spittle as a thing that exercised real in-

fluence, even though we had been unable to show any link of

connexion in regard to it. But as we already observed that the

laying on of Christ's hands (so here the holding of his finger to

eye and ear) must, as it were, be considered as the medium of

conveyance for spiritual power, (it is only in singular cases that

this power imparts itself from afar, and without the means of

communication being visibly interposed. See on Matt. viii. 10),

so it is in a way analogous to this that we are to look on the use

of his own spittle. (Mark vii. 34, gives in Aramaic the excla-

mation of Christ, IptpaSiu—havoi-)$nri. It is the authoritative

summons of Christ adapted to the present case, it is the expres-

sion of his Divine will, of whose fulfilment that Son who had

called on the Father [s/g rbv obgavhv avafix's-^ag sffrsva^c, ver. 34,]

was fully assured. The form of the word is the imperative of

the Aramaic conjugation Ethpael, £(p<pGtid=s§<pctid [in Syriac

nilDHN from the root nJHQ>]

—

ver - 3*7- The exclamation xaXag

Kuvra tsto/jjxs, almost reminds us of the history of creation, where

it is said cravra, 6Va JTo/^ffs, xaXd xiav, Gen. i. 31. The ministry

of the Messiah seems to be viewed as a xuivri nriag = j-p^a,

1 In the case of the deaf and dumb, however, it is not to be overlook-

ed that the actions of Christ, (the touching of his ears and tongue, the

looking up to heaven,) were obviously calculated to make him aware of

what was about to be done with him in order to rouse his faith, which

could not be done in his case by words.
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Htf?3f~^cording to Mark viii. 22, the healing of the blind man
took place at Bethsaida [see as to it on Matt. xi. 21,], by which
we are here probably to understand the place of that name on
the eastern shore of the sea of Genesarcth. Yet is the descrip-
tion of the locality even in Mark indefinite, so that we cannot
with certainty decide where the cure took place.—Ver. 25. The
expression s--oir,<si abrbv dva

:3/.';-^ai, is not to be referred to the re-

storation of the sight, that is afterwards expressed by d<roza§;«-

ra<ftai, in integrum restitui. Rather is the toisTv amfiXi-^ai equi-
valent to the Hebrew Hiphil, " he caused him, after laying his
hands on him the second time, to look up," and then he°saw
rr,\u-jyu;. That word, which is found only here, literally means
11
shiningfrom afar, radiant," from rr./.s, in the distance. Here

according to the connexion, it means pla inly, distinctly")

§ 29. FEEDING OF THE FOUR THOUSAND.

(Matt. xv. 32—39; Mark viii. 1—10.)

The account which follows of feeding the four thousand is con-
joined by Matthew to the preceding context without any mark
to determine the time when it happened, and by Mark with the
indefinite words h h.simig rdig r^aig. The latter gives us once
more separate minute traits, which make the narrative more
graphic, as for example, ver. 3, mh aur^j ^ar^iv yxovei, and in
ver. 1 the amplification of Matthew's laconic expressions. The
latter alone informs us that the number of four thousand is reck-
oned apart from the women and children (ver. 36). The narra-
tive itself certainly contains no new points when compared with
the first account of feeding the five thousand, Matt. xiv. 13.sq. The
single circumstance to be inquired into, therefore, is whether we
are to regard this whole occurrence as distinct from the other, or
whether, by a mistake of Matthew, (and after him of Mark,) the
same instance of feeding has been twice recorded. This latter
view has been put forward by Schleiermacher (on Luke, p. 137,
and Schultz (on the Lord's Supper, p. 311). De Wctte also and
others see in this second account a repetition of the first fact
drawn from tradition. The chief ground for this supposition is

thought to lie in the circumstance that one cannot conceive how
the disciples, if they had once had experience of such a miracle,
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could ever in similar circumstances have asked unbelievingly

t6§iv 7ifiTv h iornhiu, cioroi toSoutoi wots yooradai o'/Xov roaovrov; (ver. 33).

But there is the less weight to be laid on this remark when we
find that on various occasions the disciples forget things which

it should have been impossible for them to forget. For exam-

ple, the plainest declarations as to Christ's sufferings and death

they seem never to have heard when the event really took place.

If we suppose then that some considerable time elapsed between

these two miraculous entertainments, that meanwhile they had
frequently met with analogous cases when the disciples and those

around them were for the moment in want, (one may call to

mind the plucking of the ears of corn,) when the Lord however

did not see it right to help them in this manner, it will then be

very conceivable that on the instant of their feeling want it did

not suggest itself to the disciples that the Saviour would here

be pleased in this form for the second time to put forth his

might. We are all the more disposed to declare in favour of this

explanation, as there is otherwise not the least improbability in

the same fact having occurred a second time under analogous

circumstances, just as the narratives of cures are repeated in

similar cases. To admit, on the other hand, that the narrative

in this case is not authentic is to open the way for consequences

affecting the authority of the gospel which the Christian mind

could never admit, unless they rested on certain historic proofs

which are here wholly wanting. A new and fully detailed his-

tory of events which did not really take place could be given

neither by an apostle of the Lord nor by an assistant whose

gospel rested on the authority of a second apostle. Still less

could both narrators at a subsequent period (Matth. xvi. 9, 10;

Mark viii. 19, 20,) put into the mouth of our Lord an allusion to

a fact which really did not take place.
1 If the narrative forced us

1 The passage here quoted is also of importance for our object in this

respect, that the remai'k of the disciples, on cigrovg obx iXafiofAtv (Matth.

xvi. 7), shows that even after the second miraculous feeding the discip es

could not imagine that their being in the company of the Son of man
made it needless for them to take provisions for the body. Jesus finds

it necessary to rebuke them for this unbelief, and remind them of both

miraculous entertainments. One can hardly conceive a stronger proof

that the second feeding is authentic. Meanwhile superficial modern
criticism knows how to set it quite easily aside by the cheap assertion that

it was only after the formation of the two fabulous reports as to the feed-

ing, that this whole conversation was—invented. At this rate any fact

one chooses may be struck out of the narrative.

P
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to such assumptions as this, the authority of both gospels would
be overthrown. The supposition that a fully detailed narrative

of fact is a pure invention is quite another thing from the ad-
mission of some trifling historical oversight—for example,
whether there were one or two blind men. To this it must be
added, that on closer examination the invention of the fact by
tradition is wholly improbable. For in the first place, if this

second narrative of feeding the people had owed its origin to
tradition, many things would have been added by way of embel-
lishing it. The unadorned style in which the second incident is

told, precisely as was the former even as regards the separate
words, vouches for its apostolic origin. Nay, this narrative, so
far from any effort to display the fact in brighter colours, sets it

forth as of less importance. In the former case there were
5000, here only 4000, and yet there are here seven loaves
while formerly there were only five, although the less the num-
ber of loaves the more marvellous must the miracle appear. It

is precisely in these little circumstances that the handiwork of
tradition would most easily be detected. What could any one
gain by inventing the account of Christ's having fed 4000 men,
when in fact he had already fed 5000? It is not thus
that the fictions of tradition run. If we had read here of
Christ having fed 10,000 men with one loaf, the probability of
forgery had been greater. 1

Is any one ready to say that this

second fact may be the real one while the former is the fictitious

in which the number of the fed is increased and of the loaves
diminished? This however is the most improbable of all views
of it—that any one should place last the real fact as being the
less important and put first the false. Obviously an unconscien-
tious narrator will overdo the truth itself, and for this reason he
places last the invented fact as being the most striking. "We
can discover then only proofs for the authenticity of this second
feeding as narrated, none whatever to show that it is spurious;
for, in regard to the disciples, we can easily admit that previous-
ly to their being furnished with power from on high their me-

1 With great naivete Strauss (vol. ii. p. 203), describes these as " eager
remarks into which one had better not enter." By all means, for this
wanton critic had nothing to allege against them, except that the first
feeding was a myth as well, i. e. a lie. Thus, with this man, one lie is
built upon another. One who, like myself, honestly calls things by their
right names, which certainly makes a fatal impression, does not, Strauss
thinks, know how to penetrate the depths of the mythic view.
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moiy was often weak, indeed they themselves state quite plainly

that it was so with them. They walked in a new world full of

spiritual and bodily wonders, amidst which they could not find

themselves at home until the Spirit came upon them, and

brought to their minds all things that the Lord had said to

them and done. (John xiv. 26.) (As to Magdala [Mattli. xv.

39,] and Dalmanutha [Mark viii. 10,] see on Matth. xvi. 5.)

§ 30. WARNING AGAINST THE LEAVEN OF THE PHARISEES.

(Matth. xvi. 1—12; Mark viii. 11—21.)

Along with his narrative of the first miraculous feeding, the

evangelist conjoins the account of an incident which shows the

weakness of the disciples. "When Christ used the words wgotf-

iyiri avh rr)g l»wg ruv ®a,£i<saiuv, they thought they were reproved

on account of having forgotten to take bread, while the Saviour

was thinking only of the spiritual influence put forth by the

Pharisees. Every thing in this section is connected with

Christ's words of rebuke and warning against the Pharisees, but

since neither in the preceding nor following context are they

further spoken of, it is rendered probable that the evangelist

merely points out the occasion when those words, so intimately

connected with the account of the feeding, and on which he laid

such peculiar stress, were spoken. It can moreover excite no

surprise that the Pharisees, when they demand of Jesus a sign

(and a sign from heaven too, Luke xi. 16,) should have been re-

buked in terms similar to those at Matt. xii. 38, sq. by a refe-

rence to the sign of Jonas. There is nothing to justify the as-

sumption (which Schulz defends loco citat.) that Jesus had spo-

ken the words only once, but that the narrator, drawing from im-

pure tradition, had twice recorded them. It may be that por-

tions of the addresses here incorporated by Matthew were origi-

nally spoken in another connexion, (for example, verses 2, 3,

which are given by Matthew alone, but which yet appear to me

to be quite as appropriately placed here as at Luke xii. 55,

56, on which passage see the exposition of the words,) but the

whole is to be viewed as a new occurrence. For if the Pharisees

more than once eagerly desired a sign from heaven, and this

from their entire devotedness to externals may easily be sup-
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posed, it is also conceivable on the other hand that the Saviour
more than once addressed them as a yivsd nov^u xai poi-ya'kig, and
alluded to the great Jonah-sign. (For the exposition of Matth.
xvi. 1—4, sec on Matth. xii. 38 sq.)

The peculiar essence of the narrative Mark, as one plainly sees,

has rightly seized. He brings everything relating to the con-
versation of Jesus with the disciples, which is the main point,
very carefully forward (viii. IS sq.) They pass together across
the sea to the further shore. This points us back to Matth. xv.

39; Mark viii. 10, where Magdala and Dalmanutha are men-
tioned as the places to which Christ betook himself. The latter
of these places is mentioned only here, but it lay probably in
the neighbourhood of Magdala, which is named by Matthew.
MuydaXd (from TjfjQ a tower, for which reason it is not to be
written /layadav or fiaythdv,) lay on the eastern shore of the sea
in the district of the Gadarenes. One of the Marys, (with the
surname of Magdala,) was undoubtedly a native of this town.
On their voyage across, the conversation here recorded took place,
and to their accounts of it both evangelists prefix the remark
that the disciples had forgotten to take bread. (The careful
Mark even adds that they had onhj one loaf, *} ^ ha &grov bvx
e7Xov tM& lavruv. Such traits indicate the extreme accuracy of
the sources of information employed by Mark; it is not thus
that myths are formed. It would ill accord also with the idea
that the second narrative of feeding the multitude is fictitious.)
The remark of Jesus, 6s*rs xhl vgoasyjrs &l-h rijs &MS rm fcag/oto/w,
must be accounted for, for this reason, did the narrators prefix
the request for a miracle which shortly before the Pharisees had
addressed to Jesus.

An apparent contradiction seems to arise between Matth. xvi.

6 and Mark viii. 15, inasmuch as the former conjoins the Saddu-
cees, the latter Herod with the Pharisees. Herod however
stands merely for his party (Matth. xxii. 16; Mark iii. 6,) in
which the laxity of the Sadducces in point of opinion both reli-
gious and moral, was mixed up with political objects. (Comp.
on Matth. xiv. 2, which passage docs not contradict this view.)
If therefore the Sadducces be not precisely identical with the
Herodians, yet are they nearly akin,—doctrine holding the more
prominent place with the former, politics with the latter.
Against their whole tendency and aim does the Saviour mean to
give warning. Then, although gtyw, is immediately explained at
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Matth. xvi. 12, as fohayrn, yet is this not to be looked on apart
from the whole circumstances amidst which it stands, for out-
wardly considered there was much truth in the doctrine of the
Pharisees (Matth. xxiii. 3). The didayj was merely that which
came forth from them, and consequently it was that which, as
it were, infected others and spread the plague of these men.
At Luke xii. 1, therefore, it is said most correctly jj ^jj ruv

<£>agiffcciwv hrh viroxgigig, for with them the danger lay in their hy-
pocrisy, with the Sadducees in the Epicurean pursuit of enjoy-
ment—on the part of both in their alienation from God and
mental idolatry. The term Ifon belongs to those figurative ex-
pressions in Scripture which may be applied in either of two op-
posite ways. (See on Matth. xiii. S3.) That application of it

according to which it denotes the corrupting (fermentation-caus-

ing) element of evil, is the original one. It rests even on Old
Testament usage, the purification of the house from leaven, for

the paschal feast is the symbol of inward purification and sanc-
tification (1 Cor. v. 7.)

Ver. 7. The disciples who lived as yet more in the outer than
the inner world mistake the connexion of Christ's remark with
the conversation formerly held with the Pharisees. They do
seek for some connexion, but permit themselves at once to make
a transition from the X^m to the bread. They attributed to

Jesus doubtless their Jewish prepossessions as to food, (that

Jews ought not to eat with heathen,) and looking to the hostile

relation in which he stood to the Pharisees, they deemed that
he meant to prohibit their receiving food from them. This took
place within their mind (BisXoyifyvro h lavro/g,) and found utte-

rance in the words (ravrd fan & Xsysi) Sri cigrovg ovx s\d(3o>j,ev. The
whole is so drawn from the life that any thing like a fiction de-

rived from later tradition is not to be thought of. This occur-

rence also supports most decisively the second account of feed-

ing the multitudes.

The Saviour rebukes their weak faith and reminds them of

the two visible proofs of help received from him in time of need.

Outward bread, the Saviour means to say, would not fail them,
only let them not slight the enjoyment of the true and pure
bread of life,

—

that would be the surest preservative against

hankering after the Zptwi of the Pharisees. (Mark expands the
discourse further, Matthew gives shortly and concisely its es-
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sence. One should say that Mark rather rewrote and expanded

than epitomised Matthew.)

§ 31. CONFESSION OF THE DISCIPLES. PROPHECY OF JESUS RESPECT-

ING HIS OWN DEATH.

(Matth. xvi. 13—28; Mark viii. 27—ix. 1; Luke ix. 18—27.)

Matthew and Mark transfer the scene of the following narra-

tive into the region of Caesarea Philippi. (The town is not to

be confounded with Caesarea Stratonis, which lay on the sea.

[Acts xxiii. 23 sq.] Caesarea, called Philippi from the tetrarch

of that name who enlarged the city, lay on the north-east side of

Palestine [Joseph. Antiq. xviii. 2, 1], It was not far from Magdala

and Gerasa. Originally the town was called Paneas. Philip, in

honour of the emperor named it Kaisd^ia, as Bethsaida was, in

honour of the emperor's sister called lovXiag [Joseph, ibid.] )

Luke gives no note to mark the time, but subjoins this incident

immediately after his account of the first feeding of the multi-

tude. Schleicrmacher (loco citat. p. 138,) draws from this an

inference unfavourable to the genuineness of the narrative of the

second feeding as given by Matthew and Mark. Could we cut

out it and all connected with it, he remarks, Matthew and

Luke would appear quite to harmonize in respect to the chono-

graphy. The supposition that the second feeding must be

transferred to the western side of the sea (while the first took

place on the eastern shore, certainly appears according to Von
Raumer's remark (Palestine p. 101,) to be untenable. Mean-

while what has been already advanced should be sufficient to

show the impossibility of identifying the two, and thus no weight

is to be laid further on the circumstance to which Schleicrma-

cher has drawn attention. In the important narrative which

follows, moreover, Matthew comes forward as the leading histo-

rian. He informs us (xvi. 17—19,) that after the confession of

the disciples through Peter as their organ a remarkable decla-

ration was added by the Lord, as to which the two others are

silent.
1 Mark, it is true, once more subjoins in his account several

1 It is remarkable that Mark, whose Gospel, according to the tradition

of the ancient church, rested on the authority of Peter (comp. Introd.
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minute and peculiar traits (for instance ver. 27, that the conver-

sation was carried on even during the journey) but into the es-

sential meaning of the transaction he gives us no deeper in-

sight. *

Ver. 13, 14. The conversation on the road to Caesarea (lv rfj 6du>

Mark viii. 27,) begins with the question of Jesus, rha, ps Xsyovaiv

bi avSguffoi; (some manuscripts have falsely left out pe, it was

omitted simply because of the following expression, rov bi6v rov

aSguTov, which contains more closely the definition of fie. The

whole clause is to be taken thus, I/as rbv uihv rov afogwirov [ug oiBars]

hra. Then would the disciples be led forward from the idea of

the bibg rov a&gtoffou, to that of the bibg rov Gsov. [v. 16.]) The

question itself undoubtedly had its ground in the special circum-

stances as they stood at the time. Its object, however, was to

awaken the disciples to a deeper consciousness of the dignity of

Christ. According to the disciples, then, some merely saw in

Jesus John the Baptist, (risen from the dead,) others Elias.

(Compare on Matt. xiv. 2, and the parallel passages, Mark vi. 1 5.

Luke ix. 8.) These men therefore did not see in Jesus the

Messiah himself, but certainly they saw a person who stood in

close connexion with his (speedily to be expected) advent.

(According to Malachi iv. 5, the appearance of Elias was ex-

pected before the Messiah. See more particularly as to this, on

Matt. xvii. 10 sq., and Luke i. 17.) There were, however, still

others who held Jesus to be Jeremiah, or some one of the old

prophets, (crgopjjr>js ng ruv a^/aiojv, Luke ix. 8—19.) All viewed

him thus as a remarkable phenomenon, and placed him at least

in close connexion, according to their several prevalent ideas,

with the coming Messiah. They did not declare their belief in

him as the Messiah himself, doubtless for this reason, that the

whole ministry of Christ appeared to them to stand in contradic-

tion to their Messianic expectations. The opinion that one of

the ancient prophets had re-appeared in Christ, is undoubtedly

to be understood in such a sense that the Jews believed really in

their resurrection, but not as though they believed that their

§ 5,) should be the writer who omits to notice the important place which

Peter held. One might have attributed this to modest reserve, were it not

that in the passage parallel to Matth. xiv. 29—31 Mark has also passed

over in silence a special communication respecting Peter, which, how-

ever, is not to his praise. The supposition that Mark in writing his

Gospel used that of Matthew can in truth with great difficulty be recon

ciled with these facts.
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souls had anew made their appearance in the person of Jesus

(according to the doctrine of /iere/t^\/{t^u(fig or (Airivea/itdrugi;). For

since, according- to Jewish opinion, the first resurrection (sec on

Luke xiv. 14, compared with Rev. xx. 5,) was connected with

the appearance of the Messiah, (his first appearance in humilia-

tion not being dissevered from his second in glory, but associat-

ed with it as the prophets do,) and the setting up of his king-

dom, so the idea very readily suggested itself that forerunners of

the resurrection would precede that mighty period. From no

express statements of the Old Testament, except in the case of

Elias, did this opinion derive any support, for unless violence

were done to it, the reference to the passage, Isaiah lii. 6, sq., is

inapplicable. In the New Testament also there is nothing to

favour it, (see however, on Moses and Elias at Matt. xvii. 4

;

and we can attribute it therefore only to Rabbinical legends.

Around the person of Jeremiah especially there had gathered a

circle of traditions, (comp. ii. Maccab. ii. 7, 8, xv. 14,) they

termed him, by way of eminence, Kgopnrr^ rou Q-oZ. Isaiah was

also named among the forerunners of the Messiah, iv. Esraii. 18.

(Compare on all connected with this, Berthold Christ. Jud.

§ 15, p. 58, sq.)

Ver. 15, 16*. Alongside of these opinions of the people re-

specting the person of Jesus, there is here set forth the judg-

ment of the disciples. They declare him to be the Xgi6r6$ =
iTttfc) himself, and thus dissever themselves from the popular

views, according to which Jesus was held to be a forerunner of

the Messiah. In how far, however, it may have been, this con-

fession of Jesus as the Messiah which gave occasion to the fol-

lowing words of Christ, /zaxas/os si x. r. A. is not very obvious, for

already had they been spoken respecting the disciples when they

first attached themselves to Jesus. (John i. 41, 42.) The

whole relation in which Christ stood to his disciples, which must

be viewed as implying an ever-advancing development, requires

that in this case, the confession of the disciples should have been

fuller and more complete than before. For the understanding

then of this remarkable passage, Matthew is specially important,

for with all his deficiency in outward and graphic descriptive

power, he yet, amidst his simplicity and plainness, often shows

great depth of insight Thus, after Xsierog, he adds, by way ofex-

planation, o uih; rov 0soD roD 'Cuvruz. This remark is most important

in tracing the meaning of the expression 6 wo; r. 0. For obviously,
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the expression cannot be precisely identical with %g/tfro's, since in

that case there would arise a tautology. Rather must the idea

of the bibs rou ©sou he viewed as intended to fix more closely the

sense of the first expression. The meaning-, therefore, which

most naturally results is this,—at first the disciples in acknow-

ledging- Christ as the Messiah, had merely, according- to their

Jewish prepossessions, seen in him a distinguished man raised

up and furnished by God for special objects.1 In closer inter-

course with the Saviour there was, through the working of the

Spirit, opened up to them a view into his higher nature, they

recognised in him a revelation of God, and without thinking of

any theory as to the generation of the Son, they termed this

revelation, in that personal manifestation in which it stood visibly

before them, the Son of God. (Comp. on Luke i. 35.) The

article points to the definite, Divine, central manifestation which

they perceived in Jesus having been by the prophecies of the

Old Testament instructed as to its real nature. "We must con-

ceive of the disciples as living in this, and step by step advanc-

ing in their knowledge of it. When Matthew expressly adds vibg

Qio'u tyvrog, this epithet (ip QTT^) obviously has reference not

to idols, there being no reason for here contrasting the true God
with them, but to the reality of the Divine manifestation in

Christ. The image of the Divine, as reflected in him, was so

strong and powerful, that through it the Father, as his original,

was for the first time properly revealed in his wondrous essence.

All former life-revelations of the living one, were dead when
contrasted with that fulness of life which the appearance of Jesus

sent forth in streams. (John i. 4.)

Ver. 17. According to this view, the import of the blessing

pronounced by the Saviour on hearing this confession becomes

obvious. For, if this confession of Jesus as the Son of Grod were

1 The common opinion among the Jews as to the Messiah, is exhibited

by Justin Martyr, (Dial. c. Ti\ I. p. 266, 267,) when he lets him be

called a&gojTov sB, uv^puituv, and be chosen of God to the Messiahship

xar sxXoyqv, because of his virtues. Probably the disciples, during the

first period of their intercourse with the Saviour, saw in him only the

son of Joseph, until it gradually became clear to their minds that the

Redeemer of the human race must of necessity come forth in a strength

mightier than theirs whom he was to redeem, and the direct accounts

of Mary, who, not without a reason, was detained till all Christ's work

was finished on earth, must then have converted their presentiment into

a certainty, by the report of the historical events.
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genuine, it necessarily implied that divine things had been ex-
perimentally manifested to the soul itself, since no man knoweth
the Son but the Father, and he to whom the Father will reveal

it. (Compare on Matt. xi. 27; 1 Cor. xii. 3.) But the revela-

tion of the Divine within the soul as that which giveth life and
being from on high, of itself imparts blessedness. (The pay.dpiog

tl, is as at Matt. v. 4, not a mere expression of praise, but an ex-

press assurance of that eternal and blessed existence which the
preceding confession implies.) The confession leads our Lord
back, by way of inference, to an antecedent aw/.dy.v^ig, for the
Divine glory of Christ was concealed under an outwardly mean
appearance, and could therefore become known only through an in-

ward manifestation. This revelation he expressly refuses to ascribe

to ffdsg y.al aipa, but traces to the rar^. (The addition 6 IvroTcovgavoTg

= sxouedvwg, stands in contrast to the svh/uog, which is implied in

ca£ xal «/>«.) That formula denotes what is human abstractly con-

sidered, which, as such, is transitory and vain. The phrase corres-

ponds to the Hebrew q^ -^v^ which is very common among the

Rabbis, [comp. Lightfoot on the passage,] and had previously

occurred also in the Apocrypha, [Sir. xiv. 18,] and in the New
Testament, Gal. i. 16; Heb. ii. 14; 1 Cor. xv. 50; Ephes. vi. 12.)

The reference here therefore is to other men as well as to the na-
tural human powers ofPeter himself, so that the sense here is "no-
thing human, no power or faculty of man, has been able to impart
to you this knowledge, only the divine can teach us to know the
divine." This declaration was made by the Saviour to Peter,

along with the address Bd^ 'Lava. It is exceedingly probable that
this is intended to form a contrast to the foregoing "ir^oZg vibg

Qsov. Simon denotes here, as does Jesus, the human personality

of the individual; son of Jonas is probably used here in a figur-

ative sense. Primarily indeed it is a genealogical designation,

(see on John i. 43; xxi. 16, 17,
1

) but as Hebrew names generally
are descriptive, Christ here looks to the import of the name.
Perhaps he referred it to j-j^ a dove, and in that case this

meaning would arise, " Thou Simon art a child of the Spirit,

(alluding to the Holy Ghost under the symbol of a dove,) God

1 Bd^ Dan. vi. 1, vii. 13, = Heb. v^ It may bo presumed that Jesus

in this conversation with his disciples spoke Aramaic. 'la>vd, contracted
from 'Jwat/i/a, (comp. John i. 43.) = >>ppp according to the LXX. at
1 Chron. iii. 24, luavdv. ' T T
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the Father of spirits, Heb. xii. 9, hath revealed himself to thee."

Where God reveals himself there is formed a spiritual man.

Ver. 18, 19. Here follows a new installation of the Apostles.

After they had in a true sense acknowledged Christ, the Lord

could open up to them also the real import of their own office.

Let us first examine into the true meaning of the words, that

we may be able to fix in our view more closely their reference to

the person of Peter. The symbolic name which the Saviour gave

to Peter immediately after his first reception as his disciple,

(comp. on John i. 43,) he here renews with a definite explana-

tion of its meaning. Peter was to be the ffsrga of the building of

the church. (The church is represented as a vaog, a common

figure, compare 1 Cor. iii. 9; 2 Cor. vi. 16; 1 Peter ii. 5. The

Old Testament temple is viewed as the type of the church, and

so also is the <s%rm regarded in the epistle to the Hebrews, chap,

viii.) The church, as a spiritual structure,
1 must rest naturally

on spiritual ground; it is Peter, therefore, with his new inward

spiritual properties, who appears as the supporter of Christ's

great work among mankind. Jesus himself is the creator of

the whole,—Peter, the first stone of the building. (Compare

1 Pet. ii. 5.) The firmness of the building shows itself in sus-

taining the onsets of assailing powers. (Mat. vii. 24, sq.) These

are here termed wfaai d&ov? Hades (ViN$) the abode of dark

destructive powers, is often represented as a palace, with firm

and close confinement, in order to mark the power of its bul-

warks and the greatness of its strength. (Job xxxviii. 17;

Ps. ix. 14; Isaiah xxxviii. 10.) This war-palace stands opposed

to the holy temple of God, (comp. on Luke xi. 21, 22,) and ap-

pears with all its powers as assailing it, but not overcoming it,

for against adrig there is arrayed ouga»dg in the fulness of its

power. Still retaining the same figure, then, the Lord of this

temple names Peter as its guardian; he receives the key of it

1 In the gospels this is the only passage where the IxxXTjtf/a stands as

= (3a<r. r. 0. In another sense the expression occurs at Mat. xviu. 17.

In the writings of Paul, on the other hand, IxxXjjtf/'a is the usual ex-

pression for the visible communion of Christians. Baff. r. 0. is used by

him rather for the ideal, heavenly fellowship. In the Hebrew L,^

corresponds to l%yCkr\<Sia.

2 Compare Euripides Hecuba v. 1, where it is said of the lower world,

cxcVou -ttvXou "va " Aidrig u-'x/tfra/.
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with full authority to use it,
1 and consequently to grant admis-

sion or to shut out. (Isaiah xxii. 22; Rev. iii. 7, explain this

symbolic expression,—That the same Peter is first termed the

vsrga, then the nfiQft Lsec Isaiah xxii. 22,] of the building is to

be explained from that free treatment of figurative expression

which, with all their accuracy, prevails in the discourses of our

Lord. The terms bhiv and XUtv, for shutting and opening, are to be

explained from the ancient custom of simple antiquity to fasten

doors by tying. The passage, John xx. 23, which is in fact

parallel to this, has, in explaining the comparison, used the

terms apismi and y^arnTv.) The representation thus given exhibits

the earthly and the heavenly as united in the Church. Inas-

much as heavenly powers are acting within the church, it is not

dissevered by its perfected organs from the heavenly, rather has
it its sanction in the heavenly. Obviously it is only the ideal

church which is here spoken of with its ideal representatives.2

In so far as a sinful element exists in the external church,

(Mat. xiii. 47,) the words admit of no application to it. Of the

real everlasting church, however, they are for ever true. Further,

the power which here is merely promised, is, at a later period,

(John xx. 23,) in point of fact, imparted.

It remains for us, however, to speak of Peter's position rela-

tively to the other disciples. That which at ver. 19 is spoken to

Peter is at Matt, xviii. 18, John xx. 23, addressed to all the
apostles. The contents of ver. 18 are again found at Rev. xxi.

14, and Gal. ii. 9, applied to all the apostles. One cannot
therefore find in these words anything that is peculiar to Peter;
he merely answers as the organ of the college of apostles, and
Christ acknowledging him as such replies to him and speaks

^Jeremiah i. 10, forms a striking parallel to the prerogative of for-
giving or retaining sins here imparted to the disciples. For the Lord
there says to the prophet, " I put my words in thy mouth, see I set thee
this very day over nations and kingdoms that thou shouldest root out,
break in pieces, throw down, and destroy, and build and plant." What
in the Old Testament is given in an outward, is in the New Testament
given in an inward form.

2 It is certainly true at the same time that the ideal church exists no-
where else than in the real, as the kernel within the shell. If this be
overlooked we are lust in empty idealism. But certainly the outer form
is not the same thing with the higher being which animates it, just as
the soul is not without the body, yet the body must not be taken for the
soul itself.
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through him to them all. Only this ought never to be overlook-

ed, that Peter is and was intended to be really the representa-

tive actively of the company of apostles, (of John the same
thing may be said in a passive point of view, comp. on John xxi.

21.) For it is impossible to conceive that the same thing which

the Lord here addresses to Peter could have been spoken to

Bartholomew or Philip ; no one save Peter could have been call-

ed the representative of the apostles. The personal difference

between the apostles individually and the pre-eminence of

Peter has been denied merely on polemic grounds in opposition

to the catholic church, which certainly deduced inferences from

it for which there was not in Scripture the slightest ground,

(comp. on Matt. x. 2, and John xxi. 15.) But that which is

through Peter bestowed on the apostles, was again through the

apostles conferred on the whole church, as is obvious from the

real nature of its inner being, according to which it follows that

the existing representatives of the church (i. e. the really re-

generate) exercise the powers granted by the Lord to that

church, not, however, in any way which they may themselves

think proper, but according to the intimations of that same Spi-

rit whom to know and to obey is essential for the believer.

That the apostles then and their true successors in the Spirit

turned with the word of truth towards one place and away from

another, that they followed up their labours on one man and

not on another, in this consisted the binding and loosing. The

whole new spiritual community which the Saviour came to

found took its rise from the apostles and their labours. No one

became a Christian save through them, and thus the church

through all time is built up in living union with its origin.

Christianity is no bare summary of truths and reflections to

which a man even in a state of isolation might attain, it is a

life-stream which flows through the human race, and its foun-

tains must reach every separate individual who is to be drawn

within this circle of life. The gospel is identified with, and

grown into union with, the persons. That which lies wrapt up

in Christ Jesus as the centre or germ of the new life, first

spreads itself forth in the company of the twelve, (comp. on Acts

i. 1 6 sq.) and from them into the widening circle of life, which

gradually expanded over the church. Already, however, have

we referred to the fact, that the Lord's words to Peter were spo-

ken to him as a new man, and are true only when viewed with
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reference to this new nature. That the old man in Peter was

incapable of labouring for the kingdom of God—to say nothing

of its being a rock—is shown by the following context, v. 22 sq.

The usual explanation, therefore, of the passage which the Pro-

testant Church 1
is wont to oppose to the view of the Catholics,

according to which thefaith of Peter, and the confession of that

faith, is the rock, is entirely the correct one,—only the faith

itself and his confession of it must not be regarded as apart from

Peter himself personally. It is identified with him—not, how-

ever, with the old Simon but with the new Peter. (Peter as

the new name being understood as denoting the new man. Rev.

ii. 17.) Hence the power of binding and loosing can be affirm-

ed only of that which is divine in Peter (and the other disciples)

for God alone, (in so far as he works through one man or in

the whole church) can forgive sin, (see on Matt. ix. 4, 5.) Al-

though, therefore, the forgiving of sins is a prerogative of the

church in all ages, yet since the power of the Holy Ghost in the

church is manifested no more in its original concentration, that

forgiveness is imparted only conditionally, on the sujyposition,

namely, of true repentance and living faith, whose existence it is

not possible for spiritual or clerical men to discern, since the

gift of trying the spirits has ceased, (1 Cor. xii. 10.) It is for

the Lord alone to do this.

Ver. 20, 21. On this advance in knowledge the Saviour im-

mediately founds their introduction to a closer acquaintance

with his work as the Redeemer, he openly declares to them that

he, the Messiah, the Son of the living God, must suffer, but that

in these sufferings he would be perfected. He wished to accus-

tom them by degrees to bear this thought. The former prohibi-

tions forbidding them to speak of his dignity, (see on Matt. viii.

4,) had reference undoubtedly to the people who were accustom-

ed to associate with the term " Messiah" a scries of external

ideas which would only have been obstructions in Christ's way.

For fuller details as to agyjsgsTc, yoaij.'j.a'nT; and ^£<r.3i/r^o/, sec on

Matt. xxvi. 57, John xviii. 12.) Respecting the prophecy of

Christ which he here utters in regard to himself, we remark,

that a figurative exposition of his words which would make them

mean, " I shall to appearance sink, but soon and gloriously shall

This explanation some of the fathers of the church had already

given. Gratz, following Du Pin, (de antiqua ecclesiae disdplina) has

brought together the passages in his work on Matt, part ii. p. 110 sq.
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my cause make itself good," is too shallow to claim our approval.

Christ speaks too often, and in circumstances the most varied, of

his death and his fate generally, (see on John ii. 19, Matt, xxvii.

63, according to which last passage, the Pharisees place a watch
at his grave, for this reason that he had spoken of his resurrec-

tion,) to permit our thinking of any thing but death literally as

such. In the deTvraSsTv, however, the death of Christ is viewed as

a necessary one. At the parallel passages, Matt. xx. 18; Mark
x. 33; there stands the simple future -ragado^gsrai x. r. X. What
this Si? was intended to mean is shown plainly by Luke xviii. 31,

(parallel to the last quoted passages) where it is said rzXs&yfcrai

rravra ra yiyga^^sva did rZv <jrgo({sriruv ru v'iu rov dv^gojvrov. (Comp.
Luke xxiv. 26, 27, 44, 46. In the last passage it is said foro*

ysyga-irrui xdi ourug zd$i vro&e?v rov Xgitfrov). The prediction of Mes-

siah's sufferings in the prophets was not, however, arbitrary, but

proceeded from the internal necessity of the divine counsels.

Only for the sake of the disciples does the Lord go back to

Scripture, explaining it to them authoritatively, and comforting

them by the fact that the Old Testament also knows of a suffer-

ing Messiah. It might, however, possibly appear as if the dis-

ciples had, post eventum, put all these statements in more speci-

fic detail into the mouth of Jesus, for example, the chronological

reference in the case of the resurrection. The same view might

be taken of Matt. xx. 18, 19, and the parallel passages in Mark
and Luke, in which all the particulars of Christ's sufferings are

fore-mentioned, that he should be reviled, spit upon, scourged.

The character of the gospel history would not in its essentials be

altered indeed, even if we were to suppose that the Evangelists

after the event had more fully and particularly filled up our

Lord's shorter declaration as to his sufferings, only if one consi-

ders how already in the Old Testament, especially at Ps. xxii.

17, 19; Is. 1. 6; liii. 4 sq., the Messiah's sufferings had been

stated in full detail, no offence can ever be taken at the speciali-

ty of Christ's predictions. It is, however, a thing wholly and

entirely inadmissible to raise a doubt as to whether the Saviour

possessed generally a fore-knowledge of his own death. To draw

from the disconsolate state of the disciples on the death of the

Lord, an inference against his having previously mentioned the

resurrection, is incompetent for this reason, that the doctrine re-

garding a suffering Messiah was, among the Jews of Christ's

time, forced very much into the back-ground. (See on John
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xii. 34. Comp. Hengstenberg's Christology, p. 252 sq.) When

Christ therefore died, the disciples who were still influenced by

popular opinion, thought not of his resurrection, for in regard to

every thing they were staggered. The contrasts through which

the life of Christ passed before their eyes, were so dreadful that

they were stunned and confounded.

Ver. 22, 23. If however we find on the part of the disciples

an incapacity to penetrate in thought the mysterious contrasts

presented by the life of Christ even after our Lord's crucifixion,

previous to which they had yet to experience so much, far more

must it have been impossible for them at the period here refer-

red to. They could not endure that the Son of God should be

a sufferer. The manner in which our Lord however casts back

the declaration of Peter, who again speaks as the representative

of all the apostles, points to something more than simple defi-

ciency in the comprehension of an idea hard to be understood.

Peter wholly misunderstood the relation in which he stood to

the Lord ; he came forward to admonish and correct Him,

and that which Christ had represented as necessary (for his

work,) he seeks to put far from Him. (The iXswg aoi, soil. I/jj «

©go's = t?^ nh^hri' I Chron. xi. 19.). But even this does not

exhaust his meaning. The expression gxdvbaXov fiov eJ, which

follows, points to the idea that Peter's remark was not merely

sinful as respected his own standing-point, but formed a tempta-

tion to the Lord. Peter, we find here, perhaps from having his

vanity excited by the praise which had been bestowed immedi-

ately before, sunk back to the standing-point of the natural

man—and along with him the other disciples whom Jesus here

rebukes through Peter, just as, at ver. 18, 19, he had conjoined

them with him in praise. (Mark viii. 33, indicates this by his

expression ibwv roOg [la^nrdg alroZ.). It is the part of the natural

man however, rd ruv dv^ouirrwv peoveTv, and of the new man rd rov

Qiov tppovitv. It is not the dv^gwxog xov/joog who is here spoken of,

but only the -^v/j^g (1 Cor. ii. 14), who, incapable of receiving

the Divine in its real nature, draws it down to the level of his

low human sphere. But in a case where the co-existence of the

old and the new man (in those who are regenerate but not yet

perfected,) is admitted as intelligible, and the alternate predo-

minance now of the one and now of the other, it is also clear

how Jesus can here rebuke that same Peter whom lie had just

praised. For this difference of expression was dependent on the
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varied prevalence of the new or the old man in the same indivi-

dual. It only remains for us to say something more particularly

of the i«rays 6t/Vw pov, earava. These words are to be explained by
the expression which follows <sxdvbak6v /aov si, by the addition of

which Matthew greatly facilitates our understanding the whole

of this remarkable narrative, and again furnishes proof of how
accurate he is in the setting forth of events, even though he
does overlook their external features. For, unquestionably the

Saviour must be conceived of as having maintained one continu-

ous conflict with temptations. The great periods of such temp-
tations at the commencement and termination of his ministry,

exhibit merely in a concentrated form, what ran through his whole
life. Here then for the first time, there meets our view a moment
in which temptation assails him by holding forth the possibility

of escaping sufferings and death. It was all the more concealed

and dangerous that it came to him through the lips of a dear dis-

ciple, who had just solemnly acknowledged his' Divine dignity.

What we remarked in the case of the history of the temptation

(see on Matth. iv. 1 sq.) must in this instance also be faithfully

kept in view. From the clear and pure fountain of Christ's life

no unholy thought could flow, but inasmuch as he was to be a

conqueror victorious over sin, it had to draw near, that in every

form he might overthrow it, and upon his human nature, which

only by degrees received within itself the whole fulness of the

Divine life, sin, when it drew near, did make an impression.

Such a holy moment have we here. With the glance of his soul

the Saviour at once penetrated the source whence sprang this

HXswg cot, and killed in their very origin the evil roots that were

springing. From this it is at once obvious, how we are to under-

stand the address earavd, which was directed to Peter, (arga<psig

sJ-TTi rui Hzrguj). The opinion that Peter is here termed an evil

counsellor, or rather an adversary, 1 (from V^ty,) stands complete-

ly self-refuted; the rock of the Church cannot possibly be at the

same time an adversary, and yet Peter did not, by having spoken

these words, cease to be the rock of the Church. Satan is none

other than the <%£wi> row xog/xou roirou, who has his work in the

children of unbelief (Ephes. ii. 2,) and also in the children of

1 As regards the mere usage of the words, this explanation may be
justified by referring to such passages as 1 Kings xi. 14; 2 Sam. xix.

22. In the New Testament however aaravag never occurred in the

sense of adversary.
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faith, in so far as the Spirit of Christ has as yet not sanctified

them, i. e., in so far as the old man, still exposed to sinful influ-

ences, yet lives in them. This influence had Peter (as the organ

of the others, who are to be conceived of as under the same guilt)

admitted into his heart without knowing what he did. Our Lord

however brings him to the consciousness of what he was doing,

by naming the element out of which sprang the thought which

he had been weak enough to express. And thus, even as

in the foregoing confession (ver. 16,) the Divine was seen as

predominant in the mind of Peter, so evil now asserts its

power over him; and here therefore, we have in his case an

exhibition of that ebbing and floAving of the inner life, which

every one experiences within himself who has felt in his

heart the atoning power of Christ, Where sin is powerful

there does grace excel in power (Rom. v. 20); conversely

however, where grace is mighty, there sin also puts itself

mightily forth.

Ver. 24—26. Immediately after these words, Jesus, transfer-

ring his discourse from the narrower circle of his disciples to a

more extensive audience, (according to Mark and Luke) subjoins

an admonition on the subject of self-denial. The thoughts

themselves we have already unfolded at Matth. x. 37, sq., and

the only point for inquiry here is, what association of ideas con-

nects these verses with the foregoing. The fact that Christ

must die, does not seem to imply as a necessary consequence, the

death of his disciples, for indeed Christ died expressly to the

end that we might live. Of bodily death this is undoubtedly

true, but the life and death of Jesus is a pattern for his church

(1 Peter ii. 21). What the Saviour experienced, that must all his

redeemed ones also experience spiritually; they taste the power

of his resurrection, but previously also that of his sufferings

(Phil. iii. 10). To be made alive in the new man (in the -^uyj

rrviu/Marixfj,) necessarily implies the dying of the old. (Comp.

the remarks on Matth. x. 37, sq.) The expression of Peter (ver.

22,) had flowed from the natural dread of conflict, sufferings, and

death, and hence docs our Lord exhort all who would follow him

to undertake these willingly, and for the sake of heavenly

things to sacrifice all the earthly. The gain of the r.oapog with

its sensuous enjoyments (ver. 26,) could never satisfy man's im-

mortal part. Is the world then the object o\ his efforts? He

loses in that case his real happiness. The sacrifice of what is
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heavenly alone brings real pain, the sacrifice of what is earthly

pure joy. The latter may be compensated, the former never. 1

In the words n huxsa avSgwirog dvrdXXay/xa there is an implied de-

claration that only God could have found an dvrdxxay/^a for the

souls of men. (Comp. on Matt. xx. 28.)
'

'
AvrdXXaypa is nearly

allied to XvTgov, although not entirely synonymous. It denotes

the purchase-money, the object for which a man exchanges any
thing, as Sir. vi. 15, tpiXou kigtov ob% 'i<sn dvrdXXay^a. Thus, while

the avToKkayiLa proceeds on the idea of possession, Xbrgov refers to

a state of slavery, out of which the Xv-rgov gives deliverance. In

this respect, the expression dTdXXocyfia would correspond to Xvr-

gov, but it does not occur in the New Testament. The verb

anaXXaaauv, however, in the sense of to set free, occurs at Heb. ii.

15. To this admonition to self-denial Mark and Luke subjoin

the corresponding threatening. (As to the contents of the verse

compare the parallel passage Matth. x. 32, 33.) The shunning

to enter into conflict and suffering, is in fact to be ashamed of the

Lord, and to sacrifice the eternal for the sake of the temporal.

And this will, at the day of judgment, display its fatal results.

(As to the formula %gyz<fhai h do^rj /j,ird rm dyyiXuv ruv uylwv, see

on Matth. xxiv.)

Ver. 27. From what has gone before, it is plain, that the for-

mula d'iroOuxrsi zxdtSTU) xard rr\v rrgd^iv dvrov, must be understood ill

such a way, that the irga^n; denotes not individual works of this

or of that kind, but the whole inward course of life (the rh

xoff^ov or -^v/Jiv xsgdaiviiv,) which flows from faith or from un-

belief, and shows itself in the fruits of the one or of the other.

Ver. 28. In order to render his mention of the jj/sga xglteug

more impressive, the Saviour sets forth its threatening nearness.

As at Matth. x. 23, I here refer once more to the leading pas-

sage Matth. xxiv, inasmuch as this same idea, that the day of

the Lord's return was near at hand, must be understood in the

same way all through the New Testament. Here, the death

(Sdmrov yivtatftui = j-)«|^j Q"i}ft2>) °f some who were present—as

the longest livers, is assigned as the period of the Parousia. (The

words 5>fo strung are to be understood of the whole multitude

who surrounded him, the apostles as well as the others.) One
involuntarily calls to mind here the enigmatical words at John
xxi. 22, on which compare the commentary. The parallel pas-

1 The same thought was expressed formerly at Ps. xlix. 7—9.
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sages in Mark and Luke refer not so much to the coming of

Christ, as to the coming of his kingdom, (Mark adds h ov.dfisi,)

and these expressions may be understood as describing the

powerful manifestation of living Christian principle, without refe-

rence to the personal return of Jesus. But the immediate con-

nexion of those words with the foregoing context, in which the

spyj<fta, h rfi 66^ refers so unmistakeably to the Parousia, does

not admit of this explanation. The coming of the kingdom falls

at the same period with his coming personally.

§ 32. THE TRANSFIGURATION OF JESUS.

(Matth. xvii. 1—13; Mark ix. 2—13; Luke ix. 28—36.)

In regard to the following important occurrence, some prelimi-

nary remarks are necessary, that we may gain the right stand-

ing-point for correctly comprehending it—all the more necessary

from the great diversity of opinions respecting it which have been

put forth. At the outset, we summarily reject those views which

reduce the fact itself to a dream or an optical delusion, and we

deal in the same way with the views as to thunder and lightning,

and passing mists, which some would substitute for the voice of

God, and the light-cloud. Other explanations, however, which

find here either a myth, or a vision without any outwardly visible

fact, must be more closely examined. Primarily, then, as respects

the mythical hypothesis, it has historical analogy to support it.

But he who finds it impossible to place the Judico-biblical history

on a level with the development of history among other nations,

must be precluded, as was formerly observed, by this general char-

acter of the Bible narrative, from admitting in any case the slight-

est mythic element. In it, we have a history of God amidst the

human race, in which every thing appears really carried into effect,

which human fancy, springing from the real longings of the soul,

has arranged in mythic forms, and as a beauteous garb around

the histories of other nations. Besides, in this narrative of the

transfiguration, particulars are given which directly contradict

every idea of a mythical construction. That which is mythical,

as being the offspring of fancy, is everywhere from its very na-

ture obscure and indefinite, but here, as everywhere, the evan-

gelists maintain their historic calmness. Contrary to their usual
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practice, they narrate with one voice, that the transfiguration

took place six days after what was previously recorded. If we
consider that the evangelists wrote thirty years at least after

the event, it is obvious how deeply the solemn occurrence must

have imprinted itself on their memories, from their so accurate-

ly retaining the time. According to Luke ix. 37, the healing of

the sick boy, which all the evangelists agree in placing directly

after the transfiguration, took place the following day. 1 A
thing of this kind ill agrees with the mythic structure. The his-

tory obviously reads like the simplest narrative of a fact. As
respects the view however, that it is a vision which is here re-

corded, the occurrence is certainly styled an o^a/xa (= ^IJ-f?

t~TN"^>) a^ Matth. xvii. 9, only the expression does by no means

always imply a purely inward mental contemplation; it is often

used also in cases where an object outwardly visible, was present.

It merely denotes, in general, objects which become known to us by

the sense of sight, in contradistinction to those made known to us

verbally (comp. Acts xii. 9). And further, the view which holds

the occurrence before us to have been a vision, is wholly untenable,

for this reason, that no instance exists of such an inward vision

having been revealed in one and the same way to many indivi-

duals at once, and these separate individuals also, occupying stand-

ing-points so very different as was the case with Christ and the

three disciples. We take our stand then, on the simple literal

sense of the narrative, which in the first place was assuredly that

intended by the narrators; and in the next place, admits, in the

view of the Christian mind, of being thoroughly defended. For

if we assume the reality of the resurrection of the body, and its

glorification, truths which assuredly belong to the system of

Christian doctrine, the whole occurrence presents no essential

difficulties. The appearance of Moses and Elias, which is usual-

ly held to be the most unintelligible point in it, is easily con-

ceived of as possible, if we admit their bodily glorification. In

support of this idea, however, Scripture itself gives sufficient in-

timations, (Deut. xxxiv. 6 compared with Jude 9; 2 Kings

ii. 11, compared with Sir. xlviii. 9, 13), which men have accus-

tomed themselves to set down as belonging to biblical mytho-
1 Gratz (Part ii. p. 166,) appeals also to 2 Pet. i. 17. As however

the genuineness of the epistle cannot be certainly established, we must
not bring forward this interesting passage in the character of a proof
Yet ought it assuredly to be read.
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logy,—but what right they had to do so is another question.

Taken then as literally true, the incident has a twofold mean-

ing. First, it is a kind of solemn installation of Jesus into his

holy office before the three disciples, chosen for the purpose of

being present at it. It waH intended that they should be con-

firmed in the truth of the foregoing confession (Matth. xvi. 16,)

and more fully enlightened as to the dignity of Jesus. In this

point of view, the Old Testament furnishes, in the history of

Moses, a parallel* to the transfiguration. Along with Aaron,

Nadab, and Abihu, he ascended Mount Sinai, received there the

law, and shone to such a degree that he had to cover his coun-

tenance. (Compare Exodus xxiv. with xxxiv. 30 sq.; 2 Cor. iii.

7 sq.) So also Christ was here installed as the spiritual law-

giver, inasmuch as the voice said avrou axovirs (Matth. xvii. 5.)

His word is law to his people. But secondly, the fact is appli-

cable to Jesus himself. For, the transfiguration takes its place

along with the baptism, the temptation, and other occurrences

in which Jesus is himself the object of the event, and his inner

life is exhibited in the course of its development. Throughout

the whole of his earthly ministrations, the Saviour appears in a

twofold point of view; on the one hand as the Redeemer already

making reconciliation, and so as active, and on the other as in-

herently advancing his own perfection. Heb. x. 12, effgstfg rti

0sw rbv ocp^Tjybv rr\Q gurr^ias dioc 'xa^rifidruv T-sXs/wffa/.) Only by de-

grees, did the human individuality of Jesus receive into itself the

Divine universality. The transfiguration then, formed one period

in the course of this development. It was a representation pre-

figuring the kingdom of God, in which the risen saints shall

dwell around Jesus, and the heavenly messengers opened up to

him more fully and deeply the counsel of God in the work of re-

demption (Luke ix. 31). Should we conceive of the transfigura-

tion as not effected instantaneously, but as a thing gradually pre-

pared for, it would be even in this view not without important

meaning. (Compare the Commentary, Part II.)

Vcr. 1. With perfect unanimity, which runs with trifling ex-

ceptions through the whole narrative, the evangelists relate that

the transfiguration took place after six days, reckoning from the

occurrence which precedes it. (The ^/zlga/ oxru in Luke arc

merely to be counted according to another way of enumerating

the days.) The mountain they describe in the most general

t (Miiis. (W,j b-^rii.ov,) and we are left therefore merely to conjee-
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ture in determining where the event occurred. 1 The preceding

incident took place at Caes'area Philippi (Mark viii. 27), and

there has therefore been a disposition to seek the mountain on

the eastern side of the sea of Gennesareth. But it is impossible

to show that, during the six intervening days, Christ had not

changed his locality. The early fathers of the church conceived

it to have been Mount Tabor, (Hos. v. 1, in the LXX. 'ira/%01/,)

for no other reason assuredly but that it is the highest mountain

in Galilee. It seems strange, however, that in this case Jesus takes

only three disciples with him, for it would appear that the same

confirmation of their faith was equally necessary for the others.

Already, however at Matth. x. 1, we remarked, that the disciples

held distinct positions in reference to the person of Jesus. The

three disciples here named seem obviously in the Gospel nar-

rative, to have formed the circle which most nearly surrounded

Jesus. As they here beheld him glorified, so at a later period

(Matt. xxvi. 37), they witnessed his deepest sufferings. The

ground of this distinction which the Saviour made among the

twelve, was obviously no arbitrary one, but arose from the dif-

ference in their dispositions and vocation. And this conse-

quently made a different training necessary. An esoteric,

secret course of instruction communicated by the Lord to these

three is not to be thought of. Everywhere, stress is laid by

Christ, not on the imparting of a doctrinal system, but on the

renewal of the whole man.

Ver. 2, 3. While Jesus then, was engaged in prayer, (Luke ix.

29,) there took place a change in his person—his face and his

dress shone brightly. It is not said by the narrators, whether

this glory shone from within or came upon him from without.

1 It is remarkable that the most important incidents in the life of our

Lord, (the transfiguration, sufferings, death, ascension,) took place on

mountains, as also that it was his custom to ascend mountains for

prayer. In the same way, in the Old Testament, sacrifices were of-

fered on mountains, and the temple also was built on a moun-

tain. This is connected with the Scriptural system of symbols, ac-

cording to which mountains were compared to the vault of heaven.

Hence so often in the Old Testament does the expression occur « moun-

tains of ascent, everlasting hills" (Gen. xlix. 26; Deut. xxxm. 15; Ps.

xi. 1; lxxii. 3; cxxi. 1; Hab. iii. 20; Rev. xiv. 1.) It is interesting to

observe the parallelism of this with the idol-mountains of ancient natu-

ral religions (compare Baur's Theology, Part I. p. 169). The learned

man we have named compares even the German name Himmel {heaven,)

with the Indian Himalayes of the primeval idol mountains of the Hindoos.
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But as Moses and Elias are mentioned in immediate connexion

with it, and as they also shone (according to Luke ix. 31), so it is

probably the design of the narrators to represent the whole scene

as illumined by a bright light (&6%a
} -pQ^,) for it is ever in this

form that men conceive of what is exalted. One may therefore

conceive of the two things as both united in the person of Jesus,

he was irradiated by light shed on him from without, and he

himself shone from within. Mark paints, after his manner,

the outward brightness of the clothing (ix. 3), the indefinite term

however, /Asra^o^oDtfta/, employed by Matthew, is paraphrased

by Luke, with the words rb sidog rov xgoaui'rou aiirov srsgov sysvsro.

According to the intention of the narrator, these words might

merely mean to say, that his countenance wore an unwonted, an

elevated expression. The characteristic shining or radiance

Matthew brings forward with special prominence (comp. Dan.

xii. 3; Rev. x. 1). It is a natural symbol, to conceive of that

which is Divine as light; in no nation and by no individual is

the heavenly presented under the emblem of darkness. The

fulness of the radiance betokens very naturally the degree of

purity in the revelation from on high. In these figurative forms

of speech, do mankind throughout all their tribes express them-

selves; for it corresponds to that essential existence which reveals

itself inwardly to every mind. (Paul uses the word /xsra/xo^ovg-

§at in describing the internal processes of regeneration, Rom. xii.

2; 2 Cor. iii. 18). It is strange that any question should have

been raised as to howr the disciples could have known Moses and

Elias, partly because of the obvious ansAver, that in the conver-

sations as to the occurrence which immediately follow, Jesus

may have informed them, and partly because to any one living

in the spirit of Scripture, such characters as Moses and Elias

must be conceived of as bearing a peculiar impress that could

not be mistaken.

Luke ix. 31, 32 gives some additional particulars, which are of

the highest importance for our understanding the whole occur-

rence, lie remarks, first, that Moses and Elias had spoken of

the decease of Jesus Q^obog in the sense of the end of life, death,

as at Wisdom vii. 6; 2 Peter i. 15,) which awaited him in Jeru-

salem. The peculiarity here is the contrast, which a myth never

would have hit on, implied in uniting the act of transfiguration

with the deepest humiliation. It would seem, however, as if the

Saviour's glory bad in reality been exhibited to him in order to
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strengthen him for victory. Yet even after this, his soul faltered,

even although he here tasted the glory. (The expression sXsyov 'i%-

odov, it may be added, is unquestionably to be understood as refer-

ring not so much to the fact of the death itself, as to its more im-

mediate circumstances and relations. Moses and Elias appear

merely as ciyyeXoi, as messengers from the higher world.) Luke
however relates further, that Peter and his two companions were

heavy with sleep, and had in the act of rousing themselves (diay-

g/iyocrieavreg,) beheld the glory of Jesus and of the two men.

Even in the same way did sleep overcome these three disciples

amidst the sufferings of Jesus at Gethsemane, (Matth. xxvi. 40,)

where Luke relates (xxii. 45,) that they slept from grief (anb r>jg

XvTrig). Great mental agitations, whether of joy or sorrow, are

fatiguing. Their solemn situation amidst the loneliness of night

upon a mountain—with the Saviour apart,—all this must have ta-

ken hold of their souls, and physically worn them out. Nothing

however can be more incorrect, contradicting both history and

Scripture, than to conclude that owing to this drowsiness theywere

unable correctly to observe what passed. The accuracy of their

narrative rests obviously not so much on their own observations

as on their subsequent conversation with Jesus. Had the disci-

ples fallen into any mistake, the truthfulness of Jesus would at

once have undeceived them. Far rather does the simple narra-

tive of the circumstances as they happened, even of such as

seemed unfavourable to themselves, vouch for their honesty and
straight-forwardness.

Ver. 4. Peter, the speaker, breaks silence (awoxgin&av= ;-ptt,

see on Luke i. 60,) and expresses his astonishment at this spec-

tacle. Elsewhere, fear is the feeling awakened by apparitions from
the higher world (see on Luke i. 12), as indeed in this case also

it immediately shows itself at ver. 6 on the part of the disciples,

when they heard the voice. To account then for what is so

strange in this declaration of Peter, Mark and Luke immedi-
ately subjoin the words w ubug o Xsysi. These words refer not

by any means to the drowsiness of the disciples, but to their in-

ward state of ectasy. The elevation of the scene hurried them
away; they were lifted, as it were, above themselves. (The ex-

pression xig/s in the address is explained more clearly by the

parallel terms ga/3/3/
1 and smardra in Mark and Luke. It has not

1 As to the name ga/3/3/ compare on Matth. xxiii. 7.
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here as yet the pregnant meaning which it has acquired in the

writings of Paul, who uses z-jsiog —
\ f

'

ti' pO Among the evange-

lists it is Luke who already here and there (xi. 39; xii. 42; xiii.

15,) makes this use of 'o zvgiog in contradistinction to xvpog.

(Compare however on Matth. xxi. 3.) The meaning of the ex-

pression ffzrivdg voifaupev obviously is merely this—would that for

a lenghthened period we might remain in this place and in this

company! (Compare the remarks on ver. 10.) The words ex-

press his inward longing after the kingdom of God, in which
the saints and those who are raised from the dead shall be for

ever around the Lord. Inasmuch as Peter speaks of three

tents, he places himself and his two companions humbly in the

background as the servants of the three. The whole form of the

address however shows that Peter acknowledged Jesus as the

primary figure in the picture; the representatives of the old

covenant appear to him as merely subordinate, as messengers

from the heavenly Father to the Son.

Ver. 5. Again however the scene suddenly changes; even the

three disciples who were admitted to see Jesus in his glory, were

shut out by a bright cloud from the company of the other three.

Most graphically is the scene presented to us by Luke. The

two messengers Moses and Elias made a movement to one side,

went apart (Luke ix. 33, h rw dia^u^sa^ai avroug an avrov,) while

Peter was yet speaking the bright cloud came, and Jesus with

the two entered into it. All the three were thus enclosed as in

a sanctuary; the disciples stood without. On this, they became

greatly afraid, partly because they felt themselves alone, dissevered

from their Lord, and partly because the new appearance of the

light-cloud terrified them. (I prefer with Griesbach the reading

veip'eXr} tpurog, although the most numerous and best MSS. have <pur-

avr). For, tpurog was probably changed into <pumvri because of the

apparent contradiction with enssy.lassv. It seemed impossible that

a cloud of light could darken or overshadow, while it was easy to

conceive of a bright cloud casting a shadow. The reading purwq

consequently better admits of the usual sense of wfeX»j being re-

tained. According to the view of the author, however, the

words eTeexidasiv uvrovg arc used in regard to the light-cloud, only

in so far as it prevented the disciples from seeing. The most

intense light is = exoro?. Hence, in the language of Scripture

the expressions arc used synonymously, God dwellcth in fug

uT^oaiTov and in darkness, 1 Tim. vi. 1G; Exod. xx. 21. The
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voice then, which spake from the midst of the cloud, leaves us in

no doubt what we are to think of it. It is the voice of the Fa-

ther who installs the Son (Ps. ii. 7, nDN ^i) as the governor of

his kingdom, and commands that he be obeyed. (Compare as

to dvrou axovirs, the passage Deut. xviii. 18, in which the first

Lawgiver promises a second and more exalted.) The cloud was

the Schechinah (compare Buxt. Lex. Talm. s. h. v. Bertholdt.

Christ, jud. p. Ill,) the symbol of the Divine presence, into

which Moses entered on Mount Sinai (Exod. xx. 21), and which

descended upon the tabernacle and in the temple (Exod. xl. 34

;

1 Kings viii. 10). As regards the voice and the words uttered,

all that is necessary will be found in our remarks on Matth. iii.

17. We must not however overlook here the additional clause

durov axousrs, which is wanting on the occasion of the baptism.

(It is taken from Deut. xviii. 15, 'm /

,

fcttjin V^N-) By these

words is the peculiar character of the scene marked out. The

Messianic Son of God, who has already laboured and taught un-

der the Divine commission, is now formally appointed the Lord

and Ruler of the earth, in presence of the representatives of the

heavenly and earthly world. What the tempter had set before

the Lord (Matth. iv. 8,) vdsag rug f3ugi\ziag tov xoff^ov,) is here

conferred on him by the Creator of all things, and indeed not

merely the dominion of earth but that also of heaven. To this

solemn transaction does the Saviour look back, when he says

soo^rj f/,oi fl-atfa e<*owffa iv ovgavjj xai sir} y^g (Matth. xxviii. 18). The

gospel history thus enables us to follow plainly the separate

periods in the rsXsiuaig of the Son of God, Here, at his appoint-

ment to his everlasting kingdom, it is at the same time showed

to him how he must by his own blood purchase his church.

Ver. 6—8. Now the disciples lost all consciousness, they sank

on their faces, and saw Jesus alone. (Compare as to the sink-

ing down of the disciples, Dan. x. 8, 9; Rev. i. 17. In both

cases the touch of the hand acts restoratively, it infuses power

into men disabled by the sight of the Divine Majesty.)

Ver. 9. In a historical point of view this verse is specially re-

markable, from the fact that it forms primarily the basis on

which rests the credibility of the occurrence which precedes it.

The conversation respecting it with the Saviour precludes every

suspicion of a misunderstanding which must otherwise have been
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raised.
1 Further, the prohibition forbidding them to say any-

thing of -what had taken place, gives indication of the fact, that

Jesus did not impart the same information equally to all the

disciples, but that he had as it were a smaller circle of fellow-

ship within the circle of his followers. Certainly, however, we
should mistake the matter, did we infer from such an indication

that there was any system of doctrines which Jesus com-

municated to some and withheld from others. That is the error

of the Alexandrine fathers and Gnostics. But not less were it

an error, to deny that there was any distinction in the communi-

cations made by Jesus to his different disciples. It is difficult

however to assign here the ground of the prohibition (compare on

Matth. viii. 4). Any abuse or misunderstanding of such a fact, of

which there was obviously a risk only in the case of the general

multitude, might, so far as the disciples were concerned, have

easily been guarded against, by correct information. To me it

seems probable that this prohibition rested on no other ground

than the exclusion of the other disciples from being present at the

occurrence—they could not as yet bear everything. (At John xvi.

12, the same thing is, in regard to other events, applied to the

whole apostles.) According to Luke ix. 36, the disciples obeyed.

Matthew himself therefore received his information of the event

only after the resurrection. We must obviously conceive of the

disciples as engaged at that time in the liveliest interchange of

all their experiences. Mark remarks (ix. 10,) that this word
sank deeply into the hearts of the disciples (xgursTv = pfpf, to

seize on, to holdfast, as something important. Compare at Luke
ii. 21, the verb diarri^iv,) and occasioned also separate conversa-

tions among them. It was the avdgratig at which they stumbled.

The idea they were accustomed to form of it they could not re-

concile with the person of the Messiah whom they had just seen

in heavenly glory, for it prc-supposed his death. This little trait

singularly confirms the truthfulness of the narrative.

Ver. 10—13. Luke here closes the narrative, but Matthew
and Mark give an extract from a most important conversation

which arose in consequence of the occurrence just recorded. It

referred to the person of Elias, whom the learned among the

1 The idea, that the prohibition was given merely to prevent these dis-

seminating their misapprehension, stands self-refuted.
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Jews usually associated with the appearance of the Messiah.

There is an obscurity however in the introduction to the dis-

course, which commenced, according to Matthew, with the ques-

tion of the disciples, rf 6uv hi yga/x/xars/j x. r. X.. The ouv points

back to something that had gone before, and the whole inquiry

leaves the impression that the disciples believed the opinion of

the learned Jews to have been incorrect, for which reason Christ

confirms it as right. It is most natural certainly to view the

reference as pointing back to ver. 4, where Peter hoped that

Elias would now remain with them, and enter on his labours.

Instead of that, he at once disappeared, and for this reason he

asks what they were to make of the above opinion. Jesus de-

clares it, according to Mai. iv. 5, to be wholly correct, and de-

fines the kind of labours in which he was to engage by the words

aToxaracr-^E/ vdvra = ^\yn> m the passage referred to.) For

as the Tishbite once laboured of old as an emendator sacrorum,

so shall he also come forth at his second appearance. He is no

creator of a new order of things in the spiritual life, but, (by le-

gal strictness and earnestness,) he stems the course of sinful

confusion, and re-introduces a state of order. Into this scene the

Messiah steps forth as a Creator. Christ however intimates that

one had already exercised for him this office, but the yga/AparsTg

had put him to death. The disciples understood (according

to earlier notices, see on Matth. xi. 14,) him to mean the Bap-

tist. What is expressed however so decidedly here, Sri 'uxiag

%bri 7J\%, must be modified according to the statement of Matth.

xi. 14. (Compare the remarks on the passage referred to.) For,

the appearance of Elias at the transfiguration as little exhaust-

ed the prediction of the prophet, (Mai. iv. 5,) as did the sending

forth of the Baptist. Each was merely a prefiguration, adapted

to Christ's first appearance in his humiliation (which the Old

Testament never plainly marks as distinct from his second com-

ing in glory.) but the prophecy itself remains awaiting its fulfil-

ment at Christ's future appearance (compare on Rev. xi. 3 sq.
1

)

While Jesus, at Matth. xvii. 12, draws a parallel between the fate

of John and his own coming down, Mark reads the prophecies of

the Old Testament as predicting the sufferings of John. Kotiug

1 As to the history of the interpretations which have been given of the

passage in Malachi, compare Hengstenberg's Christology, vol. iii. p.

444, sq.
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yvygenrrau It' u-jtov, lie writes at ix. 13. Now nothing of the kind

is expressly predicted of John, nor does the history of Elias ad-

mit of being typically referred to him, for Elias did not die in

the persecution. 1
It is probable therefore that the evangelist

brings together here (as at Matth. ii. 23,) in one collective quo-

tation, all the passages of Scripture in which the persecution of

prophets and pious men is spoken of. Besides, the answer of

Christ in Mark, acquires, through the peculiar collocation of the

thoughts, a character quite different from that which it bears in

Matthew. It has been conjectured that the text is corrupt, but

without any ground for the idea. Obviously, according to Mark,
the Saviour sets over against the inquiry of the disciples another

question, in order to rouse them to reflection. And in this way
the following is the meaning, " The Scribes say Elias must first

come;" Jesus replied, "Elias certainly cometh first (t^uto: =
rrio-iPo;,) and setteth all in order; but how in that case can it

stand recorded of the Son of man that he must suffer much and
be rejected?" By the question thus retorted, Jesus wishes to

rouse his disciples to the conviction, that the prediction respect-

ing the preparatory ministry of Elias is not to be understood
absolutely. He certainly setteth all in order, but the sins of

men prevent his efforts taking effect. And in conclusion, the
assurance is subjoined, that Elias is already come in the person
of the Baptist (i. e. of John working h ^viv^an xai dwu/j,si 'ii'/Jou.

See on Luke i. 17).

§ 33. HEALING OP THE LUNATIC.

(Matth. xvii. 14—23; Mark ix. 14—32; Luke ix. 37—45.)

The three evangelists are still parallel in this narrative,

and the indication of the time given by Luke, sv rji ififc iu'sga,

again conjoins the narrative so introduced in the closest way
with what had gone before. Mark exhibits himself once more
in this history in his well-known character. The epileptic boy

1 Hengstenberg (Christol. vol. iii. p. 478,) is of opinion indeed that
Jezebel had intended to kill Elias, and that although her purpose did not,
like that of Ilerodias, take effect, yet no weight is to be laid on this dif-
ference. But in this opinion I cannot share. A type demands in every
case facts, not mere intentions.
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he paints like a master, and the whole situation in which the

cure was wrought. One sees as it were the people continuously

streaming together, and the paroxysms amidst which the bene-

ficent power of Jesus overcame the evil influences by which the

child was possessed. The narrative of this cure demands in it-

self only some short remarks, for the analogous passages already

met with, make it sufficiently intelligible. Only some things pe-

culiar to this cure will require extended remarks.

Ver. 14, 15. Matthew calls the sick boy (he was his father's

only child, Luke ix. 38,) a GiXnvia^ofuvog. According to ver. 18,

however, he, like Luke and Mark, viewed the disease as brought

by an evil -Trvsvpa. Now the representations of Mark and Luke

agree perfectly with epilepsy,
1 which, as is well-known, being

founded on a diseased excitement of the nerves in the lower part

of the body, is connected with the changes of the moon. It is not

unlikely that the secret sins of the boy (comp. on ver. 21,) had

destroyed his health. Mark and Luke plainly intimate that the

disease was not continuous, but that the child fell into paroxysms.

Mark ix. 18, oVou av aurbv xaraXajB'/i. Luke IX. 39, fioyig aftz'jr-

wgit an aurov, i. e., the paroxysms endure unusually long.) The

gnashing and foaming, (rgi^eiv %a) oupgifyiv,) and the dying away,

and the wasting of the sick, (§>^a/Vg <&«/,) most graphically repre-

sent his condition. (The aXaXov of Mark refers only to articulate

speech, which in such moments would be suspended; it does not

therefore stand in contradiction to xgdfyiv [to utter in inarticu-

late words] as employed by Luke.)

Ver. 16, 17. The disciples had not been able to heal the sick

child. It is altogether an unfounded conjecture to suppose that

not all the disciples, but only certain of their number (and those

the weakest in faith,) are here alluded to. The words of re-

proof are general,—so general indeed that not only may they

have included all the disciples, but the people at the same time,

and especially the father of the sick boy. The apostles appear

here merely as the representatives of the whole, but on them

the rebuke certainly falls most heavily. Jesus, however, did

stand there for the sake of the apostles alone, not with them

1
I agree substantially with the view given of this narrative in the

very successful exposition of Dr Paulus (Comment. Part II. p. 571 sq.)

with only this difference, that he has missed here, as elsewhere, the fact,

that the evangelists mean to refer the origin of the disease ultimately to

the spiritual world.
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alone had lie to deal, the burden of all rested on him. (The verb

diegrgapfievri agrees with Deut. xxxii. 5, where LXX. give it as

the rendering of ^j-\7j-\2
l

"YV?T')

Mark ix. 20—27, alone sets clearly before us the course of the

cure with living graphic power. As the boy drew near to Christ, a

paroxysm overtook him. Jesus upon this began a conversation

as with the Gergesene (compare Mark v. 9, sq.), but here only

with the father, owing to the unconsciousness of the son. The

object of this conversation was, by means of the peace and secu-

rity which it breathed, to still the raging element and inspire

confidence. The father now obtained an opportunity of recount-

ing the sufferings of his miserable child; the convulsions, he

states, often threatened in a moment to destroy even his life, by

casting him into fire or water which might be near. The hos-

tile influence awakened within him an impulse to self-destruc-

tion. Jesus thereupon commends to him the all-prevailing power

of faith, (sec as to this subject on Matth. xvii. 20,) and calls

upon him to believe. The unfortunate man exclaims, (almost with

spasmodic impulse,) c/c-t-s-jw, (3o'/^h /jlov rfi dmg-ia. Thus the Sa-

viour first shows himself here to the father as a /j,an-jTr
t g xierzug

before he heals the son. Amidst the struggles of anxiety, the

power of faith is by the help of Christ produced in the un-

believing soul, and then the deliverance is vouchsafed. This

passage is one of the most important to our understanding the

nature of viang, as laid down in the Gospels. It is not the ac-

knowledgment of certain doctrinal truths that is here spoken of

(that is merely a consequence resulting from it); Jesus is not

here imparting instruction, and the disciples also supposing they

had healed the sick child, would assuredly not have prefaced

that cure by any doctrinal discourse on the Messiahship of Jesus.

Rather is the rriang an internal state or frame of soul,—we have

termed it receptivity, (compare on Matth. viii. 10,) into which

that which is Divine may find admission. Here, however, we see

that tins state of soul is not to be looked on as altogether in-

dependent of man's own efforts. Earnest striving and prayer is

fitted to call it forth. Both these imply, it is true, that the

germ of faith already exists, (there must always be an hrroerueig

sXmfy/Atvuv in the soul if man is to be able to pray,) but no one

is to be regarded as by nature wholly destitute of the germ of
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faith ; only by a continued course of sin could it be destroyed, and

so a man be brought to the marsvsiv rS>v baipovw (James ii. 19,)

which, properly speaking, is no faith. (Compare Neander's small

Ofelegenheitschr. p. 31, sq.). There is yet, however, a difficulty

here in the circumstance, that the faith of the father seems to

benefit the son. (In the same way, already, at Matt. viii. 5, sq.

where the officer believes and the servant is healed, and at Matt,

xv. 22 sq., where the mother's faith stands in a similar relation

to the cure of the daughter). As it has been established that

avKsria is the ground of a refusal to heal, (compare on Matt. xiii.

58,) so it may naturally be presumed that the persons cured also

exercised faith. Hence one might hold the opinion that two

transactions perfectly distinct from each other, must in these

cases be supposed to have taken place. First, there is the heal-

ing of the sick person, whose faith Jesus perceived, though he

did not then himself express it; next, there is the awakening of

faith in the parents or the masters, which was not connected

with the cure. Yet a connexion precisely of this kind seems to

be asserted here. At Mark ix. 23, the cure of the child appears

to be expressly conjoined with the faith of the father. It thus

seems that a separate and special bond of union here found place

between them. If we ask ourselves, then, whether the child not

grown up could be conceived of as exercising faith on behalf of

his parents, as well as the parents on behalf of the child, the in-

quiry would hardly meet from any one with an affirmatory reply,

and consequently it seems not improbable that the child is here

viewed as in a state of union and dependence on his parents

from whom he received his being, such an union as is again in

infant baptism supposed to exist between the child and the

sponsors, as the representatives of the church. It occurs to one

here very naturally to suppose such an union of posterity to

their parents as is expressed in Heb. vii. 5, and which also lies

at the foundation of the whole account of the connexion in

which Adam and Christ stand to the human race. (Comp. on

Rom. v. 13, sq.) Something analogous also seems, according to

the passage Matt. viii. 5, sq., to be pointed out in the relation

between the master and his servant; only, it is self-evident that

in this union the relation is merely to be viewed as something

accidental, for it may even be conceived of as reversed. After

this conversation with the father, there follows immediately the

cure itself, which again, as in the case of th Gergesene, calls

R
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forth a violent paroxysm, ending in tlie entire prostration of

all his powers. (Comp. Mark v. 15). The boy was so exhausted

with the fierceness of the reaction, that they thought him dead,

(Mark ix. 26,) hut the touch of Jesus again inspired the powers

of life.

Ver. 19, 20. After the cure the disciples came to Jesus, and

within their more narrow circle, (xar ibiav, Matt. xvii. 19,) in-

quired why it was that they could not heal the sick child. Luke

Avholly omits this important conversation. Mark so curtails it

that its essential meaning cannot be perceived, and it seems to

bear on its surface a somewhat diiferent sense; and here again

then his graphic power of conception shows itself rather in what

is external. Matthew, on the contrary, goes into the essence of

the matter, especially in regard to the discourse of Jesus, and

one forgives him therefore willingly that want of exactness with

Avhich he treats the outward features of the incidents recorded.

Such points speak decisively enough for the apostolic origin of

his gospel. On the part of the apostles, also, Jesus now reproves

the air/aria, and plainly charges them with guilt in the want of

•r/Vr/s. They, too, might have cried out j3o^n rfi aTiffria, rn^uv.

The position of the apostles (as of men in general,) relatively to

that which is Divine, thus appears here as not essentially differ-

ent from that of the person who was to be healed. Docs man

wish to receive heavenly powers? he must stand passively to

await their coming. Yet was the faith of the apostles an active

principle, compared with the simple act of reception on the part

of him who was to be cured. Thus we plainly see here different

gradations offaith. (Compare what is said more in detail on

Rom. iii. 21.) Along with the reception of the principle of life,

there comes an increase in the soul's susceptibility of it, and

thus faith goes on to perfection in itself. The apostles had

already for a long time been in communion with Jesus, and

never had been without faith on him, yet Christ marks here

within them the want of the germ of real faith, (xo'xxos mdmug,)

or as one might call it, of creative faith, for in this character it

ought to show itself in them. Faith is thus a living internal

state, inherently developing itself, as that which is Divine gra-

dually becomes predominant and effectual within the soul, but

in all stages of its development the fundamental condition of the

xagd/a (in which faith dwells, [Rom. x. 9,] and not in the roDc)

continues one and the same. (Compare on Matt. xxi. 21,)

—
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Jesus now presented to their view the portraiture of perfect

faith, whose effect it is that to men ouSsv &8uvarfi<fsi. (Compare

Mark ix. 23, Tavra Bumrd rp ntnbm.) Nothing could be a great-

er mistake than to make shallow the deep meaning of these

words by the explanation that they are spoken hyperbolically.

We read at Matt. xix. 26 respecting God, <rag« 0?w *ra»ra fomrd

(compare the parallel passages Mark x. 27; Luke xviii. 27).

These words guide us to an understanding of the true meaning of

this eulogium on faith. Just because faith is a susceptibility, a

receptivity for that which is divine, it communicates to the indi-

vidual in whom it is developed the very nature itself of that

which is divine, and under the guidance of the Divine power

which animates the believer, he is brought, according to the de-

gree of development imparted to him, into those circumstances

m which he must through faith come off victorious. The ndvra,

therefore, is to be taken in its widest sense, only not to be re-

ferred to every kind of fanciful caprice (which might originate

with forward unbelieving men,) but to be restricted to the real

wants of the believer. Such a case of need the believers had

encountered, but they had neglected earnestly to supplicate that

help from on high which they required in the circumstances.

The description of the omnipotent power of faith is moreover

figurative. First, faith is conceived of as in its minimum state,

and then the maximum of effectual power is ascribed to it.

(See as to the xo'xxo? w&tmc, on Matt. xiii. 31. The overturning

of mountains is an expression selected unquestionably in allu-

sion to passages of the Old Testament. Compare Job ix. 5
;

Zech. iv. 7. In the New Testament, Paul repeats the statement

at 1 Cor. xiii. 2. Another similar figure to denote what is im-

possible for man, but possible for God in believers, is seen at

Luke xvii. 6. In the passage Matt. xxi. 21, [Mark xi. 23,]

the figure of the overturn of mountains is repeated).^

Ver. 21. The connexion of the following verse with the pre-

ceding context is obscure. " This kind (scil. rw Ba^ovm, 1 accord-

ing to what goes before,) goeth not out but by prayer and fast-

ing." (The fasting being viewed as an accompanying means of

cure along with prayer.) The immediate connexion of the

i Sieffert (ut supra, p. 100,) wishes to refer roZro to y'evog to the unbelief

of the apostles themselves. But I know of no instance in which unbeliei,

which was something negative, could be compared with demons who

must be driven out. This view of the passage seems to me inadmissible.
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words, with the reproof administered to the apostles for their

unbelief, leads obviously to this meaning, " this obstinate enemy

was not to be overcome in the same way that many others are.

It was needful for you, with prayer and fasting-, earnestly to

strive after more of- the power of faith, and then might you have

been victorious.'' The vrgotrevxp and wjors/a relate thus to the dis-

ciples themselves. And yet both may be referred also to the

person cured; ye ought to have enjoined on him similar duties,

and then ye would have been enabled effectually to heal him.

The reference in this view to Luke ix. 42, dTiduxsv avrbv ru> x&rgi

dvTov is certainly most correct; it is not unlikely that the Saviour

had exhorted the father to a wise treatment of his son. Ac-

cording to the connexion of ideas in Mark, this reference of

prayer and fasting to the cured boy, who probably had by sins

of impurity plunged himself into this nervous disorder, obvious-

ly preponderates. In Matthew it is perhaps best to combine

both references.

Ver. 22, 23. In the concluding verses the evangelists are

entirely agreed in introducing a new mention of the Saviour's

sufferings (compare on Matt. xvi. 21.). The words stand with-

out any visible connexion with what goes before. It is how-

ever not improbable that from time to time the thought of his

approaching sufferings struck Jesus, and then, as the narrative

here presents it to us, he suddenly expressed what he felt to his

disciples, especially when, leaving the larger sphere of public

labour, he retired more into solitude and the private circle of his

nearest friends. (This is indicated at Mark ix. 30, by the words

ohx tj^'eXsv ha rig yvui [sc. auroV] ). This declaration, however, must

only have been at the time of a fragmentary nature, for the dis-

ciples could not reconcile themselves to the idea of their Mes-

siah's sufferings, that Messiah from whom they expected the end

of all suffering (Mark ix. 32; Luke ix. 45, fyv6ovv ri 'fr^a rouro.)

Meanwhile the expression of that deep and painful emotion car-

ried them away involuntarily (Matt. xvii. 23, s}.vrrr)r,sav <rp&<5ga),

but the lofty and serious majesty which was seen diffused around

the whole nature of Jesus, deterred them from asking further as

to the transaction he had alluded to (spoBovvm egurrjffai in Mark

and Luke,) and so there remained for them only the dark im-

pression of some mighty event which must be expected.
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§ 34. THE COIN (STATER) IN THE FISH'S MOUTH.

(Matt. xvii. 24—27.)

Before proceeding to consider the occurrence itself which is

here recorded, we must cast a glance at the connexion. Mark
ix. S3, as also Matthew, makes the Lord come to Capernaum,

but connects immediately with his arrival the narrative of the

conversation as to who should be the greatest in the kingdom of

God. He relates most minutely that this conversation took

place in the house, and was introduced by a question put by

Jesus, as to what they had talked of by the way. Now accord-

ing to the view of Dr Paulus (Comment. Part ii. p. 621,) Peter

had not been present at the commencement of this conversation,

but had come in subsequently while it was going on, (Matt,

xviii. 21,) and it is simply to account for his absence that this

narrative of Peter's taking the fish, is inserted by Matthew.

But, for this conjecture the whole account gives not the slightest

occasion, nay, Mark ix, 35 rather mentions the twelve as all

present at the commencement of the conversation. The expres-

sion KgoasX^ojv aura at Matt, xviii. 21, merely means that Peter

came close to him when addressing Jesus. If the evangelist

had distinctly intended to represent Peter as absent, he would

have stated so in plainer terms. It is far more natural to sup-

pose that Matthew added in conclusion this little narrative of

Peter's taking the fish, because it happened just at the time, and

in order that he might introduce once more in chap, xviii. a

more lengthened collection of various fragments of discourse

which he did not wish to interrupt. Moreover, Christ's conver-

sation with Peter as to the census, might have been considered

of importance in respect to the discourse which follows, as will

be afterwards shown. The nature of the discourses, as they are

given in Matt, xviii., by no means demands, as will afterwards be

shown, the absence of Peter, even if they were spoken the one

after the other, in the same order in which we read them in

Matthew. Peter's taking the fish was undoubtedly (owing to

the proximity of the sea,) the work of a few moments, and we

may therefore justly suppose him present at what follows.

As regards the incident itself, however, the account of which

we read at Matt. xvii. 24—27, it is not to be denied that the

natural explanation which Dr Paulus (ut supra,) has given of it,
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brings forward points that deserve consideration. Taking the

narrative in the usual sense, there is much in it that strikes one

as strange. First, it is at the very outset, a strange thing that

the coin should have been in the mouth of the fish. It seems

more to the purpose to conceive of it as in the xoifJcf,, especially

as the fish was caught by an ayxnrrgov (hamus, fishing-hook,) the

use of which presupposes the opening of the mouth. In the

next place, however, the object aimed at seems to stand in no

fitting connexion relatively to the miracle. The miracles of

Jesus have always a definite relation to the well-being of man,

or they are designed to authenticate the Messiahship of Jesus,

and prepare the way for faith in it. Here it does not appear

that we can trace a connexion with any of these objects, for the

occurrence referred to Peter personally, and to him alone, yet

was he already convinced of the Messiahship of Jesus; the ad-

dress of Jesus (ver. 25,) presupposes faith as already existing

in him. Besides, as Jesus was in Capernaum, even if his bag-

was empty, (John xii. 6; xiii. 29,) he might in this place have

obtained the small sum in a more simple way. Thus the propo-

sal to explain the expression gugjjtfsis erranjjga (ver. 27,) as mean-

ing " thou shalt obtain the coin (stater) for the fish" (by selling-

it,) will appear as not so entirely inadmissible. For, even ac-

cording to this very explanation, the transaction taken in a sym-

bolical point of view bears a beautiful meaning, as showing how
Christ, as the Lord of nature, caused to be taken from the great

treasure-house of the Father what he required. One feels at first

sight all the more tempted to accede to this view, because it ap-

pears to be in any case a strange thing that at the close of the

history the usual conclusion of miraculous narratives is wanting

—namely, that Peter at the command of Jesus both did and ex-

perienced what had been said to him. But looking now without

prejudice or prepossession to the narrative, one certainly ought

not to conceal the difficulties presented by this explanation of

Dr Paulus. If at ver. 27 we take the words as we find them,

/.ai &vo)%ag rb tsrbfia avrov tvgfi<fsig sTarrjga, it must be confessed that

the narrator means to say that the stater (coin) would be found

in the mouth. It must be granted indeed that svoiffxuv may mean
to acquire, to obtain, (without defining the way in which a

thing is obtained,) but tlic fact that the acquisition of this piece

of money is connected so closely with the opening of the moiitli,

unquestionably is in contradiction to the opinion that the
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money was to be raised from the sale of the fish. The re-

mark of Paulus on this point, that the opening of the mouth
refers merely to his taking the fish off the hook, and that

this was needful because it would otherwise have died more
speedily, and so would have been of less value, is obviously too

far-fetched. It is clear that this mode of explaining away what
is supernatural is suggested not by the text itself, but by reflec-

tion. In the next place, it is not to be overlooked, that plainly

only one fish was intended to be caught. Paulus will have it

that ty^hg is to be taken collectively, but the addition of Tguroc

altogether forbids this. (Compare Fritzsche on the passage.)

But in poor Capernaum, where fish were common, the sum of

money here named could not possibly have been obtained for a

single fish. As it is however the primary duty of an expositor

to render the meaning of his writer s text, so must we here

maintain, that Matthew means to relate that Jesus commanded
Peter to take a fish, and foresaw that it would bear a stater in

its mouth. Fritzsche is quite right in saying, that, according to

the opinion of the narrator, there were two things of a miracu-

lous nature; first, the foreknowledge of Jesus; and next, the

fact that the fish had the coin in its mouth, not in its body.

Such, however, being the result yielded by the interpretation of

the passage, we cannot leave it standing in opposition to the

character of Christ; and it thus becomes a question whether,

contrary to the above remarks, the fact can be placed in har-

mony with the whole nature of Jesus. The main question here

requiring to be settled is this, whether such an exertion of mira-

culous power as we find set forth in the passage, was opposed to

the principles of Jesus ; the other observations offered will then

disappear of their own accord, or will lose their weight. It must

ever be maintained as a leading principle, that every miraculous

act of Christ had an object which stood connected with his

whole Messianic work. What can have been the object of this

miracle of Jesus? We must naturally suppose that He was

without money, when the tax-gatherers
.
made their demand.

Now to receive gifts if they were offered him, was in no way

against the decorum of his position as the Messiah; it rather

formed one part of that peculiar appearance which he presented,

that without possessions of his own, he went about here below in

perfect poverty, in order that he might receive bodily sustenance

from those whom he nourished with the bread of life; nay, what
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men gave, God gave through them (see Luke viii. 2). But it is

altogether a different thing to suppose that Jesus, even when
destitute of money, could have been reduced to borrow it of any-

one; 1 that would have been against the decorum Divinum. It

belonged to the form of his office that his heavenly Father should

nourish him from day to day by working on one and another,

and inducing them to furnish everything needful to supply his

necessities. But among men the righteous never could be left

to beg (Ps. xxxvii. 25). Accordingly, the matter may be con-

ceived of in this way. The tax-gatherers came at a time when
no money was at hand; Peter over-hastily promised payment;
and Jesus, though he rebuked this rashness, deemed it proper

here, as in other cases, to fulfil all righteousness; an opportu-

nity was in this way given him of taking from the full treasure-

house of his heavenly Father. To send Peter a-fishing with a
view to sell the fish caught, would have been to prosecute a call-

ing and trade to which the Son of G od was not appointed ; and
so this which was here adopted, remained, as the only form of

taking from the fulness of the Father. At the same time I can-

not decidedly declare in favour of this explanation; and I ac-

knowledge that I hold this to be the most difficult miraculous

narrative in Gospel history. Hence, the simplest course that

remains, is merely to bring the miracle into immediate connexion

with Peter, who, at particular moments, certainly acknowledged
the higher powers that dwelt in Christ, but who also soon lost

again the vivid impression of his Divine nature. Christ might
have been able in another way to obtain the money; but in order-

to convince Peter of his higher nature, and freedom from all

earthly laws, he causes him to seek it in this way. In Peter's

answer to the collectors, that the Lord would pay the contribu-

tion, there was implied a mistake as to his peculiar position; and
although Jesus might appeal to his Divine Sonship, which, at

a former period, Peter had already confessed, yet the Saviour

seems to have wished still more deeply to impress on his mind
a view of Ids exalted dignity.

1
It will excite no surprise that tlie feelings of Dr Strauss give a dif-

ferent response. He sees, as in many other things, nothing offensive in

this, that the Son of God is made to contract debt to man. In such a
case there is no difference between begging and borrowing. Compare,
moreover, 2 Kings iv. 1, sq., where Klislia also performs a miracle in

order to discharge a debt.
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Ver. 24. As respects the relative value of the money which
this narrative refers to, the <rrarjyg is = 4 drachmas or Roman
denarii. These formed a Jewish shekel. The bidgax/iov is there-

fore == half a shekel, i. e., to about 10 good groschen. The
stater thus amounted to 20 good groschen. 1 This sum of it-

self,
2 and still more, the conversation which follows, shows

that it is not a civil tax but a temple tax that is here spo-

ken of. According to Exodus xxx. 13, sq., every Israelite was

required to pay such a contribution; and in the time of Jo-

sephus (Antiq. xviii. 9, 1,) even the foreign Jews paid it. The
question put by the collectors of this assessment, whether Jesus

would pay it, assuredly arose from the circumstance of these

persons believing that as a theocratic teacher he would regard

himself as free from such an impost. But Peter, to whom the

question was addressed in the absence of Jesus, believed, that

with his strong religious feelings, he would make it a point to

pay such holy taxes, and answered affirmatively.

Ver. 25, 26. Jesus perceived at once that on the part of Peter

this arose from unconsciousness. In his answer he had contem-

plated Jesus rather under the aspect of legal piety than in that

of his ideal dignity, and Jesus therefore anticipated his remark

(vgo'iqftugsv avrov) by the question ri <soi doxsT, 2//xwi/; he awakens by

this inquiry the feeling of his own higher position, as well as

that of Peter himself, above the constitution of the Old Testa-

ment temple. Jesus here runs a parallel between earthly kings

and earthly tribute (rsA^, customs-duties on goods, xnvaog, head-

money on persons,) and the heavenly King, and spiritual contri-

butions; as with the kings their own are free from taxes, so also

in the things of heaven. For, what God's children possess be-

long to God,—they have no property exclusively their own,

—

they contribute out of and into their own purse,'—they are

therefore free. Jesus places himself here on a level with Peter,

but it is obvious that from this figurative mode of speaking-

nothing can be inferred affecting our idea of the vibg rou &sov.

The meaning is simply this,—we belong to a higher order of

things than that to which the commandment in question (Exod.

1 The good groschen is equal to rather more than l^d. The Marien-

groschen is of less value.
2 The double article also hi rd hibgayjj.a Xapfidvovng, indicates a refe-

rence to certain appointed persons entrusted with the collection of the

temple offerings.
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xxx. 13,) applies; not for us did God give it, we pay to the

temple not a poor tax, but we ourselves belong to it wholly, with

all that we are and have. Jesus thus elevates Peter, and j)laees

him on his own standing-point,—a position for which he certain-

ly was not yet fully trained, but to which, in as far as he was a

renewed man, he already belonged. The Lord's words at the

same time clearly prove that Jesus acknowledged and honoured

the Old Testament order in general as a Divine institute,—un-

less this be assumed, the words have no meaning. Only he con-

templated the whole temple service in its preparatory character,

and led on the disciples so to view it.

Ver. 27. While thus conscious that he stood above the Old
Testament economy, (comp. xii. 8,) the Saviour yet subjected

himself to it, as in general, up to the time when his work on

earth was finished, he in no respect assailed or withdrew from

the existing order of the divine service. Only at Christ's aton-

ing death was the law completed and finished, and a new form

of religious life arose in the church, in which the laws of the Old
Testament acquired their true spiritual meaning. Here, in this

subordination to the law, does Jesus make obvious the weakness
of those around him (see as to <r/.avbu"hiZs&ai on Matt, xviii. 6)

;

he wished neither to give them offence nor lead them to believe

that he did not reverence the law of the Old Testament. It is

certain, also, that the basis laid down here is the general prin-

ciple Kes-Ttov sen nr\r^u6ai craffav bixouocs-jvriv. (Comp. Oil Matt. iii. 15).

§ 35. ON THE CHARACTER OF THE CHILDREN OF THE KINGDOM.

(Matt, xviii. 1—35; Mark ix. 33—50; Luke ix. 46—56.)

The VVOl'ds avaffrgipo/Asvuv avruv h rfj Ta7j\aiq (Matt. xvii. 22,)

again seem to unsettle the whole chronological connexion by
their vagueness ; nor do the parallel passages in Mark and Luke
give any more certain data. The contents, however, of the suc-

ceeding context, make it probable that no great interval in this

instance elapsed between what had preceded and what now fol-

lows. The conversation as to pre-eminence in the kingdom of

God in which the disciples were engaged on the way to Caper-

naum (Mark ix. 33,) may have been occasioned by the transfigu-

ration, and the preference there shown for certain of their num-
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ber, and as all the three narrators give exactly the same con-

nexion of events, this supposition being of itself possible, ought

to be received as probably true. It is true at the same time

that each of the evangelists contributes to the narrative some-

thing different from the others. Luke is the shortest;—he has

merely the admonition to humility. Mark gives also the warn-

ing against offences in an extremely expanded form, as his man-

ner is. Matthew, however, adds still further particulars. It is

not impossible so to conceive of the antecedent circumstances,

that all these different points may on this occasion have been

made by Christ the subjects of conversation, simply on account

of what had fallen out among the apostles. The evangelists

themselves give details according to which we may infer the

following to have been the course of events. The disciples not

merely conversed as to their pre-eminence in the kingdom of

God, but fell into a sharp contest on the point. (Hence the ad-

monition at Mark ix. 50, sigqvsvers h aXXyXoig). In the alterca-

tion, they not merely boasted the one over the other, but by

hard words wounded each other's feelings; nay, the disciples by

this gave such offence to each other, or to any individual who
might be present, that their faith might have been shaken in the

reality of any higher life as existing within the circle that sur-

rounded Christ, or in the more exalted vocation exercised by

himself personally. This would explain how Christ should suc-

cessively have discoursed of humility, of offences, of grace to-

wards sinners, of being reconciled. This view, however, rests

simply on conjecture as to the contents of that conversation be-

tween the disciples. It is also possible that Matthew, according

to his custom, has again assembled together portions of different

discourses relating to kindred topics.1 The tie which in this

chapter connects the different portions, is the endeavour to de-

pict the true character of the children of God in the words of

Christ. Much .had already occurred which might be viewed as

attributing to the disciples something of outward importance

;

especially might Christ's very address to Peter as to the temple-

taxes, (Matth. xvii. 25,) be so misunderstood. 2 Against this

error Matthew now places a representation of the inner spiritual

nature of discipleship as standing in direct contradiction to all

1 Compare here the remarks on Matt. xiv. 1, and the introductory ob-

servations to chap. xix. 1.

2 So we find it in Clemens Alex, quis dives salvetur, chap. 21.
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earthly domination. Yet Christ does not deny that there is a
difference in the places which shall be occupied in the future

kingdom of God; he merely sets forth that frame of mind by
which all abuse of these is obviated.

Ver. 1. Most graphically does Mark ix. 33, sq. again depict
the scene. The conversation as to who should be the greatest
had taken place by the way. In the house our Lord questions
the disciples on it, and they, conscious of guilt, are silent, where-
upon, by a symbolic act, He sets clearly before their view the
nature of God's kingdom. First, however, it is to be carefully

marked here, that the Saviour by no means denies that the
apostles possess special dignity in the kingdom of God; which
indeed he could not do, for it is promised them by himself
(comp. on Matt. xix. 28). Further, he does not deny that there
is a distinction between his different disciples, for in the same
way he gave ground for making that distinction, (see on Matt,
xvii. 1.) Thus the error of the disciples did not consist in be-
lieving that a difference exists among the members of the king-
dom, or in cherishing the consciousness that God has called them
to something great, but in this, that they viewed their calling

in a worldly, earthly light, and regarded supremacy in the king-
dom of God as resembling supremacy in an earthly kingdom.
The very idea of a kingdom, it is true, presupposes, necessarily,

government and subordination ; but in the kingdom of God the
government is specifically different from earthly rule. This dis-

tinction the Saviour here developes, inasmuch, as according
to Mark ix. 35, he represents the irgurog in the kingdom of God
as the sffxarog, the xvgios as the didxovog xuvruv. (Comp. on Matt.
xx. 28). Thus in the Divine kingdom the power of self-sacrific-

ing, devoted, self-abasing love, (which, in the Saviour himself, is

seen in its glorious perfection,) is the only turning-point on which
all pre-eminence depends; while conversely, in the world, he who
rules is wont to make use of the governed simply for himself,
his own benefit, his reputation and glory. The fleshly minds of
the disciples, therefore, mistaking the idea of God's kingdom,
had induced them in the future manifestation of Christ's glory
to look for the gratification of selfish hopes. These the Lord de-
stroys, inasmuch as he intimates that only he who has divested
himself of all self-seeking, and who lives in pure love and lowly
self-renunciation shall there reign, or exert commanding influence.
(The words here ric fitl^M lath clearly express the idea that all
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the disciples were on a level in this respect that they, as stand-

ing immediately" around the Lord, were called alike to exercise

the most important influence in the kingdom of God—only on

this point did they dispute as to who among themselves should

be the greater, the more influential. The occurrence related at

Matt. xvii. 1, might easily occasion such reflections).

Ver. 2—4.—Very naturally according to the account of

Matthew, is there subjoined here the symbolic act of Jesus in

placing a child, (naihiov is not = ~\yy a slave or servant, but with

reference to regeneration a child, one who is new-born) in the

midst of them, and in him setting forth the character of those

who should have influence in the kingdom of God. That it is

not the charaeter of this individual child that he here speaks of,

(according to the legend it was the martyr Ignatius) is shown at

once by the immediately following words ylvio^s i>g rd naihia. Jesus

merely brings forward in this individual child the general cha-

racter of children, as a model for the members of the kingdom

of God. For, although the general sinfulness of human nature

certainly shows itself at once in children, yet does humility and

an unassuming disposition peculiarly distinguish the child's na-

ture; the king's son is not ashamed to play with the son of a

beggar. This unassuming disposition is here the point of com-

parison. Certainly it is exercised by children unconsciously,

while on the part of believers it is to be deliberately cherished.

The comparison therefore does not on all points hold good, which

it could not possibly do, for this reason, that nothing in the

earthly sphere could be found perfectly analogous to the spiri-

tual man who is the subject of the comparison. Into such an

unassuming frame does the Lord now exhort that the disciples

turn their minds {sr^cps^ai to change their spiritual tendency,

instead of walking on high they must go forward in lowliness),

then Avould they find entrance to the heavenly kingdom. The

passage is thus wholly parallel to the important verse, John iii.

3, for the yhss^ai ug xoudlov is nothing else than the new birth, in

which alone such an unassuming child-like feeling can be im-

planted. By the resolutions and efforts of the natural man it

cannot be produced. As an evidence of this child-like feeling

Christ brings prominently forward the roc7ruvovv savrov (in opposi-

tion to the v-^ovv kavrov) ; as the child, in whatever circumstances

placed, will unassumingly be content with a lowly position, so

should also the new-born saint, instead of climbing to high sta-
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tions, step down to the secure valley of humility. The expres-

sion ra-TTuvoZv kccurov retains here its widest meaning", inasmuch as

even in the regenerate, constant and positive effort is needful to

keep down the old man as the source of pride. The term ra«/-

vouv may therefore be viewed as a special and stronger expres-

sion for becoming a child, and the /usi^uv sTvai h tjj j3aa. may be

regarded as contrasted with the simple ila'sgystftai slg f3as.

Ver. 5.—Matthew who alone had given the preceding- verses,

shows himself here again exceedingly accurate in the setting

forth of our Lord's discourses. According to Mark and Luke,

who do not give these verses, it is not so easy to understand the

presenting of the child, nay, it acquires with them a different

meaning. They both speak directly of the receiving of the child,

as to which also Mark (ix. 36,) can even add hay-A.akicdfj.ivog dvro, an

act which, in the first instance, would not agree with the repre-

sentation of Matthew; for since, according to him, the child was
simply a symbol of humility, it must in these circumstances

have been a meaningless act to embrace him. (In Luke ii. 28,

the term hayx.a'kifys'Sai = b'syjcfoai i)c, ay%a~hai refers to little chil-

dren, in whom alone the character of humility is purely develop-

ed. The verb <rgo<f/,aXs6a<&ai at Matth. xviii. 2, does not contra-

dict this ; it is only necessary that we do not understand it exact-

ly as meaning sucklings.) This, however, agrees well with the

connexion as given in Mark and Luke, according to which the

Taioiov expresses mainly the idea of a beloved, a dear one.

But it may be asked here, how shall we trace the connecting

links of thought; for if Matthew, in the first instance, gives an-

other application to the setting forth of the child, he goes on at

ver. 5, to use the term h'iyj<£$ai, and follows this up at ver. 6, by

the opposite of osyn&ai, so that from this agreement of the three

Evangelists we must hold that these words were spoken on the

occasion referred to. It certainly seems from the connection

here, most natural to consider the h'iyj<foai as an act of unassum-

ing self-humbling love, so that it connects itself with the de-

claration srgwrog rrdvruv didxovog (Mark ix. 35.). But with this

view, the last clause at Luke ix. 48, 6 /j,r/.o6ngog iv rruaiv bft/t /.. r. A.

little harmonizes, for it is there apparent that the disciples arc

themselves the fiixgol who arc to be received, not the recipients.

(Compare also Mark ix. 41, from which this plainly follows.)

Accordingly the connection may better be understood in this

way, Be ye eager to become lowly, little-noticed as this child, for
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the little ones (the regenerate who have the true child's feeling)

are very dear and precious to the Lord, so that he regards what

is done to them as done to himself. According to this chain of

ideas, then, that which Matthew relates must be held as having

previously occurred; for it is this which contains the ground of

Christ's attachment to them. The expression Kaihiov = /xixgog

ver. 10, is then the symbol of the regenerate. (See on Matth.

x. 42.) The only thing still remaining obscure is how the ex-

pression $g iraihiov B'exsTai, l/xs hsy^rat should precisely in this dis-

course be used to denote God's fatherly love for his spiritual

children. The simplest explanation is, that this description of i

is occasioned by the preceding admonition (set forth clearly by

Matt.) to enter into the kingdom of God. With this, as some-

thing future, stands closely connected the dexss^at, as that which

is present, so that the meaning is
—

" he who thus humbles him-

self in true lowliness, is great in the kingdom of God ; nay even

already amidst those connexions with the world in which the re-

generate appear as sufferers, they are so precious to the Lord

that he holds what is done to them as done to himself," (as to

the thought itself, compare Matth. x. 40, sq. where it already oc-

curred in another connection.)

In Mark (ix. 38—41.) and Luke (ix. 49, 50.) there follows here

a question by John with the answer of Jesus, which Matthew has

omitted, as not belonging to the main scope of the discourse, but

as rather interrupting it. The shortness with which Luke

touches this intervening question of John, would have left many
things obscure, if the more exact account of Mark had not ena-

bled us to trace the connection. For the preceding words of

Jesus, in which he speaks of the c%£<£a/ of the little ones, plain-

ly refer to the relation in which the disciples stood to those

around them. John, who may not have been able to penetrate

fully into the meaning of our Lord's words, brings forward a cir-

cumstance which had perhaps occurred at the time, and had

particularly struck himself, and he lays it before the Saviour.

Some one, it would appear, who doubtless had seen our Lord's

miracles, or those of the apostles, had himself made the attempt

to heal in the name of Jesus. The disciples, in their selfish ex-

clusiveness, saw in this an infringement on their spiritual juris-

diction, and inasmuch as he did not habitually attach himself to

the company of Jesus, had interdicted him. 1 This the Saviour re-

1 A narrative precisely similar is recorded at Numbers xi. 27, sq.
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proves, and refers his disciples to that comprehensive love and hu-
mility ofthe true rsxm row @eou, who child-like receive and acknow-
ledge all that is akin to themselves, under whatever form they
find it. The individual referred to is thus viewed as one be-
friended by the benevolent Saviour of men, and represented to
the disciples as one from whom they might expect support, it

being at the same time implied that he would not be left with-
out a blessing. Thus understood, then, this incident takes its

place most fittingly in the context; it is, as it were, an example
of how the Lord does good to those who favour his disciples,

even when these latter cannot understand aright the proofs of
love. The Gnome, the sentontious phrase in which Jesus ex-
presses the doctrine which he wished on this occasion to teach
his disciples, 8$ ovx etn xaS' b/iuv wrfcg v/am fan, is parallel to the
statement at Matt. xii. 30, 6 H &v^ i>xou xa,i> faou Ian, which is

found also at Luke xi. 23. Both are equally true of different
persons and grades of vocation. He Avhose calling is to a sphere
of spiritual labour, is already against the Lord and his cause, if

he do not positively further them; he whose vocation is of a
lower grade, who may be placed in a state of spiritual depen-
dence on others, (as the people were ruled by the Pharisees,) is

already in favour of God's cause, if he keep himself free from
the generally prevailing hostile influences, and so continue sus-
ceptible of the divine. It must, however, ever remain a singular
circumstance, that, even in Christ's own times, persons should
have used his name for the working of miracles without attach-
ing themselves to his circle; it is a proof of the general notice
which the works of Jesus had attracted. At a later period, we
find, in the history of Simon Magus (Acts viii.) and the seven
sons of Sceva (xix. 13, sq.) something of the same kind. If,

however, the apostles judge of these men in a way wholly differ-
ent from what the Saviour does here, the cause of the difference
must assuredly be sought in the motive from which such a use of
the name of Jesus proceeded. It might, as in the case of the
person here mentioned, flow from faith—perhaps an unconscious
faith—in Christ's heavenly power, and was therefore to be borne

When Elded and Mcdad prophesied in the camp, Joshua said to Moses,
" My lord Moses, forbid them." But Moses replies, " Enviest thou for
my sake? would God all the Lord's people prophesied, and that the Lord
would put his Spirit upon them!"
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with, (although the declarations of Jesus respecting him certain-

ly do not exclude the necessity of his being further instructed,

and made to know that the special object of Christ's coming was
not to impart the gift of working miracles, but to change the

human heart); but on the other hand it might proceed from

motives wholly impure, as with the sons of Sceva, and must in

that case be unconditionally resisted. For, these men used the

name of Jesus as a peculiarly powerful form of adjuration, just

as they would other formulae of their art, for their selfish ob-

jects. Thus, it is not the outward act itself, but rather the feel-

ing from which it flows, that determines its being admissible or

not.

Ver. 6. The idea which follows of the <r/.avda}J7u<; sva tSjv pr/.^,

connects itself most appropriately with the M^/a^ai of ver. 5.

He merely expresses the opposite thought, so that the sense of

these words is, " the little ones are so precious to the Lord, that

whatever good is done them he looks on as done to himself, and
rewards it; whatever evil is inflicted on them, he most indig-

nantly punishes/' The peculiar form, however, in which this

thought is brought out by Matthew, and more especially by
Mark, does not seem to suit the context; one does not see in

what connection it stands with the strife among the apostles.

This might render it probable that there are inserted here por-

tions of discourses originally spoken in another connection.

(Comp. on Matt. v. 29, SO, where something similar occurs).

But at Matt, xviii. 10, 14, we again find marked references to

the antecedent ^/xgo/, and at Mark ix. 50, also the clause slgrivsv-.

sn h dXXrjXoig again points back to the strife among the disci-

ples, from which the discourse took its rise. We must then hold

it proved that these words respecting the exavdaXlfyiv really stand

connected with the rest of the discourse. For, even granting

that these words had originally been spoken in other circum-

stances by the Lord, this much is clear, that both evangelists

meant here to place them in a fitting connexion. It only re-

mains, then, that we regard the sense of pizgog as modified in

such a way that the expression here forms the counterpart of

[liyag. Usually the New Testament employs the term fjuix.g6$ to

denote believers, the regenerate in general, (see more fully on

this point at Matt. x. 42,) but again we also find a distinction

drawn between the great and the small in the kingdom of God,

(see at Matt. xi. 11, and v 19). Applying this distinction here,

s
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the connection of the passage admits of being taken in this way.

The strife among the disciples as to their place in the kingdom

of God might have given offence to the other believers, so that

they might have been perplexed as to "whether the truth dwelt

within that circle where such things could occur. This led the

Lord to declare his mind as to the guilt of those who gave offence,

even to the weakest among the believers. The seventh verse,

in Matt, however, seems to be in opposition to this view of the

connection, for the tfxdvdaku are there ascribed to the xStfftog. In

reference to this, however, we must observe, that the disciples, in

so far as they gave offence to believers, did themselves belong to

the x,6ff/Ao$, and thus the Saviour here passes over from the parti-

cular to the general, just as at Matt. xvi. 23, he traces Peter's

declaration at once to the origin of evil from whose influence he

was not yet wholly free. With this, also, ver. 8 well agrees,

where he is speaking of eavrbv gxavdaMfyiv, man being thus viewed

as presenting an inward conflict between the New and the Old

in his heart.

As to the meaning of <r/Mv8uKov, the old form of the word trxav-

ddXrjrsov properly denotes a trap for ensnaring animals, then in

general, a noose, a snare, laying of nets. In the New Testament

it is transferred to spiritual things, and under ezdvdaXov every-

thing is included which can hinder the development of spiritual

life, or deter men from faith in the Divine = </rg6fixoftf*a
}
in He-

brew trp'iE, a cord, a noose, or ^^jp, offence. (On this account

also in the New Testament, nayig, Sr^a stand connected with

ey.dvduXov, see Rom. xi. 9). The A'erb axavdaXi^nv consequently

means, to give offence, to prepare spiritual obstruction, exttv&ak-

i'Cuj^at, to take offence. There is a peculiarity, however, in the

meaning of txav&uTJfyiv in ver. 8 of this passage, according to

which the ffxav&alf/wv and the gxav8a\i^6fievos appear as united in

the same individual. This internal conflict in man himself is to

lie explained, as has been already said, from regeneration,

through means of which that new man is made alive who
wrestles with the old man, and struggles for the victory. The
greatness of the guilt involved in giving spiritual offence, or in

deterring the little ones from a life of faith, is depicted by tin*

iour in a form which addresses itself to the senses, inasmuch

as he represents the sin of these delinquencies as greater than

those crimes on which the heaviest political punishment is in-
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fdcted. (The o-vptpigei avru> expresses a stronger, namely, a spiri-

tual and eternal punishment.—The sinking into the sea was not

practised among the Jews, but it certainly was in use among

other nations. See for example Sueton. August, c. 68. Instead

of the less usual expression pvXog, bvixog in Matthew and Luke,

Mark has \ftog pvXixog. MvXog — pv\ri denotes properly the mill

itself, and in a secondary sense the mill-stone. The word hoc

is commonly used of the lower mill-stone, which does not move.

The adjective form, bvixog, is not in use as applied to it. The

words pvXog ovr/Jg therefore cannot well mean the lower and

heavier mill- stone. We do better to continue taking it in the

sense of set in motion by asses, as expressing the size of the

stone. The ass mill-stone is contrasted with the stone of a mill

driven by the hand of man).

Ver. 7. The same thought again meets us at Luke xvii. 1,

where we shall more closely consider it. Here it stands only in

an incidental form, and unconnected with the rest of the dis-

course, (ko'o/aos the counterpart of fiat, r, 0. See in regard to

it what is said more at length in the exposition of John i. 9).

Ver. 8, 9. After speaking of oifence given to others, Jesus

passes on to that inward offence which he who is born again may

give to himself. The general meaning of the words lies clear to

our view. The cutting off hand and foot, the plucking out of

the eye, is intended to denote the denying ourselves to what is

dearest and most indispensable to the outward life, when through

those sinful influences which act from without, it endangers the

spiritual life. But here, as at Matt. v. 29, 30, a difficulty is

raised by the additional clause xaXov sen <so) has^eTv stg rjjn £«j?v

(sc. aiuviov) %oj\bv, -/.uXXbv pov6<p§a'hf/,ov.
1 For, to regard this as a

mere embellishment, which has no meaning of its own, is what

I cannot consent to. The sense of the whole comparison rather

seems to be this. The cutting off of hand or foot, can, as is self-

evident, be only taken as denoting something spiritual, since the

outward act were meaningless, (compare on Matt. xix. 12,) un-

less the inward root of sin were destroyed. Hand, foot, eye,

here appear to be used by the Saviour to denote mental powers

and dispositions, and he counsels their restraint, their non-de-

velopment, if a man find himself by their cultivation, withdrawn

1 Compare as to (iov6({ftaktiog Lobeck's Fhrynichus, p. 136. The pure

Greek form is srseofoaXfxog.
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from advancing the highest principle of life. The every-sided

development of all our faculties, the inferior, as well as the more
elevated, is certainly to be regarded as the highest attainment,

yet he who finds by experience that he cannot cultivate certain

faculties,—the artistic for example,—without injury to his holi-

est feelings, must renounce their cultivation, and make it his

first business, by pains-taking fidelity, to preserve entire the in-

nermost life of his soul, that higher life imparted to him by Christ,

and which, by the dividing and distracting of his thoughts,

might easily be lost; nor must it give him any disturbance

if some subordinate faculty be thus wholly sacrificed by him. 1

Assuredly, however, we must add, that this loss is only in ap-

pearance, for, in the development of man's higher life, every-

thing of a subordinate kind which he had sacrificed, is again re-

stored with increase of power. But in the first instance, he has

the real experience of such a sacrifice, and it still remains true

that it is a more elevated and better thing to succeed in learn-

ing how to cultivate even the lower faculties in harmony with

the higher life. Only, where that cannot be, man ought to

choose the safer course. Mark gives, moreover, a very length-

ened version of this discourse, without, however, adding any-

thing to the thought. The simple vug diuimv of Matthew is in

Mark paraphrased by ykvva, vug acfiifrov ovou 6 e-/,uiXr,^ aWuv ov rf/-

wra, %a) rb <7rvg ov tifiswvTai. The words are taken from Isaiah lxvi.

24, whence they had already been quoted at Sir. vii. 19; Judith

xvi. 21. They depict the art?.f/a by imagery taken from death

and putrefaction, inasmuch as £w?j is contrasted with Sdvarog

uiuivios. (See as to r^kis dimiog the remarks on Matt. xii. 32.)

The expression g-/.(L>.^ = ru^in* denotes properly the worm

that devours the dead body (Ps. xxii. 7; Sir. x. 13); here stand-

ing in parallelism with cr% it must be understood as inflicting

pain. The seeming tautology in the passage rb tD» ag
;
3ssrov faov

rO kZp th a
:
3^vurai disappears when we supply avruv to the vug as

1 Thus also bad Origen arleady spoken (Comra. in Matt. Tom. xii. ed.

de la Rue, vol. iii. 603). When Tholuck remarks \< ' im. on sermon on
the mount, p. 2.'?!,) in opposition to this that my exposition boars a mo-
dern cl r iter, inasmuch as the distinction of the various mental facul-

ties belongs to modern metaphysical philosophy his objection appears
i" .'ic ill-founded, for men have always pi rceived the distinction between
different powers of mind. What people over wholly confounded me-
03 >iy with reason— the fanev with the will!

1
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in the case of the antecedent gxuX^, which stands so placed also

in Isaiah. For in that case the first expression is a general de-

scription of the place of punishment, the second, the special in-

fliction of its agonies on these guilty ones.

The remark is interesting which stands at the conclusion of

these words in Mark, ver. 49, 50, era; yag vvgl aX/cr^csra/ %a\ -raaa

§uata a\i a\i<ftfi<firai. This thought closes very appropriately the

foregoing discourse, for it concentrates into one general princi-

ple, as it were, what had previously been set forth. The ^rag <xvg)

a\i <tiri sirai neither refers simply to the vug aiwviov, nor merely to

the exhortation to self-denial, but it includes both, so that the

t«s is to be understood in a literal sense as denoting the whole

human race. The sense of the expression therefore is this, be-

cause of the general sinfulness of the race, every individual must

be salted with fire, either on the one hand, by his entering of

his own free will on a course of self-denial and earnest purifica-

tion from his iniquities, or on the other hand, by his being-

carried against his will away to the place of punishment. The

<xvg appears here first as the cleansing, purifying element, (so it

often does, for example, Malachi iii. 2; Sir. ii. 5.) and then, as

that which inflicts anguish. But, for him who submits in earn-

est to the pain which is necessarily associated with the overcom-

ing of sin, it works beneficially. (1 Pet. iv. 1.) The term

aW^ffSa; is well chosen to express the effect of fire, first, because

of the succeeding quotation, in which salt is spoken of, and next,

however, because it is in the highest degree an apt description of

fire, for the operation of salt is closely allied to that of fire. From

this it is, that according to the deep and true system of Scripture

symbols, salt derives its peculiar meaning, especially as applied

to sacrifices. According to Lev. ii. 13, all sacrifices must be sea-

soned with salt. That passage is here referred to in such a way

that one might supply the words ug yiygcmrm. The Old Testa-

ment practice, therefore, of seasoning sacrifices with salt, is here

regarded by our Lord in its deeper meaning. As every sacrifice

is on the part of him who offers it, a type of his inwardly devot-

ing himself with all that he is and has to the eternal source of his

being, so the salt was intended to show that such a samfice could

never be well-pleasing to God without the pain of self-denial, and

the quickening influences of the Fire-Spirit from on high. The

fire-baptism (Matth. iii. 11) is just this act of purification in the

saints through the salt of self-denial, and even the Son of God
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himself submitted to it, though he was sinless, in order that he
might in the fire of suffering perfect and glorify the human na-

ture which he had assumed. According to this view then the

grammatical connection of the clauses must be so explained that

the expression xal ^dsa^-jeid u\i<ftJi<ferai bears no meaning different

from the to.; irugi d'Ai^r^srai which accompanies it, but must be

taken as presenting a visible type of the spiritual transaction

which the former words describe. It is not necessary, however,

on this account, to give to the xa/ the meaning of sicuti, quem-
admodum; we have only to supply did rouro so that the sense

should be, " and for this reason (as it stands written) must every

sacrifice be salted with salt." We have, therefore, in this pas-

sage, an authoritative explanation of the meaning of a sacrifice,

and of what was implied in the rite, the ceremony of presenting

them to the Lord sprinkled with salt.
1 Among- the manifold

other explanations of this passage, we arc specially bound to re-

ject as contrary to the use of the language, that which takes

aXlfycScci = j-pft* in the- sense of being annihilated, referring to

Is. li. 6. For in the latter passage the word j-j^ft has a mean-

ing Avholly unconnected with the term j-pft sa^- (Compare

Gesen. in Lex. sub. voc.) Certainly the connection of ver. 50
with the preceding context is difficult. For, the discourse makes
a transition to the nature of salt in general, and brings forward

the circumstance that if it have lost its strength there is no

means by which it may be regained. The same thought occur-

red at Matth. v. 13; Luke xiv. 34; but in such a connection

that the disciples are themselves called the dXccg rrjg yn; in so far,

namely, as they are the seasoning, quickening element, acting

on mankind. Here the import of the thoughts is somewhat
modified, but not essentially changed. For, in the disciples

themselves, a distinction is drawn between the natural life by
which they were allied to the xbapog (Compare Matth. xviii. 17,)

and the heavenly higher principle of life which animated them.

It is here enjoined on them to preserve this last, and so to per*

1 Hamann has already said in allusion to this passage, "the anxiety
which prevails in the world is perhaps the only proof of our heterogvnr-
ous constitution. For were nothing wanting to us we should act as the

heatheq, and the transcendental philosophers who know nothing of God,
and arc enamoured of lovely nature This impertinent disquietude, this

holy hypochondria, is the fire by which we arc salted sacrifices." (Work s,

Part. vi. p. 191)
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vade with salt from heaven, step by step, all their faculties and dis-

positions of mind. In the passage, Matth. v. 13, they are called

dXag Trig yqg in so far as they, compared with the great mass of

men, were prevailingly filled with the power of heavenly fire.

In both passages, however, here as well as at Matth. v. 13, man's

own faithfulness is represented as called for to guard the salt of

the Spirit. To call forth that higher life, is what man cannot

do, it is a pure gift of grace, but he can stifle it, or he can pro-

tect it as a mother can secure the child that is under her heart, to

a certain extent, from harm and mischance, though she has not the

power of calling it into existence. In this exhortation, therefore,

sxsrs h loLvroTg dXag, there lies an admonition to earnestness in self-

denial and perseverance, as the means by which the gift bestow-

ed may be preserved. And this admonition is sharpened by re-

calling to their minds the impossibility of seasoning salt which

lost its powers (h rivi dvrb dgrvasrs;). The closing words xal i/gijv-

evsrs h dX^Xoig point back to the commencement of the discourse

at Mark ix. 33. Perhaps the expression uhac, tyjTi is intended

to form a contrast to the habere. The former seems to describe

a sharp, biting mode of action, the latter, one that is mild and

soft; both are to be conjoined in the regenerate; in regard to

the ungodliness that is in the world he must reprove and rebuke,

and in so far he must, like Christ himself, (Matth. x. 34), bring-

in strife, but in regard to all that is congenial and kindred in

the children of God, gentleness must prevail. As therefore salt

cannot season salt, but only that which is unsalted, so the living-

energy of the children of God should not be expended in con-

tests among themselves, but devoted to the awakening of life in

the world. The closeness with which the last verses in Mark

connect themselves both with the preceding context and with

the commencement of the whole discourse, makes it to my mind

very unlikely that they had originally stood in any other connec-

tion, and here, therefore, we have an instance in which Mark

also contributes to the train of thought something peculiarly his

own.

yer- io._While hitherto Matthew has had Mark to give a

parallel account, he is left now to recount the discourse alone

down to the end of the chapter. The connection of thought be-

tween the first clause and the preceding context is simple, inas-

much as the xara^onTv ver. 10 refers back to the gxavdccXi&v of

ver. 6. It is not necessary to remark, that in this case also the
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ptxgot are the regenerate, and consequently anything like a spe-
cial connection between angels and children we are unable here
to discover. The ground is a peculiar one of which our Lord
here avails himself to enforce the exhortation against despising
the little ones. He brings forward their preciousness in the
view of his Father in heaven, (who is also their Father, for be-
lievers bear within them the life of Christ, see ver. 5,) in the
remark which he makes, " their angels continually see God's
face." Here then in the first place as respects the words px'tviiv

rh vposwtov tou vargog, this expression is by no means to be reduc-
ed to a mere piece of oriental phraseology, it rather describes
simply the reality of the existing relationship. The degree of
their nearness to God marks the degree of holiness in their na-
ture, and the meaning, therefore, designed to be conveyed is

this, that the regenerate, (even the most insignificant members
of the kingdom of God) as being the representatives of the high-
est holiness on earth are also themselves, in the heavenly world
(in which all the phenomena exhibited on earth have their root)
represented by the holiest beings. Any existing analogies to
this, which political arrangements may exhibit, are merely a
more or less intentional imitation of the original relationship.
(Compare 1 Kings x. 8; Esther i. 14; Jerem. Hi. 25.) The idea
of angels who take their stand in immediate proximity to the
Father often meets us amidst the teachings of Scripture, (Dan.
vii. 10; liev. i. 4; iv. 4.) but in no passage elsewhere do we find
that these angels particularly are placed in such a connection
with believers as is here indicated by the words &77iXo, ahrw.
Although, however, in a certain sense this passage stands alone,
and is also not peculiarly of a didactic character, yet must we
not conceive that it formed any accommorlation to Jewish myths.
There was not the slightest occasion to bring forward thisidea
here unless it had possessed an internal truth. That every in-
dividual had his angel, according to the sense in which the idea
is taken by the fathers of the Church, (Compare Schmidt de
Angelia tutelaribus 1

in Illgcn's Dcnkschrift, Leipsig 1817) this
passage does not expressly state. In Daniel, angels are spoken
of as the representatives of whole nations, (x- 20; xii. 1.) and
according to this we may conceive that one angel represents
many persons. Yet on the other hand. Acts xii. 15 countc-

1 Meyer gives an extract from this treatise in the Blatt. f. hoh
yyahrheit, lh. i. S. 183. sq.
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nances the idea that there is a representation of individuals. In

any case the passage contains something obscure, for there are

no others by comparison with which light may be cast on it.

Perhaps in regard to these angels we may be reminded of the

pre-existent ideal of man himself, so that the angels would cor-

respond to the fervers of Zoroaster. Often is the angelic world

moreover viewed in Scripture as standing connected with believ-

ers, (Ps. xxxiv. 8; Ps. xci. 11; Heb. i. 14) while the develop-

ment of the church appears as the central point of the whole,

(1 Peter i. 12).

yer . ii—14.—In some MSS. (B. L. and others) verse 11 is

wanting; it might have been taken from Luke xix. 10, where

he has also the following verses in connection with kindred to-

pics. But first, it is improbable that this verse from a passage

of Luke's gospel, and that assuredly not parallel, should have

been thrust in here ; and in the next place, it agrees too closely

with Matthew's context to prevent our believing this much, at

least, that Matthew had himself inserted it in this passage, even

though we must certainly leave it matter of doubt whether the

words may have been spoken originally in the precise connection

in which we find them here. For the vibg rov dv^^Tou stands be-

side the uyysXoi as one exalted above them, and the fact that the

[i,%%oi are the object of the mission of the Son of man, is a new

proof of their preciousness in the sight of God. The term «™-

Xa\6g plainly points already to the following parable of the lost

sheep, whose fuller exposition will find a place at Luke chap. xv.

Here I only observe with reference to its connection with the

rest of the discourse, that the contrast between the strayed

sheep and the ninety-nine which did not stray, would stand

wholly isolated, unless, as was remarked above, we keep fast

hold of the distinction between the lux^g and the ^iyag which

runs through the discourse. The parable thus acquires in this

passage a modified sense foreign to it in Luke, where it is rather

employed to represent the hi%am and the ahxoi in their relation

to Divine grace.

yer . 15—17.—It was already mentioned in the general re-

marks on this chapter, that the following thoughts on forgive-

ness may also belong to the discourse as integral parts of it, if

we assume that the strife among the disciples had led to offen-

ces, that Peter had been the person offended, and on this very

account, therefore, the one exhorted to forgiveness. But aU
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though the following parable (ver. 22—35,) certainly agrees
very well with this supposition, yet to my mind it is rendered
improbable, by the connection of the ideas in ver. 18, 19, with
the rest of the discourse. Had the disciples been themselves
both the offenders and the offended, these verses would hardly
have formed part of the exhortation, for they are better fitted
to lift up the disciples than to humble them. I can more easily
suppose that Matthew, as his manner is, has conjoined kindred
elements with the thoughts that form the basis of the discourse.
In this instance he wished to depict the character of the children
of the kingdom in their humility and meekness. After having
in what goes before, warned believers against offending weaker
brethren, the discourse brings to view the opposite point of the con-
trast, and describes how a believer should conduct himself if in-
jury be inflicted upon him, {lav 6 abf/.^ <so-j afiugr^gp eis &e) and spe-
cially if it be done by a fellow believer (dbs/^6g is here a brother
Christian, a member of the kingdom of God). This instruction,
however, is conceived in terms so general, that it at once stands
forth as a precept for the whole church, and it rests on the spi-
ritual character of the disciples of Jesus and the everlasting pre-
sence of Christ in the midst of his church. This makes It im-
probable in the highest degree that these words were occasioned
by a strife among the disciples themselves, otherwise ver. 18
must be held as meaning " if one of you exclude another from
the communion of God's kingdom, that exclusion is held as ef-
fectual in the sight of God/' an idea that is obviously untenable.
The disciples were not to exclude one another; but they arc
here viewed as the real and the pure germ of the church, which
no power of evil should overcome; but if room was left for their
being sinned against by their brethren less enlightened than
themselves by Christian principle, they must in that case act on
the rule here laid down. Thus the $a<s. r. oug. (ver. 23,) by no
means appears in this passage as a communion absolutely per-
fect, (compare on Matth. xiii. 47,) but as one in which the good
exerts a predominating influence, repressing consequently, and
restraining the evil; so that this passage once more plainly shows
that the Saviour intended to found an external church in
which, as a kernel in its shell, the ideal kingdom of God should
be developed. The disciples arc set forth as representatives of
(Ins kernel of God's kingdom; to them is entrusted tin- guiding
and ruling of this community, they are the d7.a; and have to
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care for the preservation of the whole body in the strength of

Him who is unceasingly amongst them. If they (through un-

faithfulness) were to lose their power, the kingdom of God would

fall to pieces; the sin even of others should be repressed by

them. It must, however, here again be carefully observed, that

these injunctions of the Saviour do not apply to the form of the

outward church at all times, (Compare as to this on Matth. v.

39, sq.) but are valid only in reference to true believers. For,

the external church, since the fourth century, exists in an Old

Testament form, and to persons who stand wholly on the legal

footing, such distinctions as the above have no meaning; against

the injuries of the world a Christian has the protection of the

magistrates, and he errs if he believes that owing to this ordi-

nance of Jesus he may not call in their aid. This admonition at

every step, first apart, then before certain witnesses, and finally

in presence of the church, presupposes a state of mind not har-

dened against the power of the truth, even where no threat is

used to enforce it. The complete carrying out of it, would over-

set the order of civil society, as completely as if each man were

to give his coat to any one who had demanded of him his cloak.

For the unawakened unconverted man it is wisdom to act on

God's precept, " Eye for eye, tooth for tooth/' (Matth. v. 33.)

Fritzsche's remark (on the passage) is most correct, that it is

better to place the interpunctuation after durov than after povou.

The phrase fisra%l sou %ai durov is perfectly sufficient by itself, and

the fiovov Idv aov dxolgri is fittingly conjoined into a distinct clause,

for thus the idea of individuality stands here in contrast to the

plurality subsequently mentioned. The leading principle of the

whole -line of conduct prescribed is mildness, long-suffering, and

an earnest endeavour to give ascendancy to the Divine in the

mind of a brother. The dialogue, therefore, does not deal mere-

ly with the isolated fact of the offence given, but refers to the

whole state of the offender's soul from which that act proceeded.

The point it concerned them to aim at, was to change this frame of

mind, and to this reference is made by the term Ksg&aiwv scil. sh

fynv aiwviov. Every dpagrdvuv, especially against a brother, is an act

of tolerance to the dominion of the sinful principle, (1 John m.

8.) and this I would lead to the airwXeia, of the brother. When,

1 In this way must 1 Cor. vi. 1, be understood, in the exposition of

which further details will be given.
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therefore, any one, by the gentle power of love, wins a brother
for their kingdom, he xsgdaim = tfd^et uurov by the power, as is

self-evident, of Christ working in him. Love, after being once
repulsed, would put more strength into a renewed effort, the ad-
monition is made more impressive and solemn by the presence
of others. The Saviour here refers to Deut. xix. 15. (The
fifia corresponds here to the Hebrew -q^ in the sense of cause

.7 . T T
a cause m laiv; <sr6pa, is put for oral testimony, in which the de-
ponent is himself produced in evidence.) He here applies this
Mosaic ordinance in an elevated form, suited to the higher cir-

cumstances in which it is used. For it is not evidence against
an erring brother that in the first instance is here spoken of, but
simply an impressive mode of working on his mind. If this pro-
duced no impression on him then the presence of witnesses, cer-
tainly took the form of evidence against him, inasmuch as his
case was laid before the whole church. This appears as the
final attempt to call forth the influence of a Christian spirit in
the brother who had erred and who clung to his error. The
IxxXjjtf/a here, like ^j-fpi is the assemblage of the whole believers

in one place, to which assembly the separate individual belono-.

ed as a member). If he also refuse to follow this most empha-
tic rebuke, then the only means of help, as well as the solo
punishment, is to exclude him from the community. Where the
higher life has left a soul, the withdrawal of fellowship with
kindred minds is often the surest means of rousing its slumber-
ing aspirations. (The expressions &vix6g and reXoSwjg denote that
sphere of life generally, which is outlying beyond the Christian
circle).

Ver. 18.—As to the thought contained in this verse, compare
on ver. 16, 17. Here the only question is, in what way the
Evangelist wishes the words to be understood, as connected with
the context. Plainly, the tywTfc must be held parallel with the
'sxxXijtf/a of the foregoing verse, so that the sure and binding na-
ture of the church's decision is here intended to be affirmed.
" What in such a case the church ordains, is no mere human de-
cision, but inasmuch as the Divine is here on earth manifested
in the church, the conclusion at which the church arrives takes
effect in a higher sense."

Ver. 19, 20. The connection of the following verses with the
preceding is simply this; the spiritual power "of the church to
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bind and to loose depends on the operation of the heavenly

Father in it; that operation, however, is not dependent on the

extent of the congregation, or on the place (one might add, ac-

cording to Matt, xxviii. 20, on the time); God in Christ is uni-

versally present in his church. (The xakiv d^v gives no incon-

gruous meaning; the authority of manuscripts favours the omis-

sion of the afjjrjv) The l%x'kri<sia. is here contemplated in the nar-

rowest form in which it appears (8uo r\ r^Tg); an individual can

form no communion, but any plurality of persons who bear with-

in them the same principle of higher life, constitutes a xoivwia,

rov vvsv/Aurog (1 John i. 3,) and consequently a church. From the

Ttoivovia, therefore, may proceed a au^tpuvia, (an harmonious agree-

ment of will for some special end,) and this the Father hears.

To the expression liri ryg yng corresponds the itarr^ h roTg ovguvoTg,

so that the church appears as united to the Father by the nvsufxa,

and the latter carries into effect the wishes of the former. The

general expression, Trsg/ vavrbg trgdyparog, is usually so restricted,

that the meaning is held to be—every thing fitted to advance

the welfare of the church, or that belongs to the sphere of Chris-

tian life. This is certainly correct, in thus far, that things spi-

ritual form the sole object of a believer's labours, an object in

which for him everything else terminates, in so far as it is in

itself good. But just because every thing does so terminate,

must the vav Tgay/xa be taken in a literal sense, inasmuch as

every thing, in so far as it stands connected with the wants of

the church, may form the object of a believer's prayers. The

possibility of abusing this command, or rather, this high 'permis-

sion, given by the Saviour to his own people, is excluded by the

fact, that it is only the Spirit of the Father in Christ Jesus him-

self who creates and calls forth the -/.oivuvia rou nviZiiarog with the

thence arising av/jb<pwia, and the prayer in the peculiar case.

When, then, all this does not really exist, or is set forth in mere

deceptive show, the words of the Lord find no application, but

wherever it in reality is found, there his words are eternally true.

It is wholly independent of time and place; wheresoever (ou scil.

roVou,) the believers may be assembled together if they meet in

the name of Jesus (and pray in his name,) there the Lord is in

the midst of them. 1 (And, according to Matt, xxviii. 20, the

1 Interesting allusions to this truth, that the divine is present in the
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time is also of HO importance, eyw /a&' iiftuv si/m! rraaag rag jj/iEgttg.)

What defines tlie thought in these words is the expression gig rh

ifjLbv hofia. (The s!g here is not to he confounded with h. In the

formula iig ovof&et, the name is as it were, the point of union, so that

it corresponds to the German aitf seinem Namen, upon his name.

In the formula h hvofictn, the name is the uniting- power by means

of which the conjunction is conceived of as effected and main-

tained. Compare on Matt, xxviii. 19). "Ovojua, however, = £\y

(compare on Luke i. 35,) denotes the person, the Being himself,

not indeed as incapable of being known, or as actually unknown,

but as manifested. The assembling, then, in the name of Jesus,

and the praying in his name, presupposes the life of the spirit

of Jesus as already existing in those so meeting together. It is

no isolated act which every one in all circumstances is able, by

the self-determining power of his own mind, to do; it requires

rather as a necessary condition, that man should be under the

power of living Christian principle. But, as even the believer

has dark moments within his soul, he may, from negligence and

want of watchfulness, be present in the assemblies of believers,

but not in the name of Jesus, so that this makes a watchful,

self-conscious state of faith necessary ; for the object to be aimed

at in our advancement as Christians, is, that we never be with-

out prayer (Luke xviii. 1, sq.), never without the name of Jesus,

either when alone, or in the company of others. (Compare fur-

ther as to prayer in the name of Jesus on John xiv. 13, 14; xvi.

24.) If, moreover, the Father be spoken of at ver. 19, and the

Son be at ver. 20 represented as the Person present in the as-

sembly, (and consequently, as the person who acts and who ful-

fils prayer,) this is explained simply by the relation of the Fa-

ther and the Son. For, in so far as the Father manifests him-

self only in the Son, and the Son works out only what the Fa-

ther prompts, (John viii. 28,) the operation of Father and Son is

the one and the same agency of the living God. To assemble in

the name of the Father, and to pray in him, apart from the Son,

is an impossibility, it is merely to pray in one's own name, which

is no prayer; for, whosoever denieth the Son, hath not the Fa-

human assemblies of those who seek it, are to be found among the Rabbins.

Tims in the Treatise 1'irkc Aboth, iii. 2, il is said, duo si assident men-

sae et colloqnia habent de lege n^Ott^ (^ IC s)'mhol of God as acting, of
T

the Son, compare on John i. 1,) quiescit super eos secundum Mai. iii. 1G.
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tlier. These last verses, also, have once more an elevated tone

like that of John's Gospel, and seem to have been spoken in

moments of holiest exultation. The parable which follows, at

once sinks again into a lower region, for this reason, however,

assuredly, because Peter's question proved that he, (and with him,

certainly the other disciples also,) was not then prepared to enter

into the full understanding of the foregoing thought,

Ver. 21, 22. If Peter in what follows speaks of forgiveness,

there had yet been no express mention made of that subject by

Jesus in the preceding discourse, but the whole precepts, (ver.

15, sq.) as to the treatment of erring brethren, had proceeded

necessarily on the supposition of forgiveness. The man who, in

his own heart, gives way to anger, will continue to cherish a

sense of the individual offence; but the man who forgives will

strive as an eignvovroibs (Matt. v. 9,) to remove the ground of the

sin from the heart of his brother. The state of Peter, however,

so little advanced, did not admit of his understanding even the

fundamental idea of forgiveness. Mistaking the nature of pure

love, which never can do otherwise than love, he conceives of

some limit to forgiveness, being apprehensive, as is usual with

natural men, that boundless forgiveness must be a thing impos-

sible. (The iTrdxtg, as also the following 'ei3dowx.ovrd-A.ig Wrd, con-

tains merely the idea of the limited and the unlimited, expressed

according to the Jewish practice, by the number seven. Com-

pare Gen. xxxiii. 3; 1 Kings xviii. 43).

Ver. 23. The Saviour, having perceived from Peter's question

how far his discernment was here at fault, proceeds to explain to

him in a parable the grounds on which a member of God's king-

dom must ever stand ready to grant forgiveness, for, only through

forgiveness extended towards himself could he have obtained

entrance into that kingdom. To every individual, even to such

as took their stand on the footing of the law, this must have

formed a decisive motive to forgiveness. It was only the law of

recompense to which expression was thus given. While, there-

fore, the enquiry of Peter seemed to presuppose a right, accord-

ing to which man might act at his own discretion in bestowing

forgiveness or withholding it, the Saviour explains that nothing

of this kind existed. He who was himself in debt for his all

could advance a claim for nothing. (As to the formula upoiuSsri

ri (3a6i7^!a ruv ovgavuv a^gwffw, compare Matt. xiii. 24.

—

Aoyov 6vv-

diguv. rationem conferre, to take account. The bovXm are, as the
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summing up shows, the servants to whom the disciples are here
eomparcd).

Ver. 24—26. The sum of 10,000 talents is very great. If it

were the Hebrew talent, (-££ = 3000 shekels, see Exodus
xxxviii. 25, 26,) it would amount to fifteen millions of dollars. 1

The magnitude of the sum, however, agrees well, on the one
hand, with the management of a king, and on the other hand,
with the idea which the parable is intended to express, namely,
that the sinner's debt to God is too great for him to discharge'.
According to ancient custom, the family of the debtor was con-
sidered? as all belonging to the creditor. In the Old Testament,
however, this custom is seen as mitigated by the wise institution
of the jubilee year, in which the debtor must, along with his fa-
mily, be set free. (Comp. Levit. xxv. 39, sq.) The wish of the
debtor to see the payment postponed, (paxgtftv/iefi, in construction
with !«•/, as well as with Big, means in the New Testament to ex-
ercise forbearance, to give a respite,) and his hope of discharg-
ing the debt, are merely an expression of anxiety and care, but
the thing is to be viewed as in itself impossible, and for this rea-
son, also, the king compassionately forgives him the debt.

Ver. 27—30. The severity of the debtor towards his own sub-
ordinates contrasts most strikingly with the mildness of the
king. (As to tf*\a7X»i&<&ai see on Luke i. 78.—The verb aw\-
veiv, as denoting deliverance from personal confinement and sla-
very, is distinguished from the remission of the debt.—Advuov,
borrowed money, occurs only in this place). The a-^houXog is not
to be conceived of as standing on the same footing with the first

;

the intention merely is to bring out the equally dependent rela-
tion of both to the king, in order to mark more prominently the
severity of the debtor. On the same ground also, so small a
sum (100 denarii = 12 dollars,) is mentioned.

Thus, then, in that idea which the parable is intended
to exhibit, this point stands prominently forth, that every
debt or sin of man against his fellow-man, (his sinfoukos,)
is unimportant when compared with his sin against God, and
never therefore cau he enforce his demand against man, while
conscious of his own greater debt towards God. This hard-
hearted servant, whose feelings tin- K^iousncss of the kino-

• Taking the dollar at 3s. Gd. this would amount to L 2 '">- )
."i 0Q0 ster-

ling.—T.
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failed to soften, permits himself to inflict even bodily violence on

his debtor, which the customs of antiquity allowed him to do.

(The verb ^antv is not pleonastic, it is the necessary antecedent

of Kviyuv = ayyjn. In ver. 28, the reading u n 6<p-ciXng is to be

preferred to '6 n. This last plainly betrays its real nature as a

correction of the h n, which is not to be understood as implying

that the debt is in any way doubtful, but merely as a courteous

mode of expression. The formula sag oS a<xoi5w rb 6<pnX6fisvov, re-

minds one of Matt. v. 26. As to its meaning in connection with

the idea of the parable, see on ver. 34).

Ver. 31—33. It is not undesignedly that Kfan and not

bgyri is mentioned as the feeling of the rest of the BovXoi, for, the

former denotes the nobler emotion as cherished by men standing

on the same footing with the offender, (compare ver. 34,) and by

it are the rest of the servants contrasted with the single hard-

hearted fellow-servant. If we suppose that Peter had been the of-

fended party in their contention, and so corresponded to the cre-

ditor, while some one else wTas the debtor, and that not directly

forgiveness, but revenge, sprung up in his heart, the parable cer-

tainly gains a very special application. But we have already

called attention to the difficulties of this supposition. In our

Lord's rebuke the reception of sXiog is set forth as a motive for

the exercise of it towards others, and it is precisely in this cir-

cumstance that the whole point of the parable lies.

Ver. 34, 35. Against the hard-hcartedness, however, of the

sinner, ogyj} manifests itself on the part of the Lord. Where man
cherishes compassionate sorrow for the sins of his fellow-men,

(XvTyj, see ver. 31), wrath reveals itself on the part of God. For,

in the case of man, conscience testifies that he has within him

the roots of that same sin which he sees in his brother, but in

God there is the pure hatred of evil. The idea of the Divine hoyi\

does not contradict God's love, (whose manifestation in mildness

is %(%£,) but rather, the wrath of God is nothing else than the

manifestation of himself as love, in opposition to evil. According

to his righteousness, therefore, which gives to every one his due,

and which naturally cannot be conceived of as dissociated from

the essence of the Divine love, God does good in his grace to

those akin to him, but inflicts woe in his wrath on those alien-

ated from him. Since man, however, is not evil itself, but only

in one or another respect admits it within him, God's anger is

directed merely against the evil that is in him. In the Divine
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wrath, therefore, there is displayed only another form of God's

sanctifying agency. When his operations in mercy are misun-

derstood or abused, as by this servant, his punishments come

into action. The punishment is here explained as a xueadioovai

ro7*g fiaffaviara?; h rp ipvXaxfi. The (3uffavi<jrui are, according to the

connection, the guardians of the prison, who, also, were certain-

ly employed to inflict torture. There were, however, no special

racks or tortures provided for debtors. It is precisely this pun-

ishment which verse 35 denounces against the hard-hearted, who
refuse to forgive as they have been forgiven. The additional

clause, d<pihai arrh rm xaebiuv, (Ephes. vi. 6, ig -^ir/Jig,) expresses

more clearly the nature of true forgiveness, which is here intended

to be put forward as a characteristic of the children of the king-

dom. It is no mere outward act, but presupposes a state of

mind which only true repentance can produce. Of this inner

state the outward act of forgiveness, by word or deed, is merely

the corresponding expression. (The words ra <raPwxrui/jMra aurav,

I am disposed, with Fritzsche, to hold as genuine, in opposition

to Griesbach and Shulz; for, as ver. 35 contains the application

and short exposition of the parable, it is very much to the pur-

pose to explain the ddvsiov by the term Kagarrru/Aara. The verb

apUai is also commonly conjoined with an object, comp. Matt,

vi. 14, 15; Mark xi. 25, 26.) The formula vagadidovai sig <pukay.r,v,

tug o5 airodw vav rh opsthopsvov, still demands here our special con-

sideration in its connection with the creditor. Already at Matt.

v. 26, we remarked that it could not denote everlasting punish-

ment; in the words sag o5 it is implied obviously that a limit is

fixed. For, should it be said that in any event the punish-

ment must be viewed as an endless one, inasmuch as the debt

could never possibly be liquidated, it is undoubtedly true, that

t.ie creature never can get free from his obligations to the Crea-

tor. But since, according to the representation in the parable,

the hard-hearted servant is not devoid of repentance, (he will-

ingly admits his debt,) he is also susceptible of the Divine for-

giveness, and this cannot be conceived of as existing without

manifesting itself.
1 The purport of the whole, then, clearly

seems to be this, that when love shows itself in a way so impcr-

1 The translator may perhaps be allowed to say that this view is one

to which he cannot assent. If the amount of repentance implied in the

pinner's merely admitting that in point of fact he is a sinner, be suffi-

cient to ensure ultimate salvation, few indeed can fail of reaching heaven.
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feet, that it is seen merely in the receptive form, not in the com-

municative, there is, in that case, no fitness for the kingdom of

Grod. The man devoid of love is committed to the <pv\axfi, that

the conviction of his real state may be brought home to him.

Thus it is plain that it is not the standard of the law which is

here applied, (for, according to law, it is not unrighteous to take

violent measures in enforcing debt,) but that of the gospel. He
who wishes, however, to be meted by this measure, must him-

self apply it to others. (Matt. vii. 2.) As the hard-hearted

servant did not so act, the severity of the law fell on his own head.

The ipuXaxri here is thus = ab^g = ^fytf®, the general assem-

bling-place of the dead who did not die in the Lord, but all of

whom, it does by no means follow, shall on this account sink in-

to eternal condemnation. (Compare more at length on Luke

xvi. 19, sq.). According to 1 Peter iii. 19,- Matt. xii. 32, there

is plainly such a thing after death as deliverance from the <puX-

axr) in behalf of some, and, according to the connection of the

parable, we must avail ourselves of that fact in explanation of the

circumstances here presented to us. Absolute exclusion from

the face of the Lord is made to depend on the entire want of

active and receptive love, and so, on the want of faith, without

which there can be no love in the soul. (See on Matt. ix. 2;

xiii. 58.

In that case broad were the way leading to life ! But how the parable can

fairly be so construed, it is impossible to see. The consignment of the ser-

vant to prison is done in the way of punishment, it is done in wrath (bgyits-

Sstg), and the period fixed for terminating that punishment is, confessed-

ly, one which can never come. In the parable these points seem essen-

tial and distinctive. They ought not to be explained away, even though

they land us in a doctrine so solemn as that of eternal punishments.

The reader who wishes to investigate the truth of Scripture on this sub-

ject, may consult with advantage the " Miscellaneous Observations" of

President Edwards,—the more lengthened work by his son, Dr Edwards

of Newhaven, entitled " The salvation of all men strictly examined, and

the endless punishment of those who die impenitent, argued, &c," and

Fuller's Eig;ht Letters to Vidler on the doctrine of Universal Salvation.*
T.





IV.

PART FOURTH.
OF CHRIST'S_LAST JOURNEY TO JERUSALEM, AND CERTAIN INCI-

DENTS WHICH TOOK PLACE THERE.

(Luke ix. 5i.—xxi. 38; Matt. xix. 1.—xxv. 46; Mark x. 1
—

xiii. 37.)

First Section.

report of the journey by luke.

(Luke ix. 51.—xviii. 14.)

Hitherto, we have been able to make the Gospel of Matthew

the ground-work of our exposition, as it was easy, in the course

of his narrative, to take up the little that was peculiar to Mark

or Luke. In this fourth part, however, we find ourselves com-

pelled, throughout the first section, to take Luke for our guide,

as he records incidents and discourses of the Saviour which none of

the other Evangelists touch. Since Luke, in recording this series

of communications, which are peculiar to himself, proceeds on the

fact of a journey to Jerusalem which seems to be described as the

last; and since the Saviour on various occasions throughout this

section is described as engaged in travelling (ix. 57; x. 38; xiii. 22;

xvii. 11,) it is not improbable that we are in it furnished with a

report of the journey. Certainly, however, it is difficult to say

what journey this report is intended to recount. For, should we

hold that the section contains a report of the last journey of Je-

sus from Galilee to Jerusalem, an opinion which one might adopt

on comparing Luke xviii. 35 ; xix. 29, with Matt. xx. 17, 29; xxi.

1, then the account of Luke would come into direct contradiction
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with that of John. For, according to the latter evangelist, the
Lord left Galilee to attend the feast of dedication, (x. 22,) and
never returned to Galilee, but remained in Persea. (John x. 40,
where is found added the statement xai spurn extT) From Pe-
rsea the Saviour came back to Bethany in order to raise Laza-
rus (John xi.) After this miracle, however, he went to Ephraim
in the neighbourhood of the desert, (John xi. 54,) and stayed
there with his disciples. It thus appears that, according to

John, the journey of Jesus to the last passover did not begin
exactly at Galilee; there intervenes, it would rather seem, his

stay at Jerusalem during the feast of dedication, and at Pera3

a and Ephraim in the interval. Luke, on the other hand,
makes it appear as if Jesus went directly from Galilee to the

passover. If, however, to escape these difficulties, we under-
stand the account as applying to the journey from Ephraim
to Jerusalem, our new Avould well harmonize with the pas-

sage Luke ix. 51, for the lifting up of the Lord is there ex-

pressly spoken of, which stands in direct connection with his

journey from Ephraim to the passover. But in that case the

passage Luke x. 13 sq., in which the guilt of the cities, Chorazin

and Bethsaida, is treated of, would be altogether away from its

proper connection, for Jesus had left Galilee long before. Fur-

ther, Luke x. 38 could not be reconciled with this view, for, ac-

cording to that passage, Jesus is already in Bethany, while at

xvii. 11, he again appears on the boundaries of Samaria and
Galilee, and not till Luke xix. 29, (conrpare Matt. xxi. 1; Mark
xi. 1,) makes entry into Jerusalem. Besides, in that case there

would, according to the narrative of Luke, be too great a space

left vacant in the life of Christ. Hence, must the chronological

series of events be at once and wholly abandoned, and the idea

of our having in this section a journal of travel must be given

up, unless it be possible to remove these differences between this

account and that of John, for to him undoubtedly the preference

is due where the accuracy of chronological or topographical

statements is in question. This, however, seems to be effected

most simply by the hypothesis of Schleirmacher, (on the writ-

ings of Luke, p. 158, sq.,) that the section before us should be

considered as made up of the narratives of two journeys. 1 This

1 Cure should be taken that we are not tempted to confound this hy-
pothesis with De Wette's view of this Election, which he thus expresses:

—

'*' We shall have to notice in this section an unchronological and unhis-
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acute and learned man observes most correctly, that, not

Luke xviii. 14, must be regarded as the conclusion of the

section, but Luke xix. 48, where the entry into Jerusalem

is recorded.
1 With this, the account of the journey fittingly

ends, while at Luke xviii. 1 4, no termination is to be found. The

whole of this report, then, according to Schleirmacher's view,

Luke inserted without change, and it again owed its existence

to some one who made use of two smaller imperfect reports of

two different journeys of Christ, and incorporated the one with

the other, not knowing that between the two he abode for a

time at Jerusalem. The conjoining of the narratives of these

two journeys Schleirmacher does not ascribe to Luke himself,

for this reason, that his practice is to insert into his narrative

the compositions of others unchanged. Now although this last

opinion seems to me unsupported by proof, and that Luke is ra-

ther to be considered as having elaborated the materials present-

ed to him, (it is by no means improbable that Luke rewrote

certain passages, even though he did insert into his work others

unchanged, ex. gr. the family histories [ch. i. ii.] as holy relics,) yet

on the whole this view is satisfactory. For, according to it, Luke

can be completely reconciled with the more precise account of

John. The circumstance that at Luke x. 38, Jesus is already at

Bethany, while at xvii. 11, he is again on the borders of Galilee

and Samaria, is easily explained, if the former passage be refer-

red to the time of Christ's presence in Jerusalem at the feast of

dedication, the latter to his presence at Ephraim (John xi. 54).

The expressions used by John regarding the Lord's stay at Eph-

raim {h'srpfa verb ™v po&vrm *vroZ,) allow very well the idea

that short excursions were made from that point, or that he had

gone out of the direct road in travelling up to Jerusalem at the

last passover. This being presupposed, the only difficulty that

remains in the section, is, that nothing should be said of Christ's

torical collection, which was occasioned probably by the circumstance

that Luke found a good deal of gospel material which he could not else-

where arrange into its place, and which, consequently, he here threw to-

i If, nevertheless, in our exposition, we keep to Luke xviii. 14, as the

conclusion of the section, this is done simply because our leading object

is not criticism so much as the full understanding of the facts in them-

selves. To facilitate this, however, we must, after Luke xym. 15, again

take Matthew as our groundwork, because his Gospel, subsequently to

that point, becomes richer in detail.
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coming to Jerusalem, and his stay there. What is recorded in
Luke x. 25, sq.j xiii. 1, sq., might certainly have happened in
Jerusalem, but there is no distinct intimation to that effect.

This argumentum a silentio, however, is the less calculated to
overturn the entire hypothesis, because the circumstance easily
admits of being explained from the general want of topographi-
cal references. The feast journeys are entirely omitted in Luke,
as also in Matthew and Mark, and consequently it is not sur-
prising that he does not give his readers fuller information as to
the minuter incidents after the last journey from Galilee. 1

It is

enough that on matters of fact there is not the slightest contra-
diction between the account of John and that of Luke.
For the rest, with respect to the mode of treatment, Luke's

peculiar way of rendering the discourses of Jesus, is in this sec-
tion very manifestly displayed. (Compare the Introduction, §
6). With great delicacy and truth does he give the nuances of
the dialogue. This accuracy is certainly due in the first instance
to the original author of the report which Luke made use of,

only the evangelist shows that he knew how to appreciate such
a report, by not defacing such peculiarities; and besides, in the
Acts of the Apostles, Luke displays in his own writing a similar
skill.

§ 1. JAMES AND JOHN ARE INCENSED AGAINST THE SAMARITANS.

(Luke ix. 51—56.)

The words with which Luke's lengthened account opens, can
only be understood as applying to the Saviour's last journey,
which ended in his being offered on the cross and exalted in the
resurrection. The expression dvdx^g (the substantive is found
only in this passage, the verb, on the contrary, is often used, of
Christ's exaltation to the Father's right hand. Acts i. 2, 22;
1 Tim. iii. 16,) denotes here Christ's elevation to the Father]
which necessarily presupposes his humiliation. That it is not
his being lifted up on the cross which primarily we arc to under-
stand, is shown by the expression tfiegai rfc dvaX^ug, in which

1 The same thing applies to Matthew and Mark, who speak in terms
quite as general of Christ's last journey to Jerusalem. (Comp. on Matt,
xix. 1, and xxi. 1

)
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the whole process of his exaltation, from the resurrection to the

ascension, is included. (Only figuratively, according to the analogy

of John xii. 32, 33, could the expression refer to the crucifixion.)

The period of this exaltation is regarded as fixed by a higher ne-

cessity, and the lapse of passing time down to that point as a

blank which must be filled up. (Whenever the words vMgov&a,

or ^Xfl*oD<a«/, [the two expressions are used synonymously ]

are applied to time, we must always thus assume that some defi-

nite period has been fixed, either by human [Acts 11. 1J or

Divine [Gal. iv. 4,] determination). But, it may be a question

how far this fixed period can be said to have already come on

the occasion of Christ's departure from Galilee, when, according

to John, so much was to intervene before the passover. The

expression employed, h ru tfu/tMrTujgoDoSai rag n^ag rijs diwX*4>i«fc

seems more applicable to the journey of Jesus from Ephraim to

Jerusalem (John xi. 54,) than when he was leaving Galilee for

the feast of dedication. But, looking at the circumstances

simply from the standing -point of a Galilean, and such we must

suppose the narrator to have been, it is easy to explain how

the Saviour's last departure from Galilee must stand in direct

connection with his end, and all that intervenes be passed over

in silence. In his view, the scene of all Christ's mighty labours

moved between Galilee and Jerusalem; and so soon, therefore,

as he had finally left the former place, Christ's work, m the

view of the writer, seemed finished. The formula «s
6<twrov tfr»jg/-

£/,, corresponds to the Hebrew, ^hrh D^S D^n> Jerem
-
XX1 '

10. The LXX. indeed so translates 'it. Gesenius [in Lex. sub.

voc . Q^3 ,] compares with it the phrase at Ezek. iv. 3, q^Q JOH

IjN, which, however, the LXX. translate hoipafyiv irgoeuirov.)

Ver. 52, 53. In order to prepare a lodging, and provide the ne-

cessary supplies, the Saviour sent messengers forward to a Sa-

maritan village, but the inhabitants turned them away.—2a/*ag-

fojc in the Hebrew flVvpfeS (from JW». the Capital of the dis-

trict,) denotes, as is well' known, an inhabitant of that province

of Palestine, in which, after the Babylonian exile, there arose a

mixed population formed from the Jews left behind, and the fo-

reign tribes transplanted thither. (2 Kings xvii.24.) They arrayed

themselves against the Jews who returned from the exile, and at a

later period they set up on Mount Gerizim a peculiar form of wor-

ship modelled on that at Jerusalem. (Compare the fuller account
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this in Winer's Bible Reallex. p. 597, sq.
1

). The opposition conti-

nued down to the time of Christ and after it (John iv. 9, o\> <rjyyjZ»-

rai'iovbaTbi ^apaosiraig), although, as was natural, it did not show it-

self alike vehemently in all individuals (John iv. 30,) nor at all

times. At festival seasons, when the religious life among the

Jews and Samaritans was in its fullest vigour, their hostility was
most powerfully developed, the more especially that a leading

point of difference between them was the place of Divine wor-
ship. Hence, in this instance, it is mentioned as the ground of
their unfriendliness; on rb KeoGtorrov uiiroij riv --osiuoiiivov tig 'Uoovca/.r,^.

(In regard to this use of vgogvmv compare 2 Sam. xvii. 11.

1"}|P5 D^Sh Tp2D- The term osyjs^ai includes, as at Matt. x.

14, and the parallel passages, all the friendly services of hospita-

lity in its widest sense.)

Ver. 54. That James and John, who are here introduced as

speaking, are the two brethren, the sons of Zebedee, is in the high-

est degree probable, even though Mark iii. 17, as will be immedi-
ately shown, cannot be adduced in proof of the fact. In their

fiery zeal against the churlishness of the Samaritans, they are
inclined to bring down on them a destructive judgment, and
only await the command of their Lord (^iXitg) to be themselves
the instruments of carrying such a judgment -into effect. A
bold faith reveals itself in these words, and a powerful conviction

of the Lord's majesty, and of the relation in which they stood

to him. Thus far there was nothing blameworthy in the spiri-

tual position which they occupied. But the form in which it

was manifested bore altogether an Old Testament type, they
spoke from the standing-point of the Lex Talionis. On notic-

ing, therefore, the expression of disapprobation in the look of

Jesus, they sought to ground their declaration on an example
from the Old Testament, appealing to what is related in the his-

tory of Elias, (2 Kings i. 10, 12). (The omission of the words
w; /.ai 'ii/Jag l-oiw in some MSS. is assuredly a false reading.
The following words plainly contrast the disciples with Elias,

the Old Testament with the New).

Ver. 55, 56. As Jesus saw that this fiery zeal ofhis disciples was
not a mere outburst of feeling, but arose from their confounding the
relation of the economy of the Old Testament with the New, he in
a few words guides them to a right view of the point. After his

1 Or in the second and enlarged edition, vol. ii. p. 435.—T.
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lengthened intercourse with them, he might have taken it for

granted that the distinction between the two economies was not

only clearly known to them, but that in the inner life of their souls,

they were familiar with it.
1 The simple mention of it was sufficient

to recall them to the conviction that the compassionate love of

the gospel had been forgotten by them in the justice of the law.

The term irnvpa, therefore, in these words of the Lord, is to be

understood in its usual sense, for between the u/ibis and the Elias

there is a contrast in respect of the principle that animates the

two. This principle is the mpa. Both principles were pure

and from God, but that which is Divine in its forward course of

development among men, stands forth in its perfect form, in the

xvev/ia, of the gospel, whose essence is grace and mercy, which

were personified in the Saviour (John i. 17). Elias, there-

fore, does nothing wrong when he commands fire to fall from

heaven, he rather, as the ZyysXog of God, exercised justice. But

Jesus did better, inasmuch as he exercised mercy, which he had

come to render supreme amidst the human race. The disciples

therefore sinned only in so far as they who ought to have receiv-

ed into their hearts the perfect spirit of forgiving love, permit-

ted still the Old Testament spirit of avenging justice to prevail

over them. As they were aware of the distinction, and had ac-

cess to the spirit of pure love, they sinned in that very act which

on the part of Elias was right. (At Heb. xii. 24 the same con-

trast is denoted by Christ and Abel. Abel's blood demands

vengeance, as representing justice, the blood of Jesus pleads

for forgiveness, for in him dwelleth grace). Many are of opinion

that it was in consequence of this occurrence, that the sons of

Zebedee received the name of Boavsgyig, (Mark iii. 17.) As re-

gards, first, the etymological explanation of the expression, it

has already been rightly given by Mark, inasmuch as he adds 3

ler» viol fcovrns =^ 133. (The (3oan, fan is probably the Gali-

1 The most numerous and best MSS., (particularly A, B, C, E, G, H,

L, S, and others, see the New Testament of Griesbach—Shulz^ on this

passage,) even omit the words of the textus receptus, xai eivev: ovx

Marl b'L w^arog hrt b^Tg, as given by the Cod. D. and others. In

any case, the longer recension of the words of Jesus, o ya
g

uiog rov

faL&mv obx %&s ^vyag Avfyuvuv faroUegai, aXka ffuttai, is an unauthen-

tic addition, and even the shorter form of it is not beyond suspicion.

The supplementary clause, however, corresponds perfectly with the

whole connection, and the origin of the gloss is easily explained, inas-

much as the hnriftyM seemed to call for a closer definition.
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lean form for /3m, f;p however, and the kindred ^v^ in the

sense of to quake, to tremble, to roar, expresses most accurately

the idea of the (3govrf}). The only thing- remaining obscure is,

what this name refers to. The older Christian expositors found

the point of resemblance in the majestic and exalted impressions

which thunder makes, so that the name, sons of thunder, was

used not in the way of blame but of praise, as expressing the

strength of that holy zeal which animated the sons of Zebedee.

Modern expositors, however, for the most part refer to the fact

before us, and understand it in the way of censure, and as in-

tended to characterize a false and merely natural zeal. (See

further details in the learned treatise by Gurlitt in Ullmann's

Studien, vol. ii. part iv. p. 715, sq.). Were it proved that the

name referred to this passage, the latter explanation would un-

doubtedly recommend itself as the more probable, for the term

tiriTi/juuv, in Christ's discourse, could not easily be reconciled with

any name of praise. The disciples, therefore, could only have

been put in mind of the name, (already on a former occasion

bestowed on them) so that the connection would stand thus,

" know ye not that ye ought to be led by another spirit, inas-

much as ye are the sons of zeal." But, even supposing this con-

nection to be the right one, it seems to yield no thought that

suits the context, for there is nothing contradictory between the

name of the disciples and their conduct, inasmuch as they show-

ed no want of zeal but of mildness. A contradiction of this na-

ture, however, is assuredly required by the connection. Besides,

on other grounds, it seems to me improbable, that the name viol

(3eovrrjg is to be associated with the occurrence here recorded.

For, in the first place, it is unexampled in Bible history, and

stands opposed to the idea of the new name, that a second

designation should be given to any one in the way of punish-

ment. In this way, his sin would be, as it were, immortalized.

Secondly, the position in which the name stands at Mark iii. 17,

is against the idea that the title viol f3^ovrn; implies censure. It

stands quite parallel to the name Peter which was given to Si-

mon, and it is therefore hardly credible that the first name is

one of praise, marking the spiritual character of the first apostle,

while the second was a bye-word conveying blame. This is the

less to be thought when we consider that the three apostles first

named at Mark iii. 17, and furnished with surnames, are precise-

ly those who stood nearest to the Lord. This circumstance leads
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us to conclude that the early fathers of the church were wholly

right when they saw in the name iw) figovrrig a description of the

spiritual character of the two sons of Zebedee. Thus the be-

stowal of these names acquires in the case of the apostles the

same significancy which the new names (Abraham for Abram,

Israel for Jacob) have in the Old Testament. They characterize

the new men, and are, as it were, symbols of the new nature.

(Is. lxii. 2; lxv. 15; Rev. ii. 1 7.) How far the name viol fyowra

agreed with the personal dispositions of James and John, can-

not be shown in regard to the former, for no detailed account of

him is given. In reference to John, however, it appears very

doubtful how far the name is appropriately chosen, as it has

been usual to conceive of him as very soft. But as has already

been often remarked, to look on John as a man of weak charac-

ter, is wholly to mistake his nature. His whole writings show

that with all his mildness and gentleness there existed in him

great elevation of thought and keenness of zeal against evil,
1

and it was this which the surname in question was intended to

denote, for it was the union of energy with humility, (in Peter)

of decision and keenness with gentleness, (in James and John)

which formed the basis of their new nature.2

§ 2. OF FOLLOWING JESUS.

(Luke ix. 57—62; Matt. viii. 19—22.)

The short passage which here follows, flowing directly from

the contemplation of the immediate circumstances, appears to

hold its place most appropriately in the narrative of the journey.

Some one (according to Matthew he was no less than a yga^tta-

1 Let John's first epistle especially be read. It is full of Divine

jSpovtjj as well in its descriptions of the true spirit as of the false, (comp.

iv. 1, sq.) He who considers the Apocalypse to have been written by

John will not fail to trace in it also the character of spiritual power.

2 A doubt as to this view may be raised by the circumstance that the

name Sons of Thunder never elsewhere again occurs. Had it been in-

tended as the designation of their new nature, one may suppose that

like the name Peter it would have been generally used. As it was, how-

ever, bestowed on two persons at once, it could not like the name Peter

come into general use, and this sufficiently explains its being passed over

in silence.
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nug) who had been mightily attracted by the Saviour, expressed
by the way, a wish to accompany Jesus, and Jesus sets before
his view the difficulties attending his life and labours. In
Matthew a portion of this passage stands amidst a collection of
the miracles of Jesus, and consequently in a less appropriate
connection. Nay, in the account of Matthew there is wanting
that very point which with Luke stands prominently forth as

the connecting link with the preceding narrative. For, as the
sufferings which his enemies were preparing for the Saviour had
been there described, so the following history states how it stood

between Jesus and those friends Avhose affections his appearance
and his words attracted. One portion of them pressed most
hastily forward, but a single word as to the difficulties caused
them to withdraw; another portion of them were called by the

Lord himself, but their anxiety on the subject of the world de-

terred them from at once embracing the call. In Luke then,

we are not to overlook the contrast between sl-rs rtc, swig ai/rw

and sTrs ok 6 'iqeovs irghg eregov, ver. 59, by which the several posi-

tions of Christ's different friends are marked.

V er. 57, 58. The address dzoXov^Tjeu coi oxov av axipyj, plainly

implies a certain consciousness already of the difficulties involv-

ed in being the companion of Jesus. The c!tou av a^ir/j cannot

refer merely to the change of locality, but denotes dangers, for ex-

ample those attending the journeys ofJesus to the feasts, in which
every one acquainted with the circumstances (and that this

well-disposed ygapparsvg was acquainted with them we must be-

lieve) must have seen peril both for the person of the Saviour
and those about him. The words then are akin to the exclama-
tion of Thomas, ayoiH.iv xai 7)[jji7g ha uToSdvoo/Atv /ast durov, (John
xi. 16,) and with Peter's declaration, Matth. xxvi. 35, inasmuch
as both these exclamations, like that of the Scribe before us,

came from the natural man, who failing to weigh the greatness

of the self-denial required, soon started to the path but soon fell.

According to the connection, the term d-KoXo-JhtTv refers primarily

to an external companionship, but it also involves at the same
time a spiritual following, i. e. the choice of that path of life

which Christ opened up, a conversation in righteousness and
truth, and consequently the undertaking of a contest with un-

righteousness and falsehood. The Lord, acknowledging indeed

the good intentions of the suppliant, but perceiving his weak-

ness, sets before him in the strongest terms the difficulty of fol-
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lowing him. The want of necessaries, which are provided by

the Creator even for the lower animals, of personal property and

the shelter of a roof, must be encountered in following the Son

of man. (The expression <puXs6g occurs only in this passage.

Hesychius explains it as ro-rog o5 rd S?jg/a xoiparai.—Karatxrivugtg

—
IStljn)- The proper sense of ovx 'iyjiv kov rnv xsipaX^v %hhuv is

thatVf the entire renunciation of every thing which man can

call his own, which was exhibited even externally in the life of

the Saviour, but which in a spiritual sense must be repeated in

the life of all his followers, as we are taught at 1 Cor. vii. 29, sq.

Although it is not expressly recorded what effect this admoni-

tion of Jesus produced, yet from the following narratives we

may infer that probably it had deterred the yga^arsuc. The re-

marks of the two persons whom Jesus asked to follow him lead

us to conjecture that they could not as yet resolve to abandon

everything in order to embrace Christ, for the necessity of so

doing is brought forward as the main idea of the short narrative.

(See on Matth. xix. 27.)

Ver. 59, 60. As in the preceding case, the Scribe had volunteered

to follow the Saviour, Jesus in this instance himself gives the invi-

tation to do so. While the former, however, was deterred by diffi-

culties, the latter were apparently held back by sacred duties. The

truth of greatest importance to be drawn from the following narra-

tive, and to which most prominence should be given, is this, that

not merely sins and crimes (which call first for forgiveness through

that repentance and faith which the following of Christ presuppos-

es) but even legal righteousness, nay, attentions to the noblest du-

ties of earthly relationship, may keep man back from the following

of Jesus. The ^d-^ai Kar'iga and the dirord^ae^sat roTg he rbv oJxov must

be held, when viewed even from an earthly standing-point, to de-

note noble and tender duties. (The verb avwa^a&ai ver. 61, in

the sense of to take leave. The relatives are to be considered as

at a distance, so that he means to stipulate for a journey home.)

We have here, therefore, a commentary of fact on Matth. x. 37.

In obeying the command of Christ all other duties are absorbed

;

not that they are thus depreciated in importance or neglected,

but that every act of man is put into its right place relatively to

the final end of the individual himself, as well as of the whole

body. From this standing-point then, can the Saviour ask the

the son to abandon to others even the last duties he owes to a

deceased father, the point of time favourable for turning the
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whole of his life into a higher course of action must be seiz-

ed at once. This man having already become a believer,

must now decide on consecrating his life to the preaching of

God's word, (bidyys'/.Xs rr
t
v j3a<riXiia,v rov Qsov). The expression

a<psg rovg vexgoiig Sa-vpa/ rovg iavruiv vsxpoug, has here assuredly no re-

ference to the Jewish opinion that he who touched the dead be-

came polluted. Jesus merely wished to bring immediately to a

decision the man whom he had called to follow him, and induce

him to give up for his sake every thing in itself lawful, nay,

even that which was considered necessary. Just as little ought

the vexgoi to be referred to the grave-diggers, a view which en-

feebles the whole sense of the passage. The Saviour rather re-

gards the call given as a call to Z,<»n aiwiog, and demands that the

person called should unconditionally resolve in favour of it, and

that he should leave everything of an external nature, (even

such acts of piety towards a deceased father after the flesh) to

those who were as yet wholly occupied with externals, instead

of which occupations he should yield obedience to the call of his

Heavenly Father. Thus the word vix^og must in one of these in-

stances be understood as used figuratively of those who have not

yet been awakened from the death of natural life, (Rom. vii. 8

sq.) The dead, who are to be buried, are naturally those de-

ceased in a bodily sense; but inasmuch as it is said ^a-^at rovg,

sauruv n%gwg it is unquestionably intimated that the deceased

were in a condition in no respect essentially different from that

of the living who were to bury them,

Ver. 61, 62. To the last, who like the others presents him-

self as a follower, the Saviour replies with the statement of a

general principle which rebukes his declaration, and conveys the

idea that an unconditional determination was necessary for hav-

ing part in the kingdom of God. The expressions xt?§a i-ifiaX-

\nv ivagorgov and fix'sKsiv s!g ra oviffoo, denote figuratively, a state

of indecision, irresolution. (Gen. xix. 26.) In opposition to this

we are to look on the entire determination of the will as a neces-

sary requisite to labouring in the kingdom of God, (et&eroc well

ordered, fitting, suitable. See Luke xiv. 35,) which lays claim

to all the powers of man. This sentence, however, as well as

the preceding afig ro-og nx^oug x. r. X. contains a truth of perma-

nent importance for all times and circumstances of the church,

for never can any one be a disciple of Christ save he who re-

nounces all that he has, (Luke xiv. 33,) and strives to love God
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with all his powers (Mark xii. 30) ; since Christ's call to follow

him is the call of God, and man must serve no master beside

God, (Luke xvi. 13).

§ 3. THE SENDING FORTH OF THE SEVENTY DISCIPLES, WITH THE

ADDRESS OF JESUS TO THEM.

(Luke x. 1—24, [Matt. xi. 20—27.])

The sending out of the seventy disciples stands in immediate

connection with the special object of Luke's gospel. Matthew

and Mark, who wrote merely for Jews, record only the mission of

the twelve; Luke for the sake of the heathen, narrates the send-

ing forth of the seventy, and in the following discourse omits all

ideas that might bring to mind Jewish particularism, ideas such

as are mentioned at Matt. x. 5, sq. (Compare Eisenmenger's

entd. Judenthum, Part ii. p. 3, sq. respecting the notion of the

Jews that there were seventy distinct nations on the earth)

-

The passage, Num. xi. 16 sq. regarding the seventy elders to

whom Moses imparted of ihis spirit, may be compared as paral-

lel. To this corresponded the Sanhedrim of seventy assessors

with the president (fc^fco) who represented Moses. From the

idea that the members of the Sanhedrim were seventy-two in

number (i. e. twice six times six, or six times twelve), arose the

reading sfidoprixovra duo, which is supported certainly by some

good MSS. (as B. D.) but must yield in authority to the com-

mon one. Strikingly, however, as this fact agrees with the

whole scope of the gospel of Luke, it seems little accordant

with its immediate connection as it stands in this journal of

travel. The sending forth of the disciples when they were all

on the road, appears unsuited to the circumstances. It would

seem to us, therefore, as if in the information thus given, a pas-

sage from some earlier period of the narrative had been inserted

into the account of their last journey. Perhaps, the Saviour,

shortly before his final departure from Galilee, having given up

all hope of Chorazin, Bethsaida, Capernaum, sent forth once

more the seventy messengers into some other region. This well

agrees both with the mention of the fall of these cities (x.

13-15), and also with the remarkable declaration (ver. 18) which
u
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expresses the confident assurance of the triumph of his cause

notwithstanding all opposition and unbelief. The iura raura

(ver. 1) however, cannot strictly be taken in its chronological

meaning-, but must be understood generally somewhat in the

sense of moreover (Schleiermacher on Luke, p. 169). The ad-

dress of the Lord to his departing disciples as given by Luke,

closely resembles that in Matthew (chap, x.), only this latter

evangelist gives every thing more completely and at greater,

length. Similar circumstances assuredly led most naturally to

similar ideas, but closely as the different clauses agree, changes

and transpositions are not improbable. The mention of the un-

believing cities, however, connects itself fittingly with the con-

text in Luke, while it stands only very loosely in its place at

Matt. xi. 20—24. For, if the Lord had closed his preaching in

Galilee, and knew that never more should he set foot within it,

this would give, as nothing else would, its full meaning to the

reproof in which he rebukes the unbelief of those who so long

had listened to him and seen his works.

Ver. 1. The word dnhi^i points to a specific act of election,

such as, according to Matt. x. 1 sq., took place in the case of the

twelve, to a formal dmhi^ig (Luke i. 80). The verb dvadsix.vu/j.i is

to be understood in the sense of " to appoint," with the accessory

idea of a solemn and public sctting-forth of the dignity bestow-

ed. (Compare 2 Mace. ix. 23, 25; x. 11; xiv. 12; 3 Esr. ii. 3.)

The disciples were moreover sent out two and two (dvd dvo) that

they might mutually support each other, and might in the places

which Jesus intended to visit, prepare men's minds beforehand

for his coming.

Ver. 2. Luke here places at the outset of the discourse of

Jesus, the same thought which at Matt. ix. 37, 38, precedes the

choosing of the twelve; though certainly the connexion in

Matthew is more loose, inasmuch as the words with him, prima-

rily refer to the sight of the people without leaders or teachers.

At the foundation of the expression ^ssia/xoc, there obviously lies

that comparison according to which the divine word is likened

to seed, and mankind to the field. (Compare Matt. xiii. 4, sq.)

According to this the Old Testament period is to be considered

as the time during which the Divine Word had been in opera-

tion, whose great result was that lively sense of the need of

atonement which showed itself among the people. This is view-

ed as a 3se/oyxo; when compared with what had gone before, but
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as compared with what was to follow, it appears as merely the

given possibility of a new and nobler seed, whose harvest was to

be expected in the end of the day at the coming of the Son of

man in his glory. The apostles and all the Igyarcu in the first

instance stand forth simply as witnesses of the agg/oyto's; but in

another respect, in so far, namely, as they have 'themselves re-

ceived the higher element of life imparted by the gospel, they

appear as those who are called to disseminate it more widely

abroad, and indeed this is referred to by the admonition fcrfrn™

rov xvgiou %. r. X. The fervent prayer of those who have them-

selves already been received into the kingdom of God, and who

labour in the spirit of it, is the means of procuring its ever wider

extension, by the stirring up of living labourers for it. The very

sending out of the seventy was of itself an answer to the prayer,

which on the occasion of sending forth the twelve Jesus urged

his disciples to oifer.

Ver 3, 4. According to Luke, the discourse, immediately

after the command to go forth, begins with the mention of

threatening dangers. Matt. x. 1 6, where our more detailed observ-

ations may be seen, gives the same thing at a later period. This

remark, respecting the relation of believers to the world, seems

to be contradicted by what follows, m /3a<rra^rs %. r. X. For,

while the allusion to the Xuxoi seems to awa'ken fear and anxiety,

the subsequent admonition to go forth without the preparation

of human foresight, bespeaks believing confidence. But this

contrast is the very thing here intended. " Without considering

such danger, go forth free from care, every thing shall be pro-

vided for you." (As to particulars, compare my remarks on

Matt. x. 9, 10.—BaXdvrwv = -yy^ [Job xiv. 17] in translating

which it is used by the LXX. is allied to «r^a, crumena.) The

whim xard rfjv odbv dsiragri&s still remains obscure, even though

in seeking an explanation, we call to our aid the oriental prac-

tice of saluting each other by tedious forms of courtesy, and so

causing detention; for, the injunction—ye must not linger
1—

agrees neither with what goes before, nor what follows. It is

better to understand dtnr&fy&s as meaning to salute, to receive,

or welcome as a friend, with the secondary sense of seeking for

1 Compare the parallel passage 2 Kings iv. 29, where Elisha enjoins on

Gehazi the greatest haste, and says 135 ^-p^ST] ^ ttfW "NSlpfl *3

.najyo &b tint* ?pj55
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favour. In this way the expression stands on the same footing
with those which precede it, which all denote preparations for
the journey, measures of human foresight.

Ver. 5, 6. As to the conduct which Jesus exhorts his mes-
sengers to pursue towards those with whom they sojourn, com-
pare Matt. x. ]S. The Spirit seeks what is akin to itself, and
where that is wanting, finds no abode. The expression given by
Luke,^ vibg si&vric, in some respects conveys a meaning peculiarly its

own, in others it is a clearer and closer statement than hat of
Matthew, who merely speaks of the h%ia d^la or ^ «;/«. Ac-
cording to Luke those minds disposed to receive the gospel, must
be distinguished from those in the same house, who were resolv-
ed to reject it. To the former the blessing of- God's kingdom is

promised, to the latter, not.

Ver. 7. The exhortation, that in the house where they had
taken up their quarters, they should content themselves with
what the inhabitants had to give, {r& *a( avrw) is connected in
Luke so closely with them psra(3uUsr$ Ig h%lag ug 6,x!av, that the
latter idea is more completely modified by it, than is the case at
Matt x. 11, where this connection is wanting. It seems, accord-
ing to the representation of Luke, that our Lord had intended
to warn them against leaving the cottages of the poor, and seek-
ing instead the dwellings of the rich. The !gy<£rjjS in the field of
God, receives his pi&Sg. (Matthew has rgopjj x. 10,) i. e. his bo-
dily nourishment, and the supply of his necessities. The seek-
ing for more than this, cometh of evil.

Ver. 8—11. According to the connection in Luke, the cures,
and the preaching of the kingdom of God, appear in the light of
spiritual rewards for bodily services. In Matthew the

&

samc
ideas are brought forward in another connection. (Compare
Matt. x. 8.) As to their conduct towards those who resisted
them, compare Matt. x. 14. ('An^w^a, is found only here.
It corresponds to the Unvdwm in Matthew.) As to the former
the rtyyiy.iv J, j3as. r. e.is a message ofjoy, so it is to these a message
of terror, implying for the one the possibility, for the other the
impossibility of their entering it.

Ver. 12—15. The woe which the Lord utters against such an
unbelieving city, is most appropriately followed by a curse on
the places which had been the witnesses of his greatest glory.
The connection here seems to be that in which the passage ori-
ginally stood, at the close of the labours of Jesus in Galifee, al-
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though Matthew (xi. 20—24) has inserted the words not unfit-

tingly into his context. (As respects the exposition, see the de-

tails in Matthew ut supra.)

Ver. 16. According to Luke, the address of Jesus^to the se-

venty concludes with the general idea, that he, the Saviour, was

himself conscious of such living union with his own, that what

was done to them was done to him. (Compare on Matt. x. 40,

where the same thought, but only as viewed from one side, is

expressed).

Ver. 17. The circumstance, that in the following passage the

return of the disciples is anticipated, goes to prove the correct-

ness of the opinion that it is impossible in this section of Luke

to keep hold of the chronological thread. The discourses of Je-

sus connected with this return, form a well compacted whole, so

that here again the account of Luke possesses more the charac-

ter of originality than that of Matthew. First, the evangelist

makes the disciples on their return express to Jesus their child-

like joy for the deeds which in his name they had been able to

perform. (Th« daipovia s^aXXsiv is one of the many miracles

which they did. This might appear to them of special import-

ance* as it presupposed a control over the mighty kingdom of evil.)

Most deeply is this representation drawn from the life. A se-

cret joy seizes a man when he finds that he acts with an energy

more than human, for example, that through him the spiritually

dead are awakened. In this joy there is the implied testimony

that man is called to act with power from on high, but there

lies in it also a temptation so dangerous, that the Saviour, though

he acknowledges the joy as right and well-founded, yet warns

them at the same time against giving themselves up to it with-

out watchfulness, and exhorts them to keep fully in view the

foundation of that real joy which can never lead astray.

Ver. 18. Singularly remarkable is the declaration of the

Lord, which, according to Luke, follows immediately after the

expression of joy on the part of the disciples. Inasmuch as he

makes a transition from the dai^ovia, to ^aravag himself, without

any occasion for it, and in the most private circle of his own dis-

ciples, we must say that here again is a passage belonging to

the number of those (compare on Matt. xiii. 39) from which it

may be rightly inferred that the Saviour himself teaches the ex-

istence of a prince of darkness, and that this is by no means to

be looked on as a Jewish superstition. Here would have been
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the place, even on the supposition of Christ's accommodating him-
self to the views of the multitude, in which to point out the un-
founded and ruinous nature of such a belief, and to advise the
use of the idea (as some think it should be used) only from ex-
treme necessity, and in the way of accommodation. As to the
thought, however, which the expression of Christ fttfyow rbv <ra-

ruvav /.. r. X. contains, the ^awgs/v is naturally not to be under-
stood of bodily sight, but of spiritual contemplation, for the ob-
ject seen was itself of a spiritual kind. The nature of spiritual

vision, however, involves the conception of the future as pre-
sent. We may, in explanation, compare the parallel passage,

John viii. 56, where Jesus says of Abraham, t7fo rr,v ipsgw nj» i/twjv.

As here in prophetic vision Messiah and the whole messianic fu-

ture is represented as present in spirit to Abraham, so the Sa-
viour in this passage says that he beheld as a present event the
throwing down of the dominion of evil. The preterite tense
Rsuieouv, therefore, must be referred not merely to the period
during which the seventy were absent, but to past time in gene-
ral, so that the meaning would be,—long ere this have I seen in

spirit the power of evil as a thing overthrown. For, the cures
wrought by the disciples, are obviously to be considered not as
the causes, but as the effects of the overthrow. Because the
power of evil was broken by the Saviour's appearance in the
midst of mankind, and through him the energies of a higher life

were imparted to the disciples, therefore could they do such
deeds. It was impossible, however, for the deeds of the disci-

ples to effect that which was the object of Christ's whole appear-
ance. But being the results of the overthrow of evil, their actions
were at the same time the evidences of that great victory, and
thus far was their joy well-grounded, and the transition made
by Christ from their deeds to the overthrow of Satan himself,
sufficiently accounted for. The figurative expression rrhmv ix

rot dvgavov, is assuredly chosen after the remarkable passage, Is.

xiv. 12, in which the king of Uabylon, (as the type of the prince
of darkness) is represented as by proud effort scaling the hea-
vens, that he might set his throne above the stars of God, but
cast headlong from his self-chosen exaltation. (The LXX. tran-
slate it vrfa l%'i<rt<t$v ix rou o£/gai/oD 6 iuafo^og. Compare as to this

the expositors of Isaiah). The addition wj dutrgavv* depicts (as

at Zech. ix. 14,) the swiftness of the fall. The whole passage
consequeatly expresses the same thought which lies in John xii.
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31, o hxm roD ^W™ ro{jTOV e*Px^gira '

'

£bw (according to another

reading it is even x«™ pkrfrfarm, to which consequently the

tyotirimi of the Saviour forms an appropriate contrast) namely

this, that, in Christ and with Christ, evil is seen as overcome,

and good' is displayed in all its glory. We may compare also

on this point the peculiar representation given in the Reve-

lation of John, where, however, the casting out of Satan (xii. 7,

sq.) is distinguished from the complete chaining up of his power

(xx. 2, sq.).
, .

Ver. 19. This verse mentions exemption from all liability to

personal injury, as a new result of the victory thus won by truth,

—of that victory which our Lord, in the spirit of prophecy, be-

held as actually wrought out. As the Saviour's power sets the

captives free, so does it preserve his people from the assaults of

hostile force during their subsequent progress. 'OpsTe %cu exogvioi

are mentioned, as being amongst animals the representatives of

the kingdom of evil, in which poison is collected, and through

which it inflicts, on contact, physical injury. (Compare Ps. xci.

13). The expression originates in that profound view of natu-

ral life pervading all Scripture, (compare further on Rom. viii.

19, sq.) according to which sinful disturbances in the spiritual

world express themselves also in the physical. What follows xai

evl vatav hbmfiiv (ni& g^and) rov ij^ou, fills up the first expres-

sion, and extends iV so as to comprehend every form of assault

from the world of evil. The mightier power of Jesus gives secu-

rity against the influence of these in every shape. Such pas-

sages as Mark xvi. 17, IS; Acts xxviii. 5; show that here we

are by no means to exclude all reference to what is external.

Only, in general tfcis reference is associated with the continuance

of the Charismata as the manifestations of the Spirit of Christ

exhibited externally. After these Charismata have ceased, the

spiritual application of the words alone stands prominently forth.

('Abixefi stands as = ^Xd^mv, as at Rev. vii. 2, 3. Compare

Mark xvi. 18).

Ver. 20. To these words, which acknowledge as well-found-

ed the triumphant declarations of the disciples (ver. 17), there

is now subjoined a warning. According to the connection, there-

fore, the words m xa'S
tre—

7C
ai

S
srs &'*> are not to ^e understood as

an absolute prohibition of joy over the power of the Spirit in

them, but only as forbidding them to rejoice even over that as

an isolated fact. For, in that case, should the believer make the
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effects of God's Spirit through himself the only or the leading
object of his attention and joy, he is in danger of withdrawing
his view from the source of this higher life, and no sooner does
he cease to draw from that fountain, than life dries up, and self-

indulgence, vanity, pride, spring up in his soul. For this reason
does the Saviour here bring forward as the true and abiding ob-
ject of a Christian's observation and joy, Sri to, ovopara 1/auv syoafn
h roTg ojeuvoTg. At the foundation of this remark, there lies the
figure of the (3ij3\og rr>; £&%, in which the names of believers are
inscribed, a figure which, in the Old Testament, had already
been frequently used, (Exod. xxxii. 32; Ps. lxix. 28; cxxxix.
16). The inscribing is conceived of as the act of God (sygapjj

tmh rou 06ou), so that the election of grace by which the saints
are chosen, and which they have themselves certainly to make
sure (2 Pet. i. 10), is thereby denoted. Hence, in contrast with
human agency authoritatively gifted with higher powers, there
is set forth a Divine agency in connection with and acting upon
man; the former is a very doubtful object of joy, for by means
of it self-pleasing and vanity easily insinuate themselves, inas-
much as the will is seldom delivered from self. Divine grace on
the other hand, and its manifestation, the calling of man, is

clearly the object of holiest joy, for God's will is as pure as it is

unchangeable, and in his election of grace therefore, of which he
can never repent (Rom. xi. 29), the ground of all salvation and
all blessedness to mankind is laid. Even, therefore, if he can-
not perform any great spiritual deeds (2 Cor. xii. 9), this re-

mains as the joy of the believer, which, as being personally his
own, he can never be deprived of, that he lets his soul satisfy
itself in the grace of God.

Ver. 21, 22. With singular appropriateness, there is here
added this expression of holy joy on the part of our Lord, which
stands in strong contrast with the joy of sense (ver. 1 7) as felt

by the disciples. The latter exulted over the glorious exterior
of the work, the Saviour drew his delight from its hidden glory,
from this, namely, that God's true wisdom was revealed by the
Father, not to the prudent and wise ones of the world, but to
the vr^,oi, in whom, amidst the concealed circle of his new crea-
tion as it flourished unseen, he had his quiet and humble joy.
Rightly, then, did the Divine consciousness rest in this lowliness
and self-humiliation. Conscious of his dignity as God, he ac-
knowledged himself as the Orgwn of every true revelation of
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God, and at the same time as its object. (For the more minute

details compare on Matt. xi. 25—27, where the same words oc-

cur but in a more loose connection).

Ver. 23, 24. These verses were already explained more in

detail at Matt. xiii. 16, 17, where they stand in a wholly different

connection. Here, the leading idea of both verses, that super-

abundant grace had been manifested towards them (the disci-

ples) unites them closely to what goes before, for they namely
were the chosen ones to whom the Lord revealed more than to

the saints of the Old Testament. Only, in this connection the

ffrgapelg vrfog roug (i(^ir\rag %ur Ibiav tfirs occasions some obscurity.

The <rrgcc,<p$!g may easily be understood as referring back to ver.

21, where the Saviour in his discourse addresses himself to God,

but the xar ibiav remains a difficulty, inasmuch as the whole

preceding discourse had already been spoken in the most private

circle of his disciples. As the common text, however, has the

words ffrgacpsig irfog roug (i(^sr\rag sits before ver. 22, the xar idiav

may best admit of being explained thus. While the discourse

was going on, some hearers had gathered around him, (as the

following 25th verse sq. immediately shows) ; on their account

Jesus spake the last words in a low tone to those more immedi-

ately about him, uttering the rest aloud in the hearing of all.

In this case, the reading of the common text (ver. 22) would be

the correct one, and that view ought to be at once adopted for

this further reason, that the omission of the clause may easily be

explained owing to the parallel words which follow, but the ad-

dition of it can hardly be accounted for. Whether the words,

however, were originally spoken here, or in the connection in

which Matthew gives them, or whether the Saviour, as in the

case of such a declaration may well be conceived, more than

once gave utterance to them, it is in this case hard to decide.

§ 4. PARABLE OF THE TENDER-HEARTED SAMARITAN.

(Luke x. 25—37.)

The following narrative appears likewise very appropriate in a

journal of travel; it is drawn as from the life. A lawyer comes

up to Jesus on the road, in order to hold conversation with the

renowned prophet. His purpose does not seem to have been

precisely bad; it was rather the mere love of novelty which in-
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duccd him to try how Jesus would express himself. The Sa-

viour's way of dealing with him, docs not permit us to suppose

that he was a Sadducce who put the question, one who himself

believed in no £wj? diuviog, and who was now only asking in irony

after the way to Utopia. He seems rather to have held the

views common among the Pharisees, and only to have been de-

sirous of discovering what more or better knowledge than his

own, Jesus possessed. The ix-ragafyiv, therefore, here has no con-

nection with the laying of snares for Christ, to make him politi-

cally suspected,—an attempt which, according to the gospel his-

tory, the Pharisees frequently permitted themselves to make,

(compare Matt. xxii. 15, sq.) This narrative rather is parallel

to Matt. xxii. 35, sq. The question regarding l,m diwviog was

not suited to a design that was simply wicked. With amazing-

wisdom does our Lord on the present occasion treat this blind

lawyer. Entrammelled in his Rabbinical particularism, lie asks

some outward rule by which to set bounds to the duties of love,

and not lie under the necessity of exercising that affection on all

hands. Instead of giving him such a Avished-for rule, the Sa-

viour relates a narrative, in which nothing more is said of the object

of love, which properly the vo^ixog had asked after, but of those who
exercise love. A Priest, a Levite, members of the same order

with the enquirer, and persons on whom the observance of the

law was especially incumbent, pass heartlessly by, reckoning

that the sufferer might probably be no neighbour. The Samari-

tan, whom they deemed a heretic, exercised the law of love.
1

In every point from which it can be viewed, reproving, rebuking,

demanding repentance, this parable must have arrested the

questioner. He must have felt that not merely was his ques-

tion false, but so also was the whole state of mind from which

it could have proceeded. To the man who was asking after a

law for the exercise of love, it must have become obvious that

he had it not himself, and knew it not, inasmuch as its single

law is this, that it is a law to itself. Love loves, and asks not

when, how, where; it is the primordial, innermost life, which

ignores the whole world of reflections and prudential rules, and

blesses the enemy even though he pierce its heel. Into this

world of pure love which the heart of Jesus contained, (for who-

1 According to the view which refers this gospel especially to the

heathen, this putting forward of one not a Jew as the model of pure love,

possessed something peculiarly attractive.
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soever exercises it has it only through, him) he opens up a

glimpse for the benefit of the vo/uxog, hardened in his legal subtle-

ties, and that was the only means by which he could be helped

out of his heartless state. Thus Jesus exercised towards even

him that very love, the knowledge of which he was teaching

him; he blessed the exffeigd^uv.

Ver. 25—27. The expression vo^ixog is not essentially distinct

from y^afjbfianbg and vo/j.odiddffx.a'hog, and the words therefore are

unquestionably interchanged. Compare Matt. xxii. 35 with

Mark xii. 28; Luke v. 17 with verse 21. Luke employs for the

most part the term vopixog as more intelligible to his readers,

(Luke vii. 30; xi. 45, 46, 52; xiv. 3), while the Hebraizing

Matthew uses y^a/x/jbanig = chq^iD. It is the more generic

term while <J>ag/<ra/o/, denotes a particular party among the vo^ixoi.

A Sadducee might also be a vo^ixbg. (Compare on Matt. xxii.

35.) The question as to eternal life, being the final object of all

theological enquiry, is put forward by the lawyer, under the

conviction that in replying to it, Jesus must bring out whatever

was peculiar in his opinions. (The formula xX^ovo/j,sTv £wj}v alunov,

or jSaff/Xs/av rou ©sou [] Cor. vi. 9, 10; xv. 50] has, without doubt,

its foundation in the comparison of the land of Canaan [as the

outward type of eternity,] and of rest in it, to eternal life. The

expression xXrigovo/AeTv rrtv yr\v at Matt. v. 5, refers to this.) The

Saviour, however, refers him to the old well-known word of God,

saying, as it were, what thou askest has lain from of old ex-

pounded in the revealed word ; take it thence for yourself. The

lawyer now brings forward most correctly the passages Deut. vi.

5 in connection with Numb. xix. 18, (which passages are in a

similar way conjoined by another lawyer at Mark xii. 33), where-

fore, it only remained for him to translate into living fact the

contents of these deep words, which, rightly understood, involve

the whole New Testament. That this had not as yet been done

by him, the result of the conversation shows. It is further re-

markable, in regard to the quotations of this passage, here as

elsewhere in the gospels, to observe the way in which they de-

viated from the Hebrew text and from the LXX. In Hebrew

there stand the expressions "y^jj, ^Q2> "TNft. ^ie LXX. trans-

late these, havoia, -^vy/i, dvvapig. In the quotations of the evan-

gelists, however, the words run thus:
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Luke X. 27. y.aghia, -\>\)~/j]-, '<S~/J>9, didvoia.

Mark xii. 30. xagdla, ^vyjh, didvoia, iaybg.

Mark xii. 33. y.agbia, avvsaig, ^vyji, icyjjg.

Matt. Xxii. 37. xaobia, -^vyji, didvoia.

This constant difference of the gospel quotations from the LXX.
in the rendering of 2,^ an(* 1N?3 leads almost to the conjecture

that the evangelists either followed another reading, or that this

version of it had been taken by one of them from another. For,

it is inconceivable that this deviation should have taken the same
form in the three evangelists, if they had written independent-

ly of each other. To me it seems most probable, that in this

instance the mutual agreement originated with Luke, and pass-

ed over from him to Mark and the Greek Matthew. (As to the

meaning of the synonyms in the passage, compare my Program
on Trichotomy in the Opusc. Theol. p. 143, sq., and on Matt,

xxii. 37.) The exalted idea, however, of loving God with all

our powers, and loving Him also wholly with them all, embraces

at once the whole both of religion and morality. 1 For, the addi-

tion y.al rov TXrisiov gov ug osavrov, is at bottom only an unfolding of

the contents of the first commandment as Matt. xxii. 37 sq. shows.

In love to God, which, on the part of the creature, can only take

the form of receptive love, there lies the love of his will, and

consequently the implied love of one's neighbour. To draw,

however, from the command thus to love God, the inference,

that man must therefore be able to do it in his own strength,

would be wholly out of place. Since only that which is divine

knoweth God, (compare on Matt. xi. 27,) so only that which is

divine can love God; and when God commands us therefore to

love God; it involves for the creature an injunction to receive

the Spirit of God, in whom alone he can be loved. This Spirit,

however, the New Testament imparts, and consequently this

command of the Old Testament, (as indeed the whole law) for

its fulfilment, presupposes the gospel. This same Spirit, who
teaches us to love God, wholly and entirely with all our faculties,

alone enables also us to love our neighbour aright. As pure love

to God loves God more than it does self apart from God, so it also

loves God more than our neighbour apart from God; but self and

our brother being looked at as in God, and God in them, true

1 As to this and the following thoughts, compare the fuller discussion

on the passage Matt. xxii. 37, sq.
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self-love and genuine brotherly love are then at one with the

love of God. Hence does the Lord say that the second com-

mandment is like unto thefirst (Matt. xxii. 39), for this reason,

that it is the same thing with it. Love to one's neighbour, if it

be genuine love, that is, if the creature be loved not merely as a

creature, (for in that lies the distinctive character of natural

love), is nothing else than love to God. This even the following

parable shows.

Ver. 28, 29. The answer of the lawyer was in itself satisfac-

tory to the Saviour, but he directly urged him to follow out the

command into action, remarking that life lay in the practical

fulfilling of it. But it was by this precisely that the corruption

within him was brought out to view ; his knowledge wanted that

decision of the will fitted to carry it out into life, and this want

of moral power again obscured his discernment. He asks, feel-

ing himself struck,—who then was his neighbour? a question

which in his own mind he must have felt himself able to answer,

if he had sought to exercise perfect love. (Auaiou has no pecu-

liar meaning here ; it merely refers, through the word kaurov, to

the person wishing to justify himself.) Just because of his want

of experience, Jesus transfers him into the midst of the realities

of life, and makes him behold love actually loving. (The term

biroXapfidviiv = avozghs&ai, excipere, is in the New Testament

found only here. It occurs frequently in the LXX. ; Job ii. 4

;

iv. 1.)

yer 30—33. The traveller whom the robbers assaulted is

perhaps to be conceived of as a Jew, for in that case it would on

the one hand be more striking that the priest and Levite refused

him their help, and on the other hand that the Samaritan gave

Jiim assistance when he might so easily have availed himself of

a sophistical excuse. But it may be said that the priests would

have aided a Jew, and perhaps therefore it is best to view the

sick man as a heathen. (' Avriira^x i<̂ ai 'lB not different from

Trags^o^a/. It is found in the New Testament only here. Suy-

xuf/a also occurs only here in the New Testament. It denotes

an accident. Among profane writers also this form of the word

rarely occurs; ffu/xu^ff/s is more usual.)

Ver. 34, 35. Most Carefully is the compassionate treatment

which the despised Samaritan bestows on the suffering stranger,

delineated. From the impulse of love he does even more than

was incumbent. (Wine and oil, well-known means of cure in the
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East. The vavdoyjTov is the Caravanserai of the nearest place,

that at Jericho perhaps, in the neighbourhood of which Jesus
might then he staying-.) It is a fine trait, that he cares also for
the subsequent wants of the sick man, and promises to repay
the outlay.

Ver. 36, 37. The enquiry now had certainly changed sides.

The lawyer asked, ver. 29, Avho was the neighbour to whom sup-
port should begiven. Jesus enquires who was the neighbour,—was
it the man who exercised or who refused to exercise love? Even
here, however, lay the great doctrine, that love is not determined
by its object, but has inherently in itself its own standard. Pure
love however loves even an enemy, as here the Samaritan does the
sufferer who is a stranger, and one who from difference of creed
might have appeared hostile. The acknowledgment, therefore,

that true love dwelt in him, involved an answer to the question,

and thus it only remained to impress upon his mind the admonition
rroiu o/Aoiug. It Avas an obvious suggestion to trace in the com-
passionate conduct of the Samaritan a figurative representation
of the Saviour's work. The wounds of the sick, (Is. i. 6,) which
they who sat on Moses' seat left undressed, he whom they revil-

ed as a Samaritan (John viii. 48) bound up with oil and wine.

§ 5. MARY AND MARTHA.

(Luke x. 38—42.)

Equally appropriate to a journal of travel is the following lit-

tle narrative, which at once transports Jesus to Bethany in the
neighbourhood of Jerusalem (John xi. 1), for which reason, as
was formerly remarked, it cannot be the mere journey from
Ephraim to Jerusalem, of which a history is here given, as in

that case it would be inexplicable how Jesus should again, at

the passage Luke xvii. 11, make his appearance on the borders
of Galilee. That Martha and Mary, however, are to be sought
for nowhere else than in Bethany, is certain from gospel history;

in this passage Martha is described as possessing a house of her
own in the zuJ/x»j. Whether she was a widow, or lived unmarried
with her sister and Lazarus, cannot be determined. The evan-

gelists are remarkably sparing in their historic notices of the
persons mentioned by them. They confine themselves to what
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is barely necessary, and devote themselves rather to the delinea-

tion of their spiritual life. Hence the account of the two sisters

here given, marks them, though in few touches, so strikingly and

clearly, that they are often chosen as exemplars of the peculiari-

ties of two distinct religious tendencies. We find in Martha the

type of a life busily devoted to externals, such as is frequently

exemplified in this passing world; in Mary, the type of quiet

self-devotion to the Divine as the one thing needful. 1 To a cer-

tain extent both tendencies will be combined in each believer,

but it is not to be overlooked that there are different vocations,

and many are better fitted for busy outward labour than an in-

ner contemplative life, although the most active must be from

the depths of his soul given up to the Lord, and the man of con-

templation must consecrate his energies to the advancement of

God's kingdom. Hence, even the Saviour's word of rebuke to Mar-

tha (ver. 41), is no absolute censure, and is rather occasioned by

her own antecedent remark, (which shows that she had mistaken

her own place as well as Mary's) than called forth by her con-

duct itself. Martha serves, as it were, only as a foil to the figure

of Mary, in whom appears a mind wholly and undivicledly given

up to the influence of God. She is another example of the com-

plete fulfilment of the command ayairr](!ug %u£/ov rbv &sov rou e% oXrjg

rr)g x-agdiag tov (x. 27). The Samaritan practised it in an active,

Mary in a receptive form.

Ver. 38—40. Probably Jesus had enjoyed opportunities of

becoming acquainted with the family at Bethany during his for-

mer yearly journeys to the festivals. Mary sets herself confid-

ingly at his feet to listen to the words of her Lord; Martha busies

herself to provide the best outward entertainment she could for the

beloved guest. (We are to view the Kagaxc&lfyiv waoa roug vodag as

denoting merely Mary's staying beside Jesus, and certainly in

an attitude fitted to catch his instructive and life-awakening

words). Martha was zealous meanwhile about externals, which

certainly were necessary in part, but with self-gratification she

gave herself up entirely to them. (iisgiGira&ai, distrahi, in the

New Testament occurs only here, in the Old Testament frequent-

ly; also the substantive Trsg/ffTratr/io's = v^y Eccles. i. 13; n. 23,

26. The word diaxovia includes here all domestic services in

1 Among the apostles, Peter corresponded to Martha, John on the

other hand to Mary.
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which Martha lost herself with needless bustle). From this sa-

tisfaction in her own occupations arose the reproving speech di-

rected against her sister; perhaps conscience stirred her up and
testified that Mary had more of Jesus than she. But as her

craving- for the heavenly was not sufficiently strong and pure, she

suffered herself to be fettered by external activities, which in

reality were more agreeable to her, and out of this state of mind
arose her speech. Jealous of Mary, she wished her to be as she

herself was. The verb gvva.vrt\ufil3dvse'$ui, to support, to help, oc-

curs again only at Rom. viii. 26.)

Ver. 41, 42. The address of Jesus to Martha refers less to

household activity in itself (for that must be cared for) than to

the state of mind in which she went about it, and the compari-

son she instituted in this respect between herself and Mary.

He rebukes first the fieg/pvyv and rvsfidfyiv, (the word occurs only

here in the New Testament, it corresponds to the Latin turbare)

that is, her restless spirit of action, as moved by the impulses of

creature-affection; and he next contrasted the voKkd with the h,

along with an intimation that for the sake of the former she was
losing the latter, while yet this latter, not the former, (compare

on Matt. iii. 14, 15,) was of essential necessity1
(yjzia). It is

one of the peculiarities of the Saviour's discourses, that they of-

ten in few words say all that is necessary to bring everlasting

truth, in some special view of it, home to all times and circum-

stances. Standing on the spiritual central-point, he without

violence entwined the minutest and least important circum-

stances of the present, with the loftiest eternal verities. In the

efforts of the two sisters the Lord places together the nothing-

ness of all love and care for the creature, in comparison with care

for what is everlasting. The one thing must so be laid hold of

by the soul, that no striving after any thing else must similarly

rouse it; and having begun with the one thing it will be able to

deal not merely with many things, but with all things else—not

in such a way, however, that these shall have the ascendancy

1 The clause evbg be ion yjiia is wanting in Cod. D. Other MSS.
read bXiyuv or 6Xiyuv % Wag. On these readings J. D. Michaclis founds
his translation—one dish is enough for us. Certainly the reading bXiyuv
seems to be grounded on some such idea. The common text, however,
is sufficiently established by critical authorities, and the reference of the
passage to a dish of food is altogether excluded, as well by the b's as also

by the subsequent expression dyafon /isgig.
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and take captive the mind's life, but that it shall itself bear

sway and bring every act into harmony with the main design of

life. This pure and holy effort after the one and the Eternal por-

tion, had Mary chosen. The expressions /isgts and IfeXsgaro mu-

tually determine each other's meaning. The former points to the

election of grace, the latter to man's free determination to em-

brace it. By the combination of the two (2 Pet. i. 10) spiritual life

is rendered complete, inasmuch as the individual then lays hold

of the gift as his own, and in doing so, places it beyond the

reach of loss. Without the free decision of his will to embrace

it, a man may lose his calling, (Matt. xxv. 29). For Martha,

the thought thus expressed includes also this warning, to care

for the one thing first, and in that way to make her calling

(which certainly was a different one from that of Mary) equally

firm and imperishable.

§ 6. DIRECTIONS RESPECTING PRAYER.

(Luke xi. 1—1 3.)

That the following discourses belong to the last passover-jour-

ney is by no means unlikely. Only, the indefinite h r6*v nvi

shows that a close adherence to localities formed no plan of the

writer, and he may, therefore, often have been guided in his

arrangement more by the connection of the matter than by lo-

cal association. Although, however, portions of this section are

placed by Matthew in the sermon on the mount, yet must we

grant, that they hold in Luke a better position, for, on the one

hand, the sermon on the mount bears generally, as is obvious,

the manifest character of a collection, and on the other, what is

here imparted suits better the close of Christ's labours than

their commencement. Especially does this apply to the Lord's

prayer, which, spoken at the end of the Saviour s public ministry

acquires the character of a sacred legacy left behind him to his

church. The subsequent exhortations to prayer also, and in-

structions as to its efficacy, appear peculiarly fitted for the time

when the Lord's visible presence was to be withdrawn from the

apostles, on which account John (xvi. 23, sq.) introduces similar

passages into the last chapters, which contain the parting dis-

course of Jesus.
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Ver. 1—4. As to the detailed exposition of the Lord's pray-

er compare Matt. vi. 9—13. It only remains for us to speak

here of the particular form it bears in the text of Luke, for it is

not to he doubted that the text in this gospel has been interpo-

lated from the more lengthened recension of Matthew. First,

in the address, the words npuv 6 fa rote, ovgavoTg are undoubtedly

genuine in Matthew, but like the entire petition yivrfirjru rb SsXjj-

fid eov /,. r. X. which is the firmly established reading of Matthew,

they are in Luke of questionable authority. The same thing

applies also to the concluding words dXXd bZeai qfiag x. r. X. It

is true that by these omissions the prayer is in no respect ren-

dered specifically different, for the yevrfir,™ %. r. x. is merely a
further carrying out of the s7&erai gov v\ j3agiXi!a, in the same way
that the dXXd IZgai %. t. X. contains a filling up of the antecedent

idea m eitteveyxfis ^ag s/g <xagagfi6v. But the beautiful inner har-

mony which the prayer exhibits as given by Matthew is wanting
in the shorter recension of Luke, for the first half of it (compare
on Matt. vi. 9), comprising only two clauses, is disproportionate-

ly curtailed. The recension of Matthew should therefore be
considered as the original form of the prayer, for what is pecu-

liar to him cannot possibly be a mere amplification originating

in later traditions, that of Luke on the other hand should be
viewed as an abbreviated form, inasmuch as he is found dealing

in a similar way with many of those passages which Matthew
has included in the sermon on the mount. (Compare the begin-

ning of the sermon on the mount.)

Ver. 5—8. After the prayer has been imparted, there are fit-

tingly subjoined admonitions as to the use of it. Especially is

persevering earnestness of supplication urgently enjoined. In

the first verses this is done in the form of a parable, in the last

(9— 13) by figurative expressions. The latter verses have al-

ready at Matt. vii. 7 sq. been explained; the parable of the be-

nighted traveller who by continued entreaty prevails with his

neighbour and causes him to fulfil his desire, is peculiar to Luke.
It has no difficulties beyond the single circumstance, that, as ap-

pears from this comparison, the impure motives as well of the

supplicant, (the avaibua) as of him who suffered himself to be

persuaded, form the point of comparison connecting them with
the most exalted relations. (Of the same nature is Luke xviii.

1 sq., which passage also treats of prayer, and in it God is com-
pared to an unjust judge). But first as respects the avuifciu of the
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suppliant, it is not to be overlooked that lie is here pleading not

for himself but for his guest; his pressing importunate petitions

acquire thus a nobler motive, he entreats bread that he may not

be compelled to violate the holy rites of hospitality. From

him who suffers himself to be prevailed on, it is impossible to

dissociate an unworthy motive; the nobler one of love is express-

ly excluded, and he grants what is asked, only that he may get

rid of the suppliant—and yet this is applied to God. Here, how-

ever, we must have recourse to that usage in regard to parables,

(compare on Matt. ix. 16) according to which the likeness is

often expressed, not in conformity with the objective truth, but as

modified to meet the subjective position of him for whose under-

standing and instruction it is designed. Here the Saviour

places himself on the standing-point of the man who knows from

experience that God often delays long the fulfilment of prayer,

delineating him as one directly unrighteous (see on Luke xvin.

1), in doing which he merely sets forth fully the impression

which in such circumstances a petitioner weak in the faith feels

made on himself, and he adds the requisite exhortations accord-

ing to this impression. Thus do the parables constantly present

the appearance ofhaving proceeded from the liveliest conceptions

of man's circumstances, and they furnish a true reflection of spi-

ritual things as seen in connection with our every-day earthly

condition. How far the interpretation of individual traits in the

parable, (for example here the ^mvxriov as denoting the time of

deepest inner darkness and need) should be carried, must cer-

tainly remain somewhat uncertain. In the parables of Jesus,

however, which proceed upon powers of conception so rich, it

ought on the whole to be maintained as a rule that no single

trait is lightly to be overlooked, unless obviously the keeping

hold of it does violence to the similitude as a whole.

§ 7. THE HEALING OF A DUMB MAN. THE DISCOURSES OF JESUS

THEREUPON.

(Luke xi. 14—28.)

What is contained in this paragraph has already been consi-

dered in detail at Matt. xii. 22-30, and 43-45. Wesmiply

observe here, in regard to the arrangement, that the position in
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the history assigned to the occurrence by Luke, merits undoubt-
edly the preference. The fearful out-break of hatred on the
part of the Pharisees and lawyers in the accusation that Jesus
cast out spirits by the power of the prince of darkness, seems to

belong- to the end of his ministry. The words also, (Luke xi.

24—26) as to the return of the evil spirit, stand immediately
after the cure in a connection more appropriate than in Matthew,
who inserts before them the subsequent discourse, (Luke xi. 29,

sq.) as to the sign of Jonah. From the account of this cure,

besides, down to Luke xiii. 9, everything hangs closely together,

and confirms the conjecture that Luke in this section made use
of a journal of travel furnished by an immediate eye-witness.

Many things betray such an origin. The only thing in this sec-

tion peculiar to Luke is the narrative (ver. 27, 28,) of the wo-
man who blessed the mother of Jesus for her son's sake. This
little history distinguishes itself so remarkably for naivete and
originality, that it gives no slight evidence for the correctness

of Luke's narrative. The invention or inappropriate insertion

of it is hardly conceivable. Without doubt we owe to some eye-

witness the account of this conversation conducted by Jesus on
the occasion of his healing the dumb man. As respects further

the contents of this narrative, it is not unimportant on account
of the striking answer of Jesus in which the practical aim of all

the Saviour's efforts is made apparent—that he cared not to ex-
cite wondering astonishment, but only to bring about a saving
change of the whole life. The woman was certainly, as her ex-
clamation shows, struck with the power and wisdom of Jesus,

but, without taking the words home to herself and applyino-

them to her own salvation, she is lost in contemplating his glo-

ry, and extols his blessedness through his mother, to whom she
is led as a woman first to refer. This want of practical interest

the answer of Jesus reproves, but in such a way that the Avoman,
who had meant well in her remarks, could not feel herself offend-

ed, while both she and the others present must have yet been led

to observe what was essential in the appearance of Christ. (In

the word /xsvouvyi, there is on the one hand an implied ac-

knowledgment of what was true in the woman's exclamation,

but on the other an intimation that the uko-jw xai tpvXdaauv rbv

Xfyov rov Qiov stood still higher. The passage might be translat-

ed thus:—he Avho lets the word of God operate spiritually with-

in him, and is thereby born again, stands higher than her who
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after the flesh was the mother of the Messiah. This spiritual

blessing, however, is open to you all—appropriate it to your-

selves).

§ 8. CONTINUANCE OF THE DISCOURSE OF JESUS.

(Luke xi. 29—36.)

What was needful for the understanding of ver. 29—32 has

been given already at Matt. xii. 38, sq. In regard to the place

assigned to it, however, the narrative of Luke deserves a prefer-

ence; as was already observed in our exposition of Matthew, (ut

supra), partly because we find on the part of Luke greater ori-

ginality, especially as respects the arranging of Christ's dis-

courses, and next because in this very section the accuracy of

his narrative is clearly manifest. According to Luke, the Sa-

viour directed his rebuke expressly to the mass of the assembled

people, and the allusion to the people of Nineveh agrees well

with this. In the closing verses of this section, two thoughts

are subjoined by Luke to the discourse of Jesus, which at Matt,

v. 15; vi. 22, 23, were already explained in the sermon on the

mount. It is of itself very possible that such gnome-like 1 sen-

tences may have been spoken by Christ on many occasions, just

as the first passage Luke viii. 16 again occurs in another con-

nection. Meanwhile the connection especially of the latter

idea in Matthew is not so simple as to give it the appearance of

being there in its immediate and original place. Here, on the

other hand, the admonition to care for the purity of the inward

sight, connects itself so with the preceding ideas, that its very

peculiarity seems proof of its originality. But the whole con-

nection of ideas (from ver. 33—36) requires careful develop-

ment, for it is not at first obvious. To those who asked a sign

from heaven the Lord had held forth the example of the Nine-

vites and the queen of the East, who were prepared to acknow-

ledge the Divine in far less glorious manifestations of it, in Jo-

nah, namely, and Solomon. From this thought Jesus makes a

transition to the object of all revelations of the Divine among

mankind, namely, fvu w zicxogiuofisvoi {tig rbv ohov rov &tou) rb psyyo,

1 Axiomatic, pithy.—T.
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fSXsvuai. The perfect revelation of God in Christ himself, is so

constituted that its glory radiates far and wide, striking every

eye. The eye itself certainly must be sound and clear if it is to

take in purely the impressions of the truth. Hence the admoni-

tion to bring the eye into a rightly constituted state. What
here seems strange, however, is that at ver. 33, the "kvyng being

that which giveth light, denotes the Saviour himself as the <pug

rou zog/mov, while again in ver. 34 it means the ability to take in

the light—to see. Already, however, at Matt. vi. 22, 23, it was

remarked that a light itself was needful for the reception of the

light, (as a negative pole for the positive) and the darkness -here

is not to be considered as simply the absence of light, but as that

which resists every reception of the light, and consequently as

the moral impurity which flies every discovery of itself by the

power of light. In order to receive the light of Christ, there-

fore, the eye must be anXoug, and then does it work with an in-

fluence so quickening and light-giving, that the (pug h avfyuiry

completely and entirely pervades the man. The figure here is

only distinguished from that brought forward at Matt. vi. 22,

(where the particulars may be compared) by the additional clause

ver. 36. There seems, however, a tautology implied in this ad-

ditional statement, si oiv rb ffoj/j^d <so\j bXov <pursivov—sstoci tpursnhv oXov.

The ug which follows, however, indicates very naturally a silent-

ly implied Suras, by means of which the following sense would

arise. " The enlightenment of man (owing to the similitude

having been taken from the outward eye, the body stands for

man's inner being) by the reception of the Divine light through

means of a single and clear eye, brightens him so entirely

(amidst the darkness around) that he shines (inwardly and spi-

ritually) as when outwardly (under night) a light irradiates one
with its beams." It is not, therefore, a merely ideal knowledge
of God and divine things that is here spoken of. but the com-
munication of a higher life-principle, which has the power of

forming in him to whom it is imparted a fountain of similar life

(John iv. 14). The whole passage, therefore, pourtrays believers

as men transformed by the influence of Christ, (of the <pmg rou

xoffpov) into <pu<frr,Dsg h xoV/xw, (Phil. ii. 15,) enlightening what lies

around them. 1 (In ver. 35 axorruv, as elsewhere fiXtvtiv, is used

in the sense of to take care, to guard oneself. In the New Testa-

1 Compare also Dan. xii. 3j (Matt. xiii. 43) 1 Cor. xv. 41. 4l\
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ment this meaning occurs only here—ver. 36 dcrrga^ is = tpiyyog,

the shining, gleaming flash).

§ 9. REBUKE TO THE PHARISEES AND LAWYERS.

(Luke xi. 37—54.)

As respects the following discourse against the <pa^isaToi and

vo/juxoI, the thoughts, which, according to Luke's account, it con-

tained, are given by Matthew, but as his custom is, he conjoins

them with others wanting in Luke, so as to form a complete

whole. In this form the separate ideas will be found more fully

explained on Matt, xxiii. We merely consider here the dis-

course in Luke viewed as a whole. Its form leaves no room for

doubt that here again we have in Luke the account of an eye-

witness, while the discourse in Matthew (ch. xxiii.) shows itself

manifestly to be a composition consisting of kindred portions of

discourses which might have been spoken by Jesus on very dif-

ferent occasions. For in the first place, the account of Luke

starts from a definite historic occasion. During the Saviour's

discourse which followed the cure of the dumb man, (xi. 14) a

Pharisee came up and invited him to dine (in the exposition of

aparuv, ver. 37, there is no ground for deviating from the com-

mon 'meaning prandere.) As he observed that Jesus ate without

having washed his hands, and loudly expressed his astonishment

at this, after the meal was finished Christ at once commenced a

conversation as to the connection of inward and outward purity.

Owing to this observation of the Pharisee, the discourse was di-

rected first against them —the reason, however, which led Christ

to extend it also to the w/Lnut is stated by Luke at ch. xi. 15.

One of the lawyers, namely, applied the words to himself, and

therefore the Lord turned to that party and rebuked their errors.

In the second place, the discourse concludes (ver. 53, 54) with a

general remark by the writer, that such a public declaration had

brought the opponents of Jesus to the firm determination to

overthrow him as the destroyer of their whole power over the

people In Matthew all those points are wanting which show

that the account of Luke had been drawn on the spot and from

the life. Matthew on the contrary, gives an address m which

he has put together ail the antipharisaic elements to be found in
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the discourses of Jesus; these he has arranged with skill and dis-

cernment, into a new and entire whole. (In the closing verses

of this section at Luke xi. 54, there occur some unusual expres-

sions. As respects first the hkyw Be/vug, it means as at Mark vi.

19, insidiari. In the LXX. it occurs at Gen. xlix. 23. Only

at this passage in the New Testament does uxoGTopari^ziv occur.

According to Timaeus in the Platonic Lexicon, when intransi-

tive it is = aero /M7j/jbr
t g Xsyav, to recount from memory. Transi-

tively, however, it means to cause one to tell something, digging

it as it were out of his mouth. Suidas says, a^rogrs/Lari^eiv <paei rbv

diddux.a7.ov orav xsXijsi rbv trutba Xsynv drra anb <tr6fUtros. With this

meaning the subsequent hid^Uiv well agrees, [which word does

not again occur save at Acts xxiii. 21] as also does the expres-

sion $ri£i\J6ai, which is intended to describe the ensnaring nature

of the questions put by Christ's enemies, examples of which are

brought forward at Matt. xxii. 15. sq. The word svsdoiUiv, from

evedga, corresponds even in point of etymology with the Latin

insidiari.)

§ 10. VARIOUS DISCOURSES OF JESUS.

(Luke xii. 1—59.)

To the contents of the following paragraphs the same remarks

may be applied which were made on the foregoing. The same
thoughts, for the most part, again occur also in Matthew, where

they are arranged in various connections, according to the me-

thod adopted by that evangelist in combining portions of dif-

ferent discourses. Even if separate, gnome-like (axiomatic) de-

clarations of Christ might have been spoken by the Saviour at

different times, yet is it difficult to conceive that more lengthen-

ed portions of discourse, agreeing word for word, could have

been uttered more than once. In examining the originality of

the section, however, every thing in this instance again speaks

in favour of Luke. For at the very beginning of the chapter, he

again connects the discourse that follows with a definite historic

occurrence. As soon as Jesus left the house of the Pharisee, and

stepped out amidst the numerous masses of the assembled peo-

ple, he continued addressing to his disciples the discourse re-

specting the Pharisees, pointing out the danger which throat-
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ened them from these self-seeking men, and referring them to

that higher aid which stood ready for them. This discourse,

which the Lord carried on with his disciples amidst a wide cir-

cle of surrounding people, was suddenly interrupted by an indi-

vidual from amidst the crowd, with a request so strangely out

of place, that the very contrast between this incident and the

discourse of Jesus goes to prove the originality of the account

used by Luke in this section. For this man, full of his little

domestic affairs, asks that the Saviour would settle a quarrel

about an inheritance in his family. The mild Son of man holds

it not beneath his dignity to lead even this erring one back into

another path. By narrating a parable, Jesus takes the trouble to

make obvious to him the nothingness of earthly possessions (ver.

16 21). And then he resumes the address to his disciples,

which had been interrupted, taking up in such a way the thread

which had been let fall, that the intervening words are woven

into the connection. The Father's care for those who seek after

the spiritual, forms once more the subject of his discourse, with

an intimation that all spiritual blessings are infinitely exalted

above every thing earthly. After the possession of the former,

therefore, the Lord exhorts his people to strive and not to

slacken in their zeal, but to persevere like the expectant ser-

vants of their Lord. Here Peter again breaks in on the dis-

course of Jesus, (ver. 40) and asks to whom he meant to apply

these words, to them alone or to all. This question leads Jesus

to go still farther into the parable he had chosen, of servants

who await their lord's return, and so to develope it as to convey

the answer sought of him, and bring the apostles to the conclu-

sion that he spake of his own departure and return. This then

brings the Lord finally (ver. 54—59) to address a reproof to the

crowd, in which he even charges them with that very hypocrisy

against which he had at the commencement warned them. He

reminds them of the visible signs of his presence, and earnestly

exhorts them not to mistake these signs. Thus the whole is so

connected, and shows itself by the intermediate questioning to

be so plainly the original account of an eye-witness, that it can-

not be dissevered. Its connection with what goes before makes

us see in it plainly a portion of that great journal of travel

which Luke used in writing his work. The separate thoughts,

here given in their original connection, Matthew according to

his custom re-arranged under certain general points of view.
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Ver. 1. The account of Luke begins with a well-marked his-
torical connexion in point of time with the foregoing narrative,
(In o7g scil. xi6vo'S in the sense of meanwhile, during which period,
synonymous with h $ Mark ii. 19; Luke v. 34.) While he was
at meat (Luke xi. 37,) the people assembled before the house of
the pharisee, in order to obtain a sight of the prophet. (The
pugi&dse denote, like the nill") great, but indefinite numbers.)

Here then the Lord begins an 'address of warning against the
Pharisees, directed in the first instance certainly to his disciples,
but plainly uttered in the presence of the people, (ver. 13, 54,)
whose ears many of his words may have reached. The exposi-
tion of the words was already given at Matt. xvi. 6. As the ex-
planation of Zj>m> there is here expressly added the clause fag Itsrh

tnr6x§iffi$. The bringing forward of this in particular is very natural-
ly accounted for from the fact that all the remarks of our Lord's
preceding rebuke, as also the whole blameworthy peculiarities
of the sect, centred in their w6xgi<riS. To the spirit of the Gospel
indeed nothing is more opposed than hypocrisy, for, whether in
its grosser or more refined form, whether consciously or uncon-
sciously cherished, it ever implies a contradiction between the
inner man and the outer form. This contradiction is removed
by Christianity, which establishes the aa-XoVsjs of the soul, and
attaches value to every outward appearance only so far as it is

the genuine expression of the inner life. (The term ag«w,
therefore, is to be taken as meaning, first of all, above all, as at
Matt. vi. 33.)

Ver. 2—12. The words which follow have been already ex-
plained, namely, ver. 2—9, at Matt. x. 26, sq., (compare Luke
viii. 17,) ver. 10, at Matt. xii. 31; Mark iii. 28, ver. 11, 12; at
Matt. x. 19, 20. The connexion of the words with the admoni-
tion to beware of the Pharisees is also so simple as to be self-

evident. Only, there is something obscure in ver. 2, and ver. 3,

in regard to their connexion with what goes before and follows.

As to conjoining the discovery of what is concealed with the
warning against hypocrisy, in the sense of " the secrets of the
hypocrite shall one day be laid open," it is not to be thought of,

because at verse 3 the revealing agency is ascribed to the Apostles
themselves. We must rather supply, therefore, at this passage,
the words w pofirfiyjn, as is expressly done at Matt. x. 26.

On the one hand this open revelation of the inner man forms
the contrast to hypocrisy, and on the other the display, in its
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full glory, of that Divine truth which the Apostles were callec

to advocate, necessarily consummates its triumph. Hence, evei

if opponents arise against it, the powerful protection of Goc

will shield the champions of the truth. What is said at ver. 10

of the sin against the Holy Ghost, was fully considered on
j

quite different occasion. (Compare on Matt. xii. 31 .)
Yet is 1

at the same time not improbable that the Saviour in this con

nexion referred back to the main idea formerly expressed. Fo

the warning against apostacy led him very naturally to speak o

the lowest stage of declension. In contrast, however, to the sii

against the Holy Ghost there is brought forward at the conclu

sion (ver. 12,) the help to be received from the Holy Ghost, th

aid imparted to those who are steadfast to their faith in th.

Redeemer.

Yer. 13 16. The narrative which follows is peculiar to Luke

according to whom some one from among the crowd requests

Jesus to° support him in a lawsuit. This little episode is in

structive in so far as it shows the way and manner in whicl

Jesus conducted himself regarding those affairs which enter int.

the external relations of political and civil life. He wholly re

framed from such interference, and confined his labours entirel;

to the internal and moral world; out of this no doubt ther.

arose an entire reformation of all political and civil relations

brought about by the labours of Jesus, but at first he left thes.

externals unassailed, seeking only to establish the new lif«

within. An important hint this for all who are called to tin

work of the ministry! Interference with exterior relation;

characterises sectarian effort, which has to do not with men';

hearts but with dominion over them, and their money

(A/xatfnjs occurs again at Acts vii. 27, 35, in the sense of arbiter

freely chosen umpire. mgKsrhs, met with only here in the Ne*

Testament, means, according to Grotius, on the passage, qu

familiae herciscundae, communi dividundo, aut finibus regundi;

arbiter sumitur.) To make the man who had so awkwardly in-

terrupted his discourse, aware of his spiritual state, Jesus gives

him in the following verses a warning against ^Xion^a. One

may conceive of a wish being entertained for the division of ar

inheritance without a-Xiovig/^ but in the case of this man, the

very moment he chose for making his application to Christ

shows that worldliness had repressed all sympathy with things

spiritual, and this entanglement is the root of vteovega, the sub-
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.ligation of life to things earthly. As respects the construction

<>f the latter half of verse 15, it must be observed, first, that un-
doubtedly airoD is the right reading, and that in this entirely

lebraizing passage the pronouns must be explained after the
isage of the Hebrew language. The thought contained in the
)assage would be easy if the words 1% tujv b-aoyjvruv auroZ were
Wanting. By this additional clause some expositors (for example
^aulus,) have been induced erroneously to supply a n before the
ix rut •/.. 7. >.. so as to bring out this meaning,—even if any one
has many possessions, yet is the life of the body not part of his

property, i. e. he has no control over his life. This explanation

seems to agree with the following parable, according to which
even the rich man speedily loses his bodily life. But ver. 21 at

mce opens to our view another sense in which the life may be
inderstood by the words tXovtsTv he, 0s6v. Only relatively is

leath a loss, for the kXoutuv he, Qsov it is a gain. It is most
correct then to view £«?? as denoting true life, in so far as it im-
)lies currigla,. The construction then is simply this, that the
bought has been in substance completely expressed by the

Words on obz h ru> wzgitozvuv rivi rj ^utj aurov sdriv, the words ix ruv

\<xuoyj>vrm aurov, however, which follow, bring forward from the
receding vsgiaesvsiv this additional idea, that no spiritual power
can be ascribed to the possession of earthly goods. There are
then two opinions here combined in one—" Life consists not in

superabundance," and " out of earthly portions nothing spiritual

;an flow." The parable which follows therefore teaches as well

that earthly blessings may be lost, as the necessity of laying up
imperishable treasures along with the possession of which £wjj is

it the same time bestowed, and which $4mng is so little able to

;akc away that it rather introduces us to the full enjoyment of

them.

Ver. 16—21. Here follows a parable, whose object by no
means is to warn against the abuse of riches, but against riches

(themselves, that is, against the soul's placing its dependence on
(any transitory possession. This dependence may exist as well

.on the part of him who has much as of him who has little,

although in the case of the former the temptation is greater.

In the same way, however, can the true srrw^s/a woparog (Matt,

v. 3,) exist amidst great possessions. According to the views

\ of the world and the decisions of the law, the man whom Jesus
brings forward in the parable does nothing unrighteous; rather
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does he act wisely; just as the man who from amidst the crowc

wished to force on his brother to a division of the inheritance1

does nothing against the law. But in both cases predominance

was given to that natural life which cleaves to the creature, de-J

voting to it its whole affections, and in that condition man is a

vs/tgo's, and consequently is transitory as the passing objects which

he loves. With this state of soul the Saviour contrasts another!

and an opposite, in which man sets his affections on things

eternal, and holds and uses all his transitory possessions not for)

their own sake, but to promote the everlasting welfare of himself

and others. This being his state he is a vruyjg, even though he

may have great possessions, while one in the condition of a

beggar may be a -rXovruv sig Qsov. This expression is most char-

acteristic in opposition to the fycavgifyiv savrui. For in human

effort every thing depends on the final object towards which it

is directed. In man's usual efforts after the things of sense the

I (self) is the object of all exertion ; and that poor I, with its

transient joy and peace, falls during this very effort a prey to

<p§ogd; in genuine effort, however, it is God the eternal, un-

changeable, immortal, (1 Tim. vi. 16,) who becomes the object

followed after, and while man therefore is laying up treasure for

God (a/s is not to be confounded with h or wgog,) he is at the same

time laying up for himself, for where his treasure is, there also

is his real I. (Matt. vi. 21 .) Compare the beautiful treatise of

Clemens Alex, rig o <rw£o>sK>5 vXoixsiog, which contains a Commen-

tary on the history at Mark x. 17, sq., full of rich and deep

thoughts. In the Pauline epistles compare 1 Cor. vii. 29, sq.,

where we are taught to possess as though we possessed not.

(Ver. 16, s-jfogsw, means to bear abundantly, fruitfully. In the

New Testament it is found only here,—ver. 19, !gw rjj -^vyji pou

stands certainly for avrog ; it is, however, to be carefully noted

that the words <r2J/j,a, ^xn, an^ *v&tJ'a are not used promiscue

for the person who is the subject of discourse, but are severally

applied in certain relations as these become more particularly

prominent. In this case, for example, neither <rw/ia nor kvbv/a«,

could have been employed. According to the Divine ordinance

nourishment is required by the body, but the «su//,a has relation

to nobler than sensuous blessings and food. The ^xn, as being

capable of education and development, can refer as well to the

lower region of the <r«g£ as to the higher one of the vvzvpa. In

this very thing consequently does the point of the thought be-
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tore us lie, that he gave up to the sa^uoTg that ^xh which he
should have consecrated to the msufiarutoTg.)

Ver. 22—31. In what follows of his discourse our Lord comes
oackto his disciples, taking again ver. 12 as his starting point
from which to cany on his remarks, and keeping in view the
JOntenta of the parable. Warning tliem against anxious care
for the world, he points his disciples to our heavenly Father as
their true helper in every strait, and remarks that, while trusting
in his aid, there was no necessity for such an anxious gathering
together of the means of bodily support as is exhibited in the
case of the rich man. The whole discourse, it may be added, is

founded on the supposition, that circumstances might well give
occasion and temptation enough for cherishing such anxieties.
The particulars have already been more fully explained at Matt
vi. 25—32.

Ver. 32. "With the words w <popoZ the discourse obviously
returns to the standing-point of ver. 4, where the Redeemer,
styling the disciples his friends, exhorts them pr, po^nn. The
confidential mode of his address however, pixghv noi^mv with
which the foregoing plko, pou (ver. 4,) may be set down as
parallel, does not seem to agree with the idea of a conversation
before the multitude (ver. 1.) At least, in the passage, John
xv. 14, 15, where the Lord also calls his disciples his friends, it

is done in the innermost circle of those belonging to him. But
in what follows, there immediately (ver. 33,) occurs the plainest
reference to ver. 21, which words again were addressed to one
amidst the crowd, (ver. 13,) so that it is not possible to divide
this discourse into separate elements, as spoken (before the
people and before the disciples,) at different times. It is im-
possible, especially because of ver. 41 . The only supposition we
can form therefore is, that the disciples were nearest to Jesus,
standing close round him, and part of his words did not reach
the multitude; but on the other hand the Saviour perhaps in-

tended that to some his words should bo completely audible,
while all should receive at least the general impression of them.
Thus the conclusion of his address, (ver. 54, sq.,) which contains
a distinct appeal to the multitude, charges them with b^oz^cc,

with a warning against which the discourse opened. (Compare
ver. 1. with ver. 56.) Even the marked, and at first sight
strange separation of the (tixghv voi/wm from the great multitude,
(retained under the entanglements of Pharisaic influence,) was
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perhaps designed on this account by the Saviour, and even if

many of the particular allusions were unintelligible to the crowd,

(as, for instance, the account which follows of watching for his

own return, must certainly have been unintelligible,) yet far less

stress is laid on these than on the impress of rebuke and reproof

which the whole discourse bears. This must have driven men
to a decision for or against him; the better disposed would attach

themselves to the little flock, the rest went over entirely to his

enemies. And this circumstance itself shows that the discourse

is in its right place in the account of the last journey to Jerusalem,

for, only towards the close of the ministry of Jesus would it have

been appropriate to make such a demand for a decisive choice.

In the idea of the wolpviov, however, there is implied a reference

not merely to their connexion with Jesus as the shepherd, (John

x. 12), but also, as the pixgov indicates, to the relation in which

the disciples stood to the world. The expression reminds us of

the relation of sheep to wolves, (Matt. x. 16). To comfort them,

as it were, under the sufferings and persecutions of the world,

the Saviour promises that the kingdom should be bestowed on

them by the Father, under which term in this passage, as being

the opposite of x6<t(toe (ver. 30) in its widest application, inward-

ly as well as outwardly, we must understand a state of things, in

which God's will is supreme, and beneath that supremacy it

must be well with the good. Most appropriately, however, does

the dovvai here correspond with the fyrsTv (ver. 31). For it was

only with this,
1 that the promise of outward aid and support

was primarily associated, and now the Saviour adds that the ex-

alted object after which they strove was already their own. The

preterite here is to be retained in its literal sense, for this rea-

son, that the Saviour views the disciples as the first bearers of

that new life which he was called to bring into the world, and

looks on them in the election of grace. If Jesus speaks here

quite generally, without mentioning the wig ryg facuteias (as in

the similar passage, John xvii. 12), this was certainly done, part-

ly because he spoke in presence of the multitude, partly because

the time of Judas was not yet past, and so there still remained

the hope of winning him, and finally it might yet be said that

even Judas was chosen, but made not his election sure (2 Peter

i. 10) and so fell through his unfaithfulness.

1 The Inrvv—the seeking.—T.
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Ver. 33. In the following verses (down to ver. 36) the Re-
deemer subjoins admonitions to the effect that they should walk
as children of the kingdom, and members of the little flock. The
picture is carried out in contrast to the preceding representation
of the worldling anxious for the interests of the body and of
self. The latter amasses for himself possessions and goods, the
former sells them, the latter seeks ease and pleasure (ver. 19)
the former stands amidst struggles and contests (ver. 35). It may
be a question, however, in what sense the exhortation expressed
in general terms, vuXfaars to wr&gxpvrct b/iuv, is to be understood.
In the first place it is not to be conceived that we have here any
general admonition to Christians, otherwise the passage, 1 Cor.
vii. 29, sq. would contradict it. Freedom in a spiritual sense
from all earthly possessions, is assuredly to be considered as the
highest aim of every member of the kingdom; by it alone can
the outward act acquire real significance. A second question,
however, certainly arises, whether the Lord means here to give
his disciples a special precept; and according to Matt. xix. 27, it

appears by no means improbable that he does.
1 According to

Matt. xix. 21 also, Jesus, in certain cases where a too strong at-

tachment to worldly possessions was manifested, appears to have
required the entire giving up of these goods, and to have meant
his injunction to be understood in good earnest, and in a literal

sense. Yet, in any case, Ave must say that the necessity for
such external renunciation must be regarded as something of
subordinate importance, for all outward blessings being as Cle-
mens Alex, (in the treatise above referred to) says, xri^ara, and
therefore to be held possession of, so may they lawfully be thus
held, if only they do not acquire the mastery. In the case of
the disciples, however, it might be of importance that in this re-
spect as in others they should be seen resembling their Lord.
The remaining words of ver. 33 (as also ver. 34) agree entirely
with the verses, Matt. vi. 20, 21, already explained. Instead of
the transitory, the eternal is enjoined on us as the sole object of
our endeavours, inasmuch as the xogtfa (along with the ^yji

1 Luke xxii. 3G, however, shows that even on the part of the disciples
themselves the expression rruvra azr^a^sv is to be taken with limita-
tions. Compare also on John xxi. 3. In the parallel paaaage at Matt.
Vi. 19, only the negative side is brought forward to view, /^^ffaw/'&re
uitn OjjtfaUfOUg iiri rijg yr,;.
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whose centre lies ini the xagd/a) identities itself, as it were, with

the object sought after. The only thing peculiar to Luke is the

additional clause Toi^san iavroTg jSaXdvncc fin vukauoufifm, in which

the (3aXdiiriov (see Luke x. 4) stands for what is contained in the

crumena. The treasures which grow not old, therefore, are

equivalent to the Eternal. (The word dvwtXsrawf, inexhaustible,

is in the New Testament found only here).

Ver. 35, 36. In regard to what follows in the account of Luke,

there occur kindred elements at Matt. xxiv. 42, sq. The two

passages are so closely akin, that we cannot well suppose Christ

to have twice spoken the same words at different periods, and in

different circumstances. It thus becomes a question, in which

of the two evangelists the original connection of the words may

have been preserved. To me it once more seems in this case

probable, that (as was remarked generally on Luke xii. 1) Luke

has the more closely recorded the circumstances. For the whole

account of Luke is so peculiar, that it evidently reports to us a

conversation which really took place, with its various turns and

interruptions, while it is equally obvious that Matthew (ch. xxiv.)

combines portions of discourses which all refer to the same topic,

namely the Lord's return to the earth. In favour of the view

that Luke or the author of the account he made use of, has pos-

sibly introduced here something foreign to the occasion, there

is merely the obscurity of the connexion, and the circumstance,

that the following context seems to point to the Parousia, which

is not referred to in what goes before. But though the connect-

ing thread which pervades all is fine, it is not wanting. For, all

that is said from ver. 4 and onwards of the persecutions await-

ing the disciples, and from ver. 22 of their entire separation

from worldly possessions, and striving after eternal blessings,

was based upon the idea that the Lord's protecting presence was

to cease, so that the /iixfov vofamv (ver. 32) must be so explained

that the flock is viewed as bereft of their shepherd, and exposed

in consequence to all the assaults of the enemy. With this

leading idea what follows is closely connected, inasmuch as the

disciples are commanded to continue true, throughout the pe-

riod of abandonment which stood before them, and that faithful-

ness would meet its reward from the Lord on his return. Grant-

ing then, that in the preceding context, no express reference is

made to his return, yet the abandonment of the disciples pre-

supposes the departure of their Lord, and this departure presup-

Y
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poses necessarily that one day he shall return, and these two
ideas form the supports on which the whole connexion of the
passage rests. The multitude, who equally heard this address,

must certainly have failed to understand the idea of his return,

which was a difficulty even to the disciples, but it was not for

them that the discourse was primarily intended, and then, figu-

rative though it was, it bore a meaning intelligible to all, as ad-
monishing them faithfully to adhere to the true Lord. This
exhortation formed at the same time a warning against hypocri-
sy, (ver. 56), which was greatly needed by the multitude, who
listened indeed eagerly to Jesus, but from fear of the Pharisees
shrank from a decision in his favour. (Compare on Matt. xxiv.

51, where instead of the avusrot in Luke there stands the more
accurate u-roxpirai.) The principal thoughts in the following

verses, in so far as they relate to the Parousia, will be found
explained more fully at Matt, xxiv., to which passage we now
refer. Verses 35, and 36, like verse 33, retain primarily the
preceptive form. The ideas of these verses Luke has modified
in a peculiar way. The general comparison of servants who
wait for their Lord, is more nearly defined by the circumstance,
that he is represented as returningfrom the feast (amXveei 1% ruv

yd/Muv). We cannot therefore view this passage as a parallel

one to Matt. xxv. 1, sq., for, in that chapter, the bridegroom is

represented as coming to the marriage feast, and the virgins as
waiting for him. The similitude of the marriage feast points in
every case to the relation of Christ to his church, (compare
Matt. ix. 15). To the church, however, in its wider acceptation,

all the members of Christ's body assuredly belong, and among
them consequently the apostles are included. But, the separate
members may be viewed as standing in different relations to
each other, according as this or that disposition acquires a cer-

tain ascendancy over their character. Sometimes they are pre-
eminent for active effort (dovXoi), sometimes their natures are
more receptive, or contemplative, (vafihoi), and the figurative

modes of expression are modified accordingly. (Compare more
detailed remarks on Matt. xxv. 1, sq.; 14, sq.) Here the apos-
tles are represented as men of activity, and for this reason they
appear as the stewards of God's house, in the absence of the
Lord at the heavenly banquet, that is, at his union with the
church above, to which there is an analogy in his union with
the church of the saints on earth at his return—his comino- to
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the marriage-feast, {'oatpwc, ^is^ua/^svai and xbyvoi xaio/isvoi are

the usual figurative expressions denoting to be prepared and

ready, em/iog yivss^ai ver. 40. Compare Jer. i. 17; 1 Pet. i. 13;

Matt. xxv. 1.)

Ver. 37, 38. After this exhortation to a faithful decision in

favour of the Lord, (the opposite of ixirox^ig ver. 46, compared

with Matt. xxiv. 53,) there is subjoined the thanks and the

blessing, bestowed on such faithfulness. First of all, the return

of the Lord is represented as wholly uncertain, in regard to the

watch of the night in which it may be expected, and the reward

of faithfulness as equally great, whatever the period of time over

which it was extended. (This recalls to mind the parable, Matt.

xx. 1, sq., according to which, the labourers, though called at

different periods, yet receive equal recompence. Our more de-

tailed remarks may be consulted on the passage itself.) Natu-

rally there seems greater difficulty entailed by the later coming

of the Lord, and the longer waiting which this implies. (It is

intentionally that no mention is made of the first night-watch,

for the banquet itself falls within it. As, however, allusion is

made only to the second and third, Jesus seems here to have

made use of the old division of the night amongst the Jews into

three night-watches. Compare on Matt. xiv. 25.)—The descrip-

tion of the reward given to the true servants, is altogether pecu-

liar; these ideas are found only in Luke. For, the Lord reverses

their relative positions; he becomes the servant, they are the

masters. In a passage, which also is peculiar to himself, (chap.

xvii. 7—10) Luke has described the usual practice, that when

a servant returns from labour, his master first requires him to

attend to his personal comfort, and then permits him to take his

own food, without thanking him for these exertions, inasmuch

as lie has only done what he was bound to do. The contrast of

these two passages may be explained in this way, that the aim

of Luke xvii. 7, sq. is to bring forward the humble, unassuming

state ofmind of those truly faithful servants of the Lord who say

6V; dovXoi a%zuoi ss^iv. The passage before us, on the other hand,

brings to view the self-humbling nature of the Son of man, so rich

in grace, who not only places his servants on a level with himself,

but sets himself beneath them. Thus, while the former passage

gives expression to righteousness, that before us expresses grace,

in regard to the relation of the servants to their Lord. The

form, however, under which our Lord's self-sacrificing love for
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his servants is here set forth, is borrowed from that promise
which runs through all Scripture, of a great feast which at the
setting up of God's kingdom, our Lord shall hold with his own.
(Compare on Matt. viii. 11.) This BsTfrm rou 7d,*ov roZ agviov

(Rev. xix. 9,) has its type in that last meal of Jesus when he
instituted the sacrament of the supper, and according to John
xiii. 1, sq. the Saviour acted on that occasion altogether in har-
mony with what is here promised; he conducted himself like

the servant, and considered his disciples as the masters. "What
then took place, was an outward type of what once in the end
of the day, the Lord shall do to his own people, who until deatli

remain true to his commandments. (For further details see on
Matt. xxvi. 29.) With this the Saturnalia of the ancients may
not inappropriately be compared, which also in symbolic form,
gave expression to the idea that one day mankind should form
a family of brethren. Tims even the Lord of heaven is not
ashamed to present himself as the first-born among many breth-
ren, (Rom. viii. 29; Hcb. ii. 11.)

Ver. 89, 40. The Saviour, however, adds (modifying the pre-
viously used comparison of the servant waiting for his Lord) as
a warning, that the time of the master's return is altogether un-
certain; it must therefore be expected that he may come at any
moment, (ver. 35, 40, as parallel to ver. 38,) and even at that
instant he may appear when least of all men anticipate his re-

turn. (As to this thought, so important to our understanding
the doctrine of the Parousia, compare the more detailed remarks
at Matt. xxiv. 43, 44.) Here, however, the comparison of a
master at a distance, whose return is waited for by his servants,

whom he had left behind to manage the household affairs, (com-
pare ver. 42, sq.) is conjoined with another, which serves more
fully to bring out the unexpected nature of his coming—the
figure, namely, of the goodman of the house, who defending him-
self from the assault of a thief, and not knowing the hour of the
thiefs approach, must be continually on the watch. That this

comparison has absolutely no meaning, beyond expressing the
idea of suddenness, is certainly not probable. It is in the first

place, used in the New Testament so commonly with reference
to the return of Christ, (Matt. xxiv. 43; 2 Peter iii. 10; Rev.
iii. 3; xvi. IS,) that we cannot fail to suppose sonic special re-

ference to be implied in the expression. Further, we must do!

overlook the reason why some nobler comparison—of which so
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many must have presented themselves—was not selected in or-

der to show forth the suddenness. And, finally, the accurate

filling up of the figure in some of the passages, (for example

here and at Matt. xxiv. 43,) according to winch, the master of

the house is set in opposition to the thief, and the breaking in

of the latter depicted, is not calculated to support the opinion

which refuses to lay any stress on the various features of the

comparison itself. Rather does the remark made on Matt. ix.

16 apply here, that our Lord frequently uses figurative expres-

sions taken from the standing-point of his enemies. In this

case, the comparison of the ptX<<rr»js is taken from the feelings of

those, who amidst the life and movement of earth, view them-

selves as in their own proper home. These take fright at the

coming of the Son of man, as at the inbreaking of a thief;

through him they believe it is all over with their (supposed)

property and possessions. Here, then, is seen the feeling of all

worldly-minded men, concentrated as it were in the ohodstnrorrig,

under whom we can (according to Matt. xii. 29 ; Luke xi. 21,)

understand no other than the ag%wv rov xoV/ao-j rourov. Thus un-

derstood, the comparison acquires, on the one hand, its own de-

finite meaning, and on the other, there is also assigned a ground

for the uncertainty of our Lord's return, which will be more

closely examined and remarked upon at Matt. xxiv. 43. It

seems, however, an obscure point, how this comparison of the

xXsvrrig can be interwoven with that of the douXoi, as is done in

this passage, and at Matt. xxiv. 43. The ground of it is proba-

bly this. The Apostles themselves, although on the one side

they are the representatives of the /3a<r/Xs/a r. 0. (ver. 32), yet

appear on the other, as by no means removed from the region of

the xofffiog—they still bear the worldly element within them

(1 John ii. 16), and require for this reason very earnest admoni-

tions to fidelity, and warnings against unfaithfulness (ver. 9, 10,

47, 48). In so far, however, as the disciples themselves still be-

long to the region of the xtfo^os, in so far do they also share its

character; they cherish fear, namely, for the manifestation of

the Divine, and for this reason could the Lord here conjoin two

things apparently foreign to each other.
1 Like the disciples,

1 Schleiermacher (on Luke p. 189) seems to me altogether groundlessly

to doubt the authenticity of the connexion here. It is wholly improba-

ble that this verse alone should be an interpolation in a discourse which

hangs so closely together.
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every believer bears a double character; as a member of the
kingdom of God, he is a douXog rou QtoZ, in so far, however, as
the old man and consequently the world lives within him, he
carries in himself that which is enmity against God, and accord-
ing to this position, he must partly long for, and partly dread
the coming of the Lord, as that act which shall reveal the xgwrb
ruv a^wmwv. According to that standing-point of exalted con-
templation, therefore, from which the Saviour spoke, he viewed
all the separate individuals in the connexion which their lives

bore to the whole, and found the key of heaven and hell, of bliss

and anguish, in the hearts of each.

Ver. 41. It is easy to explain how Peter should here have put
the question, whether this was spoken to them alone, or to all,

(even to the oyXog ver. 1 .) For, the discourse had in fact acquired
a general character, inasmuch as to part of the disciples' nature
had been brought into view, through which they were still con-
nected with the world. Peter's question, therefore, in this con-
nexion, is a plain testimony to the direct originality of the whole
narrative.

Ver. 42—46. The Saviour's reply to the question of Peter
is not given definitely, as the circumstances themselves required
that it should not. The Saviour spake in presence of a great
multitude of people, and his intention was that a different im-
pression should be produced by his words on his disciples, and
on the crowd; he could not therefore answer with absolute pre-
cision to the somewhat indiscreet question of Peter. To this it

must be added, that in fact an absolutely definite decision would
not have been founded on truth. For, however certain it is,

that in the church of Christ every member should not be a
master, (James iii. 1), yet, on the other hand, it is no less

established that in a certain respect every believer is a doZXog

r. ©, and must watch for the coming of the Lord. Accordingly,
Jesus so answers the question, that in a full and literal sense
he applies what was said to the disciples as the representatives
of those called to be instructors in the Church. In the next
place, however, lie transfers it to all, (ver. 48), in so far as they
can be considered as douXoi, admitting even that their insist
ami intelligence is developed in a lower measure. In the fol-'

lowing verses, the idea of ver. 36 is carried further out, and in

such a way as to delineate those oo^.oi who, holding swav over
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the other servants, regulate the whole household economy. In

this, the reference to the Apostles cannot be mistaken. First,

the fidelity, and then the unfaithfulness of such servants is de-

picted with their consequences, but as to these we reserve the

particulars till we come to the exposition of Matt. xxiv. 45-51,

which verses closely agree with those before us. Although, as

was remarked above, we in this instance again give the prefer-

ence to the position of these words in the account of Luke, as

being that which they originally held; yet, in ver. 46, the read-

ing fierce rm dmaroiv, must yield to that of Matthew, who has

/M<ra ruv bvoxgiribv. In this reading the original expression seems

to be preserved, and in the text of Luke the more general idea

seems falsely to have crept in. The few critical authorities in

favour of inserting vto-^ituv in the text of Luke can claim mean-

while no regard. The reference to the wemyrtti accords striking-

ly with ver. 1, as compared with ver. 56. In this expression,

moreover, preserved by Matt., we may find an indication that

the words iii Matt, are borrowed from the very connexion, as

o-iven here, a connexion which points so naturally to Woxg/tf/g.



SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE BY THE AUTHOE.

Respecting the note at p. 210 it should be kept in view that the terms
there selected as descriptive of myths should be applied only to the so-
called myths of the New Testament. An unintentionally fictitious con-
struction of myths (a very different thing from deception or falsehood)
must undoubtedly be assumed in the histories of other nations. In the
New Testament, however, according to the principles laid down at Vol
I. p. 29, sq. it cannot exist, and, therefore, the assuming of myths here
is equivalent to the assumption of fraud and falsehood.

ERRATA.

In page 146, line 19,for £„„',„ read &*»&„.

172, ... 3,for ahxipo! read ah\<p*',.

174, ... li,for vavrus read vruvruf.

194, ... &,for ffuvvxa, read truvrixuv.

197, ... 39,for contrast read contest.

198, ... W,for rrurn^ read <xa<rnz.

202, ... 9}for by rca(i ag ky

211, ... ] o,ybr first read second.

227, ... 28,for hyi^a, read jj^ija.

•• 231, ... 4 3,for Himalayes of the read Himalayas, the.

•• 267, ... 38,for this I would read this would.

The note at p. 190,and note 1 at p. 249, should have been marked T.

ANDREW JACK, HUNTER.
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